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Sixteen- bit minicomputer breaks $ 1,000 barrier
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Standard C/MOS ICs: versatile grist for designer's mill
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Meet the talented CAST* from PRD
Our Computerized Automatic Systems Testers are fully integrated
hardware software systems. They test everything well:
E analog, E radio frequency, E digital systems, E sub- assemblies,
n modules and n circuit boards. They also provide E Go No-go
end to end testing, .iii fault diagnosis, E: data processing and trend

analysis. In short, they're born performers.
Cost-effective performers. CAST systems are modulary designed
to permit addition or deletion of individual stimulus or measuring units,
according to your needs. Not only are they talented and
economical, they're cooperative. They offer simplified E English
language programming, n self check, n CRT or hard copy
readout, E training and service.
Meet our CAST in afree booklet. Write: PRD Electronics, Inc.,
Automation In Measurement

PRD
ELECTRONICS, INC

aHARRIS

CAST Applications Group, 1200 Prospect Ave., Westbury, N.Y. 11590.
Or, better still, arrange an audition. Talk with one of our system
specialists at ( 516) 334-7810.
*Computerized Automatic Systems Tester
Circle 900 on reader service card

the changing face
of time

CALTEX digital clock/calendar circuit
If you are one of the people who are causing change, then Cal-Tex has aproduct of value to you. If you
are designing tomorrow's time display and measurement systems today, then our
CT 7001 Digital Clock/Calendar circuit has application.
Here are some of its functions; let your mind choose the application:
o 4 or

6

Digit,

7 Segment

deplay banking. o Display outputs can be " Wire Or'd - allowing chip

to share displays such as with acalculator. o On Chip 50/60 3-1z backup oscillator for power failure, with
low battery voltage warning indicator. D 28/30/31 Day Calendar eliminating the need for
monthly resetting. o io Minute Snooze .
Alarm. o Separate Alarm Control and Counter 7nput which are
set independently of each other.
24

0 50 or 60 7-1z operation. El 12

7-tour clock. o Clock Radio and Timer Controls. o frue

}lour AI:lip:1,1 indication or

24 hour Alarm which

need not be reset.

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN CHANGING THE FACE OF TIME,
A CALL CAN START IT RIGHT NOW!

CAL- TEN SEMICONDUCTOR, INC.
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Another FIRST from DDC
DDC, the company that developed the first
synchro converter module back in 1969, has now
introduced the first line of microminiature hybrid
synchro converters.
Included are a hybrid multiplexed S/D ( Model
HMSDC) and hybrid tracking S/D and DIS (
HSeries) converters . . . specifically designed for
applications requiring microminiature size, low
power ( cmos), high accuracy, and single or
multispeed operation. In addition to avionics applications, their extreme low power and high
reliability make them ideal for remote data
gathering stations and man- portable equipment.
They are available as modules for you to package, on cards to your specifications or as NAFI
SHP circuit cards.

Both the HMSDC and H-Series feature high
reliability ( MIL- 883 processing) and stability—
with no trims, adjustments or calibrations.
Hybrid synchro converters. Latest in a whole
line of " firsts" from DDC.
For product or technical applications information, write or call Jim Sheahan or Hans Schloss.
They're engineers, so they talk your language.

El

A subnIdinry of ILC Industries, Inc.

ILC DATA DEVICE CORPORATION
100 TEC STREET. HICKSVILLE. N. Y. 11801 • PHONE: ( 516)433-5330
APPLICATION CENTERS
Long Beach, Calif
(213) 597-5744

Washington, D. C.
Bruxelles, Belgium
(703) 536-2212 (Tel. 62.01.59

Shaping
the future of
synchro
conversion.
H-Series Hybrid Tracking S/D & D/S
Binary Angle Coding
Accuracy to 2' (S/D) or -± 4' (DIS)
14 or 16 bits binary
Type II servo loop
Actual size
2 min. S/D Converter
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Hybrid Multiplexed Synchro Converter
Binary Coding
Accuracy to 5.3'
Resolution 1.3'
150 ixs conversion lime
(not shown)
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Highlights
The cover: The tailor-made circuit, 89

Stimulus from the military, as well as the
specialized requirements of the communications, computer and instrumentation industries, have pushed custom hybrid circuits to new technological heights.
Contributing to their increased versatility
and performance are the recent advances in
thick and thin films and in monolithic ICs.
The coming of COM, 69

Computer output on microfilm is catching
on slowly for off-line terminals. But it is having some difficulty in living down its early,
overblown image as the ultimate answer to
the paper problem.
Stripped down mini scales up demand, 109

"An elastic market" is the economist's term
for the way in which minicomputers more
than double their sales every time they halve
in price. Latest example of this trend is a
low-cost, 16- bit minicomputer on a single
pc board, which executes most instructions
in 4.8 to 9.6 microseconds and performs
well enough to satisfy most applications.
Chips in aDIP for a chopperstabilized op amp, 123
Till now either abulky module or an array of
discrete devices, the chopper-stablized operational amplifier has at last been packed
into a standard 14- lead dual in- line package. The circuitry is divided between two
chips, one bipolar and one MOS. Coming
soon is asingle-chip version.
And in the next issue . . .

Automotive electronics . . . digital storage
for a better low-frequency spectrum analyzer . . . the ins and outs of laser trimming.
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bit semiconductor- memory
chips, and other high-density integrated circuits are grabbing the
spotlight, alot of work is still being
done using that old stand-by approach, the hybrid lc.
In fact, as Larry Altman, our
Solid State Editor, points out in the
special report starting on page 89,
hybrid Ks make sense when high
performance with short production
runs is the goal. What's more, the
cost advantages of thick-film techniques, the close tolerances possible
with thin films, and today's improved materials and more sophisticated active and passive circuit elements all add up to a workbench
full of design tools that are hard to
beat with monolithic ic methods.
And, just as is the case with many
other segments of electronics where
developments in one discipline have
fostered progress in another, the
rapid growth of monolithic techniques helped spur advances in hybrid technology. So now, far from
being shunted aside by the more
glamorous monolithic circuits, the
oldest IC fabrication method is
really coming into its own.
When is dividing by two equal to
multiplying by ten? When you
are designing minicomputers, according to the authors of the article
on how one company cut the cost of
a 16-bit minicomputer to less than
$1,000. The story on how they did it,
using mos technology and largescale integration, appears on page
109.
But back to the slightly tortured
mathematics—which has relevance
all across the electronics scene. The
authors, Ken Gorman and Phil
June 7. 1973 Volurne 46. NUmber 12
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Kaufman of Computer Automation
Inc., point out that halving the price
of aminicomputer does much more
than double the sales. They say:
"Indeed, history has shown that an
order-of-magnitude increase in demand is a realistic expectation."
And that's not just true in minicomputers but just about every
growth area in electronics.
Perhaps even more significant is
the time frame involved in this price
drop. The company's previous
model, the one on which the new
machine is based, is only two years
old. Even for the electronics field,
that's fast turnaround.
Not only is electronics a pervasive
technology, it is aworldwide one
as well. Just take alook at the variety of international stories in this issue. Leading off the main news section, Electronics Review, is a
microcomputer story (see p. 39) by
our correspondent in Japan, Charlie
Cohen, the only full-time electronics
reporter stationed in Tokyo for an
American magazine. Then, two out
of the four stories in the Probing the
News section came from Europe.
One tells about the plans of a marine electronics maker in, of all
places, land-locked Switzerland (see
p. 72). The other chronicles the fast
pace of European broadcast-station
automation (see p. 74). Both, by the
way, came from our Paris-based
Managing Editor, International, Art
Erikson. Finally our regular Electronics International section has
more stories from overseas.
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If you want your
programmable power supply
to follow the sense
of an instruction as well as
its magnitude...look into
KEPC1
Bipolar Opevational Power Supplies ,
the most unique
d- cpower supply on the market.
It produces both positive and negative
voltage from the same pair of terminalscontrolling linearly through zero.
BOP's have a wide bandwidth for dynamic programs, yet, can maintain themselves
absolutely steady at whatever level you select. A true 4-quadrant power supply, able to
function as either source or sink.
There are five BOP models: two
36 volt units at = .
=
-1.5 amperes and ±
-5amperes respectively; two
72 volt BOP's at
1.5 amp eres and ' 5amperes; and one ± 15 volt model rated
at
20 amperes. All models available in lab dress with meters, input and feedback controls—or in blank panel version for the built-in application.
Ask your Kepco man for details
about the unique Kepco BOP.
If you don't know who he is,
call ( 212) 461-7000, collect, or
write Dept. BT- 14 and we will
be glad to direct you to the most
exciting power supplies on the
scene.
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BIPOLAR OPERATIONAL POWER
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KEPCO®
KEPCO. INC • 131-38 SANFORD AVENUE • FLUSHING. N.Y. 11352 • ( 212) 461-7000 • TWX = 710-582-2631 • Cable: KEPCOPOWER NEWYORK
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ASmart Way to Beat Your
Power Supply Size Problem
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short
yet this converter produces 1000 volts
DC, regulated, from a battery input of
28 VDC! It weights less than 15 ounces.
This is only one of our wide variety of
many small light weight converters, inverters and power supplies — there are
over 3000 models listed in our newest
catalog, including size, weight and prices.
If you have asize problem, why not send
for an Abbott catalog?
MIL SPEC ENVIRONMENT — All of the power
modules listed in our new catalog have
been designed to meet the severe environmental conditions required by modern
aerospace systems, including M1L-E5272C and MIL-E-5400K. They are hermetically sealed and encapsulated in heavy
steel containers. New all silicon units will
operate at 100°C.

RELIABLE — Highest quality components.
are used in Abbott power modules to yield
the high MTBF ( mean time between failure) as calculated in the MIL-HDBK-217
handbook. Typical power modules have.
over 100,000 hours MTBF — proving that
the quality was built in from the beginning.
WIDE RANGE OF OUTPUTS — Any voltage
from 5 volts DC to 3,650 VDC is available by selecting the correct model you
need from our catalog with any of avari.ety of inputs including:
60

to DC, Regulated

400 Q0 to DC, Regulated
28 VDC to DC, Regulated
28 VDC to 400%, 10 or 30
24 VDC to 60%, 1

Please see pages 686 to 699 of your 1972-73 EEM ( ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS MASTER Catalog)
for complete information on Abbott modules

Send for our new 56 page FREE catalog.

abbott

transistor

LABORATORIES,
5200

W.

Jefferson

(213)

936 '
8185

Blvd.

Los

Angeles
Cable

90016

ABTLABS
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INCORPORATED
1224 Anderson Ave.

Readers comment
Boella effect
To the Editor: The article "Matching oscilloscope and probe for better
measurements" by Vic Bunze
(March 1, p.88) makes a common
mistake in an otherwise clear and
concise treatment of loading errors.
The author states: "Purely resistive
loading effects, of course, are independent of frequency." This is true,
but not as useful as one might hope,
since " pure resistances" are hard to
come by. What has been overlooked
is the "Boella effect," first described
by M. Boella in 1934, and later extended by C.W.O. Howe, Pavlasek
and Howes, and others.
Essentially this effect, which is attributable to the distributed capacitance of a resistor, causes the effective parallel resistance to decrease
as the frequency is increased. Although the original work was on
carbon composition resistors, the
same effect applies to film-type resistors such as those used in the
probes under discussion. A typical 1
megohm film resistor will have an
actual rf resistance of about 700 kilohm at 10 megahertz, falling to
about 250 kilohm at 100 MHz.
This change in resistance with frequency must be considered when
discussing high- frequency loading
effects, particularly when measurements are made on high- impedance
circuits. One obvious example
would be a parallel-tuned circuit,
where the Q easily could be degraded by the lower-than expected
loading resistance.
Wallace F. White
Applications Engineering Manager
Boonton Electronics Corp.
Parsippany, N.J.
• The author replies: The observation regarding the Boella effect is
quite correct. The degraded input
resistance could detune a high- Q circuit at high frequency. However, long
before this occurs the normal shunt
capacitance of atypical divider probe
would create loading orders of magnitude greater than that caused by the
Boella effect. Hence, while it is true
that divider probes do not have a
purely resistive component at high
frequencies, this is rather academic
because of the ruinous effects of the
shunt-capacitance of the probe.

Fort Lee, N.J. 07024
(201) 224-6900
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TRW's SVT Series Darlingtons.
All the power you need
to get things moving.

New for 2.20V off line power supplies!
SVT 6253-450 volts, 5amps
For intormation, circle 000

TRW's Monolithic High Voltage Darlington Family
ev cb „to 650 Volts

Switch times typ 300 NanoSec

BV ce ( Sustaining)

lc

Vce ( Sat)

SVT 6060

300 Volts

20 Amps

2.0 Volts ( I,= 20A, lb= 2t,
‘

SVT 6061

350 Volts

20 Amps

2.0 Volfs 0,-20A, lb= 2AY

SVT 6062

400 Volts

20 Amps

2.0 Volts ( l
c= 20A, I
b= 2P)

SVT 6000

300 Volts

10 Amps

1.4 Volts ( I,= 10A, lb= 500„ Aa

SVT 6001

350 Volts

10 Amps

1.4 Volts ( I,= 10A, lb= 500 m A

SVT 6002

400 Volts

10 Amps

1.4 Voris ( I,= 10A, lb= 500 rn AJ

SVT 6251

350 Volts

5Amps

1.4 Volts ( I,= 5A, lb= 500,, A)

SVT 6252

400 Volts

5Amps

1.4 Volas ( I,= 5A, lb= 500,,A)

Available in quantity— now, from your local distributor. For additional
information, call Dick Seinfeld, collect, at ( 213) 679-4561; or wr;te
TRW Semiconductors, an Electronic Component Division of TRW Inc.,
14520 Aviation Blvd., Lawndale, California 90260. In Europe,
contact Mr. C. Thompson, TRW Composants, Electroniques, S.A.
Rue René- Magne, Zone d'Entrepôts, 33 Bordeaux- Nord, France_
Telephone ( 56) 297870. Telex: 842-57179.

TRWSEMICONDUCTORS
Electronics/June 7, 1973
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40 years ago
From the pages of Electronics, June 1933

WARNING
USE OF THIS UAF-100 FILTER
IS HABIT FORMING.

(2)< actual s

Draw on SPRAGUE's Advanced Active Filter Design, which inc'udes op- amps, thin film resistor networks, and NPO capacitors
encapsulated in a single plastic pack. This new series of active
filters overcomes passive RLC wave- shaping network problems of
insertion loss plus critical tuning and loading . . with short and
long term stability of 0.1%, Q up to 100, frequency drift with
temperature of less than 50 ppm/°C. Not to forget low offset
and ! ow noise.
Take your choice of twelve standard tuning ranges ( 25Hz to
12kHz) in three temperature ranges up to 125 C. The UAF-100 is
versatile, lets you se'ect any of six different second- order functions
by changing the resistance values of a few external components.
Unsurpassed for signal detection, instrumentation, A/D systems, FSK systems, and telemetry applications.
Try our UAF-100 filter, sit back and relax! Here's a habit you'll
enjoy ... and it's good for you!

Sprague
Catalog
Number*
UAF-100A1N
UAF-100A2N
UAF-100A3N
UAF-100A4N
LJAF-100B1N
UAF-100132N

Resonant Freq.
Tuning Range
k Hz)
Min.

Max.

25
200
300
120
60
500

300
1500
2000
6500
800
3500

Unit
Price t
(1-24)
$43.15

(25-99)
$35.9$
0oo-999)
$29.95

Sprague
Catalog
Number*
UAF-100B3N
UAF-100B4N
UAF-100C1N
UAF-100C2N
UAF-100C3N
UAF-100C4N

Resonant Freq.
Tuning Range
k ( Hz)
Min.

Max.

600
300
150
1000
1800
800

5000
12000
2000
10000
12000
12000

Unit
Price t
(1 -24)
$43.15
(25-99)
$35.95
(100-999)
$29.95

Standard Size: 1.125" x 1.125" x .450"
Initial Frequency Tolerance: ±-0.5%
Power Supply: L
-5V to ±22V
Frequency Drift: ±0.005%/oC
Passband Gain: ±-0.02d13
*"N" at end of Cat. No. denotes operating
temperature range from 0C to +70 C. For
—25 C to +85 C, change " N" to " E". For
—30 C to +125 C, change " N" to " M".

Get complete information from
Dick Cummings, Semiconductor
Division, Sprague Electric Co.,
115 Northeast Cutoff, Worcester,
Mass. 01606
Tel. 617/353-5000.
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tComplete price and delivery information is
available from your Sprague district office or
sales representative.
•51-1•3106

SPRAGUE'
THE MARK

OF RELIABILITY

DATA- SYSTEMS PRODUCTS

With events at Washington moving
in the direction of industry control
and government partnership in industry, it is likely that the radio
manufacturers will shortly be called
upon to set up aCode of Fair Competition under the expected new
law. For this the instrumentality will
undoubtedly be the Radio Manufacturers Association, which now
has imposed upon it new responsibilities and opportunities such as
never before. With the radio industry's Code of Fair Competition approved by the President, or by his
delegated Radio Administrator (or
"radio dictator"), the burden of
price competition will then be lifted
off the radio industry, and manufacturers and engineers can turn once
more to their prime job of improving service and quality.
This will leave the radio engineers
free to develop better technical
equipment,—instead of engaging in
price-whittling and quality-degradation which has been the sole theme
in most engineering offices for
twelve months past. It is to be hoped
that the Institute of Radio Engineers will seize this opportunity to
exert leadership in co-ordinating the
work of radio engineers to produce
a better complete radio system, all
the way from microphone, through
transmitting station, to the listener's
set and speaker. This task of designing and engineering the whole
chain, as well as its individual links,
can become a timely theme at the
Chicago Convention this month.
Encouraging signs are in the air—
despite the long continued efforts of
the radio industry to ruin itself on
the rocks of squeak boxes made of
tin. Not only is automobile radio on
the up and up; not only are there
signs of arevival of interest in high
quality reception; but there is evidence that such reception will soon
be possible in spite of the smallness
of the sets now merchandised to virtual exclusion of consoles. And
looming largely is the heretofore unheard-of vision of Government fostering, demanding, insisting on the
radio industry cooperating within itself.
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'There is onify one leader • • . ANIS.
Tailoring main, cache, buffer or addon memories to the
computing
task
PAM
performance.

Only one independent serf\ \ conductor
memory
company
has always
gone
all the way
from silicon
to systems..

Because processor productoity — per
dear, per hour — depends critically
means
on memory characteristics. No matter
what size or performance you need,
AVIS is delivering in production quan-

ANIS. Result.. we have delivered more
monolithic memory, installed and opeating worldwide, than all the other
suppliers put together.
Ask for the facts. We've got them.

lities•The industry's hiç,hest speed or
facts on 'WS semiconductor rnernlowest cost devices., bipolar, Nchancost, performance, reliability,
nel, P- channel., 16- bit to 4,096- bit.
our process technologies. Facts on
Better yet, P,WlS unCerstands realhow you can get (\NIS memories when
woo " eerns apo¡cenens __. cards, you need them, who is using our mernsubsysterns, control functions, packaging. We dever know-how, not just

ory, what they think about it. Proof
that we do the whole job, frorn silicon

silicon. That's PP,I\A performance . • .
only from P,1\il e3 .

to systems, and do it right.
We've got it all together, to give you

Solid-state computer memory is now
superior to every other main memory
technology in performance and price.

I

ll

better memories. In this business, if
you haven't got it all together, you
haven't got it.
Advanced
Memory
Systems,
Inc.
1276 l
e
larnrnerwood
Ave., Sunnyvale,
CA, 94o86
AMS means advanced mlemories. From silicon to systems.
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Circle 9 on reader service card

The Following is abla
the 64-bit RAM
Super
high speed
RAtvis
We've got 3101A's and 75/8599's.
We've also got the new Am27S02 ( amil
temp, open collector version of the 3101A)
and the new Am27S03 ( afaster, plug-in
replacement for the 75/8599).
So you've got plenty of choices: Military
or commercial temperature ranges, with
open collector or three-state outputs, and any
kind of package you want.
There are acouple of things you won't be
able to choose: One is that every single
64-bit RAM we sell is built to MIL-STD-883.
The other is that we guarantee our specs
(including switching times) over the full
temperature range.

High speed
RAMs
We've got 3101's, 54/7489's and 93403's.
We second source the whole kit and
kaboodle: The temperature ranges, the
outputs and all the packages you can name.
Which, for many companies, would be
enough.
But not for us.
And so we build every single device
military and commercial— to MILSTD883.
And we guarantee the specs of every
single device ( including switching times)
over its full temperature range.

Advanced Micro Devices, Inc., 901 Thompson Place, Sunnyvale, California 94086/TWX 910-339-9280/TLX 346306.
For product or sales informat on, call the AMO sales representative nearest you. In Sunnyvale, Shel Schumaker at ( 800) 538-7904
(toll free from outside California) or (408) 732-2400; in the eastern United States. Steve Marks or Bill Seifert at
(516) 676-4500: in VVashington/Baltimore. Ken Smyth at ( 301) 744-8233; in Mid-America, Chuck Keough at ( 312) 297-4115;
in the Los Angeles area, Steve Zelencik or Russ Almand at ( 213) 360-2102 or Larry Strong at ( 213) 870-9191;
in the United Kingdom. Des Candy at Heme Bay ( Kent) 61611; and in Germany. Hermann Lichotka at ( 0811) 594-680.
Advanced Micro Devices is distributed nationally by Cramer and Hamilton/Avnet Electronics.

tant attempt to get all
business we Can:
el-bgek'
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We've got agreat low power 64-bit
RAM, too.
Our very own Am31L01.
It offers all the advantages of low power
(185 milliwatts, maximum) while
maintaining arespectable 105 nanosecond
maximum access time.
The Am31L01 comes in both military and
commercial temperature versions with
open collector outputs and is available in
any kind of package you can name.
And while it goes without saying that the
Am31L01 is built to MIL-STD-883 and
that we guarantee its specs over the full
temperature range, we'll say it anyway.
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Advanced Micro Devices, Inc.
(If you

need anything else, ask us.)
Circle Bingo card # 208

DIGITAL

THE INCREDIBLY FAST 5900+.

MULTIMETER

MODEL

100 READINGS PER SECOND IN THE 41
2
/
DIGIT MODE.

You can either make it better.
Or you can make it cheaper.
Now, do both.

5900

The challenge infuriates an engineer. Excellence
cannot traditionally be compromised by
economics. But if you can't afford it, you won 't
buy it. So sometimes we have to do both.
Above you see one of the "plus" machines
from Dana. "Plus" because it is truly abetter
machine. And "plus" because it is priced to give
you anew level of quality for the money.

The 5900+. A new standard.
This new unit may well be the world's most
accurate and stable 5-digit multimeter.
It delivers 0.001% total accuracy.
It has 350 volts RMS protection on all ohms
measurements.
It provides true systems capability. It has 5
DC ranges, 60% overrange, and full ratio
capability. Its basic price is $1795. Nothing at
that price is comparable in accuracy and quality.

DR

The 5000+ DVM. The price is lower.
The standards aren't.
This new EVM is the lowest priced
multimeter we've ever produced. Yet because it
was engineered and built by men who have been
dealing with units costing ten times as much, the
5000+ reflects their standards.
It is absolutely reliable. ( Silicon solid state
circuitry plus LED display.)
It has 5DC ranges capable of measuring
from 1µV through 1000V.
It offers autoranging in all functions and
100% overranging on all ranges.
It's available as acomplete multimeter. Its
basic price is $995. Nothing with its features and
its quality is available for the price.
Examine these products and study their
incredible performance/price. Contact Cliff
Hamilton at Dana Laboratories, Inc., 2401
Campus Drive, Irvine, California 92664. Or call
collect at (714) 833-1234. Ask him about these
plus machines.

FR

Others measure by us.

Circle 13 on reader service card

INDUSTRY'S
BEST
DELIVERY!
MINIATURE
ROTARY
SWITCHES
Any catalog item
ONE WEEK ( ARO)
(up to 1,000
pieces!)

WIRE-WOUND
RESISTORS
PRECISION
WIRE- WOUND
RESISTORS
Tolerances

through

.01%

WEEK
DELIVERY!
(up to 1,000
pieces per line
item!)

3

POWER
WIRE-WOUND
RESISTORS
6-8 WEEKS
DELIVERY ( up to
10,000 pieces
per line item!)
WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE
FOR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION

ELECTRONICS, INC.
700 South 21st Street
Irvington, New Jersey 07111
Telephone:
(201) 374-3311
TWX:
(710) 999-5511
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People
McGurk's other CIA
takes on giant IBM
Dan L. McGurk, who describes
himself as an old war horse that
"has fought IBM a long time," is
president of the Computer Industry
Association, a relatively new group
that "wants to bring the light of day
to what's happening in litigations"
involving IBM.
The CIA—and McGurk makes no
apology for those initials—is headquartered in Encino, Calif. Its members to date are peripherals makers,
software and leasing companies,
and at least one minicomputer manufacturer. McGurk, one-time president of Xerox Data Systems, spends
a good deal of time traveling from
the Los Angeles area to New York
City and Washington, D.C. The association maintains volumes of information in New York and California on the Justice Department's
anti-monopoly suit against IBM, as
well as on the Telex Corp. suit that
has brought top IBM officials into
the news recently for their testimony.
Attack. McGurk's testimony before the Senate subcommittee on
antitrust and monopoly last month
was another association effort to
focus attention on the problem of
the dominance of IBM in the computer industry.
McGurk went on record as believing that when a few companies
dominate an industry, new technology may be curbed, U.S. exports
could be hurt, and imports invited.
He said the computer industry has
some of these problems now, and
was especially vocal about the
threat of foreign competition.
"My own experience and observation," he told the subcommittee,
"have led me to believe that the
very large corporations that are
characteristic of concentrated industries normally have serious inefficiencies in production, development, administration and distribution. These inefficiencies invite
foreign industries to compete effectively both in the United States and
throughout the world."
McGurk's background, including

Foe. Dan McGurk says restructuring IBM
would be good for the computer industry.

his more than five years at the former XDS, lends clout to ayoung organization. The CIA was formed in
June, 1972, by agroup of peripherals companies with sales between
$50 million and $ 100 million.
CIA informs. McGurk regards
competition and industry structure
as the first major problem facing the
association, hence CIA'S desire to
make available as much information as possible on the various litigations involving IBM— through the
New York and Encino files, anewsletter called "On Line" that digests
computer industry news, and acampaign that includes his testimony
that IBM could be "reorganized with
afacility that might amaze some."
McGurk believes a restructuring
of IBM into seven full-range computer companies would be good for
the economy. He thinks, though,
that now that the Computer Industry Association is agoing thing, he'd
rather not be the standard-bearer
too much longer. "I hope to get
back to tennis and investments,"
says the well-tanned 46-year-old
resident of the Los Angeles area.

Poppa is new head
of peripherals firm
Pertec Corp. has found achief to replace founder Harold Kurth, who
left last fall after arevolt of the palace guard. The company's new president, Ryal R. Poppa (PAH-pay), has
an impressive background. Formerly executive vice president of
Mohawk Data Sciences Corp.,
Poppa takes over Pertec just as it returns to the decentralized organization that Kurth had abandoned in a
move that precipitated his eventual
departure.
Pertec is best known for its pe-
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Critical real-time data revealed
Blood pressure, heartbeat and respiration
provide critical real-time data whici is often
the deciding factor in evaluating a patients
condition.
Similarly, EMR Telemetry Data Gathering
Systems provide critical analytical data which
are the " vital signs" of your system ... the
reliable data upon which you will base
important decisions
decisions involving
design, testing, feasibility, endurance and
safety ... decisions regarding first flight
tests, stress and weight capacity of truck
chassis and data retrieved from earth orbiting
weather satellites ... decisions which involve
enormous capital investments, risks of
property and perhaps life itself.
EMR is the recognized leader and innovator
in the design and manufacture of Data

Electronics/June 7, 1973

Acquisition Systems and components, from
"quick- look" devices to fully integrated
Telemetry/Computer Systems.
EMR Systems are used with confidence
wherever important real-time decisions are
being made ... decisions which require
critical evaluation of "vital signs.".
Get the facts of the latest advances in
Frequency- and Time- Division Multiplexing
Data Acquisition Systems today.
Ask for our latest catalog.

EMR Telemetry
Weston Instruments, Inc.
Box 3041, Sarasota, Florida 33578
813-958-0811

Circle 15 on reader service card

15

Cast
moulded
WIMA®
capacitors

Encapsulated
in cast resin under
vacuum to eliminate
air inclusions.
Advantages:
Small physical size;
high resistance to
moisture, favourable
a. c. characteristics.
Voltage ratings
up to 1000 V d. c.
For stringent
requirements.

Please send for
our latest
catalogue.
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People

Types;
WIMA MKS 3 Metallized
polyester capacitors
for 100 and 250 V d. c.
0.022 uF... 0.47 pF.

WIMA FKS 3
Polyester film and metal foil
capacitors for 160 and
400 Vd.c.1000 pF...0.1uF.

WIMA FKC 3
Polycarbonate film and
metal foil capacitors suitable
for frequency divider
circuits. Close tolerances
available. 160, 400, 630
and 1000 V d.c.
100 pF . .

WIMA FKS 2 min.
Polyester film and metal foil
capacitors, subminiature,
suitable for very small
equipment 100 V d. c.
from 100 pF
0.0471.F.

WILHELM
WESTERMANN
Spezialfabrik
für Kondensatoren
Augusta-Anlage 56
P.O. Box 2345
D-68 Mannheim 1
Fed. Rep. of Germany
Tel.: (621) 40 8012

ripherals (the source of the name).
First came tape drives, then disks,
and, most recently, printers. Its expanding non-peripheral lines include key-to-tape and computeroutput microfilm equipment. Unlike
many troubled companies in the
computer industry, Pertec has shied
away from direct competition with
IBM and instead has concentrated
on OEM and "semi-OEM" business—
supplying key-to-disk systems that
the Singer Co. markets with its extensive sales staff.
Poppa says that he came to Pertec
because it is involved in the data
processing industry and "has the
long-term prospects of becoming a
$500 million company." But that's a
long way from the present $25-30
million annual rate.
Poppa has been involved in the
data processing industry for 22
years. That is pretty surprising since
he's only 39, but "Istarted by running tab gear in college [Claremont
College in California]," he says.
While there, he was also studying
the industry, and that led to his joining IBM where he worked for 11
years in the southern California
area. He also served as president of
Greyhound Computer Corp. and in
asimilar position at DPF Inc., a $45million- a-year computer leasing
firm.
Poppa doesn't have as much time
as he'd like for such leisure time
pursuits as skiing, golf, tennis, and
motorcycling or a quieter pastime:
woodworking. He has built everything from lamps and cabinets to
whole rooms and also enjoys sculpting: "Ifind it very satisfying and relaxing to work with wood."
New Pertec president. Ryal R. Poppa believes the peripherals firm can become a
$500-million-a-year company.
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in this issue
Statistics right at
your fingertips
Real-time software
for large or small systems
Three scopes in one

New HP logic analyzer
solves digital problems
he new 5000A logic analyzer checks
digital signals from a correlator
—

Until now, bit watchers have
attempted to extend their analog
oscilloscopes to their digital problems. HP's new 5000A logic analyzer
brings anew dimension to the study
of logic states vs. time. Now, singleshot bit streams are captured
automatically and stored indefinitely.
Long digital sequences can be
analyzed precisely because the
5000A delay is digital, locked to the
clock of the system under test. And
acatastrophic event may be used as
atrigger source; the analyzer can
even display information that
preceded this trigger event.
The 5000A logic analyzer displays
32 clock cycles for each of two data
channels ( or 64 clock cycles for a
single channel). The display is by
bit—i.e., the analyzer's 32 LEDs per
(Continued on page 4)
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Detect cable faults less
thanl inch apart

New multimeter, display
for modular instrument

The 1818A time domain
reflectometer is
asy to use and
extremely practical for
field measurements

Time domain reflectometry is used
to check transmission systems, components and terminations. Now, HP
makes it easy for you; merely insert
alow-cost, 170-ps TDR plug-in into
any 180 series oscilloscope mainframe. You get quick, accurate
displays on cable lengths up to 1000
ft (300 m).
A time domain reflectometer displays reflected voltages caused by
discontinuities in atransmission line.
The display shows the location,
magnitude and nature of each
impedance discontinuity. HP's 1818A

plug-in resolves discontinuities less
than an inch ( 2.54 cm) apart, so you
can pinpoint problems in along
cable without having to physically
examine the entire cable length.
Because it is so compact, this lightweight wideband TDR system is
especially useful for checking
shipboard, airborne or remote
communications equipment.

For details and specifications, check
Bon the HP Reply Card.

System monitors spectrum
automatically

Two new "snap-on" accessories—
ahigh-sensitivity multifunction unit
and a51
2 digit display— enhance
/
HP's 3470 measurement system. The
3470 system consists of five compact
instruments that fit together in various combinations to form adigital
voltmeter, amultimeter, abatteryoperated field instrument, or a
digitizer with BCD output.
The new 34703A dc/dca/ohms
meter features six dc voltage ranges
from 10 mV to 1000 V full scale, six
dc current ranges from 1µ A to 100
mA full scale, and eight resistance
ranges from 1nto 10 tvt nfull
scale. Basic sensitivity is 1µ V in dc
voltage. Overranging is 100% on all
functions and ranges, except 20% on
the 1000 V range. Besides overranging, the multimeter features
fast autoranging ( < 250 ms) and a
new self-test feature that performs
16 different tests on the internal
circuitry.
Snap the new 34750A display
module on top, and your answers
appear on a5-1/2 digit display.
For more information, check E on
the HP Reply Card.
With these two modules, the 3470 measurement system now has seven different
instrument combinations.

Spectrum surveillance
and monitoring using
a van- mounted 85808 is
thorough and accurate.

inGerd
gtc
The HP 8580B automatic spectrum
analyzer, afundamental measurement tool for abroad range of
applications, can be augmented with
optional equipment to optimize
spectrum surveillance and monitor-

ing. The 8580B collects and analyzes
large amounts of data and can
operate unattended.
Performance is further enhanced
by anew set of optional preselector/
preamplifier units covering 0.1 to
18 GHz in three bands. They increase system sensitivity by 15 to 30
dB, eliminate unwanted responses,
and reduce intermodulation distortion caused by strong out-of- band
signals. These features also permit
the automatic spectrum analyzer to
make rapid and accurate EMI/RFI
measurements.
For full information, check K on the
HP Reply Card.
HEWLETTII PACKARD MEASUREMENT NEWS

New flexible dc power
supplies for OEM

New systems minicomputer
is microprogrammable

For greater microprogramming convenience,
add the 12908B writeable control store
option to the 2100S. Two WCS cards, each
containing 256 24- bit words of storage, can
be plugged directly into the computer.
OEM supplies come in 18 14 and 2 rack
widths; you can choose any combination
up to a full rack width.

Need amultiple output dc power
system that you can plug in and
forget? HP's new family of modular
power supplies and rack accessories
lets you choose from over 50
different standard models ( both
62000 series linear and 62600 series
transistor- switching types) with
ratings from 3V to 48V. That includes
the most popular ratings, such as:
5V at 2, 4, 8, 16 and 40A; 12V at 1.5,
3.6, 12 and 23A; and 15V at 1.25, 2.5,
5, 10 and 20A. To supplement these
standard ratings, HP uses an interactive computer- aided design system
to produce aquantity of supplies
with special output ratings.
To complete your power system,
just add a19- in. (48 cm) rack
mounting tray, front and rear panels,
and slides. The rack tray accommodates any combination of modules
totaling afull rack or less. There's
plenty of room behind the front
and rear panels to add wiring for
meters, switches, controls, terminal
blocks and fuse holders. You can
choose one of several standard
panels, modify low-cost blank panels
on your own, or let us build the
complete system to your specifications. If you need extra cooling, a
compatible cooling unit mounts
directly below the rack tray and
blows room-temperature air up into
the power supplies.

OEM and quantity discounts are
available. For more information,
check P on the HP Reply Card.
HEWLETT
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Now, HP offers aminicomputer
with built-in " extras - including
microprogramming. Extended arithmetic instructions, floating point
hardware, dual- channel direct
memory access, power fail interrupt,
memory parity check, and memory
protect— they're all built into the
new 21005 computer. A programmable time base generator,
communications control channel,
and 16K words of 16- bit memory
are also standard.
You can run programs in assembly
language, FORTRAN, BASIC or
ALGOL. A full range of software
systems are available for batch
processing, real-time, time-sharing,

data acquisition, and automatic
testing.
Because the 2100S contains an
efficient microprocessor ( acomputer within the computer), you can
write and store microprograms to
suit your application and save
valuable memory space. With this
196-ns microprocessor, critical subroutines are executed 5to 10 times
faster than if you use conventional
software.

For more on our new " mini," check
D on the HP Reply Card.

Powerful new calculator
makes statistics easier

Analyze data quickly
and easily with this
new desktop
statistical calculator

Should you need to analyze research data, HP offers anew
dedicated statistics calculator that
solves many basic statistical problems with asingle keystroke. The
new 9805A desktop calculator has a
solid-state memory similar to those
used in computers. The built-in
printer uses standard adding machine
paper tape; it prints ten digits plus

the sign, and up to six places to the
right of the decimal point.
With the 9805A, you can:
• Calculate and plot acomplete
histogram with normal curve
overlay.
• Fit curves using linear, parabolic,
power, exponential, and logarithmic
regressions. The plotting option lets
you plot these curves with labelled
axes.
• Calculate mean and standard
deviation.
• Calculate tfor both paired and
unpaired data.
• Calculate one way analysis of
variance for any number of data
groups.
Other built-in functions include
percentage, 1/x, x/12, 1n x, logarithms, exponentiation, and grand
total accumulation. Options include
10- digit display, plotter compatibility, and additional statistical
calculations.
For more information, check 0
on the HP Reply Card.

(Continued from page 1)

channel represent 32 successive
clock cycles of the system under
test. The LEDs turn on for alogic
"high," and turn off for a logic
"low".
To view data beyond the first 32
bits after the trigger, use digital
delay to bring it into the analyzer's
display. ( Up to 999,999 bits of delay
can be used.) If the data of interest
is before the trigger, up to 32 bits
of negative delay allows you to look
ahead of the trigger event to see
what has happened.
You can select any unique system
event to trigger the 5000A: either

data channel; an external trigger input; or high and low combinations
of the three inputs ANDed together
for parallel triggering. The 5000A is
compatible with all logic families—
TTL, ECL, MOS, RTL, HTL and
CMOS.
With this new logic analyzer, you
can design, test or service digital
equipment faster and more efficiently.

for more information, check G on
the HP Reply Card.

RF signal generator has
synthesizer precision

Fully- calibrated AM, FM and CW
signals with synthesizer accuracy,
stability and spectral purity are
under your fingertip control with
the HP 8660B synthesized RF signal
generator. Keyboard entry of frequency settings ( with LED readout))
plus swept and manual tuning provide operating flexibility that's truly
unique in signal generators. RF
plug- ins are available with these
frequency ranges: 10 kHz to 110
MHz, 10 kHz to 160 MHz, and 1
MHz to 1300 MHz. All offer 1Hz
resolution.
Some key performance characteristics are: 3X 10 -8/day frequency
stability, -80 dB spurious ( at most
frequencies), < 1.5 Hz residual FM,
and calibrated output levels from
+10 to - 146 dBm. All functions—
frequency, output level, even
modulation— can be remotely programmed, which makes the 8660 a
natural choice for automatic test
system applications.
For details and specifications, check
L on the HP Reply Card.
If your requirements call for precision
generation of signals in the frequency range
between audio and UHF, there's an 8660
configuration that will fill your needs.

New card reader accepts
any type card

The new 7260A card reader simplifies
record keeping, is quiet enough for the
office.

A new optical mark card reader
accepts all types of punched or
marked tab cards and reads them up
to 300/min. You can use tab cards
without clock marks or any card
length from 7-3/8 in. ( 18.7 cm) to 11
in. ( 27.9 cm). It's easy, compact and
quiet enough for office use, yet can
run unattended under computer
control. ( An optional stacker is available for computerized operation.)
Data transmission rate ranges from
110 to 2400 baud. The card data is
stored in buffers to optimize the
feed rate for high transmission
efficiency.
Besides saving computer input
time, the 7260A is weH suited to
many applications. In hospitals,
patients' lab test results can be
recorded on cards then later added
to medical records; the costs of the
lab tests can be marked on other
cards for the billing department.
Schools use card data entry for student records, grades, test results, and
course registration. The new card
reader can also process the results
of laboratory and field research.
For more information, check 1 on
the HP Reply Card.
*Ai

New couplers for wide range
swept testing
Two new broadband directional
couplers add economy and convenience to swept reflection and
transmission coaxial measurements.
With their wide frequency coverage
(2 to 18 GHz), these couplers can
replace several conventional couplers, thereby reducing setup,
calibration and measurement time.
Both the 11692D ( dual) and 11691D
(single) have at least 30 dB directivity
from 2to 8GHz, 26 dB from 8to
18 GHz. Coupling variation with frequency is less than ± 1dB, and
auxiliary arms typically track within
±0.7 dB.
Precision performance and wide
bandwidth make these couplers
ideal companions for the HP 8755
frequency response test set, a0.1 to
18 GHz detection and display system.
You can make simultaneous swept
measurements of insertion loss and

return loss with this versatile microwave measuring system.

For more information, check C on
the HP Reply Card.
Make accurate reflection measurements
over several octaves ( 2 to 18 GHz) with the
11692D dual directional coupler.

New pulse generators test
fast logic circuits
Two new pulse generators— a
plug-in and an independent
instrument— test modern high-speed
logic circuitry such as TTL-S, ECL-I,
ECL-II and MECL 10000. Each has
rep rates up to 100 MHz, 5V
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Both the plug-in ( top) and stand-alone ( bottom) pulse generators can be externally
triggered and their pulse widths, externally
controlled.

amplitude, variable transition times,
variable offset and several output
formats. A constant 50S2 source
impedance ensures minimum pulse
distortions.
The new stand-alone generator,
8007B, is well suited for measuring
propagation delay and testing
wideband linear amplifiers. Pulse
transition time can be 2ns to
250 s; independent control of
transition times permits ratios up
to 50:1. Slope nonlinearity is below
3% above 20 ns.
Model 1916A plugs into a1900A
or 1901A pulse generator mainframe.
Slope nonlinearity is under 5%
above 5ns. Like the 8007B, the
1916A output format may be positive
or negative, and complementary or
symmetric. In addition, the 1916A
features dual output.
For details, check Son the HP Reply
Card.

New low-cost core- based
real-time system

Distributed systems: one plus one
is greater than two

HP's 9700 series
distributed system

HP 9701
A Distributed Computer System

r--7- C— 'f-' ,,,--................«.----..............."
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Now a core- based real-time system
from HP

HP introduces anew real-time
computer data acquisition and control system for small, dedicated
applications in industry and in
research and development
laboratories.
Many small laboratory or testing
situations require scheduling, multiprogramming and priority interrupt;
but they don't need foreground
and background programs or alarge
data base. The answer: RTE- C, a
smaller low-cost version of HP's
real-time executive, that provides
concurrent program operations with
on-line control by the operator.
System languages are HP FORTRAN and assembly language.
Memory capacity is 8K to 32K
words; the number of I/O channels
vary from 1to 42. And as your application grows, you can move up to a
disc- based system without costly
modifications to existing software.
For details, check M on the HP
Reply Card.

CM
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lhe 9/UU dist ibuted system conceot in,iolttes satellite computers that nterface
with a central multiprogramming real-time information system. Remote computers can
be added in modular fashicn.

HP distributed systems solve many
of the problems confronting multi computer system users. In large
systems, it is often advantageous to
distributed computer processing
over anumber of independent
minicomputers. The HP 91701 distributed system interface kit allocates
functional capabilities to multiple
remote computers that communicate with acentral rear-time
executive by common carrier telephone lines or by cable ( up to 2
miles).
Data collection, sensor- based data
acquisition, automatic testing, laboratory automation, and process

monitoring and control can be
dedicated to the remote computers,
while program development and
storage, data management, additional data analysis, and report
generation occur at the RTE information center. You can program in
ALGOL, FORTRAN, or assembly
language. And as your application
needs increase, additional remote
computers can be interfaced.

To find out how distributed systems
can fit your particular application,
check N on the HP Reply Card.
HEWLETT l 4e PACKARD MEASUREMENT NEWS

HEWLETT-PACKARD
HP components: new
catalog tells all

nEwf
New band switching
PIN diodes

Send for this complimentary catalog for
component users.

If you are acircuit designer, development engineer or instrument
manufacturer, the 1973 HP components catalog should be on your
desk. This 160- page " Designer's
Catalog" contains complete descriptions and specifications for HP
diodes and transistors, including:
• General purpose Schottky diodes
• Microwave Schottky diodes
• PIN diodes
• Step recovery diodes
• IMPATT diodes
• Microwave transistors
• Devices for hybrid integrated
circuits.
For afree copy, check Q on the HP
Reply Card.

PIN diodes for UHF/VHF
switches, attenuators
A new low-capacitance device,
the 5082-3077 PIN diode is designed
for RF switching, modulating and
automatic gain control applications.
You can use it in RF duplexers,
antenna switching matrices, digital
phase shifters, analog phase shifters,
electronically-tuned filters, and
variable RF attenuators.
Effective minority carrier lifetime
is > 100 ns, resulting in low
harmonic distortion in the 100 to
HEWLETT S

PACKARD MEASUREMENT NEWS

The 5082-3168/3188 planar passivated silicon
diodes come in an axial lead, hermetically
sealed glass package.

1000 MHz frequency range.
Dynamic range is 1fi to 10 Ica ;
reverse bias capacitance is less than
0.3 pF. CW power switching
capability is 2.5 W.
Delivery is from stock.

Two new low-cost PIN diodes are
available for VHF/UHF switching and
general-purpose switching applications that require high performance
and mechanical ruggedness. Capacitance is less than 1.0 pF at -20V, and
the residual series resistance is
typically .
35 ohms at 10 mA.

For more information, check H on
the HP Reply Card.

For specifications and details, check
Ion the HP Reply Card.

Use HP battery- powered storage scopes
in the field and in the lab

Here, a 1703A
storage scope
is used to
check the audio
circuits in a
videotape machine

The 1702A/1703A scopes offer
laboratory performance in arugged
portable package, and they're the
first storage oscilloscopes that
operate on ac, dc or batteries. Both
have 35- MHz bandwidths, dualchannel 10 mV/div deflection factors,
and 10 ns/div sweep speeds. ( The
only difference is that model 1702A
has astandard time base while the

1703A has acalibrated delayed
sweep.) You can use either as a
conventional scope, avariable persistence scope, or astorage scope.
The 1702A/1703A scopes have a
bright, crisp trace. CRT linearity,
bandwidth and deflection factors are
specified over the entire 6x10 division ( 0.85 cm/div) display, from dc to
35 MHz. The burn- resistant tube

requires no more operating care
than aconventional CRT.
Need variable persistence? You
can retain atrace for over an hour.
Variable persistence provides extra
brightness for dim traces— such as
rep rate pulses— and eliminates
flicker, common to slow sweep
speeds.
With storage, you can capture
single- shot events ( e.g., noiserelated transients) or infrequentlyoccurring events ( e.g., random- bit
dropout). Just push STORE, and
your waveform is preserved for up
to one hour. Either storage scope
replaces aconventional scope and a
camera ( with all the associated
inconvenience).
Applications for these scopes
include such areas as acoustics,
biology, chemistry, oceanography,
pneumatic, fluid, electrical,
mechanical and civil engineering.
Battery operation enables you to
use them for field service applications, as well as in the laboratory.

For more information, check A on
the HP Reply Card.

HEWLETT ilk PACKARD

Sales, service and support in 172 centers in 65 countries.

(X)342

UHF demanded 1Gllz FETs.
Signetics DIMS does it.
FETs? From Signetics?

Surprise! Signetics goes
discrete. With the first FETs ever
produced for frequencies above
450 MHz. And everything we've
poured into optimized ICs
for years — ingenuity, painstaking research, user-oriented problem solving —
has gone into developing these trouble-shooting
UHF FETs. All double-diffused MOS devices of the
N-channel enhancement mode type.
Four of them to start. Providing UHF
designers unique performance that bipolar has
never matched for mobile units, marine phones,
TV tuners...and hundreds of similar applications.
Two single-gate D-MOS FETs. SD-200,
unprotected by design. SD-201 with diode protection against transients. Both offer exceptionally low
gate leakage. Plus unbeatable high-gain, low- noise
figures.
And two dual-gate diode- protected FETs,
that show excellent linearity in cross- and intermodulation. SD-300 with AGC capacity, and ultra
low noise SD-301.
L!
CHARACTERISTIC
Gain at 1GHz
Noise at 1GHz
Fwd. Transconductance ( MHO)
Input Capacitance

SD-200/201

SD-300

SD- 301

Superb cross modulation characteristics at 1GHz.
Remarkably low input and feedback capacitance. Extremely
high transconductance.
The lowest noise figures
of any existing FETs. And
simpler bias schemes.
Si&
Record- breaking low cost too. Our D-MOS
FETs obviously outperform standard bipolars, hands
down — for less than one-fifth the cost. Under four
bucks in 100-piece quantities, instead of the $ 20
or $ 30 you'd expect.
Available now through your distributor in
TO-46 hermetic cans, with four leads. Call for
immediate delivery. Or tune in for the news behind
the news, by sending for complete data sheets,
technical and editorial back-up information, and of
course, our application notes.
Public notice. Be one of the first 100
inquiries we receive, and you'll get
the D-MOS FET of your choice
FREE to play around with.
Signetics—D-MOS FETs
811 E. Argues Avenue
Sunnyvale. California 94086
Show me what a great IC supplier is up to in FETs.
Send everything you've got on these discrete devices
(and hopefully my FREE D-MOS FET: # SD- )

10dB

13dB

14dB

4.5dB

8dB

6dB

15,000

10.000

10,000

2.0pF

2_0pF

2.0pF

Title
in care of the letterhead address on the sheet of company
stationery Ihave stapled, glued, clipped or otherwise
appended to this coupon.

Output Capacitance

1.0pF

1.0pF

0.6pF

Feedback Capacitance

0.13pF

0.02pF

0.02pF

Drain- to- Source Voltage

'30V

4 30V

.30V

Name

Signetics Corporation A subsidiary of Corning Glass Works

SigIlDtiCS
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Siemens attention
to quality
is almost fanatical

Advanced components
is what it means to you.

SIEMENS

-

Quality all the way. The advanced components
you buy from Siemens are the result of our almost
fanatical attention to quality. And that goes for the
selection of raw materials all the way to production
supervision and final product testing.
Investment in the future. For many years
Sièmens has embarked on large-scale investment
programs to cope with the demand for more
c3mponents. We re constantly looking for new
ways to eliminate order backlogs, without sacrificing
product quality.
Research and development. Siemens spends
aver one million dollars every day on R & D. much
of it in the component field. Its no wonder. then.
that 90% of the components we offer today were
unknown 10 years ago.
Wide product spectrum. Last year Siemens
produced over 700 million components in more
than 50,000 different shapes and sizes. These
included capacitors, ferrites, transistors, diodes
and microwave tubes. Plus a large variety of relays
and surge voltage protectors.
Siemens Corporation, 186 Wood Avenue South.
Iselin, New Jersey 08830. ( 201) 494-1000.
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Meetings

Dear Gabby:

"Why is parallel vs serial
automatic IC testing
like comparing aFerrari
to aModel TFord?"
Datatron's Girl Gabby
AR for alarge IC user says
who works
DE

GABBY: My neighbor fast enough. Help me before our
marriage is ruined. DESPERATE

that comparing Datatron's parallel
automatic IC tester to serial testers
is like comparing a Ferrari to a
Model T Ford. Can this be true?
CAR BUFF
High slew rate

PECs are located
indeed! Serial testers apply astiminches from
ulus to an IC input and sequenC.U.T. on 10MHz tester
tially monitor all outputs. A very
slow process. Datatron is aparalDESPERATE: Slip him
lel tester with individual electronic
cards ( PECs) for each pin of the adata sheet on Datatron's Model
IC under test, making it possible 4500 test system which will exerto force and monitor all inputs cise his memory at 10MHz and
perform access time measurements
and outputs simultaneously.
in parallel as well! Program generation uses simple English language too. He's sure to come home
happy!
GABBY

DEAR

* * *
Confidential to Weight Lifter
from Muscle Beach: Thanks for
Model 4400 has separate PECs
the snapshot showing your "pecs".
for each pin which contain
However, since the "PECs" we reforce/monitor circuits
fer to are our exclusive Pin Elecr,aid we can't
ronic Cards. I'm af
This drastically reduces test t
GABBY
time, simulates actual IC opera- use your services.
*
*
*
tion, and makes it easy to expand
Send your questions — either
orupdate the system.
GABBY
straight or humorous — to Gabby.
We'll mail a Flair pee for all reGABBY: My husband is ceived and pay $100 if we use
in charge of testing at Integrated
question in future ad.
Circuits Inc. Lately, he's been
grumpy with me and the kids because he can't exercise his memory

* * *

cJototron inc

•
1562 Reynolds Ave/Santa Ana, Calif. 92711
(714 540-9330

Microelectronic
Testing

Timing
Instrumentation

Shelly Indicators
and Readouts
J
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Frequency Control Symposium:
ECOM, Howard Johnson's
Motor
Lodge, Atlantic City, N.J., June
12-14.
National Cable TV Association Annual Convention: NCTA, Convention
Center, Anaheim, Calif., June
17-20.
Microwave 73: ¡ERE, Metropole
Convention Centre, Brighton, England, June 19-21.

DEAR BUFF: A good analogy

DEAR

International Conference on Communications: IEEE, Washington
Plaza, Seattle, Wash., June 11-13.

Circle 30 on reader service card

International Symposium on
Electromagnetic Compatibility:
IEEE, New York Hilton, New York,
June 20-22.
International Symposium on FaultTolerant Computing: IEEE, Palo
Alto, Calif., June 20-22.
Joint Automatic Control Conference: IEEE, AIAA, et al., Ohio State
University, Columbus, June 20-22.
Canadian Computer Conference:
CIPS, Edmonton, Alta.. June 20-22.
Design Automation Workshop:
Sheraton, Portland, Ore.,
June 25-27.
ACM, IEEE,

International Symposium on Information Theory: IEEE, Ashkelon, Israel. June 25-29.
International IEEE G/AP Symposium
and USNC/URSI Meeting: IEEE, U. of
Colorado, Boulder, Aug. 21-24.
17th Annual Meeting and Equipment Display: SPIE, Town and
Country, San Diego. Calif., Aug.
27-29.
European

Microwave Conference:
Brussels University, Belgium, Sept. 4-7.
IEEE, LEE,

Third European Solid-State Device
Research Conference: IEEE et al.,
Munich Technical University, West
Germany, Sept. 18-21.
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Fluke problem solvers

Plug in true rms...
at the lowest price available!

These new Fluke plug-in option:s
let you add true rms capability to
Fluke 8200A and 8400A DVMs.
Take the measure of non- sinusoidal waveforms in 500 ms. Get
accurate readings from 1 mv to
Now you can put true rms to work in your Fluke 8200A for
just $595, and for only $ 750 in the 8400A. These are the
lowest prices offered for trae rms in 41/2 and 51/
3 digit DVMs.
But pride is only part of our story. Even at an unexcelled
low price, we offer performance the others don teven begin
to match ... for instance, ac or ac plus dc coLpted measurement capability.
Now look at low level accuracy. We measure low levels that
competitive units can't touch. Why? because we use an
exclusive converter techrique which doesn't have square
law response limitations of thermal rms converters.
This same technique allows us to measure waveforms that
quasi-rms or distortion insensitive converters can't handle.
And, we can do it up to five times faster than thermal
converters. Mic-band accuracy ( 50 Hz to 1C kHz) is 0.1%.

crest factor of seven takes care cf waveorms with a duty cycle as low as 2%.
ommon mode rejection from DC to 60
zis greater than 120 dB.
hese options are field installable. All
ther features and specs are thcse of the
spective instrument. The Mode 8200A is
high-speed 0.01% 41/2 digit voltmeter
with 60% overranging, auto polarity, and
auto ranging on all functions. It features switched input
filter, full 1000 volt guarding. Full multimeter and systems
options are available. Base price is $995.
Fluke's Model 8400A is the ultimate bench and systems
DVM. It features an accuracy of 0.002%, 1microvolt resolution, resistance measurements down to 100 micro ohms,
auto polarity and auto ranging. For $ 2450 you get five
ranges of DC from 0.1V full scale to 1000 volts with 20%
overrange. The switched filter provides better than 65 dB
noise rejection for DC, AC, resistance and ratio.
Both DVMs feature 1500V peak overload protection and the
ability to meet tough environmental specs.
For full details, call your nearby Fluke sales engineer or
contact us directly.

For details call your local Fluke sales engineer. In the cont nental U. S , dial our toll free number, 800-426-0361 for
ha name and address. Abroad and in Canada, call or write : he office nearest you listed below. John Fluke Mfg. Co.,
Inc., P.O. Box 7428, Seattle, Washington 98133. Phone ( 106] 774-2211. TWX: 910-449-2850. In Europe address
F;uke Nederland ( By.), P.O. Box 5053, Tilburg, Holland. Phone 13-673973. Telex: 844-52237. In the U.K. address
Fluke International Corp., Garnett Ctose, Watford, WD2 411. Phone, Watford, 33066, Telex: 934583. In Canada,
addrei.s ACA, Ltd. 6427 Northam Drive, Mississauga, Ontario. Phone 416-678-1500. TWX: 610-492-2119

I
FLU KEI
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te.A1PLITUI AUIOUATION INC

"t•
The NAKED MINI

isr

What this country
needs is agood $1,000
full-scale computer.

Introducing the computer for everybody.
NAKED MINI/LSI.'
It's the computer for people who never
thought they could afford a computer for
their product.
It's also for people who have always been
able to afford more, but have always gotten less
computer than this.
NAKED MINI/LSI is the first OEM
computer designed for widespread, multi-level
use. The first computer able to do more jobs
than any computer could ever do before.
Jobs that computers were too expensive
to do. Jobs that were, consequently, always left
to old-fashioned hardwired circuitry. Which
meant that products weren't as flexible or
immune to obsolescence as they could have been.
Or jobs that were done by more expensive
computers. Which meant that products cost
more and were less competitive than they
should have been.
To make a computer capable of handling
this kind of range, we had to give it an unheard
of combination: extensive 16- bit computing
power and asmall price tag. Specifically, NAKED

MINI/LSI is the first computer powered to
satisfy 90% of all potential minicomputer
applications— and yet be priced as low as $990
in OEM quantities of 200.
Imagine it. For a price less than most
hardwired circuitry, your product can benefit
from a computer having arithmetic capabilities,
full byte and 16-bit word processing, and
extremely flexible input/output. Without going
into all the jazzy widget features, let's just say
that the NAKED MINI/LSI gives your product
all the intelligence it needs to monitor, sequence,
and control effectively.
At this point, you may be wondering why
a computer with all this clout was ever named
the NAKED MINI/LSI. Actually, the name is
very appropriate.
The NAKED MINI means that we
designed it without all the over- design found on
other minicomputers. All the extra, redundant
features that make other minis too unwieldy and
costly for OEM use have been purposely left
off. ( But everything you need has been
deliberately built in.)
The LSI stands for large-scale integration,
the latest technological advance in electronics.
It enabled us to build acomplete computer that
fits on asingle 1" x 15" x 17" card, weighs only
4 lbs., and uses 89% fewer components for
unequalled reliability.
For full details on the NAKED MINI/LSI
(or its stand-alone counterpart, ALPHA/LSI"),
write Computer Automation Inc., 18651
Von Karman, Irvine, California 92664. Or
call: ( 714) 833-8830. TWX 910-595-1767.

from Computer Automation.
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You don't have
to give up
carbon composition
performance to
save space.

If you're really
serious about cost,
be serious about quality.
Are you cramped for board space
but not in power handling capabilities? Is reliable performance
vital? Then use Allen-Bradley 1/8
watt carbon composition resistors. Get the pulse handling and
overload capabilities that are superior to resistors manufacturec
by other technologies. Exclusive
hot molded construction for a
Actual size

dense resistance element which
reduces noise, and results in a
consistent performance. Most importantly, our 1/8 wal resistors
have all of the quality and reliability common to our larger sizes.
Quality that really can cut your
fixed resistor costs. If you think
resistors are identical, write for
"7 Ways to Tell the Difference in

Fixed Resistors: Available from
your Allen-Bradley Electronic
Distributor, or: Allen-Bradley
Electronics Division, 1201 South
Second Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204. Export: Bloomfield, N.J. 07003. Canada: AllenBradley Canada Limited, Cambridge, Ontario. United Kingdom:
Jarrow, Co. Durham NE32 3EN.

AB Allen-Bradley
Milwaukee. Wisconsin 53204
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Electronics newsletter

Triple diffusion
rises a gain for
bipolar logic

Electron beams
brightens TI's
processing outlook

Pinhead laser
has long life

CO 2 3- in, laser
has 1.4-W output

Electronics/J_-,

Triple diffusion went into disuse in the 1960s when bipolar lc makers
began using epitaxial techniques to speed up logic, but TRW Systems is
resurrecting the technology to make huge bipolar logic circuits with
yields in the 15% range—usually high for bipolar LSI. James L. Buie,
senior scientist at TRW's micro-electronics center in Redondo Beach,
Calif., says that triple-diffused circuits containing 5,000 to 25,000 elements can be produced with today's precision masking techniques.
The TRW circuits are made of vertical npn and pnp transistors. Three
diffusions, which achieve much the same effect as isolation, are made
in ahomogeneous p- type substrate that serves as the collector contact.
Then base and emitter contacts are added at the top of the wafer. The
circuits are not fast—they operate at 10 to 30 megahertz—and they cannot be operated at high voltages, Buie said, but they are suitable for
many digital functions.

Electron-beam technology is beginning to pay off for Texas Instruments. The firm is delivering two types of bipolar microwave transistors,
fabricated in its EBM-1 electron-beam pattern generator, to the U. S.
Army Electronics Command.
The transistors—the ML-220 and the L-216—are 6gigahertz devices
fabricated on the same silicon wafer from alanthanum bonde source
working through a PPMA photoresist. Gain achieved with the ML- 220
has reached 9decibels, and the noise figure is 4.5 dB. With its emitter
opening down to 0.5 micrometer and 0.2-micrometer alignment accuracies, the transistor could not have been fabricated using conventional
photolithographic techniques, Says TI.

Bell Telephone Laboratories seems about to crack one of the major
harriers to laser communication on fiber-optic light pipes. The Murray
Hill, N.J., research arm of the Bell System has developed atiny heterojunction laser that has been operating continuously for three months,
and Bell Labs engineers estimate it will last for 10,000 hours. Previous
semiconductor lasers had lifetimes of about 30 hours. This was considered to be amajor drawback to optical communications systems.
The new gallium- arsenide laser is the size of a pinhead; it is the
same heterojunction design developed by Bell Labs in 1970 [
Electronics, Aug. 31, 1970, p. 37]. But Bell has reduced the bonding strain in the
manufacture of the material and refined its clean-room techniques during processing. Bell Labs says the device may be an "economical source
of light for future optical communications systems."

Scientists at Hughes Research Laboratories, Malibu, Calif., have developed aCO 2 laser only 3inches long that has an output of 1.4 watts. The
laser, which could be used for space communications, operates at significantly higher pressure ( 150 torr) than conventional CO 2 lasers, providing wider bandwidth and increased frequency tuning capability,
typically 1.5 gigahertz.
Preliminary tests also indicate it has afar longer operating life than
conventional low-pressure lasers. The laser operates in a7.5-cm-by-1.5-
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mm 2 channel machined in an alumina block, with the cavity mirrors
bonded to the ends of the waveguide. Efficiency is 7%.

Varactor tuner is
light-sensitive

Monolithic FET op
am
ps undercut
discrete-FET types

Plastic packages
with inte rai
connectors studied

Fairchild ECL RAM
has 8- week delivery

Standard Components, Chicago, has developed alight-sensitive varactor uhf-vhf television tuner that costs $ 15 in large quantities—several
dollars cheaper than conventional varactor tuners. The new device uses
light-sensitive potentiometers rather than the usual carbon-composition
resistors. Channels 2through 83 can be tuned in continuous sequence
to within 150 kHz, and only 164 photoresistors are needed, which is
about half the number used in other types of varactor tuners. Moreover, the units have amemory system.

The cost of monolithic FET-input operational amplifiers will soon be
less per channel than amplifiers assembled with field- effect- transistor
pairs and conventional monolithic bipolar amplifiers, says Jack F. Gifford, director of analog products at Intersil Inc., Cupertino, Calif.
Within amonth, Intersil will start selling adual monolithic FET amplifier for $6.50 in 100-up quantities and about $5in lots over 1,000. The
target price in high volume is $4—only $ 2per channel—Gifford says. At
that price, he adds, the cost per channel will be under the cost of assembling even low-cost discrete components for " mundane" transducer amplifier and integrator designs.
The new 8043 is adual version of the single-channel 8007, which lists
at $5. Both are classed as high-performance amplifiers, since their input currents run as low as 1picoampere and typical slew rate is 6volts
per microsecond. The 8043 operates as two internally compensated, independently nullable channels with a common power supply. At 100
decibels, the isolation between channels is comparable to the 747's.

Hermetically sealed plastic packages with molded- in connectors, rather
than conventional pins or leads, are under development at the components division of Bendix Corp., Sidney, N.Y. The goal is arugged cavity package with aleak rate of 1 x 10-6 cc— too low for military applications but high enough for automobile electronics and other
commercial circuits that must work in adverse environments. If all goes
well, packages for hybrid ICs and large-scale ICs will go into production
in six to eight months.

At atime when semiconductor makers are regularly quoting 20 weeks
or more for delivery of some products, 8-week delivery will be welcomed by customers, especially when the product is an extremely fast
random-access ECL memory. Fairchild Semiconductor says it can ship
several thousand units per month per customer of the 128-bit ECL
Isoplanar RAM, which has atypical access time of 12 nanoseconds and a
typical chip-select access time of 3 ns. Maximum read-write access
time is guaranteed at 15 ns over a ±-5% variation in power-supply voltage and a0° to 75° C temperature range.
The voltage-compensated F10405 is compatible with Fairchild's
F10K ECL logic family and is usable with other devices in the 10,000
series and the 95K series. It is aimed at computer central processors
and priced at $48 in quantities of 100-999.
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Compare
Unitrode's1N5767
with H.R's 5082-30W
The 1N5767 is HP's EIA Registration of the 5082-3080.
Both Unitrode and HP meet the same specs Both are
competitively priced. The difference is in how they're made.
Unitrode's fused- in-glass process results ,na monolithic
structure with the lowest possible thermal and series
resistance available. The silicon chip is metallurgically
bonded directly to the terminal pins and ahard glass sleeve
is then fused to the pins. The result is unmatched peak
and average power dissipation. And the normal parasitic
inductance and capacitance is far less than in conventional
diodes with straps, springs, whiskers, or ceramic packages.
Unitrode's 1N5767 can withstand thermal cycling from

—195°C to +300°C and it exceeds all military environmental
specs for shock, vibration, acceleration, moisture resistance
and solderability. They're ideal for use in general purpose
PIN diode applications such as CATV attenuators and
switches and simple series switches for transceivers,
radar, etc. As to HP's diode construction, we think .tonly
fair that they should tell you about it.
For samples, call Howard Kaepplein at (617) 926-0404
collect, Unitrode Corporation, Dept. No. 7Y, 580 Pleasant
St., Watertown, Mass. 02172. For the name of your local
Unitrode distributor or representative, dial (800) 645-9200
toll free, or in New York State (516) 294-0990 collect.

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS (25°C)
Cr
Unitrode
Total
RF Resistance
RF Resistance
RF Resistance
Series Capacitance @ 10µA, 100MHz @ 20mA,100MHz @ 100mA, 100MHz
50V 1MHz
fi
i2
pF
1000 min.
8max.
25 max.
1N5767
0.4 mar.
3000 typ.
4typ.
1.5 typ.
See EEM Section 4800 and EBG Semiconductors Section for more complete product listing.

UN ITRODE quality takes the worry out of paying less.
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GE boosted profits
for an OEM by helping
design abetter product
Technical Labs, Inc., Chamblee, Georgia was about to start production of electronic power controllers.
There were some problems, however, but their local components distributor saw that some good SCR
application assistance might solve them.
He called on General Electric. Our Electronic Components Sales Department salesman visited Technical
Labs. They familiarized him with the controller and the problems. Then he called Ralph Locher, a
GE SCR application engineer in Auburn, N. Y.
It was discovered that under the original design the controller would be
overstressed. Its life would be short, possibly resulting in expensive
recalls and replacements. So our engineers came up with a new
design for them. One that increased the product's life considerably.
Technical Labs used the new design. They got along-lasting controller — and asuccessful, profitable product for the marketplace.
GE has found that going this far to help acustomer makes the
soundest business sense. It's the way we get
good customers. And the way
we're keeping them.

\

GE won't leave
you alone.

690-17

GENERAL
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Electronics review
Significant developments in technology and business

Japanese microcomputer
ready to compete with
U. S. machines in world market
by Charles Cohen. Tokyo bureau manager

Add and subtract execution times
ister, and an 8-bit interrupt latch.
are 10 microseconds, while multiply•
Toshiba expects that initially it
and divide execution times fall bewill be selling about 1,000 centralset to double for the next
tween 30 and 60 microseconds.
processor Ls! chips a month. (This
Large and wide. Both the large
would
require
processing
only
about
few years, Toshiba claims
size of the chip and its wide tolertwenty of the company's 3-inch waance to temperature range are intisuperiority over U. S. units
fers if the yield is perfect.)
mately related to the semiconductor
The single-chip microcomputer
technology used. Silicon gates were
It had to happen. With the flurry of processor contains approximately
used to build p-mos devices with a
11,000 p-mos transistors on a 5.6activity to get microcomputer chip
channel length of 6 micrometers.
by-5.9-millimeter chip in a 42- pin
sets to the market in the U.S. [
ElecEnhancement type p-mOs driver
dual in- line ceramic package. The
tronics, March 1, p. 63], it is little
transistors and depletion-type pchip includes a 12-bit parallel prowonder that a Japanese company,
mos load transistors make it poscessor, 4,000 bits of microprogram,
aware of its own healthy domestic
sible to operate circuits from ±-5-volt
8words of 12 bits each of internal
needs, would develop a one-chip
power supplies rather than the
memory,
six
registers,
an
internal
microprocessor to tap that market
higher-voltage power supplies reand become amajor competitor in a clock, and control circuits for pequired when load transistors also
ripheral circuits. The system is deworld market.
are enhancement type. Thus, chip
signed for operation over the —40° to
The company is Tokyo Shibaura
power consumption is only 0.8 watt
+ 125°C range.
Electric Co. Ltd. (Toshiba). It estimates the domestic Japanese market
Mini vs micro. Toshiba's microcomputer breadboard compared with its minicomputer.
alone at $ 11 million to $ 12 million,
with the market size doubling each
year for the next few years. Moreover, Toshiba claims that its microprocessor surpasses those now available in the U.S. (see p. 40). Toshiba
estimates the price of a semiconductor kit, including peripheral
logic and control circuits and all required memory, would add up to
approximately $ 580.
In addition to the central processor, the smallest possible configuration of the microcomputer also requires at least three other devices in
the series. These are the I28-wordby- 4- bit static random-access
memory, the 512-word- by-4- bit
erasable and electrically programabl e avalanche mos read-only
memory, and the memory interface
unit. Other devices in the series include a512-word-by-4-bit read-only
memory, an input output device
controller, a 12-bit-bidirectional bus
buffer, auniversal input-output reg-

With its domestic market
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East challenges West
The available data from U. S. microcomputer manufacturers does not precisely match that released by Toshiba. But if Toshiba is to compete in a
world market with its microcomputer, it will likely be challenged by these
U. S. chip sets:
• American Micro-systems Inc.'s AMI 7200 in final development. An 8- bit,
byte-oriented, expandable machine with 32 stack and file registers and 12
general registers. Can be used as 16- bit computer. Is microprogramable
and has 65- kilobyte memory capacity. Speed is described as one half to
one third that of aminicomputer.
• Intel's MCS-4. Microprogramable 4- bit chip set. Adds two eight-digit
numbers in 850 microseconds. Contains seven 8-bit registers, plus eight in
address stack, up to 4,096 8-bit words in ROM, 5,120 bits in RAM.
• Fairchild's PPS-25. Microprogramable 4-bit chip set. Adds two eight-digit
numbers in 240 microseconds. Contains seven 25-character registers.
Takes up to 6,656 12-bit words in ROM and 1,280 data words in RAM. Also
adds two data words, in BCD digits, in 62.5 microseconds.
• National's GPC/P 4- bit chip set. Microprogramable, expandable in 4- bit
increments to 32 bits. (IMP 16 is 16- bit version.) Has seven general registers and a16-word stack regardless of word length. Up to 65 kilowords in
RAMs or ROMs. Typical macroinstruction time is 7microseconds. An add
takes five microinstructions of 1.4 microseconds each, plus two mainmemory read cycles with 0.25- microsecond delay, which works out to 7.5
microseconds.

with dissipation margin for operation at high temperatures.
Toshiba claims that its processor
is easier to use than previous types
developed in the U.S. because many
auxiliary circuits, including clock
drive, are included on the single
processor chip, making it complete
in itself. The 12-bit parallel processing mode is said to be ideal for control computers.

Computers

Copier is mated
with computer
The marriage of technology by two
divisions of the Xerox Corp., New
York, has resulted in anew nonimpact printer called the model 1200,
which combines the company's xerographic copying techniques with
computer control. In essence, acomputer or magnetic tape unit is used
to drive acopying machine.
The project, developed by the
Business Products Group in Rochester, N.Y. and the Information Services Group in El Segundo, Calif.,
has been three years in the making.
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But it had a predecessor based on
the company's LDX system developed in Rochester several years ago
[Electronics, Sept. 18, 1967, p. 501,
which connected a xerographic
printer to a 'computer over long-distance telephone lines. That system,
however, was never debugged and
was abandoned.
Since then, Xerox Corp. bought
Scientifiç Data Systems, Inc., and
has presumably benefited from the
experience of the people at SDS
(which became Xerox Data Systems, and then the Information Services Group), and from their work
with peripherals for the Sigma line
of computers. And in the 1200 system ASCII characters are generated
from either aSigma mainframe and
channel adaptor or amagnetic-tape
unit, then are passed through acontroller and an optical-character generator and finally are optically cast
on the selenium drum of . the xerographic printer. An output stacker
is also included in the unit.
Versions. The 1200 is available in
two versions: an off-line version that
is compatible with any 800- or
1,600-bit-per-inch Rine-track magnetic tape that is usable on IBM,
Xerox, and most other computers,
and an on-line version that is corn-

patible only with Xerox Corp.'s
Sigma 6, 7, and 9computers.
The print rate is 4,000 lines per
minute or about one page asecond.
Unsensitized 81
/2
by- 11-inch paper is
used, formatted to 66 lines of 132
columns each. The unit can print its
own forms as it goes, or can use preprinted paper stock; and it can print
an unlimited number of copies—
where impact printers are limited to
six copies—which come out already
decollated. But there's atradeoff: an
impact printer's six copies are made
all at once with carbon paper,
whereas the unlimited number of
copies from the 1200 are made one
at atime.
The magnetic-tape version will be
available for lease in the last quarter
of 1973, and the on-fine unit will be
available in the first quarter of 1974.
Price for the off-line version will be
$2,600 per month minimum and for
the on-line model, $ 2,100 per month
minimum. Both prices include
$1,100 in copy charges and 100,000
copies.

Space electronics

Comsat technique
ups station capacity
In tune with the communications industry's drive toward an all-digital
world, Communications Satellite
Corp. has come up with anew digital television transmission system
called DITEC-1, which the company contends will produce "substantially reduced costs" by doubling earth-station capacity.
Developed by Comsat Laboratories at Clarksburg, Md., DITEC-1
makes use of frequency-interleaved
sampling and of differential pulsecode modulation (or DPcm) with
edge coding as its two key signalprocessing techniques. Comsat's efforts produced a patent for the
DPCM segment of the system last
December, as well as apatent application covering the entire DITEC
system, according to Leonard S.
Golding, image processing department manager at Comsat Labs.
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An alternative to DITEC's 50%
saving in rf bandwidth—compared
to frequency- modulated transmission systems now in use— is a
saving of up to 10 decibels in satellite power. Trading capacity for
more power, DITEC can be used to
deliver monochrome- or colorbroadcast quality signals into a
small, inexpensive earth station with
a 15-ft antenna instead of one requiring a 32-ft dish. This could reduce the estimated $ 150,000 cost of
a small earth station by approximately athird, says Burton I. Edelson, a Comsat assistant vice president and acting director of the
laboratories.
Though the ground-station savings effectively would be aone-time
economy, not counting lower personnel and related operating costs,
Comsat expects to capitalize on it in
its domestic- satellite communications venture through the CML
Satellite Corp., the new name assigned to the company it owns
jointly with ma Corp. and Lockheed, and which Comsat staffers
have dubbed "Camel."
While DITEC-1 has been designed to handle any 525-line, 60field-per-second Tv signal, it is not
limited to satellite applications, says
Comsat. By better controlling transmission distortion problems such as
differential phase and gain, the digital
system's
greater
efficiency
"makes it attractive for increasing
capacity over terrestrial microwave
relays," in Comsat's view.
Flexibility. DITEC-1 can double
the capacity of a20- megahertz radio
relay link to handle two Tv signals,
for example, just as it does for an
earth station. Moreover, Comsat
says its system can also be used
"with existing or future terrestrial
microwave links for improved service and the use of agreater number
of repeater 'hops' without degradation of the signal by repeater action." It has the additional ability to
be operated with some band- limited
cables. Such claims suggest apotential market for the system in the developing special-service cornmoncarrier market.
For arecent demonstration of DITEC-1, Comsat used a 15-ft Radi-
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ation Systems Inc. antenna, which
can be set up without acrane or guy
wires and without afoundation. The
antenna received signals transmitted from Comsat's Andover,
Me., earth station to the Intelsat 4
satellite over the Atlantic Ocean.

Instruments

Fast scan converter
can be time-shared
By combining an electrostatic deflection system with an external
magnetic focusing coil, engineers at
Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, Ore.,
have come up with what is probably
the world's fastest practical video
scan-converter tube. The new tube
is limited in speed only by its plate
capacitance—about 175 picofarads
per plate—and achieves afull-screen
sweep rate of 1megahertz at adrive
current of only 25 milliamperes.
By contrast, conventional scanconverter tubes, which use magnetic
focusing and deflection, are typically limited to full-screen sweep
rates of about 200 kilohertz, according to project engineer Bill DeVey.
Above that frequency, DeVey explains, power consumption in the
deflection circuitry grows to impractically high levels, and yoke
resonances cause nonlinearities in
the sweep.
A key element in the tube design
is a dellectron deflection structure.
Unlike
conventional
deflection
plates, the deflectron has its electrodes deposited on the inside wall
of the tube as two pairs of interdigitated zigzag stripes.
Time-shared. The new tube is fast
enough to be used in a " timeshared" mode—that is, it can, in effect, read and write at the same
time. For instance, when a computer output is to be viewed on a
standard Tv monitor, the tube can
run its electron beam along one line
of the Tv raster, picking up anything
written on that portion of the target,
then be switched into its write mode
and for 8microseconds record whatever input the computer has to give

it. This makes it unnecessary for the
computer to accommodate the slow
scanning rate of the TV monitor.
After one raster scanning cycle in
the time-shared mode, the tube produces adotted-line image of the input waveform. If the waveform is
repetitive, the blank spaces will fill
in during succeeding cycles. If the
waveform varies, the converter can
show it in a variable-persistence
mode. That is, separations between
dots decrease so that the trace appears to build up in intensity as the
waveform sweeps across the screen.
The effect makes it easy to see the
history of electrocardiograms or
other complex waveforms like adecaying trace on an oscilloscope.
A scan converter built around the
tube can resolve more than 1,000 TV

Deflectron.

Distributed

deflection

plates

in Tektronix new scan converter tube are
deposited on the inside of the envelope in
a zigzag pattern. Auxiliary electron guns
provide rapid erase.
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lines per picture height at 50% modulation at the center of the screen,
dropping to 850 lines at the corners.
(A modulation level of 50% is comparable to half-signal amplitude; at
zero modulation, noise would
swamp the signal.) To obtain this
high resolution in the time-shared
mode, the Z-axis control amplifiers,
which govern beam intensity, have
the high bandwidth of 30 MHz.
Despite its improved performance, the new scan converter will
cost less than most magnetically deflected types. According to Jerry Ramey, the converter's marketing program manager at Tektronix' Information Display Products division, a low-resolution magnetically
deflected converter currently made
by Tektronix lists at $ 3,175. The
new one will cost $ 2,950 in a 500line resolution version, and $3,450
with 1,000-line resolution.

Instruments

Pocket slide rules
get price push
Engineers waiting in line for an HP35 shirt-pocket calculator got a
break last week. Hewlett-Packard
cut the price to $295 and it offered
an updated model at the old figure
of $ 395. The new HP-45 performs
47 operations-25 more than the
HP-35—and it can also do register
arithmetic with nine addressable
registers.
The moves were not surprising.
Even though the HP-35 has been
one of Hewlett-Packard's most successful products [
Electronics, Feb. 1,
p. 102], and over 75,000 have already been sold, the company can't
help but be alert to competitive
pressures as others aim for a share
of an established market.
Company spokesmen explained
the marketing strategy. At $395, the
HP-35 commanded the middle of
the calculator market because of its
popularity among engineers and scientists as apersonal "electronic slide
rule." At $295, a price made possible by rising production rates, it
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should win much of the huge potential market among college students.
Meanwhile, the new model is being
aimed at professionals who have
been buying higher-priced desk calculators with more automatic functions than the HP-35. Some of the
HP-45's extra functions, like its ability to do trigonometric calculations
in degrees, radians, and grads (aEuropean measure of angles) are also
expected to entice surveyors,
navigators, and the like into the
Hewlett-Packard fold.
Peter Dickenson, HP-45 project
manager, considers it the equal in
versatility of some programable calculators costing around $ 2,500. It
cannot be set up to run complex
equations automatically, but the
register arithmetic capability gives it
almost the flexibility of acomputer
in the hands of askilled operator, he
explains. Other miniature calculators, including the HP-35, have
only one addressable register.
Desktop with printout. HewlettPackard is also offering an inexpensive, desktop printing calculator
built around the HP-45 chip set. Designed for people who like records
kept as they wend their way through
a problem, it prints out the functions performed, generates error
codes when illegal entries are made,
lists register contents, and shows
negative results in red ink. This version, the HP-46, costs $695 plus $95
for an optional display.
The extra functions of both machines are the result of a four-fold
increase in memory size and a shift
key that turns most of the original
35 keys into dual- function controls.
In the HP-35, programs and constants were stored in three 2,560-bit
mos read-only memory chips. Those
chips are replaced by two quad
Roms storing a total of 20,480 bits,
plus a 10-register chip. The five central-processor and display chips are
unchanged.
Among specific uses of the nine
addressable registers are accumulating two-dimensional vector values
and statistical data. By pressing
keys, the operator can immediately
see mean and standard deviations of
the accumulated values. The 10th
memory register implements a "last

Packs a wallop. This is a 47- operation machine with nine addressable registers.

X" function that allows the operator
to recall the previous argument and
recover from an error in a new entry.

Production

Du Pont mixes gold
pastes for hybrids
Last year, the Du Pont company
tantalized hybrid lc producers by
showing—but not selling—a "thinthick-film" gold paste. Exposed to
ultraviolet light, the film polymerizes like photoresist. It can be developed on a ceramic substrate and
then fired like screen-printed paste,
allowing conductor patterns almost
as fine as those made by thin-film
processing to be formed without
vacuum-deposition systems.
Last month at the Semicon III
conference in San Mateo, Calif., Du
Pont disclosed an equally interesting material—aphotoetchable di-
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the TEKTRONIX
DIGITAL
PROCESSING
OSCILLOSCOPE...

...fingertip selection
of entirely new waveform measurements.
See your needed measurements at a glance, just select
the program functions you need, and our " Brain Powered
Scope" ( so named by a leading electronics magazine)
will display the results immediately.
A press of the button is all that's required for a
program to be implemented that gives you immediate
results without manual calculations. Many functions,
such as differentiation, signal averaging, fast Fourier
transforms, peak- to- peak voltage, and instantaneous
horsepower may be handled easily by this new product.
However, the Digital Processing Oscilloscope isn't
a specialized one- capability unit. It combines the
general-purpose 7704A Laboratory Oscilloscope and
powerful PDP-11 Minicomputer. These units are
linked by the P7001 Processor which provides complete
In/Out interfacing. Capabilities include A/D and D/A
conversions, waveform storage, recall, and display of
those waveforms. The total package is an easy-to- use
and significant state-of-the-art product.

This significance is increased by the scope's signal
acquisition capabilities, which include more than 25
plug- ins from the TEKTRONIX 7000-Series Family . . . and
by the developed software packages APD BASIC Iand APD
BASIC Il ( for PDP-11's with 8-k and 16-k core memories
respectively) . . . and of course CRT READOUT on the large
display screen.
If you would like to learn more about the many usas
of the user Definable Program overlay ( shown above),
and of the Acquisition- Processing- Displaying
capabilities of this oscilloscope — please write for
your copies of The Digital Processing Oscilloscope
Brochure, the magazine feature article reprint " Scope
with Brain Power" and the 7000- Series Oscilloscope
Catalog. Write: Tektronix, Inc., P. O. Box 500A,
Beaverton, Oregon 97005 or check the reader
service box.
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TEKTRONIX®
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electric paste. With the two materials—called Fodel by Du Pont—
high- density, multilayer interconnection patterns can be developed and fired. To form such patterns with thin-film layers has
required complex selective deposition or etching technologies.
In one sample, shown by Eric
JoIle of Du Pont's materials research staff, small rectangles etched
from a dielectric film served as
crossover insulations between conductors. In another, XY wiring levels were interconnected at vias
etched through a dielectric interlayer. The gold stripes were 3 mils
wide and spaced 3 mils apart, and
the vias were 5 mils square. In a
third exhibit, a microphotograph,
the conductor ends were shown narrowed to an array of 1-mil-wide
fingers, ready to receive a beamleaded monolithic chip [
Electronics,
April 26, p. 76].
Jack Barrington, sales manager,
expects a line of Fodel to be ready
in the fall. While most thin-film
manufacturers have photoetching
equipment, many thick-film manufacturers do not, and "our concept
has been to offer this capability to
thick- film houses," Barrington explained.
Fodel films must be handled under yellow "safe" lights until they
are developed, and the patterns
must be exposed to ultraviolet light
in vacuum-printing frames to produce narrow-line patterns. After exposure, the patterns are developed
by removing the unexposed film
with asolvent. Then the circuits are
washed, dried and fired in air in a

furnace at temperatures from 750°
to 1,000°C. A typical firing temperature of 850°C gives the gold lines a
resistivity of less than 15 milliohms.
In small quantities, the gold paste
will cost around $ 350 an ounce, and
the dielectric paste $200. The dielectric costs more than conventional
glass frits, but the gold is about the
same per unit area as conventional
gold pastes. The gold is applied only
about a third as thickly as conventional screen-printing pastes, so it
covers more area. It can be screenprinted for rough patterning and
photoetched to conserve paste.
L]

that United Air Lines recently put
into scheduled West Coast service,
says Dallas G. Denery, project manager for the two-segment approach
at NASA'S Ames Research Center,
Sunnyvale, Calif. Another program
using a UAL DC-8 will begin later
this year, he adds. Each two-segment project cost $ 1.5 million for
um.'s participation and about
$250,000 to avionics supplier Collins
Radio Co. Also watching are the
FAA, other airlines, airline pilots,
and equipment makers.
Recent FAA regulations and public pressure spurred new interest in
the concept, which has been kicking
around
NASA and the FAA for some
Avionics
time. A plane enters the upper segment between 4,000 and 6,000 feet
and follows asteeper descent of between 4° and 7° to an altitude between 400 to 1,000 feet, where it
changes to a normal glide slope,
usually 2° to 3°.
Although adopting quieter jet enUpdated avionics. Modern aviongines is one method the airlines use ics make it possible. To implement
to reduce annoying jetliner noise the two-segment system for the 727
around airports, a $ 3.6 million Gov- program, Collins added a small
ernment-industry-airline
program analog computer to direct the necesseeks a complementary and faster sary inputs to the plane's normal
way: instead of an incoming jetliner autopilot, autothrottle and flight dimaking the usual long and shallow- rector avionics. The special-purpose
•
angle approach to the runway, a glide-slope computer uses inputs
two-segment approach is proposed from an altimeter corrected for
by NASA. This brings the plane in at barometric pressure. These inputs
a steeper—and thus higher—angle are combined with data from
part of the way before it changes to ground-based
distance-measuring
a normal glide slope. If the two- equipment for the upper segment
segment approach promises to be and instrument- landing- system
quieter, a market for new avionics glide-slope data for the lower segmay well be in the offing.
ment, Denery says.
Preliminary signs are that the
The system avoids "overshoot" on
idea works well on a Boeing 727 the upper segment and "undershoot" on the lower segment, and it
doesn't add to the pilot's chores during landing. For the DC-8program,
Collins will modify its Mark Two
digitally-computerized area navigation system to accommodate the
two-segment approach.
Although the concept cuts down
noise, airlines will have to measure
its cost effectiveness. A redundant
analog system for the 727 would

High-angle approach

means new avionics

Sound- saving approach. By bringing an
aircraft in at a steeper angle. NASA believes
it can reduce letliner noise around airports.
It can aso boost avionics sales.
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cost about $ 30,000 while an area
navigation system costs several
times that, Denery estimates. Besides the different landing characteristics of the two jetliners, the program also will assess these two
alternatives to the two-segment approach.

lium which supersaturates and
crystalizes on the seed crystal.
Low but slow. The crystal conforms to the shape of the crucible,
emerging as a rod of uniformdiameter. Unlike crystal pulling, the
process is not hazardous because the
pressure in the vessel is low, about 1
atmosphere, but it is slower, taking
several days. Growth by the CzochDisplays
ralski process ranges from 1/10 in.
per hour to 1in. per hour, depending on crystal quality and size.
A major advantage of Sony's SSD
process is that the reactor can be left
unattended. Only a failure of the
heating-coil would stop the crystal
Green light- emitting diodes are
from growing properly.
scarce and costly because galliumThe rods are not perfect single
phosphide crystals are difficult to
crystals, being composed of singlegrow by conventional zone-refining
crystal grains up to about 1cubic
and Czochralski methods. But that
centimeter in size. However, diode
difficulty has been overcome by a chips containing parts of two crysnew growth process—called syntals do work. The emission varithesis, solute diffusion (SSD)—reations of about 20% to 30% in intenported last month at the Semicon III
sity across the diodes is not
conference in San Mateo, Calif., by
apparent to the eye.
the Sony Corp.
Hardly any point defects are
Sony believes an uncut SSD crysfound on the GaP wafers. Convental would not cost much more than
tionally grown GaP crystals have
the raw materials plus factory over100,000 to a million defects per
head. The reason: the equipment is
square centimeter, according to
very simple.
Sony. Such defects degrade diode
Uniform crystals about 2 inches
performance and are generally covin diameter and 3 to 4 inches long
ered over with an extra epitaxial
are being grown in small reactors at
layer. Sony merely applies one layer
Sony's research center in Yokoby a liquid-epitaxy method. In the
hama, Japan. The reactors require
lab, the layer is formed by pouring
hardly any attention—unlike the
molten GaP over wafers heated in a
complex Czochralski pullers—and
tube containing inert gas.
can be scaled up in size to produce
The diodes, once doped to emit
crystals with diameters of 3, 4 and
green light, have a quantum effimaybe 5 or 6 inches, according to ciency of 0.15%. Red diodes have efAkikaza Shibata, of Sony's research
ficiencies to 7.4%.
staff. The lab-grown crystals are
larger than those now made by conConsumer electronics
ventional production machines.
Sony's SSD reactor is avessel containing aquartz crucible shaped like
a test tube. A gallium-phosphide
seed crystal is placed in the crucible,
which is then filled with gallium. A
charge of red phosphorus is placed
in the outer vessel. Heating coils
The FCC is hoping to ease the trouhold the bottom of the crucible at a bled uhf-vhf television tuner parity
crystallization temperature of 420°C
issue by proposing two alternative
and the top at a melting temperamethods of making uhf tuning as
ture of 1,200°C. The warm phoseasy as vhf tuning when a 70- posiphorus vaporizes, enters the melted
tion detent tuner is used in a regallium, and combines with the galceiver. The commission is making

Sony's SSD scheme
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Anew concept in
packaged power circuits
as convenient
as the TVdinner.

The International Rectifier PACE/pak — is the device behind this new concept.
They are power integrated c:rcuits, made up of
SCRs, diodes, triacs, etc. which give you a complete
control circuit function in a single package. And like
the TV dinner, they take most of the shopping and
assembly times out of the job.
But that's just the beginning of the benefits they
offer.
Smaller size. PACE/paks ( Passivated Assembled Circuit Elements) are electrically isolated up to
2.5 kV. There's no need for a separate solated heatsink, so you get up to 60% reduction in space requirements.
A better designed system. With the smaller size
of these power hybrid control circuits you get more
design and packaging flexibility. And since you don't
have to spend time designing with discrete components, you have more time to make other improvements.
One- fifth the assembly time. No more do you
have to assemble five to seven devices for single and
3- phase functions. With the PACE/pak there is just
one part to mount, one part to interconnect with pushon or screw terminals. Your system reliability is higher, too.
Just think of the other savings you can make in
testing, inspection and field servicing.

Lower inventory costs. We estimate a 7- to- 1
reduction in inventory, plus savings in procurement
time and costs. Standard PACE/pak circuits now
cover 90% of single-phase power circuit requirements, with more in development for 3- phase applications.
They are available as standards with 25 or 42.5
Amp current ratings, in either 120 or 230 Volt RMS
versions.
Find out how PACE/paks will revolutionize your
designs like dc motor controls, inverters, chopper
drives, generator exciters, solid-state circuit breakers,
battery chargers and variable dc power supplies.
Call your local IR sales office for details or contact the factory: International Rectifier • 233 Kansas
Street, El Segundo, CA 90245 • (213) 678-6281 •
TELEX: 67-4666.

International
Rectifier
... the innovative power people
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this move because manufacturers
have not been able to meet the original requirements of the FCC, which
is ruminating on comments from
tuner makers filed June 1.
The proposals are: the elimination of routine fine tuning on
monochrome and color sets—where
routine means the need for adjustment on aday-to-day basis— and for
monochrome receivers only, achannel-selection mechanism capable of
positioning the tuner within ±-1
megahertz of the correct frequency
with equal uhf and vhf fine-tuning
speed. This mechanism would be a
replacement for the automatic frequency control circuitry in monochrome receivers. On one hand, removal of the afc requirement is a
boon to makers, but the more stringent ± 1- MHz requirement is not.
The FCC initially mandated uhftuner parity for monochrome and
color sets in November 1971 and set
a schedule that would complete total parity by July, 1974 [
Electronics,
Feb. 28, 1972, p.95]. But TV tuner
makers could not meet the requirement that the tuner had to be accurate to within ±3mHz of the pull-in
range of afc. As a result, waivers of
different duration were granted to a
number of tuner makers and set
manufacturers beginning ayear ago
[Electronics, May 8, 1972, p.31 and
July 3, 1972, p.43] and finally the
FCC extended the schedule to July 1,
1975.
The FCC has based the latter proposal on a tuner prototyped by
General Instrument Corp.'s Sickles
tuner division. The new tuner is a
70- position uhf detent tuner accurate to ±1MHz, with atuning speed
of 22 kilohertz per degree of rotation. Further, William Firestone,
group vice president of Sickles, says
there have been no problems in
meeting the demand for ± 3- MHz detents.
Sarkes Tarzian Inc., Gi's main
competitor in the field, also claims
no hardship in meeting the same demands of the industry although set
maker RCA, for example, has said it
has felt the brunt of ashortage from
both GI and Sarkes Tarzian. And
says its president. Sarkes Tarzian, of
GI's new tuner, "
It's premature. It is
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impossible to meet that requirement
on a mass- production basis without
going to great expense."
Tarzian's reply to the FCC is a
plea not to legislate progress.
"When manufacturers can produce
this kind of product in mass production, then requirements should
be set," proposes Tarzian. "Then
we'd avoid waivers and this kind of
situation."
The Electronic Industries Association has also filed acomment, supporting the commission's proposal
to change the requirements. However, the EIA has voiced doubt as to
whether ± 1- MHz accuracy can be
achieved in all cases. It has noted
that there are no available uhf
tuners that do not have tune-in errors when the worst case is included.
The EIA recognizes that the proposed rules are an improvement.
But it suggests maintaining the current rules for another year to give
tuner manufacturers enough time to
develop an accurate tuner.
Meanwhile the varactor tuner.
which does meet accuracy requirements, has not come down in price.
and is still used for top-of-the- line
sets. And most industry insiders
agree it will take several years of
evolution before the varactor unit
becomes inexpensive enough for use
across the board. Manufacturers of
varactor tuners not only include
Sarkes Tarzian and GI, but RCA,
Motorola, ITT Semiconductor and
Oak Industries Inc. Selectronics division. GI claims to be working on
an alternative to detent and varactor tuning, and irr is also working
on anew type of varactor.

Trade

Industry, labor seek
curbs on Nixon bill
Electronics manufacturers and organized labor are in apparent agreement that President Nixon's Trade
Reform Act of 1973 should be
amended to require ongoing participation by industry, labor, and other
affected parties in any new inter-
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Microsystems International...

Big In Memories

It's an understatement! We're about the biggest
semicon memory components manufacturer in
the business— and we're getting big in memory
systems too. ( The board in the photo is
Microsystems latest 81( X 12 memory module).
We're big in memory technology with pand n
channel silicon gate MOS LSI for low cost, low
power applications; and the complimentary
Schottky clamped bipolar for high speed
requirements. Our broad product line includes
RAMs, ROMs, pROMs, Shift Registers, Special
Purpose and Peripheral Circuits. The line
features TTL compatibility, arange of bit
capacities from 64 to 4096, access times from
20 ns to 1500 ns and achoice of static or
dynamic operating modes. Deliveries are the
best. Our high volume 3inch wafer fab facility is
running around the clock. And product of the
highest quality is assured by afully approved test
lab, backed- up by our unique SEM failure
analysis program.

•

We haven't overlooked new products either.
Over 350 engineers and technicians are
dedicated to the development of advanced
circuits and processes. When it comes to service
we're hard to beat, with our worldwide network
of sales and applications engineering offices,
stocking distributors and sales representatives.
When considering your next order for memory
components and systems remember
Microsystems International— we're about the
biggest in the business.

MOS & Bipolar Memories from
the performance leader
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SCIENCE/SCOPE
Canada's Anik 2 communications satellite, launched in April, will provide additional
capacity to meet the demand for Telesat Canada's commercial services.
Like Anik 1,
world's first domestic synchronous satellite, it has a capacity for more than 5,000
telephone circuits or 12 high quality color television channels.
Hughes is building a similar series of satellites for two American companies that plan U.S. damestic systems to start in 1974 and 1975.
Several new composite materials developed for NASA space projects hold great promise for civilian use in such fields as biomedicine, agriculture, and furniture
manufacturing, according to Hughes scientists who have just completed a technology
utilization study for NASA.
Medical applications include bio-compatible prosthetic devices of carbon fibers in an epoxy- resin matrix and braces of graphite- fiberreinforced plastic ( equal in strength to steel at one- eighth the weight).
Filament- wound graphite- glass fiber composites reduce the cost of grain silos and
water tanks.
Air- inflated barns and other structures made from fiber- reinforced
plastics have a life expectancy of at least 20 years.
Foams with fire- suppressant
and self- extinguishing properties have been developed for furniture -- both hard
foams for casting replicas of carved wood and soft foams for upholstering.
An Australian domestic communications satellite system is the subject of an extensive study by the Australian Post Office ( APO).
The system would distribute telephone, telegraph, television, and educational services throughout Australia's vast
territory.
Hughes was the successful competitor in a worldwide competition to provide consultant services to the APO for this study, which will initially determine
the operation, benefits, and economic feasibility of the system.
Jacques Cousteau's oceanographic research vessel, Calypso, safely navigated the
hazardous Drake Passage at the southern tip of South America with the help of an
earth- orbiting sensor and a satellite built by Hughes.
The multispectral scanner
aboard NASA's Earth Resources Technology Satellite 1 photographed weather and iceberg formations along the route.
The pictures were processed by Goddard Space
Flight Center and relayed to the U.S. Navy's Fleet Weather Facility, which relayed
the information to the Calypso via Applications Technology Satellite 3.
Hughes needs R & D Engineers to participate in the growth of our microwave and millimeter wave product lines.
We have openings in transistorized microwave amplifiers, Gunn and Impatt diode sources, millimeter wave subsystems, traveling wave
tubes for space applications, and high- voltage, high- efficiency microwave power
supplies.
Please write:
B. E. Shryack, Hughes Electron Dynamics Division, 3100 W.
Lomita Blvd., Torrance, CA 90509.
An equal opportunity M/F employer.
1500 watts of electricity from solar energy are being produced by the FRUSA ( Flexible Rolled- Up Solar Array) system aboard a U.S. Air Force Agena satellite.
Its
two 16- foot panels, each with 17,250 solar cells, were rolled into a cylinder at
launch, then unfurled in space.
Now Hughes is developing an advanced multi-mission
version with an analog/digital voltage regulator.
Welded aluminum construction
will enable it to tolerate much higher temperatures during near- sun missions.

Creating a new world with electronics

HUGHES
HUGHES

AIRCRAFT

COMPANY
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Electronics review
national trade negotiations before
they are concluded by the President.
But that, plus a call for rapid and
mandatory enforcement of antidumping and countervailing duty

need to accommodate the divergent
views of industry and labor. Labor
continues to support the BurkeHartke bill, which industry and
most Federal officials regard as

laws, was about all the two sides
could agree on in testimony at the
end of May before the House Ways
and Means Committee.
Congressional sources question
whether Committee Chairman Wilbur Mills ( D., Ark.) can meet his
August deadline for reporting out
H.R. 6767, which would give the
White House sweeping new powers

overly protectionist and threatening
to offshore operations.
Largely similar positions were

to negotiate trade agreements. Part
of the problem facing Mills is the

reimported in a finished product
with duty only on value added.
7

presented on May 30 by the Electronic Industries Association and
WEMA. Both strongly opposed the
Nixon plan to eliminate Items
806.30 and 807 of the U.S. Tariff
Schedules. under which unfinished
parts exported for assembly are

News briefs

Production
Equipment?
Call Hughes
(714) 757-1200...

Ext. 258
Microcircur welders, bonders and
soldering equipment ( RS 232)

Ext. 393
Wire terminating and harness
laying system; ( RS 234)

Fairchild raises SSI prices
Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp. is raising distributor prices on TTL and
DTL small-scale integration products by about 15% across SSI product
lines. Robert M. Skinner, director of distribution for Fairchild Semiconductor
Components, says that although competitive pressures had driven SSI pricing down over the past few years, demand for TTL and DTL SSI products
has recently soared.
"This has caused lead times for SSI products to stretch out intolerably,
while MSI products are relatively available," states Skinner. Skinner says
the company is convinced that the cost adjustment will improve Fairchild's
ability to supply TTL products in the mix demanded by the industry.

Ext. 393
N/C positioning
tables and systems ( RS 235)

National to set up shop in Thailand
National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., has received approval
from the Board of Industry of Thailand to manufacture integrated circuits
and transistors in that country. According to Charles E. Sporck, president
of National, the company plans to establish amanufacturing facility in Samrong this September. The company has additional plants in Connecticut,
Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong, Scotland, and West Germany.

Numerical con7rol systems ( RS 233)

N*,

Ext. 393

Japan not dumping microwave ovens, U.S. says
The U.S. Treasury has determined that " microwave ovens from Japan are
not being, nor are likely to be, sold at less than fair value" within the meaning of the Antidumping Act of 1921. The mid- May ruling followed atentative
determination in favor of the Japanese in early April that allowed interested
parties to present written or oral objections to the agency; the principal U.S.
complainant was Litton Industries Inc.

Ext. 392
Industrial
automation systems ( RS 238)

Fairchild, TRW launch satellite plans
Joining forces to pursue the growing commercial communications satellite
market. TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach, Calif., and Fairchild Industries, Germantown, Md., have teamed to bid on the projected $85 million*
satellite system being assembled by RCA Global Communications Inc. and
RCA Alaska Communications Inc. The system is scheduled to be launched
in late 1975. Under the terms of the agreement, Fairchild will construct the
satellites, and TRW will supply the communications transponders and altitude, command, and control systems.

(213)
670-9040,
Ext. 6661

RCA expands power-devices facility
A booming electronics industry has triggered a host of recent facilities-expansion projects such as those of Fairchild and Motorola [
Electronics, May
10, p. 38]. Now RCA, joining the trend, is expanding its power-devices facility at Mountain Top, Pa., by leasing a44,000-square-foot building.

Wiring analysis systems: FACT'
Flexible Automatic Ci-cuit
Testers ( RS 236)
Telephone the ex.ensim iumb«rs shown
for immediate inrormarion. Fa, product
Iterature, circle reader service (
RS)
numbers, or wr te Sales Mgr., 2D2I)
Oceanside (Mud., Oceanside. CA 92654.
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HUGHES AIRCRAFT
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Industrial Electronic Products

New.
8-channel recorder
with preamps
in asingle box.
Its the Brush 481. For about $ 1000
less than the same components bought
separately.
It gives you Brush quality. And Brush innovations. For example: pressurized
inking system that writes dry and eliminates smudging, puddling and priming. And
MetrisiteH non-contact servo- loop feed— ,
Y
back device that guarantees 99.5%
— ,
linearity.
— ,
1
You also get 12 pushbutton chart
— ... ,
1
speeds, from 0.05 to 200mm/second. 40
Hz full scale frequency response. And the
built-in preamps provide a measurement
range of 1mV/div to 500 V d-cfull scale. With differential, balanced
and floating inputs and high common mode rejection.
Finally, you get your choice of either acompact portable or rack
mounted version— and accessories like chart take-up reel
and Z-folder.
The only thing missing: the problems of separate preamps.
You'll certainly want more information. So contact Gould Inc.,
Instrument Systems Division, 3631 Perkins Avenue, Cleveland,
Ohio 44114. Or Rue Van Boeckel 38, Brussels 1140 Belgium.
ilk . . •

!MUSH IN
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Washington newsletter

Packard opposes
Nixon trade tax
plan. .

. . . defends
forei gn plants as
export sales booster

FAA's cutback
posture worries
some firms

Arinc to build
own Chicago net
but lease one in L.A.

Electronics/June 7, 1973

Former Nixon cabinet member David Packard, on wEmA's behalf testifying before Congress on the President's Trade Reform Act of 1973,
has advanced a counter-proposal that could wipe out an Administration plan to boost U. S. treasury tax revenues. The plan opposed by
Packard would assess U. S. taxes on overseas operations in nations offering extended "tax holidays." Hewlett-Packard Co.'s chairman says
that, if these taxes are enacted, "the proper action for Hewlett-Packard
Co. would be to pay afair share of local taxes rather than asking the
governments of Singapore and Malaysia to continue our ' tax holiday'
status." Packard's reason: "We believe American business has a responsibility to make sure their foreign operations are good citizens of
the nations where they operate. Part of this is paying aproper share of
taxes in the host country."

Packard defended H- P's foreign operations by noting that the company's exports to Germany, Britain, and Japan have soared since the establishment of plants in those countries. Being accepted as a "local supplier" has given H- P an entree for export sales that otherwise "we
would not have secured," he explained, citing a46% increase in international orders to nearly $ 140 million in the first half of H- P's fiscal
1973 compared with the same period in 1972. In that year, 40% of the
company's business, or $ 200 million, came from foreign orders, and
74% of these were filled with U.S. exports.

Although there are some indications that the spending hold-down at
the Federal Aviation Administration may be loosening, companies
eyeing new business are increasingly worried by the continuing
drought of new contracts. One apparent victim of the agency's cutback
posture, mandated by the Office of Management and Budget, is Lockheed Electronics' development of the Automated Radar Terminal System 2(ARTS 2), now undergoing prototype testing ( see p. 66). Although
the agency originally wanted to buy 90 of the 145-unit order in the first
three years, it now is talking about only 70 and possibly rebidding for
production units.
Another victim of FAA hesitation is the estimated $30 million first
phase of the ARTS 3 enhancement program. Sperry-Univac has developed the prototype package of ARTS 3, but agency infighting reportedly
is delaying decisions on how to implement the program and whether it
should be asole-source procurement to Univac.

Aeronautical Radio Inc., which thought last year that it might be
cheaper to buy service from other companies for its planned microwave
communications networks in the Chicago and Los Angeles areas [
Electronics, Dec. 18, 1972, p. 49], changed its mind at aspecial board meeting on May 25 and decided to split its bets. It will ask the FCC for licenses to build its own system in the Chicago area and dicker with
microwave companies for service in the Los Angeles area. However, if
negotiations with companies in the Los Angeles area don't work out,
Arinc could wind up building its own system there, too.
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Washington commentary
Wrapping DOD's black boxes
Q. What is it that you carefully package after
manufacture and then unpackage to put into
another equally sturdy package that costs up to
400% more?
A. Semiconductors and most other electronics
products sold to the Department of Defense.
Why? Because, despite the judgment of most
electronics contractors that their commercial
packaging is adequate for most military shipping and storage needs, many military commands still operate by abook filled with packaging guidelines that are sometimes illconceived, often outdated, frequently duplicative, and always expensive. These are the
conclusions of congressional auditors in the
General Accounting Office, who have been
looking at defense packaging requirements for
acouple of years now. And, for a change, the
GAo's assessment of the problem has delighted
Federal suppliers, some of whom have been
known to grumble at some of the agency's
other efforts to turn up examples of military
program mismanagement.
Military packaging and its peculiar range of
problems do not seem destined to become
front-page material, particularly in a city still
transfixed by Watergate and its political fallout.
Nevertheless, the GAO and the contractors it
surveyed are convinced there is something
wrong with asystem in which as much as 10%
of an annual outlay of $ 13.4 billion goes for
bags, boxes, containers, crates, and plastic
wrap.
Solid gold boxes?
The problem is not that DOD "must be buying solid gold containers," as one congressional
recipient of the study mused. But it is buying
individually packaged semiconductors, machine screws and even metal washers that are
usually distributed to the military in quantities
of at least 10 and sometimes in the hundreds.
"The only difference in packaging and packing between commercial and military semiconductors is that of labeling and its cost," says one
contractor. "However, the electronics industry
has recently been directed by the Defense Electronics Supply Center to package all semiconductors that they buy in abarrier material per
MIL-B-81705A." The minimum cost increase to
meet that specification, he figures, "will exceed
400% of the cost for commercial items."
Then there are contracts that contain such
literary gems as: "LEVEL C PACKAGING SHALL
BE METHOD IC- 2FOR LEVEL A IN STEPS 1, 2AND 4
AND ENCLOSING THE ITEM(S) IN A SNUG FIT-
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TING HEAT SEALED BAG OR WRAP FABRICATED
FROM BARRIER MATERIAL CONFORMING TO L- P378 OR TYPE B-2 OR B-3, CLASS 1, GRADE A, B OR C
OF MIL- B-13239 OR TYPE 11 OR

Ill OF MIL-F-

To locate and run through the variety of
brochures and manuals defining these codes
and then see that they are coordinated and implemented, contractors protest that they must
maintain special staffs of legal, accounting, operating, transportation and lots of clerical personnel. "That is where most of your costs are,"
explains one former electronics plant manager
now assigned to Washington to "wrangle over
just such stupidity as this."
Worse than that, sometimes the codes for
similar parts are different. "We pack a lot of
modules for DOD," observes another manufacturer's man, who cites just one part that it is
possible to label either 3G11000BGxD3YYAYYYY
—or else, with no less a degree of confusion,
2M1100DABBBXXYlOAAQAD. "
Iguess it is up to
the person that codes the part," he sighs.
33191."

Going commercial
Whatever the reason—and rest assured that
will always argue that it has agood one—
no one in industry disputes the contractor who
concludes that "Government packaging specifications are definitely not clear and easy to follow; and only someone with a complete updated file of all Government booklets and
pamphlets . . . can hope to even begin to cope
with lengthy sets of code numbers and letters
that call out Defense Department packaging. It
is my considered opinion, based on eight years
of Government contracts administration, that
the Government could realize avery considerable cost savings each year by converting to
standard commercial packaging."
Where the Defense Supply Agency and the
Army have achieved limited economies by
turning to commercial packaging for some
products used in the U. S., the GAO contends
the Air Force and the Navy still specify "very
high levels of packaging," particularly for electronics products. Though GAO wants congressional consideration of the problem, little is
likely to happen without some strong and wellorganized industry complaints. Packaging has
never been high on the list of congressional priorities. "For one thing, it's dull, dull, dull," says
one candid congressional staff man. "If contractors want action, why don't they try the Pentagon? They have a new Secretary of Defense
over there, and new secretaries for most of the
services. This is really their job."—Ray Connolly
DOD
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Introducing
National's 1MP-16C.
The processor you buy
instead of build.
Buying acontroller instead of building it frees up
engineers' time from this routine job. Freeing them up for
more important tasks like solving real systems problems
instead of tinkering around putting together nuts and bolts.
Starting from scratch and designing all the circuitry
of ahardwired controller, then building, testing and documenting it could take an investment of as much as $200,000
and months of engineering time.
The IMP-16C is an off-the-shelf microprocessor
that allows you to build into your system precisely the
capabilities you need, and to customize it to your
immediate application, by programming, rather than
laborious hardwiring.
It's not acomputer, or even aminicomputer.
It's amicroprocessor. A lot simpler and
cheaper than aminicomputer.
IMP-16C consists of a16-bit microprocessor, clock system, memory and I/O
port with bus drivers, 256 words of read/write
memory ( RAM), and provisions for 512 words of
ROM/pROM memory. All on an 8Y2 by 11 inch PC card,
shown here actual size. A teletype or most any peripheral
can be connected to the I/O port and up to 32K words of
memory can be controlled by the memory port.
A standard set of 42 instructions makes the IMP-1
ideal for the control of equipment such as data terminals, te
systems, communications equipment, machine tools, process control systems, and peripheral device control systems.
This is the first of our GPC/P (General Purpose
Controller/Processor) family of LSI functional building
blocks for configuring parallel processors.
All in aproven, totally debugged system.
Get one and play around with it.
You'd be surprised how much money
(and aspirins) it'll save you.
For further information write
National Semiconductor Corporation,
2900 Semiconductor Drive,
Santa Clara, California 95051.
If not for yourself, for your mother.

National

Hot shot micr

ssor specialists available in: Miami ( 305) 466-8309, Boston ( 617) 273-1350, Chicago ( 312) 693-2660,
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You can buy an IBM 380.
Or you can honk your mini to a
$12,501:1 DIM Dual Disc Driue System
and saue 417,000.

glar". «air

Maximize. DIVA'S
Dual Disc Drive System,
DD- 11/2, will give your
minicomputer the capabilities found in
maxis costing anywhere from $ 100,000 to
$400,000. DD- 11/2 provides total
operational flexibility.

Use one. Either drive
can be used separately
for the storage and
retrieval of up to 58
million bits, 7.25 million
8- bit bytes of data.

Use two. Or both drives can be used
together, doubling the capac .ty; 116
million bits, 14.5 million bytes. With
two drives you can copy, transfer,
integrate — perform any dual unit
function. One drive is always in
reserve. Things won't come to a
dead stop.
Perform. DD- 11/2 has great performance characteristics, roo: a
transfer rate of 156,000 bytes/second,
an average access time of 35 milliseconds, 30 seconds to operating
speed, 10 seconds to stop.

Expand. The mix and match multiple controller permits
the simultaneous operation of up to four disc drives ( each
additional drive, $4650). The controller fits inside the
minicomputer and becomes a part of the main frame.

Removable. Both packs can be
removed from each drive, permitting
maximum on-the- shelf storage
capacity.

11111erger

Free. Send for
complete details on
DD- 11/2 and learn
how you can multiply
your mini's memory
and speed. We'll send
you a booklet which
contains descriptions
of eight other complete
DIVA systems, along
with information on
discrete components.

Industry's source for disc systems.
Everything. Interface for most minis is standard.
The few that aren't can be custom provided. All
interconnecting cables, I/O driver software, system
diagnostic software, and DIVA'S 90- day full warranty,
effective anywhere in the world, are all part of the
DD- 11/2 system.
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DI VA

Consult. If you want fast action, call George D.
Roessler at 201-544-9000. He'll tell you how to
get the most from your mini for the least cost.
Or write. DIVA, Inc. / 607 Industrial Way West /
Eatontown, N. J. 07724 / TWX 710-722-6645.
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Why square ferrite cores?
save up to 40% in space
save up to 40% in assembly time
save up to 30% in inventory
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Ferroxcube's new AM Series square cores save up to
40% in pc board space over round pot cores. Furthermore. RM Series saves upto 40% in assembly and mounting time. Two simple, gold-plated clips
hold them together ano readily snap
them into place on the pc board
You- parts irvento-y is reduced since
the economical mounting clips replace
more expensive pot core mounting assemblies.
Ferroxcube's AM cores are available

FERROXCLIBE
",OR

CORPORATION, SAUGERTIES, N.Y. 12477

FA(

Distributed throunh Ncrth American PhIlKY, Electron,.
Saugert er,

with a choice of ferrite material: choice of ungapped,
fixed-gap or adjustaole-gap types, with smooth precise
tuning of inductance to an accuracy of better than 0.03%
in adjustable models.
AM cores now in stock. For complete
information call 914 - 246-2811. TWX
510-247-5410 or write Ferroxcube,
Saugerties N.Y. 12477.
Ferroxcube linear ferrites — made in
Saugerties. N.Y. and stocked in seven
U.S. locations.

914-246-6861. Philadelpnia
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Components Corporation with warehouses in Boi.tor

6' 7 . 449-1 406. New York

215.927-6262. Chicago, 312.593-8220. Santa Cara. 408.249-1134. San [beige

516.538-2300,
714.453-9250
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Need high frequency magnetic materials
for power handling applications?
Want Low Core Loss at High Temp.?
New FMaterial Power Ferrites. Initial permeability
of 3,000 ±
- 20%. Stable at operating temperatures
up to 125°C. High saturation flux density-5,000
gausses. Frequency range- 10 KHz to 100 KHz.
Available in Ecores, U cores, toroids and pot
cores. Magnetics makes acomplete range of
magnetic materials for power handling
applications. Circle Reader Service #220

Looking for aSpecial Tape Wound Core
or Lamination?
Tape Wound Cores in all AIEE standard sizes,
plus 0.0005" through 0.014" material thicknesses.
Circle Reader Service # 222

Need aCore that Won't Saturate?
New Cut Cores in C and Eshapes.
In three materials:

For information about other magnetic
alloys we make, Circle Reader Service # 224.

Fifty-one standard shapes ( plus special designs)
of laminations— in sizes from DU- 87 and El- 11
down to solid state circuitry sizes.
Circle Reader Service # 223

(1) Supermendur—for applications requiring highest possible
saturation flux densities ( approx.
20,000 gausses). Weighs 30%
less than conventional 3%
silicon- iron cores.
(2) Permalloy 80— has asaturation
flux density of 7,000 gausses, and
core loss approx. Vio that of a
silicon- iron C core of equal
thickness.
(3) Orthonol"—has asaturation
flux density of 15,000 gausses,
and acore loss approx. 1
/
2 that of a
silicon- iron C core of the same
material thickness.
Circle Reader Service # 221

»Tom-

ff111011ETICS
A DIVISION OF SPANG INDUSTRIES INC

Butler PA 16001.
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Imagination an
Stackpole ferrites
can cut apower supply
down to size

Tektronix, Inc. uses Ceramag

Tektronix, Inc. selected 24B for

ferrite materials to achieve effi-

their " U" and " E" cores. This

ciency and significant savings.
Conventional power supplies are
bulky, heavy and inefficient. Tektronix, Inc. changed all that. With
ferrites and a fresh idea.

proven material has seen years
of service in flybacks for television. Ideal for power applications,
it can be operated at higher fre-

material

quencies than laminated steel. It

shorting on printed circuit boards.

is cool running, due to low losses

By rectifying line voltage, con-

under power conditions and con-

verting it to 25kHz and rectifying

trolled power permeability. Tool-

it again, Tektronix, Inc. engineers

ing is available for awide range of

produced a power supply that

"U", " E" and "I" configurations.

was 50%

lighter, over 25%

smaller and consumed

1
/
3

Ceramag 24

less

provement over the 50% typical

exciting

new

by Tektronix, Inc. for transformer

Stackpole Ceramag ferrites were

material, widely used by the com-

has a wide variety of materials
and configurations, designers
can unleash their imaginations.
%

Ceramag 248

ety of materials, numerous tooled

enced
Toroids of Ceramag 24 were used
cores. Again, this is a proven

ply design. Because Stackpole

cause Stackpole offers the vari-

experience makes Stackpole one

ideas.

used throughout the power sup-

Particularly Stackpole Ceramag
ferrite components. Why? Be-

of the largest and most experi-

Ferrites can offer the unique ad-

produce

you start with the idea of ferrites.

years of television and computer

of conventional power supplies.

electronic characteristics that

Great new designs happen when

back-up you need. Twenty-four

is a big im-

vantages, design freedoms and

accidental

configurations and the technical

power. And the overall operating
efficiency of 70%

prevents

puter industry for pulse transformer cores. It has a tightly
controlled initial permeability,
and tooling for a variety of sizes
is also available.
Ceramag 7D and 27A
Multiple material selection for
coil forms allowed Tektronix, Inc.

domestic

suppliers of

quality ferrites.
Consider ferrites on your next
prototype or redesign. But give
us a call when you start. Perhaps
we ( and some Ceramag® ferrites)
can help you cut a problem down
to size. Stackpole Carbon Company, Electronic Components
Division, St. Marys, Pa. 15857.
Phone: 814-781-8521. TWX: 510693-4511.

maximum flexibility and design
freedom. Proper inductance
values could be achieved in the
allotted amount of room. In addition, the high resistance of 7D

STACKPOLE
ELECTRONIC

COMPONENTS

DIVISION
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Electronics international
Significant development in technology and business

Plasma ions clean and etch
integrated circuits
Gas plasmas dissolve resists on integrated-circuit wafers— and etch circuit patterns— in a process developed by Mitsubishi Electric Corp.
[Electronics. May 24, p. 59]. Among
the approach's advantages are high
yield, fine fine widths, and a cut in
processing steps and time. What's
more, the plasmas react to form
harmless gases and water, which are
easy to dispose of—unlike used acids
and solvents.
On line. The company already
has six plasma reactors on its production lines and expects to double
the number soon. Large-scale-intergration chips for computers, silicongate LSI memories, and linear bipolar circuits are being produced in
the reactors.
The etching process is equally applicable to other devices— including
high-speed logic circuits— requiring
amasked etching of asilicon nitride
or polycrystalline silicon layer overlying a silicon dioxide layer. An oxide layer is required because the
process selectively etches silicon nitride and silicon about 10 times as
fast as it etches silicon dioxide.
Thus, without the silicon dioxide
layer there is the danger that the
process could not be controlled
closely enough to prevent it from
eating into the silicon substrate. The
photoresist removal process is applicable to almost any device.
The usual chemical process for
etching nitride layers is complex because photoresist films cannot mask
the process. It is necessary to grow
an oxide film over the nitride film,
and then apply the photoresist over
the oxide film. A photoresist mask is
used for masked etching of the overlying oxide layer, after which the
photoresist is removed and the resulting oxide mask defines the etching of the nitride layer. Then the oxide layer is removed.
Not only does this process require
growth, etching, and removal of an
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extra silicon dioxide layer, but even
that are released to the atmosphere.
those operations common to it and
Undercutting is in general smaller
than for achemical process and the
to the plasma approach are more
angle of cut can be selected by adcomplex in the chemical process.
For example, chemical removal of justing operation conditions.
There may be some damage to
photoresist requires adissolving operation followed by two washes and
the silicon substrate during plasmaadrying.
etching. But this operation is norIn plasma photoresist removal,
mally followed by a high- temperature process, so that any damage is
the worker loads afused quartz boat
with wafers, inserts it into the
annealed with no additional manuplasma reactor, and pushes a start
facturing operations.
button. Oxygen is automatically fed
Engineers say that the switch
into the reactor and ionized by a from chemical to plasma processing
high- frequency coil surrounding the
eliminates five separate steps. Savreactor tube. Oxygen ions in the
ing in wafer processing time is 210
plasma convert the resist film into
minutes. Drop in labor time, which
water and carbon dioxide vapors,
is counted for only that portion of
the operation that requires worker
which are released to the atmointervention, is 100 minutes per lot,
sphere.
Etching. Plasma etching of nitride
a savings that enables processing to
be performed with eight fewer
films is quite similar to photoresist
removal. Fluorine ions in a freonpeople. In addition, the new process
gas plasma react with the silicon nimakes it possible to successfully
manufacture LSI chips with line actride layer to form silicon fluoride
curacies within ±0.5 micrometers. u
and nitrogen, both harmless gases

France

Vobile radar system
brings in the helicopters
French air force chiefs are in a ers, Thomson-csF's helicopter hardhurry to get their hands on a new ware has good prospects. Already 15
highly- mobile surface- radar system complete systems have been ordered
designed specifically for helicopter by the French armed forces. Only
control by Thomson-csF, France's two prototypes exist today.
Impetus. The chief motivation belargest electronics company. Thomson-CSF designed the system for all- hind the domestic order is the need
weather operation and says it's the to put helicopter bases, complete
first truly mobile unit to combine with the radar facilities normally
both ground-approach surveillance only available at permanent bases,
into operation as fast as possible.
and landing control for choppers.
The equipment, known in its Spartiate's functions cover navigaFrench military version as Spartiate, tion control, collision avoidance,
went on sale to foreign customers at identification, and landing. Says the
the Paris Air Show at Le Bourget project's commercial chief Jean
this month under the name of Per- Mothes: The Indochina war taught
ceval. Even without foreign custom- us the need to move as many men
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from one place to another as fast as
possible—and this means helicopters
rather than surface transport."
It also means that radar facilities
have to be established quickly. The
Spartiate system can be moved to a
freshly cleared landing site loaded
aboard two trucks and can be operating within two hours after arrival.
For ground- approach surveillance, the system displays primary
radar data and friend- foe identification signals up to a range of 40
miles. It can also record identification signals up to about 120
miles without interfering with the
primary radar function. These signals are picked up by the continuously rotating azimuth antenna.
For landing control, both azimuth
and elevation antennas come into
play, with horizontal and vertical
signals displayed alternately at 2second intervals. When both modes
are combined, the elevation antenna
is fed about every 3seconds in alternation with the azimuth antenna,
which covers a sector of about 15°
on either side of the landing axis.
Combination. Thomson-csF engineers are particularly enthusiastic
over the incorporation of amovingtarget indicator system to counteract
ground clutter, which is likely to be
severe with low- flying helicopters.
The system is of the digital phasethreshold- inhibition type and features a very high fixed-echo rejection ratio, a staggered pulse-repetition frequency to reject blind speeds
beyond normal approach speeds,
and mechanisms to cancel blind
phases and to control false alarms.
A major problem in Perceval design, say the engineers, was to overcome the danger of interference between so many different radar and
radio functions squeezed together
into two small packages. The difficulties were eventually overcome
through use of filters and, in particular, by two ferrite attenuators to
increase decoupling between the
azimuth and elevation channels.
Thomson-csF will not have much
time to put things right if their two
prototypes do not perform as
planned. The French air force wants
to put the system in service so badly
that work has already started on
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Low cost. Although Sharp's new calculator has only three- digit display, its circuitry handles
a 12-digit number and gives serial display.

building the 15 units it has ordered.
After initial tests this summer, full
operational tests on the first prototype are scheduled to begin in
January. Thomson-csF hopes that
foreign customers could get delivery
of Perceval during 1975.

Japan

New low calculator
price: S38
The price of electronic calculators in
Japan has hit a new low of yen
9,980, or about $38, with a new
model just announced by the Sharp
Corp. That price punches a hole in
what appeared to be the floor of yen
12,800 set last August by Casio
Computer Co. and since followed
by three more companies—Busicom
Corp., Omron Tateisi Electronics
Co., and Citizen Watch Co.
Prospects. Sharp says that it will
soon have production up to 70,000
units a month, and by yearend expects to be producing 150,000 units
a month. Tadashi Sasaki, executive
director for the Industrial Instruments Group, says that he expects
the calculator to go over very big in
the European market.
Casio cut the price and power
drain in its low-price unit by going
to a six-digit fluorescent display,
rather than the eight digits every-

body else was using in their lowprice calculators. Sharp went Casio
one better by going to athree-digit
fluorescent display. But Sharp didn't
cut corners as much on its calculator
Lsi circuit and so it still offers afull
12-digit machine—actually nine digits before and three after the fixed
decimal point. Sharp also claims
that it is one of the two suppliers for
the calculator chips—until now all
its calculator chips had been purchased from outside suppliers.
To facilitate readout, Sharp has
added a new partial digit to the
right of the least significant digit.
This digit position gives two new
symbols—one or two commas in the
middle of the digit. Translated into
engineering notation, the two commas read 106 and the single comma
reads 103.Thus, the user can read a
12-digit answer unambiguously in
up to four readings of the 3-digit
display. The user can choose two
modes of operation. One requires
manual shifting of digit groups; in
the other the calculator automatically steps through the groups of
three digits.
Sharp has also added a counter
button that enables the calculator to
be used to count events. Calculations can be performed on the
counted number, if desired.
The calculator operates from
three penlite cells. Battery drain is
0.6 watts, which gives battery life of
five hours with low-priced cells and
15 hours with alkaline cells.
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We'll build your circuit that: Beeps, Smells,
Listens, Reads or Goes Bump in the Night.
Fast and Cheap.
We call it Monochip.
Monochip is aone-chip custom bipolar IC that can be
made into afantastic variety of linear and digital circuits.
Plus, it gives all the performance and reliability you could
want in aworld of applications.
Beeps One of our customers builds asmall clip-on heart monitor that
beeps when the heart beats and buzzes when it doesn't. Circuit
complexity and reliability made Monochip amust.
Smells Bacharach Instrument Co. Inc. needed agas analyzer circuit
in one package. A tough challenge. Low cost, ruggedness and precise
performance were crucial. Monochip met all these conditions.
Listens Then, there's this alarm clock that shuts off when you yell
at it. Very satisfying. R. W. Enterprises picked Monochip for its
size/performance capability.
Reads Monochip gave Tekelec, Inc. agreat cost advantage in their
panel meters. Contents: aMOS device, some LEDs, and of course,
our customized IC to do the measuring.
Goes Bump in the Night Somebody (possibly the C.I.A.) gave us
just their I/O specs. Nothing else. We shipped Monochips that met
their cost and delivery requirements. That's all we know. Spooky.
Fast and Cheap $1800 gets you 50 packaged, evaluation units in only
3weeks. That's fast. And no matter how many production units you
order, they'll cost less than other custom ICs, hybrids, or discrete
assemblies of equal complexity. That's cheap. There is an Interdesign
Design Kit that contains everything needed to breadboard and simulate
your circuit's performance, including stray effects. 16 DIP kit parts;
designer's handbook and more. All for $39. Or, we can do the design
work for you. Just send in your schematic and/or specs for
free evaluation.
Either way, Monochip makes alot of sense. Now, while you're thinking
of it, call or write us. hirametsied
1190 Elko Dr., Sunnyvale. California 94086
(408) 734-8666
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International newsletter
British makers
set to go with
110

models

Failure of French
rocket casts gloom
on whole program

AEG-Telefunken, Sony
patch up PAL dispute
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British Tv-set makers at last seem to be ready to launch 110° tube color
sets onto the home market, several years behind most other countries
with an established color service and setmaking industry. Thorn Consumer Electronics Ltd., Philips Electrical Ltd., Rank Bush Murphy
Ltd., and Pye Ltd. plan to have 26- inch-screen models available by
year-end, and 22- inch sets probably next year. Thorn, Philips, and RBM
will offer finger- tip- touch tuning on luxury models, and the first two
companies will offer ultrasonic remote control of some operations as
well, partly to increase the difference between the new sets and established 90°-tube sets— and so justify noticably higher prices. The new sets
also have more integrated circuits than present models, seven or eight
being the new norm. Where touch tuning isn't used, push-button varicap tuning is standard, the selector unit based on athick-film module.
Look for steady penetration of thick- film construction into TV sets
where power is too great for monolithic construction; several makers
are making experiments, for instance for deflection circuitry and the
varicap diode module of the tuner.

French efforts to muster foreign support for their L3S satellite launcher
now face even more formidable odds than before. Hopes of persuading
the West German government, and possibly the Dutch and Belgians too,
to chip in acombined total of 40% of the cost took adive when the DiamantB rocket plunged into the Indian Ocean along with the Castor
and Pollux satellites it should have put into orbit.
The failure has also thrown ashadow over the whole future of the
Kourou launch base in French Guinea, where the two previous blastoffs also misfired. When Europa-2exploded after its launch from the
French- built site in December 1971 it became clear that its failure
would bring the ELDO concept down with it [
Electronics, May 10, p.
55]. Two successive failures of DiamantB rockets may now sound the
same warning for the Kourou site itself and even for the French
launcher program. Right now yet another French launcher is waiting in
the wings. The Diamant BP4 uses the same first and third stages as its
predecessor but has alarger second stage. It could take over another attempt to launch two other Castor and Pollux satellites presently under
construction. But if the fault for last week's failure is pinned eventually
on the third stage, this project too could be in trouble.

AEG-Telefunken and the Sony Corp., which have been fighting acourt
battle over alleged violations of PAL television patents by the Japanese
firm [
Electronics, Aug. 14, 1972 p. 65], have finally settled their dispute.
Settlement was reached by alicensing pact under which Sony has acquired the rights to build acertain number of PAL receivers in Japan for
distribution in all countries using the AEG-Telefunken-developed colorTV transmission standard. According to the agreement, the maximum
screen size of the sets Sony may build is limited to 18 inches. The licensing arrangement, which also allows Sony to use certain AEG-Telefunken patents in black- and-white receivers and fm- radio sets, is similar to the ones made with other Japanese firms and needs only
Japanese government approval. Sony also has obtained from EMI alicense to sell color-TV sets in the UK under AEG-Telefunken patents.
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International newsletter
Helical- scan recorders
for broadcasters bow
at symposium

•

•

. . where Philips
unveils new
low- light camera

First ARTS 2
for Europe
sold to Italy

Disk head floats,
but never crashes

Quadraplex video tape recorders, pioneered by Ampex Corp. and long
the mainstay for TV broadcasters, face aserious challenge in PAL and
Secam territories. Two international teams of VTR producers launched
helical-scan, broadcast-quality color machines at the late- May television symposium in Montreux and both maintain their machines will
obsolete their quadraplex predecessors.
One far-flung team has California's International Video Corp.,
France's Thomson-CsF, and Britain's Rank Precision Industries as
members. With ivc as team leader, they've developed a VTR that
records with apair of ferrite heads on 2-inch tape. ivC claims that the
helical-scan machine costs about one third less than similar quad machines and slashes operational costs as well. Tape consumption, for example, drops by half, and head life stretches to 1,500 hours. Initially,
ivc will produce the hardware for its European partners.
Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken of the Netherlands and Robert Bosch
Fersehanlagen GmbH of West Germany joined forces to produce the
second helical- scan contender. It works with asingle ferrite head and
1- inch tape. The Dutch-German team claims that its broadcast color
recorder halves the initial hardware cost, compared to like quad machines, and cuts tape consumption by some 60%.

Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken is taking a hard look at a new pickuptube concept that could lead to anew generation of color-Tv cameras
for on-location work. The tube pairs an image intensifier and a 1-inch
Plumbicon tube, coupled with fiber optics. They are packaged, with a
deflection unit and afield-effect transistor input stage for the camera's
preamplifier, in ahousing that's almost identical in size to astandardPlumbicon/deflection-unit assembly. In the package, Philips uses a
low-gain light intensifier rather than ahigh-gain see-in- the- dark type.
The combination keeps the tube's performance well within broadcastquality standards, all the while upping the camera's sensitivity by at
least two full lens stops.

Italy's Ministry of Defense has bought the first European ARTS 2automated air-traffic-control system from Lockheed Electronics Co.. The
system, using a 12,000-word minicomputer to simultaneously handle
data from 256 aircraft, will be delivered late this summer. Installation
site is still to be determined. Lockheed initially developed the prototype system under a $ 1.5 million award from the Federal Aviation
Administration. Lockheed declined to specify the price of the Italian
production system, but the FAA has estimated its ultimate costs for 98
systems will work out to about $ 350,000 each.

Many manufacturers are working on floating head assemblies to
achieve the maintenance- free magnetic disks needed in future consumer electronic products. Head assemblies float on athin layer of air
but crash into the disk when it slows down. Japan's NHK Technical
Laboratories has developed anew leaf-spring mounting, which actually
holds the assembly away from disk until the Bernoulli effect, which reduces air pressure between head and disk when the disk is in motion,
overcomes spring tension. But when the spacing becomes very small
the layer of air between the head and disk maintains correct spacing.
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Until recently, if you wanted
broadband RF power, you had to
settle for bulky tube- type power
amplifiers. No more. Starting at
the top, we developed a full line
of all- solid-state Class A power
amplifiers, covering the frequency spectrum of 100 kHz to
560 MHz, with power outputs
ranging from 300 milliwatts to
over 100 watts. And we're still
climbing.
Driven by any signal generator,
frequency synthesizer or sweeper,
these compact, portable amplifiers are versatile sources of
power for general laboratory
work, RFI/EMI testing, signal
distribution, RF transmission,
laser modulation, data transmission, NMR, ENDOR, ultrasonics
and more.
Completely broadband and un -

tuned, our highly linear units will
amplify inputs of AM, FM, SSB,
TV and pulse modulations with
minimum distortion. Although all
power amplifiers deliver their
rated power output to a matched
load, only ENI power amplifiers
will deliver their rated power to
any load regardless of match.
We also designed our amplifiers to be unconditionally stable
and failsafe—you need never fear
damage or oscillation due to
severe load conditions ( including

put meter. Ruggedized amplifiers
capable of operating under severe environmental conditions
are available.
To find out more about our RF
power amplifiers write: ENI, 3000
Winton Road South, Rochester,
New York 14623. Call 716-4736900. TELEX 97-8283 ENI ROC.

open or short circuit loads).
ENI instrumentation amplifiers
come complete with an integral
AC power supply and an RF out-

R FAmplifiers.
We started at the top.
Then worked our
way up.
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The world's leader in solid-state power amplifiers.

Here are three fast,
wideband IC op amps.
And you don't have to be a
circuit virtuoso to use them.

Let's face it. Most of the fast, wideband IC op
amps on the market require excessive external
compensation for stability, sacrifice DC performance to increase speed, and just plain cost too
much.
We've done something about that.
With three op amps specifically designed for
unconditional stability with minimal use of external
components, outstanding DC characteristics,
and low cost.
AD509. For fast settling time to high accuracy.
Settles to 0.01% accuracy in 2.5 gsec ( max), and to

0.1% accuracy in 500 nsec ( max). We test every
single one of them to make sure. Can be unity-gain
compensated with asingle capacitor and is internally compensated for closed loop gains above 3.
Particularly well-suited for use as an output amplifier of D/A converters. AD509J. $8.50 in 100's.
AD518. Low-cost, high-speed, easy-to-use. With
internal unity-gain compensation, a70V/msec slew
rate, and abandwidth of 12MHz. Feed it forward to
get over 100V/psec slew rate and twice the
bandwidth. Or compensate it with asingle capacitor
for under 1.0psec settling time to 0.1% accuracy.
60° phase margin, for clean response, minimal
ringing, and no oscillation— even with a300pF load.
High speed you won't find anywhere else at this
price. AD518J. Only $ 1.95 in 100's.
AD507. Excellent low-cost combination of AC and
DC performance. Slew rate is 25V/iLsec. Unity-gain
small-signal bandwidth is 35MHz. Along with that,
you get abias current of 15nA. An offset voltage of
3.0mV ( max). And Vos drift of 151
./V/°C ( max).
AD5071 $6.95 in 100's.
We can help you with your application, too. Our
data sheets tell all: complete specs, suggestions for
external compensation, if necessary, even detailed
connection information and suggestions. ( If you
use high-speed op amps, you know they don't just
plug in.)
Call. We can send you samples and data sheets.
Ask for our 1973 Product Guide, too, It'll tell you
about our complete line of linear ICs.
Analog Devices, Inc., Norwood, Mass. 02062

ANALOG
DEVICES

Call 617-329-4700

for everything you need to know about high performance linear ICs.
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Probing the news
Analysls of technology and business developments

Computer microfilm pushes forward
Makers battle to change old image of medium as something to be used
for dead storage as they push concept of off-line terminal
by Paul Franson, Los Angeles bureau manager
Surviving the incomprehension of
would-be users and the overenthusiasm of early promoters, computer output on microfilm is now a
steadily growing business and is also
moving into new territory as an
active communication medium.
However, companies in the field
have found profits elusive. Competition, high development costs, the
cost of re-educating prospective
users, and the practice of leasing
equipment have made com profits
either nonexistent or marginal for
most makers.
Growth is about 20% per year,
starting from the present level of
$22 million to $28 million in sales
and revenues for computer-outputon-microfilm recorders. Total comrelated revenue—including auxiliary
equipment—is in the $60 million to
$80 million range.
Copy cats. Computer output on microfilm
products

come

from

information

inter-

national (below), 3M (top right), and California Computer Products (bottom right). Industry reports sales climbing.

Estimates of total worldwide installations range from 750 to more
than 1,000. And those machines
range from $30,000 replacements
for line printers to $350,000 highspeed, high- resolution graphic/
alphanumeric systems. Sources in
the industry expect the total to
double by 1975. As John O. Ferris,
com sales manager at Pertec business systems, Santa Ana, Calif., puts
it, "We'll meet the 1970 projections
by 1975."
Ferris refers to what the industry
now views as disastrous overenthusiasm in its early days—the
middle to late 1960s. Then, prophets
saw microfilm solving the computer
paper glut and caused many firms to
rush into amarket that could stand
neither the hyperbole nor competition. Because chemicals had to be
handled and existing equipment

was simpler to use "com was not
that readily accepted," admits Edward T. Keating, vice president and
general manager of Stromberg DatagraphiX of San Diego, the industry's pioneer and still by far the
largest supplier. The ensuing debacle combined with generally
bleak economic conditions to cause
severe price erosion, then attrition
and mergers.
The survivors include DatagraphiX, with half the worldwide total,
Eastman Kodak, Pertec, Quantor,
Memorex, Calcomp, Seaco, 3M,
Gould, Singer's Micrographic Systems, and Information International. Not all compete with each
other, though. DatagraphiX serves
the widest segment and also offers a
wide range of the required auxiliary
equipment—developers, duplicators,
and viewers among others. At the

and graphics is Seaco Computer
Display of Garland, Texas. Its
equipment is handled by Remington Rand, but Seaco has been
through a bankruptcy reorganization within the last year. Singer
Micrographic is most active in highend graphic recorders, while 3M appears to be retrenching at present.
Kodak's Business Systems division
in Rochester, N.Y., sells the KOM80 and KOM-90, alphanumeric machines assembled for it by Cubic
Ready to go. Ouantor's 105 COM processor, left, develops film in same unit. Big selling point
Corp., San Diego, Calif.
of 3M's 600 reader-printer is easy-load-unload feature—it uses 16-mm microfilm cartridge.
A major concern of makers of
com equipment at present is trying
low end of the market, Calcomp— Calif.', that combines a com to change the image of microfilm—
California Computer Products,
recorder with integral film proces- for most people, the rolls of back isAnaheim— has an alphanumeric sor—the user doesn't even have to sues of The New York Times in colunit that plugs in as an IBM 1403
touch chemicals, for in the U.S.
lege libraries. One company, Quanprinter replacement at acompetitive they're replaced once aweek by an tor, is promoting microfilm as afastprice, as does financially troubled NCR serviceman as part of a deal
access substitute for computer disMemorex Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., with NCR.
play terminals that access batchwhich pioneered in this area.
With more capability—and at a processed data. Jack Ferris of Pertec
The most popular type of com higher price— than the alphanu- concurs: "This viewer is really a
recorder takes digital input from a meric units most popular in busi- $150 off-line terminal." Traditional
computer or magnetic tape and ness, are the graphic recorders or microfilm, of course, is used largely
forms characters on acwr screen at plotters for scientific and engineer- for archives, and the microfilm inup to 120,000 characters per second.
ing use. They are offered by anum- dustry, though claiming com,
The images are reduced optically ber of firms including Calcomp, best
doesn't really seem to know what
and expose high-contrast microfilm. known for its flatbed and drum plotit's for.
The film is then developed in the ters. Calcomp, in fact, finds the alOne user that apparently does is
same unit, in aseparate stand-alone phanumeric area "disappointing"
Lockheed California in Burbank.
developer, or even in aconventional and is emphasizing graphic units.
The savings over paper have been
darkroom. The result, in either roll Gould Data Systems division in
substantial, says Donald Stanley of
or fiche format, can be viewed or Boston offers two Betacom graphic the Scientific Systems group. He
copied.
models, and at the top of the line is
notes the com is used to plot windOff-line systems are most popu- Information International Inc., Los
tunnel test results. "They would
lar. Pertec's entry, priced at $80,000, Angeles, with its COM-80 that typihave tied up our Calcomp plotters
though most com equipment is cally sells for $300,000 to $350,000
forever," he says.
leased, features wide versatility. But and, needless to say, offers high perHowever, he adds that there's a
the hottest entry at present is un- formance. The company has about
real need for agood method of gendoubtedly a $65,000 unit from
30 in the field.
erating hard copy.
Quantor Corp., Mountain View,
Also active in both alphanumeric
With their varyin.g opinions, one
thing all manufacturers seem to
agree on is the reluctance of data
The pro of COM
processing managers to get involved
with photographic systems. Taugner
Computer output on microfilm seems to have compelling advantages over
of Information International sugprinting on paper with line printers, but that hasn't been enough yet to overgests that it's time for the data mancome tradition and inertia. " The economics have always been there," says
ager to give up the decision on form
Terry Taugner of Information International Inc. So suppliers continue to
hammer on the door while emphasizing the newer concept of an " off-line
of presentation. "Perhaps the publiterminal" for information that doesn't really require instant updating. The
cation department should handle it.
argument for the off-line terminal is also economic—compare a $ 150
The EDP man is too attuned to the
viewer, plus the few cents it costs to make and mail amicrofiche, with the
limitations of his computers." Howcost of acathode ray terminal and communications lines.
ever, whether or not the EDP man
The more traditional emphasis has been on the low cost of film versus paloses the output, few manufacturers
per, especially for multiple copies. A fiche costing anickel can hold the insee com taking over from paper as
formation in amanual of more than 200 pages, and eliminates the need for
once projected. Charles Askansas,
forms, decollating, bursting, binding, postage costs, and storage. The mipresident of Quantor, says, "com
crofilm can be prepared 10 times faster than paper, and retrieval is much
will not, as some predicted, replace
easier, especially with properly organized microfiche. On top of that, many
users eventually make microfilm for their archives. " Why not do it right to
50% of the computer printers. It is a
start off?" asks Taugner.
complementary alternative."
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KELLY DESIGNS IN NEW CANNON®
SOLDERLESS PRESS-T-MATENCONNECTORS.
DOCUMENTS TIME & COST SAVINGS.
MANAGEMENT APPALLED.
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"YOU WANT TO JAM METAL
CONTACTS INTO THE PLATED
THROUGH- HOLES IN OUR
MUUILAYER BOARDS?7 they cry.
Kelly: " Sure, when it reduces costs
from the present 8-10e per wrapped connection down to 4-5O per PRESS-T- MATE
connect!on."
But why not solder discrete connectors
in:o the multilayer board?; someone
questiored. Kelly was patient: " You know
al the disadvantages of soldering as
well as Ido. PR ESS-T-MATE's interference fit avoids tnem all. Look at the diagram. Contacts al ,e pressed into the
plated through- holes of the motherboard,
making contact m any number of planes.

Then the insulator is pressed on over the
contacts and forms an integral edgecard
connector. Simple
Serviceable: .
Kelly " It can
really cut
costs on the
big jobs—
disk drives,
central procESSO -S, COM-

munications controllers and the like:'
Now he had them looking. So he went on:
"But Cannon can dO more. The r
zero- force DL and universal Burgur-D
connectors can handle all the 1,'0
connections between computer anc
peripherals..."
'This Cannon:' someone interjected,
"isn't it an aerospace connector company?"

European lacdmes n 9pussels. Beleum. BasIngstoke. Hails. England. ToulQuse, France 7056 fleutelsbach/, R German.;

Mdano Italy

Kelly: " Today Cannon's as much conmercial, industrial as it is aerospace. Besides,
Cannon's packaging systems approach is
just what we need for our backplane system, to cut cost and improve reliabi ity:"
Maybe your own management shoJld
take acloser look at that PRESS-T- MATE
diagram. And see what Cannon technology can do. Maybe you could show them.
We can help.
Write ITT Cannon
Electric,
International
Telephone and
Telegraph
Corporation,
666 E. Dyer
Rd., Santa
Ana, CA 92702.
(714)557-4700.

CANNON
Circe 71
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Going to sea

from Switzerland

Small Geneva company is making C-MOS instruments for deepwater yachts
as part of plan to spin off ' mini-enterprises'
by Arthur Erikson, Managing Editor, International

In early September, a fleet of big
yachts will stand out of Portsmouth,
England, and head south on the first
leg of a round-the-world race. The
course—around the Cape of Good
Hope, the Southwest Cape of Tasmania, and Cape Horn—figures to
be agrueling run for the crews. And
aboard the 56-foot yawl Tauranga,
it will be a tough test as well for
some extraordinary electronic navigation gear made in Switzerland.
Tauranga has been fitted out for
the race with the entire line of instruments offered by Oxy Nautical,
a tiny Geneva company that's getting c-mos out to sea. That deepwater hardware should come out of
land- locked Switzerland seems
somewhat unnatural. Equally unexpected is Oxy Nautical's genesis. It
was spawned by a diversification
program set up by a company
whose main business is metal-plating equipment and chemicals—Oxy
Metal Finishing International
(OMFI).
New direction. OMFI's effort to expand its outlook from plating baths
to the high seas started some four
years ago. At that time, the metalfinishing business was on aplateau,
and the company has a nucleus of
electronics expertise acquired from
its development of automation systems for electroplating machinery.
OMFI president Réné Rochat figured he might use that expertise as a
springboard into new businesses.
"To keep the diversification under
control," he explains, "we decided
to go into 'mini-enterprises,' the
smallest viable units possible to give
people with ideas a chance to try
them out."
OMFI's rolling five-year plan for
1970 thus called for two mini-enter-
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prises by 1973—and the company
had two in action by the end of
1972, Oxy Nautical and Oxy Micro
Computer Applications (omcA).
And they are just the beginning.
The sales targets for the two this
year add up to less than aquarter of
a million dollars; omFi's consolidated sales figure will run well over
$100 million. But in another five
years, Rochat figures, sales generated from mini-enterprise business
could soar to between 40% and 45%
of the total. OMCA, particularly, may
have a real winner in a gasolinepump calculator it has readied for
the market.
In asense, OMFI began its venture
into unknown seas back in 1965,
when a young electronics engineer
named Antoine Savary joined the
company, then Swiss-owned and
called SelRex. " I was amazed to
find," Savary recalls, "that somewhere between 80% and 90% of big

plating lines were still controlled
electromechanically. And the main
problem was to sell people in the
plating field—mainly chemists—on
electronic controls." Savary, now 34
years old and a vice president at
OMFI, lobbied for electronics with
the company brass for four years.
By the beginning of 1969 SelRex
had a two-man electronics division,
himself and George Zarb, an Egyptian-born Englishman trained at the
University of Dijon and London
University, who's now research and
development manager for OMFI
(SelRex was taken into the "Oxy"
group headed by the Occidental Petroleum Corp. in 1969).
Ideas from sea. Meanwhile, JeanClaude Protta, one of Savary's classmates from the Ecole Supérieure
Technique, in Geneva, was getting
close to a long-planned fling with
adventure—atrek to the West Indies
in asloop he'd been building in his

See the sea. Jean-Claude Protta, Oxy Nautical head, before poster of Oxy instruments.
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spare time almost since he pocketed
his degree in electronics in 1961.
Protta set sail in May 1970, and
when he got back to Geneva 16
months later went to see Savary
about ajob. Savary at the time was
sifting ideas for mini-enterprises
that would get OMFI into the "leisure market." It didn't take him
long to find out that Protta had
come back from his voyage with a
flock of ideas for better yacht instruments based on electronics. OMFI
had its first mini-enterprise, headed
by Protta.
Protta's first instrument, the Modulog, was ready in time for the 1972
boat shows in Paris and London. Instead of the usual propeller found
on conventional small-boat logs,
Protta's uses strain gages mounted
in asmall, retractable probe just forward of the keel. The strain gage
outputs are amplified and processed
with c-mos circuits to get readouts
of speed, distance covered, speed
variation, and drift angle. The driftangle readout, picked off the athwartship pressure on the probe,
makes the instrument unique.
All this sophistication also makes
the instrument much too expensive
for most sailors. A complete Modu-

log with all four readouts and cockpit repeaters for speed, speed variation, and drift angle sells for
roughly $950. The basic module
with speed and distance readout can
be had alone, but Oxy Nautical's
real bid for the "low" end of the
market is with its Microlog. It goes
for roughly $220.
Here, a propeller mounted
through the hull generates pulses
that are counted down and converted to speed/distance readouts
by c-mos circuitry. The power consumption is so low that Protta didn't
even put in an on-off switch. With
average 2-knot speed, battery life is
theoretically two months.
Wind and time. Oxy Nauticals'
line also includes an electronic wind
indicator, called a Windicator, and
quartz/electronic chronometers. A
sextant accessory that's called an
AstroQuartz should be ready this
summer. This is a special handle
with an electronic chronometer built
into it. When a navigator takes a
sight with the sextant, he presses a
button. This stops the chronometer
for 90 seconds, long enough for him
to note the precise time he took the
fix. Ordinarily, anavigator calls out
a "mark" to another crew member
who notes the time at the ship's
chronometer. During the 90 seconds, the pulses that normally drive
the chronometer's stepping motor
are stored in a shift register. Then
the motor runs at four times its normal speed until the register is emptied.
The chronometer can be stopped
ahead of time, too; there's simply a
lesser count for the shift register to
feed back in. For the AstroQuartz,
Protta hopes to find a market

among merchant marine officers as
well as yachtsmen. The price will be
around $480.
And there will be more new products coming. By the end of the year
or in early 1974 Protta hopes to add
an electronic compass to his line.
With this module, Oxy Nautical will
have available the three basic inputs—wind direction, speed, and
ship's heading— for still another
module, an on-board navigation
computer. It will compute the true
distance run on each leg of acourse;
in addition, the computer will continuously compare the boat's speed
with the wind speed and signal if
the headway isn't fast enough.
Protta also hopes to develop an
autopilot with consumption low
enough to meet the rules for singlehanded sailing competitions, which
permit hardware run by nonrechargeable batteries. There's also a digital version of the AstroQuartz on
the work list. With all this, Protta
has no day-to-day production problems, since all the fabrication is
done by contractors.
So far, the business sailing has
been swift for Oxy Nautical. During
its first year, the mini-enterprise
logged $ 55,000 in sales and showed
agross profit of about $ 6,500. Sales
this year figure to soar to $ 160,000
with profits at least 10% of sales.
This is good news for Protta, since
as manager of Oxy Nautical he gets
a20% cut of the profits.
Oxy Nauticals' initial success has
been regional, with sales limited to
France, Switzerland, and Britain. By
the end of the year, Protta will have
distributors all over Europe. Eventually he expects to tackle the U.S.
market.

From the Alps. Oxy's sextant clock is at left. Below it is Réné Rochat, president of Oxy Metal
Finishing International. And below right is the Oxy electronics brain trust— left to right,
Jacques Lederrey, division manager; George Zarb, R&D manager; Antoine Savarry, vice
president; Georges Matile, lab chief; and Hans Nissen, automation engineer of the company.
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European TV is automating fast
Electronic systems are turning the jobs of programing and monitoring
into push-button operations across the continent

It will be years, if ever, before the
men at the consoles of Europe's television stations go the way of lamplighters, town criers, and like victims
of technological progress. All the
same, automation of station operations in Europe is coming on fast.
No one has yet gone quite all the
way—using computers for administration, program planning, production, and broadcasting. But from
Britain to Yugoslavia, automated
program- switching systems have
gone into service in recent months,
or will do so later this year. Electronic video-tape editing systems
abound throughout Europe, too,

and there's a trend to automatic
monitoring of picture quality. Much
of the new hardware was in evidence at the late May Montreux
television symposium, the biannual
technology festival for European
broadcasters and the manufacturers
who supply them.
In West Germany, Robert Bosch
Fernsehenlagen GmbH dominates
in video studio automation. Last
month it finished installing a computer-controlled programing system
for Nord Deutscher Rundfunk in
Hamburg, which expects to have the
system operating next month at the
latest.

The installation uses a pair of
Digital Equipment Corp. PDP-11
computers to control sequencing of
"events"— snippets of video-tape
recorder images fed to a master
recorder from up to seven slave
VTRS. Bosch's system can work both
on line for program control and off
line for editing, so there's also atrio
of VTRs for producing work copies
with time codes on them.
Besides Hamburg, Bosch automated program controls are operating at Sender Freies Berlin and at
Putting

it

together.

Computer- controlled

presentation system is by Thomson-CSF.

Sweep .1to 18 GHz
without plug-ins.
Now, Singer brings you the 9514/9515
By combining all the solid-state oscilmultirange continuous sweep systems.
lators in one self-cooled package, multiYou sweep .1to 18 or 2 to 18 GHz with
range sweep performance is optimized.
5or 10 mw of leveled output power. No
All unnecessary discontinuity and loss
changing or interconnecting plug-ins —
prone RF connections have been elimiamajor step ahead of other instruments.
nated. This means higher output power,
Along with the broad-band coverage,
longer life, uncluttered construction
you get Singer's click-quick selection of
and confusion-free operation.
the full band, marker, A f, and manual
Ideal for any broad-band, ECM or
sweep modes or stable CW with precisurveillance testing, it's the most adsion tuning. Computer control is availvanced sweep system available today.
able as an option. And the
Write The Singer Corn9514/9515 is compact ( only
pany, 3176 Porter Drive,
10 1
/"high), light for field
2
Palo Alto, Calif. 94304. Or
portability ( 75 pounds).
INSTRUMENTATION telephone (415) 493-3231.

SINGER
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the Sarajevo station of the Yugoslavian Tv network. Horst Harmuth,
manager for video development engineering at Bosch, says he's on the
verge of signing up another customer for an automated program
control.
Thomson-csF ranks in France as
Bosch ranks in West Germany, and
the French company had presentation automation achievements to re-

port at Montreux. At home, the Office de RadioTélévision Française
in mid-May put into service a presentation-switching system for its
all-color third network. Aided and
abetted by a cii 10020 minicomputer with 20,000 words of
memory, this system can store up to
80 sequences each for two different
programs at a time, getting its inputs from vTRs, film islands, announcer mikes, and the like. As with
nearly all automated systems, the
computer rather than the operator

What
you don't know
about
custom CMOS
can hurt you.
What we know about it could revolutionize
your product.
At Micro Power, custom CMOS means proven
production processes, aservice approach
that lets us perform as an extension_ of your
own design and manufacturing departments,
and away to make your product smaller,
less expensive and easier to build.
It also means advanced technology like
High- Density CMOS ( example below), a
technique employing two- layer metallization
for interconnecting circuit elements.
HD/CMOS saves chip real estate, lowers
power needs, and slashes costs.
Learn more about these very real possibilities.
You can start by learning more about us—
just circle reader service number 245.

We can help.

MICRO POWER SYSTEMS
3100 Alfred Street, Santa Clara, California 95050

Telephone ( 408) 247-5350
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worries about things like run-up
times and synchronization. It also
produces alog of what went out to
the transmitter when the operator
can override the stored program, so
the log can't simply be aprintout of
the program fed into the memory.
For Belgium. Thomson-CSF has
put similar, but more elaborate,
equipment into the new radio-Tv
center of the Belgian radio-television broadcast agency on the outskirts of Brussels. The agency expects to have it operating by year
end. Here there will be two programs—one French, one Flemish—
each with up to 100 sequences. Program automation systems are essentially tailor-made, but Thomson-csF
kept its hardware as modular as
possible, particularly in the interface
between the computer and the studio equipment. Control signals from
the computer go out through standardized addressable memories; the
computer gets status reports back
from equipment switching on or off
through standard multiplexers.
Program automation is being carried out with hard-wired hardware,
too. The Austrian broadcast agency
Osterreicher Rundfunk (oRF) put its
second automated program on the
air in February, only three months
after its first went into service. Each
program handles up to 100 events
and is stored in core memories.
Times change. RCA designed and
built the hardware, atask that took
about four years. " If we were designing it today, we would surely
have used a minicomputer. But
when we started, what we needed
wasn't there," says Jukka Hamalainen, one of RCA'S men in
Vienna. The ORF program control
doesn't log events, but otherwise
comes off well enough in acomparison with computer-based systems.
There are 16 channels for program
sources including vTRs, film islands,
announcer cameras, insert cameras,
outside lines, and a "black" input.
In Britain, too, there's a new
hard-wired program control at work
at Ulster TV. UTV has been on the
air with it for two months. GECMarconi Electronics' Marconi Communications Systems did the job,
and the company's development
manager for Tv systems, Henrik
Mirwinski, stoutly maintains it's the
first automatic switcher that has
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HERMES
LOOP
ANTENNA
THREE SAMPLE SITES
ON THE NORTH AMERICAN
CONTINENT —
DIFFERENT LATITUDES
DIFFERENT CLIMATE

FROBISHER BAY, CANADA

MARSHFIELD, MASS.

NEAR SAN DIEGO, CALIF.

Gooc
Listeners maintain
a1ow profile
Even in the solitude of the forest depths, from rooftops,
arctic tundra, swamps to sweltering tropics, ' neath snow,
sand or ice.
the Hermes Loop antenna keeps an ear to the sky.
The amazing aperiodic antenna does away with vast log
periodic and rhombic arrays - those towering antenna
farms.
Excellent directional characteristics in rosette
configuration, the Hermes loop antenna provides an
omnidirecfional broadband receiving array in space
merely 1/100th that of the traditional antenna farm.
More than 53 government agencies around the world have
pressed the loop antenna into service.
A new, even more compact version is available.
2-32MHz
j
Only Hermes Electronics makes it.
BROADBAND

ASK US

Send for our

roc ure

Hermes Electronics Limited
Suite 315
2020 F StrBet NW
Washington, DC 20006 USA
202-296 2978
TWX 710 822 1106
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fully succeeded for color broadcasts
in Britain. In Mirwinski's view, station operators are wary of computer
controls and their teletypewriter inputs, and that's why some of the
earlier installations still aren't fully
on the air.
Computer- like. Actually, Marconi
has what comes close to a specialpurpose mini in its program control.
It can switch inputs from up to 16
sources, store 15 events in its
memory, and includes a character
generator. To avoid interface problems, Marconi designed its own
hardware, rather than build around
a general-purpose computer. A capacity of 15 events looks low at first
glance, but Mirwinski says it's not a
drawback for the station operators,
since they can load the memory as it
empties by punching buttons on a
conventional- looking control panel.
There's also the possibility of stocking the memory through paper tape,
magnetic tape, or acomputer.
For its automatic picture-quality
monitor, Marconi Instruments Ltd.,
asister GEC- Marconi company, also
eschewed computers. The Marconi
hardware analyzes test signals in-

serted between fields during transmission. When atest-signal parameter is out of limits, the monitor
checks that it's not transient, runs a
trouble- shooting sequence, and
automatically switches transmitters
or video inputs as necessary.
Marconi already has an order for
this gear from the Independent
Broadcasting Authority in the UK
and from the South African Broadcasting Corp. that puts Marconi out
in front— in sales anyway—of Philips
Gloeilampenfabrieken. Like Marconi, Philips turned up at Montreux
with interfield test signals analysis
equipment, but unlike Marconi, designed its analyzer to work with a
small minicomputer, its own P-850.
Soft and hard. This system can
check up to 21 kinds of distortion
and provides for both "soft" alarm
when a parameter strays from its
nominal limits, but not seriously,
and " hard" alarm for transmitter
breakdown. Philips feels the computer gives its hardware the edge
because of the flexibility inherent in
software-programed systems. With a
slightly larger computer, for example, trend analysis on key parameters could give advance warning
when major transmitter components
are on the verge of failing.

Back in the New World
In the United States, anumber of automatic programing systems have been
installed and have started operating within the last year or so. Westinghouse Broadcasting's KYW-TV in Philadelphia and Cox Broadcasting's
WHIO in Dayton, Ohio, and WIIC in Pittsburgh are three stations with minicomputer-controlled gear that switches between program segments from a
variety of machines.
However, such automation has not been 100% successful, largely because it's so difficult to predict what has to happen in the course of a
broadcast day, points out Ernest L. Adams, vice president of engineering
for Cox in Atlanta. Union rules also work against it, he says, and he believes
there is " a real reluctance on the part of station managers to accept it."
The approach to automation now usually followed is to make each job as
easy for aman to do as possible, not to eliminate the man entirely, he says.
Neil Vander Dussen, division vice president of RCA Broadcast Systems,
Camden, N.J., agrees. Station managers are interested in an " evolutionary" approach to automation, he says, with automated systems being
worked in with present operations. Eventually, these islands of automation
could be placed under control of acentral computer, but this is not the immediate goal. Such automation is exemplified by such products as RCA's
two-year-old TCR-100 cartridge tape recorder, which can play pieces of
tape from as many as 22 cartridges, and the TCP-1624, which does the
same for 16-millimeter film. Other examples are some of the features included in RCA's TK-45 color camera. Automation on the business side—
with such things as time availability, logging of commitments, acknowledgement of commercials shown, and billing stored for immediate access
in acomputer system— is proceeding smoothly.
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If you
can't manage
noieg how
are you going
to manage
later?
Money's tight. You feel
pretty lucky if you can
stretch your paycheck
enough to meet all the
everyday expenses. It's
harder than ever to save a
buck. And how are you
going to take care of the
future, when you've got
enough trouble just taking
care of the present?
But, you can manage to
save— by joining the Payroll Savings Plan where
you work. It's a sure way
to get started on anest egg
that you can depend on in
the future.
The amount you designate will be automatically
set aside from your paycheck and used to buy U.S.
Savings Bonds, before you
get your check, and before
you can spend it.
So, join the Payroll Savings Plan and start on your
"secret stash" today. And
then just relax and don't
worry about tomorrow.
You'll manage.

Now E Bonds pay 54% interest when held to
maturity of 5years, 10 months ( 4% the first
yew.). Bonds are replaced if lost, stolen, or
destroyed. When needed they can be cashed
at your bank. Interest is not subject to state
or local income taxes, and federal tax may
be deferred until redemption.

Take stock in America.
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds.
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How to
it
make
sma
As the world's largest and
programmable processors,
most experienced exclusive
digital clocks, calculator
kits. You name it, our
supplier of MOS/LSI, it's
hardly surprising that AMI
distributors have it.
has produced the only definAnd if you're looking for a
itive work on the subject.
custom circuit, we can help
In it we describe the
you there, too. We've
theory, design, fabrication
already designed more than
and systems application of
800 of them. Unlike the
MOS. It's published by Van
other MOS companies, we
Nostrand Reinhold, runs
can use five production
474 pages and costs $ 18. But
processes: P-Channel,
We
wrote
we're not in the book
N-Channel, Silicon Gate,
the book on it.
business. So our distributors
Ion Implant and C-MOS.
will give away acopy free with every $ 100
So the next time you're ordering MOS
order of AMI products.
products, specify AMI. Our distributors will
give you more than the best circuits on the
That gives you plenty of ways to get your
copy, because we make more MOS devices
market. They'll also give you the book that
than anyone else. RAMs, ROMs, shift
shows how we make them that good.
registers, multiplexers, timing circuits,
If you don't know the name of your nearest
discretes, music circuits, UARTs, keyboard
AMI distributor, call us. American Microencoders and character generators. Even
systems, Inc., 3800 Homestead Road, Santa
liquid crystal displays and drivers,
Clara, CA 95051. Phone: ( 408) 246-0330.

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS. INC

First with the MOS
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Offer may be cancelled
at distributor's discretion or
when book inventory is depleted.
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Putting it together at Heath
Kit company prospers by keeping quality high, and finds that
most expensive product in each of its lines sells best
by Larry Armstrong, Midwest bureau manager

The Heath Co. has come along way
since its first kit— a $ 199 airplane
with an 18-foot wingspan (less engine, F.O.B. Chicago). Forty years
later, the Benton Harbor, Mich.,
subsidiary of Schlumberger Ltd. is
still flying, but its only airborne
products now are radio control servos for model airplane buffs.
Sales at Heath have tripled to $ 66
million in the last 10 years, and the
firm has broadened its initial electronic- kit business by adding a full
line of assembled scientific instruments, from strip chart recorders to
spectrophotometers, as well as afew
new mechanical kits, such as trash
mashers and motorbikes.
Heath got into the electronics
business in 1947 with a $ 39.50 oscilloscope kit and made its name supplying kit- form electronic equipment at half the cost of the
assembled versions. It still advertises "savings up to 50%," but Heath
is now known as a high-quality,

high-price, top-of-the-line home en- est," Fiebich says. Quips Johnson:
tertainment and instrument manu- "We can't slip this guy any paper
facturer.
capacitors."
"The approach in the early days,"
"Generally we have to operate at
says Eugene C. Fiebich, engineering a much higher quality-control level
vice-president, "was that the avail- than our competition," Fiebich exability of war surplus materials de- plains. "They can line trouble-shoot,
termined the product—resulting in and we can't." And since Heath
considerable cost savings to our cus- products are designed to be adtomers."
justed without factory instrumentaSavings there. Do-it-yourselfers can tion, the circuits in them cannot be
still realize that kind of savings on as critical.
many kits—amateur radio gear and
"Besides building quality in,"
some test instruments, for example, Hannah observes, " there's another
and in general those that don't com- ingredient. We tell the guy how to
pete with high-volume, mass-pro- get in and tweak his set to peak opduced consumer items.
erating condition. He understands
So what keeps the hobbyists buy- where the parts are and what they
ing? Partly, it's the "eureka com- do." Heathkit manuals now include
plex," the point where he turns it on instructions on alignment with and
and, by golly, it works. But it's also without extra instruments, "and in
quality. "We know that price isn't many cases, the gap is surprisingly
the reason that people buy the kit," small," Fiebich adds.
says William E. Johnson, marketing
In some cases where adjustment is
vice-president. "In almost every critical, such as the i
fassembly on
product line, the most expensive TV receivers, Heath designers proproduct is the best seller. We've got
to hang on the features that people
want; if we don't they're not interested."
Adds product planning manager
William H. Hannah: "We know we
can't compete with the high-volume,
low-cost suppliers, so we take another tack. We compete in quality in
the high end of the line. If it takes a
buck or two extra in components,
we design it in and let the price fall
where it may." Heath buys quality
parts for other reasons, too. "Our kit
builder examines, handles, and
fondles every part with loving interKits are their bag. Eugene Fiebich, left, engineering vice president, and William H.
Hannah, product planning manager, help
keep the Heath Co.'s lines moving.
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WE TOOK A SIMPLE IDEA
AND MADE IT SIMPLER.
We put awhole GHz into alowcost universal counter. Took our
basic bench instrument and
designed the complexity out of it.
ROM programming cut out
the haywire.
Our new Model 700
Counter measures frequency from
DC to 1GHz, period, period
averaging, time interval, frequency
ratio, totalizing and time
(stopwatch). Standard features
include frequency range to 100
MHz, proportional oven-controlled
time base ( 1x 10 -8 /day), 7digit
Sperry planar display, BCD
outputs and remote control of
Mode and Time Base.
Options include 9-digit
Sperry readout, high accuracy

time base ( 3x 10 -9 /day), and fieldexpandable plug-in pre-scalers
to 512 MHz or 1000 MHz.
All ICs are socketmounted for easy maintenance.
And our optional IC spares kit
makes component replacement
asnap.
Get all the facts on the
universal counter with everything
except ahigh price. Circle the
reader service number or write
Newport Laboratories, Inc., 630
East Young Street, Santa Ana,
California 92705. For immediate
information, call collect. Dial ( 714)
540-4914. Ask for Walt Boris. Or
TWX: 910-595-1787
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and calculators." But with these
complex, dense, sophisticated products comes the chance that the novvide drop-in modules. In others, me- ice kit-builder would be even more
ters serve dual functions, as on intimidated—particularly since the
stereo receivers where signal- thing that keeps most people from
strength meters double as ohmme- buying and trying Heathkits is fear
ters. In color Tvs, adot generator is of failure. So Heath has initiated a
built in for convergence checks. And drive to add introduction-to-thefrain TV products, which account for a ternity products, including small rawhopping 25% of the firm's sales, dios, light dimmers, photoelectric
Heath provides a small multimeter switches, and telephone amplifiers—
with the kit for resistance and volt- all under-$ 20 kits. The result is that
age checks on the boards and set— in taking steps to insure its customnot only during the initial construc- ers' success, Heath:
tion, but the multimeter also comes • Breaks up the tedium of big kits
in handy after the set has been in by supplying small packages conservice several years.
taining a single printed-circuit
Give more. As for that cost differ- board and its components; the cusential, Heath says it's still there. tomer builds and tests each mini-kit
"We still give him more bang for his separately.
buck," says Johnson. "We try to • Is going to greater pains to idensave him 30% on the price of acom- tify each part, by putting it into a
parable product, or give him at least coin envelope, or by illustrating it
30% more in demonstrable fea- with photographs or life-size drawtures."
ings.
Heath's basic philosophy is to • Maintains astaff of adozen techcopy in kit form. "We don't want to nical correspondents in Benton Harpioneer," Hannah says. "We violate bor to field mail or phone inquiries.
that in ri to asmall extent, and in • Keeps 125 technicians in the field
audio to a large extent. But in in- and has recently added "jiffy service
struments, we stick pretty much to benches" in its stores—"we'll teach a
tried and true techniques and prac- beginner how to solder, we'll vistices in the industry." Recent at- ually inspect works in progress, or
tempts to broaden Heath's elec- we'll point out a builder's problems
tronic kit base demonstrate this: the and let him fix them himself,"
firm collaborated with Whirlpool Nurse says. And all that help is all
Corp. on akit for atrash compactor, free.
and with Litton Industries on its mi- • Runs a48-hour turnaround mailcrowave-oven kit. But last year's in repair service for pc boards, with
AF- 1510 stereo receiver wowed the a $ 5maximum charge for parts and
audio industry—it's completely dig- labor, or with no charge at all in
ital, the only receiver on the market warranty.
without aknob on it, and in the pro- • Socks 50 cents of each R&D dollar
cess uses more than 50 transistor- into the manual, which now intransistor and emitter-coupled logic cludes an "in case of difficulty" section to ease after-purchase service,
integrated circuits.
Solid state made its debut at and a "theory" section "so you can
Heath in 1963 in the audio line, and build acolor TV and learn to solder,
the company is generally recognized or you can build a color TV and
as the first successful solid-state learn everything about color TV," as
audio manufacturer. "We were led Nurse puts it. (Heath TV kits are
into it because of the kit concept," used at several technical schools to
says Heath president David. W. teach TV service.)
Nurse. "We were looking for a betWill Heath ever do away with the
ter way to do it, and we just weren't tedium of wiring all those little bugs
going to have our customers build a together? It will never happen, Hannah counters.
tube receiver."
"We're doing things to accelerate
"Solid state opens up new market
areas for us like nothing else has the building process, but we don't
done since the pc board," he says. want to carry it too far," he says.
"It makes complex products fea- "You have to remember why our
sible, such as stereo, and now clocks customers buy our kits."

Probing the news

Analog
timers
cost less,
weigh less,
need less power
and take
less room
than digital
timers

We would like to tell you
the whole story. Our new
booklet is yours, FREE for
the asking.

CURTI

CURTIS INSTRUMENTS, INC.

200 Kisco Avenue, Mt. Kisco, N.Y. 10549
Tel. ( 914) 666-2971 TWX 710-571-2163
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GREATEST YIELD
IN THE ELECTRICAL FIELD
ALLEGHENY LUDLUM STEEL
GIVES YOU MORE FOR YOUR MONEY
Wider strip? In widths up to 25 inches, our
electrical alloy strip yields more good parts
faster to cut costs. Sheet? Plate? Bar? Get the
best ... for laminations and shieldings.
Motors. Transformers. Generators. Relays.
Solenoids. Vibrators. Cores. Check our
Sealmet alloys. Or Ohmaloy. Mumetal.
Moly Permalloy, etc.: all products of strict
A- Lquality control... from computerized
melting to final shipment... for
consistently superior characteristics.

Critical demands for leadframes
in semiconductors are more than
semifilled by Allegheny Ludlum.
Our product range and consistently high quality fill numerous
needs.

A pioneer in developing magnetic shielding
materials, we stock
Mumetal and Moly
Permalloy for prompt
delivery. Our Research
Center, most elaborate
in stainless and specialty
alloys, helps solve special shielding problems.

Id
bie

We can earn your seal
of approval ... with
special steels for glass-tometal seals: AL 42 and
4750. Sealmet 1and 4.
AL 430Ti. And
others. All meet
tightest tolerance
requirements...
for sealed-beam
headlights,
fluorescent lights,
electronic tubes.

•
lee
•

-„

-

••••

_.............

For more on how America's leading producer of
stainless and specialty alloys can help you in the
electrical field, write: Allegheny Ludlum Steel, *
Dept. 331, Oliver Building, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.
Electronics/June 7, 1973

Ludlum Steel

Allegheny
Division of Allegheny Ludlum Industries
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ELIMINATE RESISTOR STOCKPILES
WITH...

pozunnws

Model

4

90 SELECTABLE RESISTANCE VALUES IN 1TINY UNIT.
HIGH TEMPERATURE
PLASTIC COVER
PERCENTAGE OF
NC MINAL RESISTANCE
TYPICAL
SOLDER CONNECTIONS

TERMINAL NIMBUS

SOLDERABLE
COLLECTOR STRIP
HIGH TEMPERAT1RE
PROTECTIVE COATING
THICK FILM ( CERMET)
RESISTOR
SOLDERABLE PAD
SOLDERABLE PRINTED
CIRCUIT BOARD ( PCB)
TERM I
4ALS

TM

BOURNS NEW...UNIQUE CONCEPT IN
RESISTIVE COMPONENTS ALSO OFFERS
*33 ohm to 1.25 megohm combined resistance range over15 units
*Selectability within ±1% of required resistance value over the entire range
=

)1IS

I

it- FILM, FIXED RESISTOR WITH ADJUSTA-

BILITY OF ± 1% OR BETTER
... REPLACES STANDARD

FIXED

RESISTORS

IN

APPLICATIONS

WHERE FINAL RESISTANCE VALUE REQUIRED CAN'T BE PRECISELY DETERMINED AT THE DESIGN STAGE
... REPLACES " ONE-TIME ADJUST" VARIABLE RESISTORS IN APPLICATIONS REQUIRING LONG-TERM STABILITY
... RESISTANCE VALUE IS SELECTED, THEN PERMANENTLY,

SELECTABLE FIXED RESISTOR

LO I( A

RELIABLY SET BY SOLDERING

HE $$ Y

AVE

I
I

e- EXAMPLE: Your appli
quires selection of individual resistance values from 550 ohms to
1000 ohms, or 40 different resistors at 100 each. One Model 4002 provides the same resistance selection
within

--

1(io at 7 *

Result: 40 different resistor values: 40 x 100
One Mode

4002: 1 x 760

$4 0
70
6

YOU SAVE... $3.24!!

•1,000 pece quantity price U.S. dol ars, F.O.B.,, U.S.A.

it's easy
After mounting on PCB; probe the COARSE and FINE adjustment taps ( Figures 1 and 2)
to determine the precise resistance required. Solder the selected taps ( Figure 3) and the
SFR RESISTOR is permanently set.
ifflae »Mike« lebiella Ka*

L

lailidULUU
ffiAlnifflet
COARSE ADJUST

4
11111111MINIM

Figure 2

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS AND A BROCHURE:
• CONTACT YOUR LOCAL BOURNS
REPRESENTATIVE.

write to the factory answering the following on your company letterhead.
( a) My application for the Bourns SFR Resistor is...
(b) It will replace ( number) of fixed resistors in my
inventory
(c) Approximate anticipated annual quantity
usage: ( number)

o
BOURNS, INC., TRIMPOT PRODUCTS

"SFR" is a trademark of Bourns, Inc.

DIVISION •

1200

COLUMBIA AVE.,

Patents Pending

RIVERSIDE, CALIF.

92507
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More TI integrated circuits are
used in today's elect;onicsystems
than any other brand in the world.
And for the reasons you'd expect:
Technology,Volume. Price. Breadth. •
Dependability. Service. Quality.
Weigh them all when you buy high-speed logic.

It's a54/74 world.
And TI's Schottky TTL family
grows at every turn.
Designing now with 3-ns Schottky
can help you stay ahead of the pace.
You're in a race. A race to provide the best performance, price, delivery and reliability for your customers. Not just now... but from now on. TI's 3-ns
54S/74S Schottky TTL can help you get out front. And
stay there.
TI introduced 54/74 TTL in 1965 and 54S/74S
Schottky in 1970... and 54/74 logic has become the
most popular, fastest growing, most second-sourced
logic form. It has set the standards for the industry.
Since it is fully compatible with conventional TTL,
TI's Schottky can be used selectively to improve system performance. Economically. Combine this with
the broadest and fastest growing choice of functions
and you can see that a decision to design now with
Schottky TTL could be vital in your product planning.
With ennstant demand for higher performance at
lower costs, the trend is toward increased use of
Schottky TTL ... up to 90% in many new designs.
For your new designs (or upgrading existing ones)
TI's Schottky offers an unmatched combination of
performance, choice, volume availability, low cost,
design simplicity, versatility, reliability and complexity. Consider these advantages:
• Broadest choice of functions. No one has introduced
and delivered more Schottky circuit functions than
TI. Check the list at right. Newest circuits are
starred, and more are coming soon...including
higher complexity MSI functions.
• Volume production. TI has been building Schottky
TTL in production quantities for more than three
years. The results are high volume capability, good
yields and lower costs for you.
• Proven reliability. The same built-in reliability
found in all TI 54/74 ICs has been proven for TI
Schottky through extensive factory testing and
field experience.
• Full temperature and package choice. TI Schottky is
available in both industrial and military temperature ranges, and in plastic or ceramic DIPs and
ceramic flat packs.

Series 54S/74S Schottky MS1 Circuits
SN54S/74S174
SN54S/74S175
SN54S/74S194
SN54S/74S195
*SN54S/74S85

SN54S/74S86
SN54S/74S135
SN54S/74S181
SN54S/74S182
*SN54S/74S280

Hex D-type storage register, 110M Hz
Quad D-type storage register, 110MHz
4- bit bi-directional shift register, 105 MHz
4- bit parallel-access shift register, 105 MHz
4- bit magnitude comparator
Quad Exclusive -OR
Quad Exclusive -OR/NOR
4- bit ALU and function generator
Carry look-ahead for SN54S/74S181
9- bit odd/even parity generator/checker

SN54S/74S151
SN54S/74S251
SN54S/74S157
SN54S/74S257
SN54S/74S158
SN54S/74S258
SN54S/74S153

8to 1- line multiplexer
8to 1- line multiplexer, 3-state output
Quad 2to 1- line multiplexer
Quad 2to 1-line multiplexer, 3- state output
Quad 2to 1-line multiplexer
Quad 2to 1-line multiplexer, 3- state output
Dual 4to 1- line multiplexer

SN54S/74S138
SN54S/74S139

3-8- line decoder/demultiplexer
Dual 2to 4- line decoder/demultiplexer
Voltage controlled oscillator ( VCO)

*SN54S/74S124

Series 54S/74S Schottky SS! Circuits
SN54S/74S00

*SN54S/74S02

SN54S/74S03
SN54S/74SO4
SN54S/74S05
SN54S/74S10
SN54S/74S11
SN54S/74S15
SN54S/74S20
SN54S/74S22
*SN54S/74S30
SN54S/74S40
*SN54S/74S51
SN54S/74S64
SN54S/74S65
SN54S/74S74
SN54S/74S112
SN54S/74S113
SN54S/74S114
*SN54S/74S132
SN54S/74S133
SN54S/74SI34
SN54S/74S140
*SN54S/74S260
* Recent

Quad 2- input NAND gate
Quad 2- input NOR gate
Quad 2- input NAND gate, o.c. output
Hex irverter
Hex inverter, ac. output
Triple 3- input NAND gate
Triple 3- input AND gate
Triple 3- input AND gate, o.c. output
Dual 4-input NAND gate
Dual 4-input NAND gate, ac. output
8- input NAND gate
Dual 4- input NAND buffer
Dual 2wide, 2-input AND-OR- INVERT gate
4- 2-3-2- input AND-OR- INVERT gate
4- 2-3-2- input AND-OR- INVERT gate, o.c. output
Dual D-type flip-flop ( 110MHz), preset, clear
Dual J
Kflip-flop ( 125 MHz), preset, clear
Dual JKflip-flop ( 125 MHz), preset
Dual JKflip-flop ( 125 MHz), common clock, clear
Quad 2- input NAND Schmitt trigger
13- input NAND gate
12- input NAND gate, 3-state output
Dual 4-input NAND 50-ohm line driver
Dual 5-input NOR gate

introductions

For new 54S/74S applications report, Bulletin
CA- 176, write on company letterhead
to Texas Instruments Incorporated,
P.O. Box 5012, M/S 308, Dallas, Texas
75222.

TEXAS I
NSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

84090

PHILIPS PM3232 33 dual beam, 10 MHz oscilloscope

It's abeauty alright
in more ways than one.
• True dual-beam display
• Sensitivity: 2mV/cm at 10 MI-Iz bandwidth
• 10 KV, brilliant display, 8x10 centimeter illuminated graticule
• Fully automatic triggering
• Automatic 1V displays for all video standards
• Beam selector
• Optional accessories include probe, camera and camera adaptor
• Only $690 complete with snap-on front cover
For complete data, contact: Test & Measuring Instruments Inc.,
224 Duffy Avenue, Hicksville, New York 11802
Telephone: 516-433-8800
The PM3232 is truly portable.
Snap on its front panel cover
(supplied).., and that's your
protective carrying case.
Weighs only 21 lb.

Zee" vii7h-7./75.415/ea efeeferilell.175 hite.

Measures less than 20"
deep x13" wide x71
2 "high.
/

\()ril H V.ILI<K_AN F'ilILIPSCUNIPANY
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Technical articles

Hybrid tecinology solves
tough design problems

Thanks to new thick- and thin-film
techniques, materials, and circuit
elements, the original approach
to IC making is more useful than ever
by Laurence Altman,
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Solid State Editur

Thin-film power. The cevelopment of thin-film hybrid technology has pushed the frontiers o amplifier integrated circuit cesign into the highest reaches of the rf and microwave spectrum. Built by Sylvania on a 1-by-2- by- 0.25- inch alumina substrate using chrome, coppei, and gold
metalization, the two-stage amplifier ( left) operates in the 1- 2GHz band and provides 21- dB gain with maximum noise figure of 3 dB at 2
GHz ( room temperature). The Hewlett-Packard 2GHz communications amplifier ( right) is capable of providing better than 20- dB gain.

El Although it is the oldest of the integrated-circuit
techniques, hybrid microelectronic technology is only
now attaining its full potential. The methods of placing
integral devices onto acommon substrate have come to
full flower in the last few years with the development of
new materials and more sophisticated active and passive elements. A host of refined and automated thickand thin-film techniques—many borrowed from monolithic technology— are giving designers of hybrid circuits
arange of tools unmatched by other methods.
In the monolithic market, standard products are
pushing the frontiers of the technology. But the hybrid
industry has been brought to new levels of performance
by its custom work. The stimulation from military requirements, plus the in-house demands of the communications industry and instrument and computer
makers, have made the custom segment of hybrid technology both the source of new techniques for system designers and the focus of interest where higher performance is needed. These developments have enabled
hybrids to penetrate equipment production to an amazing degree.
Thick- film circuits now dominate in rf and mobile
communications. Industrial control and converter systems rely on hybrid digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital circuits, resistor-ladder networks, thick- film operational
amplifiers,
comparators,
sample-and-hold
circuits, and the like. Airborne computers are built with
beam-lead hybrid memories, while video-camera systems are now using thick- and thin-film logic and control circuitry. Telephone and telecommunications
equipment, from audio through microwave, has
reached its highest performance levels only when amplifiers, analog switches, multiplexers, transceivers, isoslaA sampling from the many builders of hybrids. Tektronix built a
thin 7.tilm spectrum analyzer ( preceeding page, bottom right) for a
line of instruments, and Boeing's hybrid group made a thick-film,
4,096- bit RAM ( bottom. left). A thin-film communications circuit by
Hewlett-Packard ( top) uses aGunn diode as alocal oscillator.
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tors, and couplers are built with hybrid circuits. Designers of instruments, from complex oscilloscopes to
sensitive quantitive measurement gear, are now turning
more than ever to hybrid techniques to satisfy their
toughest design goals. The military and the aerospace
industry have been able to attain enormous ruggedness,
sophistication, and miniaturization in an extremely diversified mix of microelectronic equipment through the
use of the latest hybrid techniques.
This diversity of product areas and design techniques
has led to vigorous market activity. But because so
much of hybrid activity is directed toward in-house system goals, the true measure of market activity is difficult to gauge. It's estimated that standard products represent only one third to one half of the published total
hybrid sales. U.S. sales of these products are expected to
total $ 125 million in 1973, so the estimate for the total
U.S. hybrid market would be $350 million—surprisingly
large compared with the total monolithic lc market of
about $600 million. In Europe, the hybrid market is
booming as well, with European factory sales expected
to exceed $30 million this year.
Thick or thin?
The first question in starting ahybrid facility is whether
to use thick- or thin-film techniques. In many cases the
choice is clear, but the area between high rf and low microwave frequencies—from 900 megahertz to 2 gigahertz—is agray area where either thick or thin could
be used. This question has become even tougher lately
because new methods of applying thick films have increased that technology's utility in building low-microwave circuits previously possible only with the more expensive thin-film techniques.
Thick-film techniques are generally used to build circuits operating below 1GHz that do not require the tolerances and line precision obtainable with thin-film
techniques, circuits with large-value resistors and inductors, and circuits requiring high levels of power in systems where big packages can be tolerated. Thin-film
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Thick film communicates. The thick-film technology used in this S- band transponder built by Philco-Ford shows how that technology can
meet the tough demands of high-frequency space equipment. Shown are a2.1 GHz input filter and rf preamp section (top left), adc-dc converter (bottom left), and the completed unit ( right). All circuits were built with thick-film resistors on a lumina substrate with attached capacitors and package chips. The substrates, power semiconductors, and magnetic components are mounted to an aluminum frame.

fabrication, on the other hand, is ideal for high-frequency microwave applications, and those requiring
highly-precise line widths and circuit elements.
The thin-film technique has become the dominant
technology in the microwave industry—up to 30 GI-1z—
because it can achieve the fine-line geometry required
at high frequencies. Thin-film circuits also are beginning to dominate the high-performance military market, which requires small, rugged devices. Indeed, it is
the thin-film circuit technology that has been responsible for stimulating the development of new chipbonding techniques, such as those using beam leads,
flip chips, and the like.
But the high performance of thin films means that the
production facilities cost more than those for thick
films. It has been estimated that astart-up thick-film facility can be established for less than $ 10,000—requiring
pastes, inks, simple die presses, and masking facilities.
Active devices in standard packages or on naked dice
can be wired directly to the thick-film conductors. In
many cases, packaged resistors and capacitors on chips
can be used for the passive elements, eliminating the
need for building these elements on the substrate.
Because of this, makers of low-cost consumer and industrial equipment have found that thick-film technology is the way to go. In addition to the simple methods of fabrication, thick-film circuits can be made with
rougher and cheaper substrates than can thin-film circuits, and screening and firing is cheaper than the photo
masking and etching required in thin-film fabrication.
Besides large-volume applications, thick-film technology is also cost-effective for pilot-line production because the investment is far smaller than in equivalent
thin-film setups. It has been estimated that athick-film
operation with an output of about 200,000 circuits per
year can be established for less than $ 75,000, excluding
trimming equipment. A similar thin-film facility, requiring clean rooms and expensive vacuum and photoengraving equipment, will cost more than $ 750,000. Experienced managers of hybrid facilities put the cost of
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developing acircuit from breadboard to finished hardware of a moderate quantity of circuits—say, 100 to
500—for typical aerospace applications at almost 100%
higher for thin films than for thick films.
However, for complex and high-performance circuits,
such as phased arrays for microwave radar, high-power
microwave amplifiers, and high-frequency spectrum
analyzers, thin-film techniques will pay off because the
developmental manufacturing costs are often asmaller
fraction of the total cost, which includes assembly, packaging, and tests. In the high-performance product
areas—computers, test equipment and instruments, and
military electronics—thin-film hybrid circuits have
achieved adominant position.
Thick-film techniques
Thick-film hybrid circuits are as old as integrated-circuit technology itself. But thick-film techniques have remained essentially the same; only the materials and active devices have improved, and with them the
performance of the circuits.
Thick-film structures are prepared by screening and
firing or by pyrolitic deposition. They generally contain
only conductors, resistors, and capacitors, with the other
components added as discrete entities. All are put down
on a substrate, which generally is composed of some
form of alumina or, for high-power applications, acompound of beryllia.
A thick film is defined as aconductive, resistive, or insulating film thicker than 0.01 inch that is produced by
firing athixotropic paste deposited on the substrate. (A
thixotropic fluid changes viscosity as a function of the
rate at which it is sheared.) The paste is composed of
powdered inorganic solids, such as metals and metal oxides, mixed with a powdered glass binder and suspended in an organic vehicle.
These pastes are deposited on the substrate by the
stencil screen process, an outgrowth of the silk screen
method of printing. The silk has been replaced by awoven mesh of fine stainless steel wires, which is used to
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The thick and thin of it. VVhether to use thick- or thin-film technology to achieve acircuit goal is often atrade-off in performance, cost and
circuit complexity. The phase detector portion of a frequency synthesizer ( left) built by Sylvania uses thick-film circuits, so that hermetically
sealed active components as well as large tantalum capacitors can be accommodated. On the other hand, thin-film techniques are ideal for
Avantek's 3.7-4.2GHz, four-stage communication amplifier ( right). Built in modular form, this device is capable of 20-dB gain at 5-dB noise.

hold the pattern for the components to be deposited.
The pattern is produced photographically, and the holes
in the mesh are blocked by an emulsion wherever the
inks are not to be deposited.
A different screening composition must be used for
each type of component—resistor, conductor, or crossover. The ink, which can be obtained commercially
from dozens of suppliers, contains the polycrystalline
solids needed to produce the right electrical characteristics: metals for conductors, glasses with high dielectric
constants for capacitors, and oxides and metals of various resistivity values for resistors. A major ingredient in
these inks is the glass frit that bonds the metals and oxides and provides adherence to the substrate when fired
at temperatures of 750°C to 950°C. These inks are applied to the substrate through the stencil mask. A typical screener consists of a frame with a sledge that
presses ink through the screen. After the pattern has
been screened onto aceramic substrate and dried, it is
fired in a furnace, where the organic binder is burned
off and the glass frit refiowed.
Although thick-film processing is simple, converting a
schematic to a thick-film circuit requires careful material selection and sequencing. Conductor materials that
fire around 900°C cannot be applied to asubstrate after
the application of resistors that fire at 750°C. Each successive firing cycle should have a peak temperature at
least 50°C below that of the preceding one.
The design team makes aschematic of the circuit, calculates resistor sizes and printed capacitors, and makes
alayout on conventional grid paper. Each screening requires amaster pattern. Patterns are needed for conductors, crossovers, capacitor dielectrics, resistors, and resistor protective-glass encapsulants. These masters are
photographically reduced and apositive of normal size
is made for each.
Masks are made from these screens by either of two
methods. In the first, the photo-sensitive emulsion is
painted onto the bare screen and allowed to dry. The
screen is then photographically exposed in contact with
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the master pattern and developed. The open area
through which the screen is to be squeezed is washed
out to remove any unexposed emulsion material.
The second technique uses an indirect, or transfer,
emulsion of light-sensitive gelatinous film, backed by a
polyester sheet. The photographic exposure, development, and washing out are done on this film. When the
developing processes are complete, the wet film is transferred to a clear, raw screen to which gelatin adheres.
After drying, the polyester backing is stripped off, and
the screen is ready for use. This technique can produce
finer lines and irregular patterns with better definition
than the first technique. The life of this screen type is
approximately 10% that of the direct-emulsion type, so
the screen must be used soon after it is made and cannot accommodate along-run production schedule.
Thin-film techniques
Where thick-film processing is a paste-and-trim approach, thin-film production is as complex as any modern ic technology. But this very difference makes the
critical thin-film processes more reproducible and more
amenable to analysis and control.
Thin films are deposited by evaporating the source
material in ahigh vacuum (Fig. 1) or by cathode sputtering in the presence of alow-pressure discharge (Fig.
2). The latter has become the more useful technique.
Unlike evaporation, which rarely transfers alloys or
compounds with their chemical properties intact, sputtering transfers almost perfectly the bulk parameters of
the material to the film. Since the inception of sputtering numerous more powerful methods have been developed, including radio-frequency sputtering, which permits the tailoring of process parameters to suit a
particularly material.
Many dollars have been spent to develop techniques
for evaporating or sputtering through stencil masks,
similar to the thick-film method, but the attempt has
been largely abandoned because of the insurmountable
problems of mask stress and particle contamination.
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Made to measure. Among the biggest builders of hybrid circuits are instrument makers, who consider high performance in small spaces a
paramount design goal. Shown at right is a CRT driver built by Tektronix for a new instrument line. Using thin films on a Be0 substrate and
packaged in aTO- 8can with integral heat sink, this 350-MHz bandwidth device accepts differential signals from a buffer amplifier and provides the gain required to drive aCRT. The thin-film sampling head ( right) is also used in Tektronix equipment.

The problem got worse as the complexity of the circuits,
and with it the complexity and delicacy of the masks,
increased. To eliminate the need for stencil masks, a
thin-film technique was developed in which the films
were set down in continuous sheets covering the entire
substrate area, and the patterns subsequently etched by
standard photolithographic methods.
In this filming method the substrates, after being
coated with photoresist and baked, are exposed, with
the thin-film side up, to photo masks in special mask
aligners. Next, the photoresist that forms the etch mask
is developed and selectively removed to form the desired pattern. Finally, the thin film itself is etched. Of
course, when circuit substrates containing various conductor, resistor, and dielectric layers are processed, the
need for selective etchants creates arather complex process. Complicating matters even further is the sensitivity
of thin films to changes in such deposition parameters
as source temperature, deposition rate, residual atmosphere, substrate temperature, surface condition, and
composition of the film material.

cofarads—will require 80 by 80 mils of substrate area. A
typical diode chip consumes 20 by 20 mils, while atransistor chip needs 30 by 30 mils. Most linear ics are
available on 60-by-60-mil chips, resistor-transistor-logic
and diode-transistor-logic chips come with dimensions
of about 40 by 40 mils. TIT chips range from about 50
by 50 mils up to 100 mils on aside for the more complex medium-scale-integration varieties. LSI mos chips
can be as large as 200 mils on aside for the high-density
read-only and random-access memories.
When figuring the total substrate area required for a
given thick-film-circuit configuration, one must also account for the conductors, bonding pads, and spaces between elements, all of which consume 80% percent of
the substrate, leaving only 20% of the area for the active
and passive circuit elements.
High density in small spaces can be achieved with
thin film primarily because of the fine geometries—
down to a couple of micrometers—available with this
technology. The metalization of thick-film circuits occupies 80% of the substrate, but thin-film metalized
lines occupy far less, leaving the rest for active devices.
Hybrid design tradeoffs
What's more, the very thin metallic films of resistive,
Although thick-film technology is usually less costly
conductive, or dielectric materials can be deposited
than thin-film, it requires a larger substrate to accom- quickly and precisely, an ideal capability for mass-produced batch-processed circuits.
modate the same circuit complexity. Generally speakPower handling capacity is another constraint. Here
ing, athick-film hybrid circuit will be limited in resistor
thick-film technology has proven to be the best aptolerances to no better than ± 1%, resistances to less than
proach. There is general agreement that, when alumina
5megohms, frequency of operation to less than 3megais used as the substrate, a thick-film configuration can
hertz, and capacitors to no larger than 1microfarad.
handle as much as 10 watts per square inch. Even
Package size is another design constraint, and may be
higher powers are available with thick films if substrates
the most serious limitation on the proliferation of comwith high heat capacities, such as beryllia, are used.
plex thick- film circuits. Since thick-film circuits often
With a thermal conductivity about four times that for
contain active and passive devices in standard packages,
96% alumina, thick-film Be0 circuits can handle about
the actual size of the components must be known before
50 w / in. if properly heat-sinked. Indeed, power packs
adecision can be made on the ability of thick-film techniques to satisfy particular circuit goals. For example, a capable of supplying several kilowatts at low fretypical thick-film resistor should not exceed 60 by 60 quencies have been built by such companies as the Inmils in area, which limits the resistive value to about I ternational Rectifier Corp. using Be0 substrates.
megohm. A typical capacitor—say, up to 10 to 20 piThermal ratings for all devices commonly used in
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The various faces of hybrids. This assortment of diverse hybrid circuits shows the
many jobs that thin- and thick- film hybrids
are being called upon to do. Taken clockwise, a Martin-Marietta control circuit for
miniature

TV- camera

Philco-Ford frequency

systems (top),

a

multiplier

in

used

phase-modulator gear for the Viking programs,

a Texas

Instruments beam- lead

custom assembly, a Philco-Ford 1.55 GHz,
110-W

power

amplifier ( top),

a Boeing

thin-film amplifier meeting Mil Spec 38.510
(bottom), and a Sylvania L- band 4- stage
thin-film amplifier.
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Hybrid circuits get on TV
One of the greatest strengths of hybrid technology is
its ability to tailor acircuit design to an over-all system
goal. A subminiature TV camera built with hybrid techniques by the Westinghouse Electric Corp.'s Defense
and Electric Systems Center in Baltimore is an excellent example of how hybrids can be used in commercial applications, such as TV cameras, as well as in
their more familiar role in military systems.
In the Westinghouse camera system, multichip
thick-film hybrids are teamed up with advanced videosensor designs to produce a full-capability camera in
a package nearly an order of magnitude smaller than
conventional cameras. One key to achieving this compactness, as well as ruggedness and reliability, is the
use of three hybrid circuits: a sync generator, a sweep
circuit, and an aperture- corrector package. The sync
generator ( middle photograph) has 22 memory and
logic chips to provide full EIA sync, blank, and horizontal- and vertical- drive outputs. This circuit, the one
used in the Apollo color-TV camera, is more reliable
and rugged than conventional TV- camera circuitry.
With the sync-generator circuit, a multichip package
has been assembled that can operate in the 525- line
U.S. image format, or, with one jumper, in the 625- line
European standard. This assembly, contained in only
1 square inch, is a direct replacement for commercially available units that are typically a hundred times
its size.
Another hybrid provides the sweep circuitry ( bottom
photograph). A five- layer thick-film circuit, it uses a
Miller run-up feedback configuration to generate the
vertical-current sawtooth, while the horizontal-deflection sawtooth is generated by an inductive-flyback approach. Included in the sweep package are the master
oscillator, high-voltage drive, horizontal- and verticalsweep fail protection, which blanks the sensor cathode during failure, and cathode- blank driver circuits.
The entire camera assembly with all circuits and image sensor ( top photograph) measures only 1.5 by 1.5
by 5 inches and weighs 9 ounces.
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High density in thick-film circuits. This portion of athick-film divide- by- ncircuit ( left) built by Sylvania for asynthesizer achieves MSI densities through a multi-level hybrid assembly. Bare chips are bonaed onto a substrate that is suitable for hermetically sealed packaging.
Boeing's hybrid 16-channel multiplex thick-film circuit ( right) is packaged in an unusual dual substrate form to increase component density.
The bottom substrate, containing 50 resistors, has three conductive layers, while top substrate has five conductive layers.

the frequency and power capability of aparticular circuit because of the difficulty of matching the impedance
of the air with that of the strip line.
However, this restriction is largely overcome in the
suspended strip-line configuration illustrated in Fig. 3b,
where aconducting pattern on asubstrate is suspended
between two ground plates, with equal air space on either side of the substrate. Here, because the geometry is
symmetrical and the air dielectric is partly loaded by
the substrate, microwave power as high as 100 w can be
obtained at frequencies up to 20 GHz.
The slot-line configuration shown in Fig. 3c has
Thin films for microwave ICs
recently been developed to provide even higher perNowhere is the power of thin-film technology better formance. It consists of a narrow slot in a conductive
illustrated than in the microwave area. Since using dis- plane, with the opposite side of the substrate exposed to
crete components in strip-line configurations is costly the air. Since the width of the slot can be correlated to
and not suitable for complex circuits, thin films are the resonant frequency of the electromagnetic wave,
really the only method open to the microwave inte- this method is the most efficient for propagating signals.
The choice of transmission-line configuration also degrated-circuit designer for frequencies above 3GHz. Developed in the early 1960s, thin-film microwave Ics termines the size of the circuit elements and therefore
have become increasingly more sophisticated, until a the ultimate complexity that can be handled by asubwhole range of microwave equipment, from 20-w X- strate. In the suspended strip-line configurations. for exband ( 5.200 to 10,900 MHz) amplifiers to heterodyne de- ample, the space between the conductor and the top
tectors and low-noise isolators and circulators, are now ground plane is occupied by air, while the space below
the conductor is occupied in part by the dielectric subavailable for any number of microwave systems.
Although the microwave configuration developed strate but for the most part by air. Since the air greatly
over adecade ago is still the most popular microwave reduces the dielectric loading, the degree of integration
circuit technique, several other configurations have is low, the effective dielectric constant being approxibeen developed and are gaining in popularity. These in- mately 1.5, compared with 1for air. Since the degree of
clude the suspended strip-line, slot-line, and lumped- integration in the material depends on the size of the efconstant configurations. (A great deal of development fective dielectric constant compared with that of air, the
work is under way in monolithic microwave ics, but no suspended strip-line configuration does not appreciably
reduce circuit size. Thus complex circuits requiring
practical circuitry has emerged.)
In the micrastrip configuration illustrated in Fig. 3a, many active elements will often be too large for the syssupplied by the Bendix Microelectronics division, the tem, although the wide track of the configuration does
conductor pattern is fabricated on one side of the sub- reduce the tolerance and loss problem.
In the slot-line configuration, with conductors on only
strate, so that with aground plane on one side only, the
geometry is nonsymmetrical, and part of the electro- one side of the substrate, devices can be shunt- mounted
magnetic energy is contained in the air above the con- with no holes drilled through the substrate. Here, since
ductor. This air gap presents awaveguide limitation on half of the electric field is in air, the effective dielectric
thick-film hybrid circuits have been tabulated by the
device suppliers. For example, an eight-lead TO-99
package is rated at about 40°C/w, and a3
4 -by4i-in. flat
/
pack with 14 leads containing adie 245 mils square is
rated at about 50°C/w in junction-to-case thermal
resistance, or 125°C/w for the junction-to-free-air thermal resistance. A 30-lead 1-by- 1-in. flat pack with a3/4
in. substrate is rated at 20°C/w junction-to-case and
60°C/w junction-to-ambient. A typical power thick-film
hybrid can have up to 10 active devices per substrate, if
anormally size substrate, 15 or 25 mils thick, is used.
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The high and the mighty. High power and high frequency are areas illustrating how thick- film technology can be tailored to design goals.
The 10-A device ( left), by International Rectifier, on a Be0 substrate comes in a standard TO- 3 package. Replacing two SCRs and three
diodes, this smal unit can be compared to IR's older 25-A and 42.5-A hybrids also shown. Thick-film hybrids are also pushing up the performance of uhf and vhf modules. These standard modules ( right), with active devices on separate substrates, are by Motorola.

constant is half the sum of the substrate dielectric constant and the dielectric constant of air. For an alumina
substrate, the effective dielectric constant is 5.5, avalue
that permits three times as much circuit reduction as the
suspended strip-line configuration.
This slot-line, lumped-element configuration has
been extended over the last few years to frequencies as
high as 10 GHz. The inductors and capacitors used in
this design must have dimensions of less than 1/16 of a
wavelength, if distributed effects are not to interfere
with circuit operation. As an example of the size reduction possible with this design approach, an S-band
(1,550 to 5,200 MHz) amplifier has been fabricated by
the Bendix Corp. on a0.2-by-0.15-in. substrate. The microstrip equivalent of this would require a 1-by- 1- in.
substrate. Again, large-quantity fabricating costs for
such small circuits can be very low, inasmuch as batch
processing is possible.

gold less than 0.1 mil thick, have poor temperature
characteristics and suffer from chrome diffusing into the
gold to create ahigh-resistance conductor.
A chrome-copper combination, on the other hand,
does not exhibit this increased resistance but instead
suffers from a copper oxide build-up that becomes
lossy. The use of titanium or tantalum as adhesion layers is currently being evaluated, although they would
have to be separated from the conductive layer by an
additional barrier layer to prevent migration.
With microwave circuits, as with lower-frequency
thin-film circuits, metalization is generally accomplished by vacuum deposition or sputtering. At microwave frequencies, however, sputtering creates a mechanical bond between conductor and substrate,
requiring a rough surface finish on the substrate that
tends to degrade rf loss, particularly at frequencies
above 5 GHz. Vacuum deposition creates a chemical

Microwave IC materials
In selecting conductor materials, prime consideration
should be given to rf resistance, substrate adhesion, and
thermal expansion. Table 1, compiled by Bendix, lists
these characteristics for some of the more common conductor metals.
It can be seen that these metals, unfortunately, fall
basically into two categories: those with good conductivity and poor adhesion, and those with poor conductivity and good adhesion. Alumina represents something of a middle ground, demonstrating fair
conductivity and fair adhesion. At present the most
commonly used conductor combines achromium layer,
approximately 100 angstroms thick, with a gold layer
thicker than 0.1 mil.
Also, many alloy combinations have been tried to improve the conductivity-adhesion tradeoff. Common
among these is the use of athin chromium layer, which
provides for agood adhesion and has little effect on the
rf loss of the stripline. Layers of chrome greater than
500 angstroms thick, however, combined with layers of
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1. Hot filament. One method of evaporating thin films onto a substrate employs a hot filament to raise the temperature of the metal.
The substrate to be coated with metal is placed in acarrier and positioned over the evaporation source.
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Attachments. Flip chips, which reduce costs by eliminating the die- attach step and wires, have been in short supply, bit relief is coming. On
the left, linear flip chips by Motorola (type- 741 dual op amp) can be attached with asingle reflow-solder operation. Attach bumps are 90/10
solder on a chrome-copper- gold base. Beam- lead assemblies ( on the right, from TI), another method of lowering fabrication cost:; and raising reliability, require fewer bonds. Supplies of beamed chips—from Raytheon, Motorola, and TI— are on the increase.

bond and must be used for surface finishes of less than 6
microinches. Here best results are obtained if multiple
conductor layers are deposited in the same vacuum run
and phased together at the crossover point.
Conductor depositions suitable for microwave ics
may also be accomplished by a thick- film process that
involves screening through a mask. Gold or silver is
printed and screened in a glass frit, which is then applied to the substrate and fired at temperatures above
750°C. The resulting metalization—typically 0.5 mil
thick—is impure. But it is combined with the glass frit, a
situation that increases the resistivity and therefore results in a greater rf loss. The thick-film pattern definition is also much inferior to that obtained with etched
thin films, and in general this technique is limited to circuits operating below 2GHz.
Microwave performance also puts apremium on the
quality and composition of substrates. The best sub-

2. Cathode sputtering. I
-hin films can also be deposited by applying a large ( 5- kilovolt) voltage across the electrodes in a low-pressure argon environment. The ions accelerate toward the cathode
material at a force great enough to adhere to the nearby substrate.
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strate materials are characterized by low dielectric loss,
smooth finish, a temperature-independent dielectric
constant, good thermal conductivity for high-power dissipation devices, and auniform dielectric constant from
batch to batch.
The properties of the more commonly used substrates
are listed in Table 2. Alumina, the material of the greatest utility, has good over-all characteristics and is inexpensive—if no precise surface finishing is required. Sapphire is used where an ultrasmooth surface is required,
particularly at the higher frequencies. Although beryllia
has excellent thermal conductivity, it is difficult to work
with because it is toxic; it is used primarily as acarrier
for high- power active devices. Rutile is used largely for
slot-line configurations, and ferrite and garnet for nonreciprocal magnetic components.
Some circuit examples
Designers of microwave systems have used these materials and thin-film techniques to build avariety of operational circuits for a host of applications—ranging
from telecommunications to airborne radar and communications systems and high-performance instrumentation equipment. A single- pole double- throw
switch built by Bendix operates over a frequency band
of 800 to 1,400 mHz with a minimum isolation of 25
decibels and aswitching speed of less than 600 nanoseconds. Insertion loss is less than 0.5 decibel, the maximum input power being 1.5 kilowatts peak and 15 w
average. The switch uses two pi
n-diode chips, shuntmounted aquarter-wavelength from the common junction, and six chip capacitors for direct-current blocking
and rf bypassing. Over-all package dimensions, excluding connectors, are 1.25 by 1.25 by 0.37 in.; an equivalent strip-line package would be 3.25 by 3.25 by 0.5 in.
An S-band 10 x multiplier also developed by Bendix
incorporates both microstrip and lumped-element design. This multiplier, fabricated on au alumina substrate
measuring 1by 0.5 by 0.025 in., uses thin-film inductors
and chip capacitors for the 225- MHz input- matching,
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Hybrids for industry. Builders of industrial control equipment are finding that thick-film technology is a good way to get high performance
with devices that are small, reliable, and cost-effective. The four- quadrant, general-purpose digital-to- analog converter ( left) built by Beckman Instruments will accept a 13- bit binary code, and on command convert and hold the number as an output voltage. Thick-film circuits
from National ( right) range from digital-to-analog converters and power amplifiers to custom multiplex and communications equipment.

bias, and diode-drive circuits. It also contains ashuntmounted, step-recovery diode chip and ahigh-Q microstrip resonator to resonate the tenth harmonic. With a
I5-w input, the output power is greater than 1w over
the range 2.2-2.3 GHz. This design is superior to conventional coaxial or strip-line approaches because it
permits parasitics, stray radiation, and circuit-element
values to be precisely controlled and reduces the circuit
area by afactor of four. It also significantly reduces circuit-assembly time, since the great majority of the circuit elements are formed during the etching process.
Another circuit having high performance is an Lband ( 390 to 1,550 MHz) transistor oscillator, in which
microstrip techniques have been incorporated on an
alumina substrate measuring 0.7 by 0.6 by 0.05 in. The
oscillator generates 250 milliwatts at 1.7 GHz, using a2w, 2-Guz transistor chip. A 6-dB isolation in the output
provides a frequency stability of better than ±-0.5 mHz
over the temperature range from -55° to + 75°C. with a
load-voltage standing-wave ratio of 5:1 at any phase
angle.
A unique combination of semilumped-element and
microstrip techniques has been incorporated in a lowpass filter and directional coupler. The filter, a semiTABLE 1
CHARACTERISTICS OF METALS USED FOR CONDUCTORS
Properties
Metal

Direct-current
resistivity
(relative to gold)

Coefficient
of expansion
(°C x 10 6)

Skin depth at
2 GHz
(mils ( micrometers))

Silver

0.73

19.1

0.056 ( 1.42)

poor

Copper

0.76

17.0

0.060 ( 1.52)

very poor

Gold

1.00

14.1

0.064 ( 1.63)

very poor

Aluminum

1.21

23.5

0.076 ( 1.93)

good

Chromium

5.89

6.6

0.160 (4.06)

good

Tantalum
Titanium

100

6.16
25.0

Substrate
adhesion

6.5

0.176 (4.471

very good

8.9

0.402 ( 10.21)

very good

lumped-element version of alow-pass design, uses lowimpedance lines for the shunt capacitive elements and
high-impedance lines for the series inductive elements;
anarrow gap between the shunt capacitors provides the
series capacitive element. The lumped-element configuration reduces circuit size to half that of adistributed inductance/capacitance microstrip design and also increases rolloff skirt selectivity. With a cutoff frequency
of 1.2 GHz there is a30-dB rejection at 1.5 GHz and a60dB rejection at 1.9 GHz; the insertion loss is less than 0.8
dB between 1.02 an 1.1 GHz.
The meandering coupling gap used in the 17-de directional coupler to equalize the even- and odd-mode
phase velocities provides superior directivity ( more than
20 dB) to that obtainable with a straight coupling gap
(less than 15 dB). The differential phase velocities result
from the greater percentage of the electric field that
propagates through air in the odd mode because of the
field between adjacent conductors; in the even mode,
there is no such field.
A good example of the many functions that can be integrated in amicrowave, 1c, and of the number of interconnections that are thus eliminated, is a design using
an alumina substate that measures only 3by 2by 0.05
in., but can support a 30-dB monitor probe, a singlepole double-throw switch, two low-pass filters, two
transmit/receive diplexers, four directional couplers,
two fixed attenuators, and two reflected-power monitor
detectors.
The unit has an insertion loss of less than 1.8 dB with
a 1.kw input at 1.09 GHz. Its switching speed is less than
600 nanoseconds, and its receive loss is less than 1.2 dB
at 1.03 GHz. Combining all these functions on asingle
substrate eliminates 14 coaxial interconnections, considerably reducing the size and cost of the circuit.
!Hybrids in Europe
Like their U. S. counterparts, European system designers are turning more frequently to hybrids when
they need high performance. A good example of this ac-
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Trimming them up. Laser trimming systems have become standard tools for tailoring resistance values to specified tolerances. These systems—at Garrett Manufacturing Ltd., Riedale, Ont. ( left) and Beckman's facility in Fullerton, Calif ( right)—are completely computer controlled
for automatic trimming of thick and thin-film circuits in both substrate and packaged form. Most systems in use include an automatic probing

unit that determines whether the individual resistors printed in the substrate require laser trimming.

tivity is the development underway for the Franco-German wide-body Airbus, where some 80% of the autopilot analog circuitry will be hybrid modules. "There will
be anywhere from 800 to 1,000 packages on each airbus,
depending on the configuration," says Alain Gayet,
commercial director of Sintra Microelectronique, supplier of the hybrid packages.
Sintra, is producing four different packages for the
autopilot—adual comparator, two kinds of analog gate,
and aresistance network. The comparator package has
three op amp chips—two National Semiconductor
LM101As and Fairchild icA740—plus two diodes and 15
resistors ( 14 of them laser trimmed to an accuracy of
one part in one thousand.) The substrate is glass and the
resistor patterns are nichrome overlaid with gold, and
25-micrometer gold wires link the chips to the wiring
pattern on the substrate, which is packaged in a Mil
Standard 12- pin, hermetically sealed TO-8can.
In another package, Sintra has put three thin-film
substrates in ametal can measuring 18.5 by 25.5 by 4.5
millimeters. On one level is astabilized 27-v power supply and an active passband fiker. Above these lies a
voltage-controlled oscillator that converts the input to a
frequency output.
Thick-film custom hybrid circuits are also on the increase. Switzerland's LN Industries, for example, has
built thick-film circuits that control asolenoid valve directly off 220-v line supplies. The key circuit element is
athyristor rated for 1.6 A at 400 V. The chip also carries
two other thyristors used as diodes and one transistor.
These chips are die bonded on aceramic substrate after
the passive elements have been screen-printed on.
The substrate measures roughly 25 by 13 millimeters.
It's molded in plastic and housed right inside the valve,
which is made by the Lucifer Valve division of Sperry
Rand Corp. in Geneva. The same circuitry with discrete
components required a package that measured 2 by 8
by 15 centimeters and had to be mounted outside the
valve and connected to it by cable.
In Belgium, the Electromag division of Sprague
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World Trade Corp. is supplying an instrument maker
with a ac-dc converter. The thick- film resistors in the
package are linear to 0.1%. Along with the eight resistors, there are three tantalum capacitors and three plastic-packaged transistors.
In England, hybrids are being used in Ford trucks.
These thick-film modules are supplied by M.C.P. Electronic Ltd. to Ultra Electronics Ltd., which uses them in
an electronic control box for the trucks. M.C.P. makes
three different modules—two frequency-to-voltage converters used for engine-speed control and apower supply. The controller is mounted close to or sometimes on
the engine, and since many of these trucks are used in
Alaska, the controller has to work properly on an engine started from cold at -40°C and rising to normal
running temperature of around 100 C.
Because the controller's bare chips are bonded directly onto the substrate, complex three-layer encapsulation is required to prevent cracking from thermal cycling stress. Epoxy resin is first put over the active devices
to protect the wire bonds. This layer is followed by a
silicone-rubber coating, after which all of the circuit is
covered by epoxy resin.
The reliability of thick-film devices is exemplified by
TABLE 2:

SUBSTRATE MATERIALS
Properties

Substrate

Alumina, 99.5%

Dielectric
constant at
10 GHz

Loss
tangent at
10 GHE

10

Surface
roughness
Imicroinches
(micrometers/1

Thermal
conductivity

', watts/cm'C1

0.0001

4 ( 0.101

0.30

Alumina, 96%

9

0.0006

24 ( 0.61)

0.28

Beryllia

6.5

0.0001

24 ( 8.61)

Sapphire

10.5

0.0001

1(
0.0251

0.40

Quartz

3.8

0.0001

1( 0.025)

0.01

Glass

5

0.0020

1( 11.025)

0.01

Rutile
Ferrite/garnet

2.5

100

0.0004

24 ( 11.61)

0.02

15

0.0002

12 ( 11.305)

0.03
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Standards

and

customs.

Hybrid

tech-

nology can boost the performance of both
custom and standard products, supplying
off-the- shelf and special in-house requirements. Shown clockwise, starting at far top
left, is a Hewlett-Packard standard- product
1-W. 30- dB- gain, X- band amplifier, a custom logic circuit by Sylvania, a standard
broadband linear- amplifier module for the
CATV

industry

by

Motorola,

a Siliconix

standard- product driver gate, a TRW communication module offered as a standard
product, and a custom voltage-controlled
oscillator and

signal

conditioner

built

by

Philco-Ford for an in-house project.
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A.
Hybrid techniques take many forms. Tektronix method makes low- capacitance bonds on high- frequency devices ( left), such as scope signal-sampJing circuits. Here a thin gold tab is deposited onto the silicon, folded back, and connected to the substrate or header on which the
device rests. This tear- tab process can handle tabs as narrow as 0.00035 in. Key component in a 3.4-W Kp-band ( 12.2 GHz) hybrid amplifier, built by Phi'co-Ford. , sthis 90 interdigitated coupler using thin-film chrome- copper- gold metalization on 0.025- in.-thick alumina.

3. Configurations. In rnk:rostrio configuration ( a). conductor pattern is on one side of substrate. In the stripline ( b), conductor is suspended
between ground plates. Slot line ic) has narrow slot in conductive planes.

a successive-approximation analog- to-digital converter
that has been working in a British space vehicle for 19
months. It's part of the pulse-code- modulated data collection and transmission system. Because of the circuit's
success, the next satellite, to be launched in February
1974, will use 16 similar thick- film modules.
Hybrids are going into medical equipment as well.
In-Components Group Europe makes thick- and thinfilm modules containing the circuitry for heart pacemakers built by Implants Ltd. of Welwyn Garden City.
Hybrid construction was chosen because its reliability
allows a pacemaker to remain unattended in the body
for about three years.
The pacemaker circuitry— three thick-film modules
and one this- film passive timing circuit—all fit in ahermetically sealed can, which measures about 1.5 by 0.5
in. The unit, implanted in the body, with awire (called
acatheter) leading to the heart, applies 5v. 1- millisecond-wide pulses at apreset rate, often about 70 pulses
per minute, to the heart.
In Germany, Lewicki Microelectronic has produced
42 different types of hybrids, which are found in almost
half of the scientific measuring equipment on board the
German-American Helios sun probe spacecraft. Included are thick- film high-voltage cascades and resistors
networks in the megohm-gigaohm range with high stability for generating and distributing voltages from 1to
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6kilovolts, ceramic substrates for imaging devices, miniature secondary-electron multipliers, and space-pack
modules incorporating ferrite-core transducers and
diodes for driving three Helios core memories. The design concept can accommodate as many as 80 components in apackage measuring only 1by 0.5 by 0.1 in.
Another thick- film circuit from Lewicki is aprogramable matrix element designed as acustomized data-input device. To replace bulky electromechanical crossbar distributors, it can also be used as asemiconductor
read-only memory or program generator.
The matrix consists of two levels of conductors sandwiched between ceramic insulating layers. The conducting paths in one level are at right angles to those in the
other level. The device constitutes an array of ohmic
crosspoints. To program this matrix, a current is sent
through acrosspoint so that the connection between the
upper and the corresponding lower path is severed.
Unlike a conventional bipolar diode matrix, the hybrid matrix has linear current-voltage characteristics,
making it suitable for handling currents and voltages
from dc to rf. Also, because of high dielectric isolation
between inputs and outputs, the current at open crosspoints has a zero value even when handling levels of
several hundred volts
Reprints are available at $3 each Write to Electronics Reprint Dept
Hightstown. NJ Copyright 1973 Electronics. a McGraw-Hill publication
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Since 1962, Siliconix has evolved FET technology and applied it to
acomplete line of singles, duals, arrays, and ICs. So what's new?

Switch 10 MHz Signals with
better than 60 dB OFF Isolation
The Siliconix DG181-DG191 family
of FET switch/IC drivers is wellsuited for processing high-frequency
signals, and is directly compatible
with most computer logic. FET
switch/monolithic driver
combinations are available in SPST,
SPDT, or DPST functions.
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Features include:
• Constant ON resistance with signals to
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DG181-DG191 Functional Diagrams

The key to this exceptional performance is
the Siliconix concept of monolithic driver
design, with careful attention to critical details
such as low driver output impedance.
DG181-DG191 driver ( switch OFF) resistance

Switch OFF Isolation vs Frequency — DG181

to ground is only 20011, providing good a-c
by-pass on the FET switch gate. Contrast
this with other driver circuits with impedances
as high as 26 Mft, which adversely affect
isolation characteristics.

The DG181-DG191 series of FET analog switches is an ideal solution to most
switching problems. If your case is unique— and whose isn't —our applications
people are eager to help. For complete information

write for data
Applications Engineering (408) 246-8000, Ext. 501

Ir

Siliconix incorporated
2201 Laurelwood Road, Santa Clara, California 95054
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Circle 105 on reader service card
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Designer's casebook
mounted in a baffled enclosure that is exposed to ambient air. The baffle prevents erroneous readings due to
air movement.
The circuit's three amplifiers are part of the same
chip as the quad op amp. Since circuit action depends
on current ratios, circuit operation is insensitive to variby Steven E. Summer
ations in battery voltage, making zener regulation unHauppauge, N.Y.
necessary.
Amplifier A1 compares the resistance of the thermisFor more than 10 years, Rover automobiles have had a tor to the series combination of resistors R1 and R2.
built-in indicator that warns their drivers of possibly icy Feedback resistor R3 sets the correct slope of Ai's outroads. With the availability of the versatile and eco- put-voltage response to temperature. At 32°F, Ai's outnomical integrated quad op amp, this same safety fea- put is 0.6VBAT; at 36°F, it's 0.3VRAT.
Amplifier A2 is connected as a free- running multiture can now be installed quite easily in any make of
vibrator having a repetition rate of approximately one
automobile.
The ice warning indicator shown monitors ambient pulse per second. Three resistors—RI,R. and R6—set
air temperature to alert the driver to the conditions un- the upper and lower voltage limits for capacitor CI at
der which ice will start forming on the roads—that is, 0.6VBAT and 0.3VBAT, respectively.
The outputs of amplifiers AI and A2 are compared by
when air temperature is between 32°F and 36°F in wet
weather. The device is rugged and provides good noise amplifier A3. When the multivibrator (A2)output is
rejection.
lower than Ai's output, A3's output goes positive, lightThe circuit produces avariable duty cycle to control ing the LED. Resistor R7 limits LED current to around 25
the flash rate of a light-emitting diode. At 36°F, low- milliamperes.
duty-cycle light flashes are generated, and as the temResistor R2, which calibrates the circuit, is adjusted
perature drops towards 32°F, the LED indicator remains by placing the thermistor probe in an ice slurry and seton continuously. The flashes occur about once asecond.
ting R2 so that the LED is always on. Other operating
A thermistor with anominal resistance of 15 kilohms points can be obtained by changing the values of resisat 25°C acts as the temperature-sensing probe. It is tors RI,R2, and R3.

Ice warning indicator
monitors road conditions

Driving aid. Ice warning indicator, which puts the flexibility and economy of the quad op amp to work, uses a thermistor probe to sense air
temperature. At 36°F, the

LED

indicator flashes once per second. This flash rate increases as temperature approaches 32°F until the

mains on continuously. A varying-duty-cycle output determines the flash rate. Amplifier

A2

LED

re-

is wired as a free- running multivibrator.

LED
R4

224 F T

.CI

R5 10 M12
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R6 10 M12
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The current- booster transistor actively keeps the voltage
at the inverting input of the operational amplifier at:
= VREF R2/( R2+ R3) = I
zRj
Zener current Iz can then be expressed as:
Iz = VREFR2/ Ri( R2 + R3)
And reference voltage VREF is held to:
VREF = VZ( R2 + R3)/ R3
A pitfall in any dc bootstrap scheme like this is the
possible existence of stable states other than the desired
one. For this circuit, such astate exists when the output
voltage is zero. Connecting a capacitor between the
power supply and the op amp's compensation input
prevents the circuit from being locked into the zero-output-voltage state when it is first turned on. The capacitor causes the turn-on transient to put the circuit into
the desired condition, with the output voltage at VREF.
For the components shown, the output is stable to
within ±-7mv over atemperature range of 0°C to 75°C,
even with asupply variation of ±10%. The output current is 30 milliamperes maximum. The capacitor across
the zener serves to attenuate noise that may be generated by the zener at high operating frequencies.
A negative output voltage can be obtained by reversing the diode, using apnp instead of an npn transistor.
and grounding the op amp's positive supply input.
LI

Single- supply reference source
uses self- regulated zener
by William Goldfarb
Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

Temperature-compensated zener diodes provide a reference voltage that remains stable despite changes in
time and temperature. But they exhibit a rather large
dynamic impedance, from 100 to 400 ohms, and current
supplied to them must be regulated precisely.
By using voltage comparison, one of these reference
zeners can be made to control its own current, eliminating the need for a separately regulated temperaturecompensated current source. A precision voltage reference source can then be realized with only asingle unregulated power supply. And the cost of the circuit will
be dominated by the cost of the zener, keeping parts
cost to somewhere around $6.
The voltage reference source in the diagram provides
a nominal output voltage of 10 volts that is stable to
within ±7 millivolts. It can operate over a supply voltage range of 12 to 18 V. With the output voltage at
VREF ,the current through the zener is:
I
Z = VREF - VZ/ R1

Designer's casebook is aregular feature in Electronics. We invite readers to submit original
and unpublished circuit ideas and solutions to design problems. Explain briefly but thoroughly the circuit's operating principle and purpose. We'll pay $ 50 tor each item published.

Making do with one supply. Voltage reference source, which operates from a single power supply. maintains its output at 10 volts ± 7 millivolts over a 75°C temperature range and with ± 10% supply variations. Through voltage comparison, the zener reference regulates its own
current, thereby eliminating the usual zener constant-current source. The circuit's maximum output current is 30 milliamperes.

Vcc
12 — 18 V

RI
2.0 krz
(0.1 %)
'Vcc

560 pF
R2

R,

1.0 kI2
(0.1 %)

10.0 kS2
(0.1%)
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VREF
10 V ±

7mV
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Eliminating offset error
in sense amplifiers
by Dan Chin
Cambridge Memories, Newton. Mass.

A sense amplifier for a memory must detect a pulse
signal during agated time interval. But asignificant error occurs at the amplifier's output when its input offset
voltage is large in comparison with the voltage amplitude of the pulse signal.
If the offset voltage is removed by ac coupling, however, the pulse's baseline could shift when the readout
data pattern changes. But if, in addition to being ac-

coupled, the pulse is held to ground except during the
time interval of interest, areference voltage can be developed and the pulse compared to it.
The dc- restored sense amplifier in the figure makes
use of this technique. The input operational amplifier
performs as abasic linear amplifier, providing asignal
gain of 100. The amplifier's output is ac-coupled to the
sense amplifier for detection.
Dc restoration is accomplished by the open-collector
inverters connected to the inputs of the sense amplifier.
Two of the inverters, I
I and 12, assure that any offset
voltage is applied equally to both inputs of the detector,
permitting offset error to be eliminated by the detector's
common- mode rejection. The diode in series with the
detector's negative input sets the threshold level halfway between the pulse baseline and the minimum expected peak voltage.

Sensing pulses, barring offset errors. Data is ac-coupled from the operational amplifier to the sense amplifier to get rid of offset-voltage
error. The dc signal level is then restored by open-collector inverter gates. Any additional offset error is eliminated by the sense amplifier's

common-mode rejection because invertersl i andl,, at each of the sense amplifier's inputs, introduce equal offsets.

+5V

10 kft

10 kS2

75108
SENSE
AMPLIFIER

100 0.2

OUTPUT

1N914

3.9 k52
+5 V
STROBE
0.01 I.LF

7405
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Low-cost minicomputer opens up
many new system opportunities
Revised version of an established minicomputer packs a 16- bit processor
on one pc board; economical design exploits MOS LSI technology as well
as aflexible form of read-only memory called a programable logic array
by Ken Gorman and Phil Kaufman,

Computer Automation Inc., Irvine, Calif

El Minicomputers, as they get cheaper, not only take
over existing jobs but create unexpected new applications for themselves, as in point-of-sale systems. Such
developments are reflected in the fact that, when the
price of agiven minicomputer design drops by acertain
percentage, the number of units sold usually increases
by amuch larger percentage.
To halve the price of amachine of given capabilities
more than doubles the demand for it. Indeed, history
has shown that an order-of-magnitude increase in demand is a realistic expectation. To achieve the goal of
halving the price of the two-year-old Naked Mini 16
minicomputer, metal-oxide-semiconductor technology
was exploited. The mos approach was enhanced by the
use of aprogramable logic array, aspecial form of readonly memory offering flexibility not available in normal
ROM structures.
Under the Naked Mini concept, the OEM customer is
supplied with aprocessor, amemory, and one or more
input-output interfaces appropriately packaged and
ready for use. He must supply his own chassis, power
supply, and manual controls, which, however, are usually available as part of the equipment in which the
minicomputer is a component. Consequently, even the
Naked Mini 16 costs very little, and now even this cost
has been cut in half with the new Naked Mini Ls!.
The Naked Mini Lst, packaged on a single printedcircuit board and with a 4,096-word semiconductor
memory, sells in quantities of 200 for $990—the first
full-fledged 16-bit computer to sell for less than $ 1,000.
The machine is also available in other memory capacities, and is the heart of the stand-alone Alpha Ls! computer (Fig. 1), which adds chassis, power supply and
console to the basic pc board. The two machines are
both software-compatible and input/output-compatible
with the older models, although they are also rather
slower.
Instruction power
Several other goals, of nearly equal importance, gathered around the designers' primary goal:
• The new computer was to retain alevel of performance high enough to satisfy all but the most demanding
applications.
• As a corollary of this performance goal, a powerful
instruction set and input-output architecture would be
required.
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• As acorollary of the primary goal of low cost, the entire computer would have to fit on asingle printed-circuit board.
To maintain the performance level of previously
available minicomputers, the full 16- bit word length
was required. Furthermore, a substantial memory capacity, areal-time clock, an interface to ateleprinter or
acathode-ray tube terminal, direct access from peripherals to the memory, and power-failure detection with
automatic restart were necessary.
To maintain these features while halving the cost required reductions in the chassis and motherboard, into
which the necessary components are plugged in conventional designs. The key step was to dispense altogether
with the chassis and motherboard. Since ordinarily this
hardware holds the rest of the components together, its
elimination implied that the entire computer would
have to fit on a single printed-circuit board, 15 by 17
inches. To get awhole computer on one board, including up to 8,192 words of memory, only one technology
1. Naked and Alpha. One- board computer ( top) is first on the market for less than $ 1,000, yet has the same capability as its twice as
expensive predecessor. Same computer plus chassis, power supply
and console produces the Alpha version ( bottom). Eight white ICs at
left are the central processor, its controls, and one dummy.

1
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TIMING
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READ ONLY BUS (16 BITS)
READ/WRITE BUS ( 16 BITS)
CONTROL BUS

READ-WRITE
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INTERFACE

MACROINSTRUCTION
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(16 BITS)

CONTROL BUS
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THREE IDENTICAL
CONTROL ICs
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2. Seven -chip processor. Each processor chip is afour- bit slice of the computer; the four chips process 16- bit words in parallel. The three
control chips are also identical except for the contents of the programable logic array, which is like a read-only memory but more compact,

would work: large-scale integration of metal-oxidesemiconductor circuits.
The desired performance of the system required an
extensive set of powerful instructions. Such instruction
sets are not available in the various "microcomputers"
that have been appearing recently; for, although some
of them can perform tasks as complex as those performed by, say, the Alpha 16, they must limp through
the tasks with a limited set of instructions that require
more execution cycles and more space in memory.
Moreover, offering acomputer with half the instruction
power of acompetitive machine, even at half the base
cost, would be useiess if the reduced instruction set required twice as much memory to perform agiven task,
because the cost of the additional memory would be
prohibitive.
For this reason, an instruction set at least as powerful
as that of the older Alpha 16 was desirable. Making the
new machine software-compatible fulfilled this objective, since it meant that the new machine would be capable of both byte and word processing, hardware multiplication and division, conditional and unconditional
input-output operations, 128 kinds of conditional
jumps, shift instructions involving both single and
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double registers, automatic interrupts, and so on.
Software compatibility also meant that all Alpha 16
input-output equipment had to work with the new machine. That equipment, for example, generates up to
five levels of interrupts, four of which trigger routines
beginning at fixed locations in memory, and one of
which requires the processor to inquire of the inputoutput controller at what address the interrupt routine
begins. (This address is hardwired in the controller
when the system is installed.) Both approaches eliminate the need for interrupt polling to determine the interruptsource.
Furthermore, controllers require parallel access to
data, address, and function lines, presenting at least the
threat of pin limitations in packaging. There are also
some input-output instructions whose execution depends on the status of the controller, and aclass of automatic input-output in which a single instruction executes awhole subroutine, controlled by interrupts.
Processor implementation
Thus, starting from the need for software compatibility and the capabilities implied by this requirement, the
designers tackled the actual building of the processor.
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The programable logic array
Like a conventional read-only memory, the programable logic array is a matrix of crosspoints. At each
crosspoint aconnection is either made or not made by
a mask superimposed on the array during its manufacture. In the model shown, each connection is a diode,
permitting energy to flow in only one direction and
eliminating spurious -sneak paths" through the array.
The matrix in the array is in two parts, as shown at
the right. In the upper part, connections are made to
vertical product-term lines from the n horizontal input
lines and their complements. This part corresponds to
the decoder in aconventional read-only memory. ( The
read-only memory is actually only a programable logic
.array containing product terms for all possible input
combinations and corresponding output data for each
product term.) The diodes in this part, plus the inverters between the upper and lower parts of the matrix,
make up a logic NAND gate. The output of any particular inverter is logically true ( low) only if all the inputs, including complements, that are connected to its
product-term line are logically true ( high). When neither an input nor its complement is connected to a
product-term line, the quantity or signal represented
by that input is a don't-care" condition for that particular product term.
In the lower portion of the diagram, more diodes
connecting the inverted product-term lines to output
lines, plus the inverters on the output lines, make up a
logic NOR gate. (The configuration is identical with the
NAND gates in the upper part of the matrix, but since
the signals have been inverted, the function in this
case is NOR. This is an example of the logic-design
rule, A•B = À + à.) The output of the second set of inverters is logically true ( high) if any one or more of the
product-term lines is logically true (low).
In a MOS programable logic array. the actual cross
points are transistors, not diodes. And because of the
signal inversion through the transistor, the inverters
between the two matrixes are not required.
With this organization, outputs can be programed
for any combination of input states. For any given output, the inputs are described in the form of a logical
sum-of- products expression, such as
AB + DE + ÉGFI
Each logical product is formed on a separate vertical
line in the upper part of the matrix, and the sum
formed in the lower part. One product term can be
used in two or more outputs if necessary. Only
enough product terms are required to implement the
total number of terms for all the outputs together.
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This dilemma was solved with a processor architecture that time-shared the package pins for multiple
functions. For example, the processor's internal data
bus is used both for data transmission to and from the
memory and input-output subsystems and also for
microinstruction transmission between the processor's
control and arithmetic sections.
Through use of this time-shared architecture, the entire processor was partitioned into two chip types, four
identical P chips making up the arithmetic unit, and
three essentially identical C chips containing the control
logic. Otherwise, had these seven' chips all been different, development and production costs would still have

P PRODUCT- TERM LINES

2" INPUTS AND COMPLEMENTS

The fact that mos LSI circuits on a single pc board
were the only feasible approach to this project doesn't
have to imply that all the circuits should go on asingle
chip. On the contrary, physical limitations on chip size,
circuit density, and associated cost required the processor logic to be partitioned among several chips—and
partitioning brings up the problem of interconnection.
Packages with more than 40 pins are not cost-effective at any level of production. But apartitioning plan
limited to fewer than 40 pins per package tends to yield
too many packages and too many interconnections, indicating difficulties in getting everything onto one board
and problems in assembly and reliability.

2N xP
PROGRAMABLE
PRODUCT-TERM
CROSSPOINTS

‘i

Px M PROGRAMABLE
OUTPUT CROSSPOINTS

In the programable logic array, these outputs are
the equivalent of microinstructions. A set of 40 microinstructions types initiate input-outout data transfers
and control instructions and data access from the
main memory, the various functions of the arithmeticlogic unit, and execution of the microinstructions
themselves as defined by status flags. The short microinstruction word length of only 20 bits is a result of
pin limitations on the package— but even in this short
length individual microinstructions can perform both
word and byte processing directly address the next
microinstruction to be executed. Since the jump command and address are inherent parts of every microinstruction, they take up no additional execution time,
as do jumps in conventional read-only memories.
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been too high to meet the primary cost goal.
The design of the P chip is straightforward and relatively simple. It is organized as afour-bit slice of registers and arithmetic/logic unit, so that four chips working in parallel process 16-bit words.
Each C chip contains, among other things, acontrol
memory whose contents are determined by a masking
step at the time of manufacture. Except for this masked
content, the three C chips are identical. Details of the
chips and the processor partitioning are shown in Fig. 2.
ROMs are not feasible
The control memory in each C chip is aprogramable
logic array. It is used in the same way as aconventional
read-only memory in microprogramed computers, but
is more compact.
A control memory approach is necessary in an LSI
computer with many complex instructions to eliminate
the otherwise enormous amount of random control
logic and thereby hold down the physical size of the LS!
chips. The control memory is microprogramed to execute the computer's actual instruction set, called macroinstructions, in a number of relatively simple microinstruction steps.
The prime disadvantage to the use of read-only
memories as acontrol memory is attributable to the exhaustive decoding of the address input lines. That is, for
ninput lines, 2" ROM locations are provided (see Fig. 3).
In acomputer with macroinstructions using all 16 bits
of instruction as operating code information, the number of address lines, n, must be at least 16. A control
memory, implemented from Roms would require at
least 216 or 65,536 locations.
A two-stage control memory, with one stage doing
partial decoding and the other doing the actual control,
would get around the need for a large array by effectively reducing nfor each stage. But because of the slow
access of mos Roms, additional ROM accesses would be
needed before beginning actual processing of instructions, and this would compromise system throughput to
an unacceptable level.
Furthermore, in aROM implementation if several instructions share parts of common code segments in the
microprogram, either those segments must be repeated
or microprogramed jumps to common segments must
be provided. Because such jumps require the insertion
in the microprogram of a specific "jump" microinstruction, which takes up space in the read-only
memory and requires an extra machine cycle to execute,
they degrade system throughput badly.
Thus the only feasible approach was to use a programablelogic array—essentially a read-only memory,
except that its address decoder is not exhaustive and
can be programed to accept only the desired addresses.
The array may even decode only some of the address
lines, so that instructions that have common processing
steps can be made to share a single microinstruction
routine in the array if its decoder is programed to respond only to the common instruction bits and to disregard the dissimilar bits ("don't care" bits). Branching to
micro-routines can thus be avoided.
By eliminating the exhaustive address decoder, the
number of address lines, n, can be large without result-
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ing in 2" locations. In the Naked Mini LS!, n = 24, but
only 300 locations are required to implement the 162
macroinstructions, as opposed to 16,777,216 locations
that would result from a ROM organization with 24 address lines. The implication is that a large number of
bits can be examined to derive amicroinstruction without suffering the penalty of excessive control storage.
With the power of the Naked Mini's normal set of
macroinstructions, little need is expected for specially
programed logic arrays. However, for large-volume applications such special programs can be prepared; and,
in fact, the architecture provides for a fourth C chip,
which increases the array capacity by athird. Of course,
any instruction set change in any computer is likely to
play havoc with all existing software for that computer
and should be planned carefully.
Microprograming?
In the Naked Mini LS!, the programable logic array is
amatrix of transistors where interconnections are made
or not made, as determined by a single mask in the
semiconductor manufacturing process. These interconnections, which make up the control memory, define
its step-by-step operation in the course of executing the
various macroinstructions. Accordingly, changing the
interconnections changes the macroinstruction set.
Since this is essentially the definition of a microprogram, the Naked Mini might seem to be a microprogramed minicomputer— and so it is, but in a new
way. Classical microprograming controls a processor
that can execute several simple processing steps during
asingle cycle of the main memory—in machines where
the main memory is much slower than the processing
circuitry. In mos computers, this speed disparity does
not exist. In fact, ahigh-performance memory can easily run faster than the central processing unit's basic
cycle time. Because the central processor and main
memory have similar basic speeds, it is desirable for the
+V + V + V
PULL-UP
RESISTORS

2"
WORD
LINES

xM
PROGRAMABLE
CROSSPOINTS

3. The conventional

situation.

Read-only memory for micro

program exhaustively decodes every input address, without excep
lions, and is not capable of ignoring any input combination. Content
is 2,, words, for ninputs.
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On the breadboard
Large-scale integration, because it is unforgiving of
design errors, calls for a perfectionist approach to
system development. Since no jumper wires can be
added nor etched conductors cut, even small changes
require a wait of several weeks while new masks are
made and corrected ICs produced.
Therefore, to ensure that its design was as nearly
perfect as possible before any chips were laid out, the
complete Naked Mini was built in breadboard form —
rather than being simulated in a computer— so that
test software could actually be run and real inputoutput devices connected and tested. Conventional
small-scale TTL gates and latches were used, and the
entire computer built up from this level as the eventual
LSI circuits were built up— bypassing even mediumscale ICs. Four- phase clocking was used in the
breadboard model, just as in the finished versions.
The speed of the TTL circuits compensated for delays
in the long wires used in the breadboard, and D-type
flip-flops were inserted where necessary to simulate
the capacitive storage that occurs at the gates of MOS
circuits.
What eventually became a single MOS chip was
constructed on the breadboard as over 225 TTL devices on a separate card 16 by 22 1
/ inches. ( Contrast
2
that size with the size of the single pc board in the final
version.) Seven of these cards were mounted as separate " shelves" in a rack six feet high, with interconnections through cables running vertically up and
down the rear of the rack. The programable logic arrays were simulated on three special diode boards
holding up to 7,000 diodes each. Various auxiliary
chassis for memories and optional equipment completed the breadboard model, as shown in the photo at
the right.
All diagnostic programs prepared for the older
Alpha 16 were run on this breadboard, along with all
Alpha 16 peripherals and all system software, including assemblers, operating systems, and Fortran and
Basic compilers. Then to eliminate timing and loading
problems, the MOS logic was subjected to acomputer
dynamic analysis—from which the areas of the MOS
transistors were optimized for speed and fanout at
minimum area.

processor to perform many operations in parallel and

avoid the sequential decoding and processing of normal
ROM microprograming to achieve reasonable processing
speeds. The programable logic array is ideal for this application since it allows many inputs to be examined
simultaneously and multiple branch decisions to be
made without time-consuming microprogram jumps.
Technology selection is complex
Designers of the Naked Mini Ls! anticipated that the
circuitry for the P and C chips would be rather more
complex than in off-the-shelf MOS LSI products like shift
registers, random-access memories, and clocks. They
also recognized that as chip size grows linearly, chip
cost grows exponentially. Therefore the mos process
that could put all the circuits in the smallest chip was at
abig advantage.
The designers ruled out n-channel mos, despite its su-
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perior performance, because they felt that the technology was unproven and lacked a suitable yield history. Standard metal-gate p-channel mos offers the
lowest theoretical cost, but suffers arather slow circuit
speed. Adding an ion-implantation step to ap-channel
device would enhance its performance but do little to
held down the size of the chip.
For the random logic on the P chip, which is characteristically interconnection-limited, the silicon-gate pchannel mos technology seemed to be the best choice,
because it provides an extra interconnection level on the
chip. It also has alow gate capacitance, providing adefinitely better performance than the metal-gate approach.
At first, metal-gate p-channel mos, perhaps with an
ion-implantation step, seemed best for the C chip, because of the large logic array—anon-random logic configuration. But during system design, it proved imprac-
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4. Maxibus. Processor is connected to input-output devices and memory via this single bus. Bus can handle both addresses and data in
parallel. Direct-memory access channel can keep two memory modules going at once, both via single Maxibus.

tical to reconcile the performance disparity between the
metal-gate and silicon-gate technologies, so that the C
chip was changed to the silicon-gate design.
More or less by accident, therefore, the Naked Mini
LSI is faster than was intended. More than 80% of the
instructions in it can be executed in from 4.8 to 9.6
microseconds. This is about a third the speed of the
original Naked Mini, but for most of the expected new
applications it will be more than fast enough.

dresses in one module, all even addresses in another) to
reduce the apparent access time when successive accessions are made to sequential addresses.
The processor and the memories drive the bus with
three-state transistor-transistor- logic circuits. This type
of logic provides both active pull-down and active pullup, with athird "off" state that permits many modules
or devices to be connected to acommon bus driven by
one and only one of them at atime [
Electronics, Sept.
14, 1970, p. 78]. This connection enhances high speed
The Maxibus
without needing terminating networks on the bus or
The Naked Mini LSI processor consists of the four P pull-up resistors on the circuits.
chips, the three C chips, timing logic, and aset of bufThe Naked Mini LSI input-output connections are
fers that isolate the processor's mos circuits from exter- electrically and physically compatible with previous
nal circuits. These processor components are inter- Computer Automation controllers. They use open-colconnected with aset of three buses shown in the block lector drivers rather than the three-state circuits, to
diagram (Fig. 1).
achieve this compatibility and to make interface design
Outside the processor, connecting it with input- simpler for the users who design their own special inoutput and memory devices and the system console, is put-output equipment and interfaces. (Among originalanother bus, called the Maxibus ( Fig. 4). It contains equipment manufacturers, the market served by Comfour major signal groups: address, data, memory con- puter Automation, this is far more common then in the
trol, and input-output control. Input-output controllers end-user market, where standard general-purpose
and memory modules share the address and data lines equipment is usually satisfactory.) Apart from other adbut use separate timing signals.
vantages, the use of open-collector circuits avoids the
Transfers of data to and from memory are asynchro- strict timing requirement needed by three-state logic, in
nous, allowing memory modules of any speed to be which no two drivers connected to a single bus can be
used with the Naked Mini LSI, including intermixed turned on even for a moment without risking destrucmodules of different speeds. All memories include both tion.
address and data registers and use the Maxibus for only
Electrically, the use of both open-collector and threeasmall proportion of their cycle times. This design al- state drivers on the same lines on the Maxibus calls for
lows the processor to operate in parallel with the arelatively high-valued pull-up resistor at the processor
memory and permits the processor and the direct end of all lines driven by input-output controllers. Pasmemory access channel to keep two memory modules sive pull-up on the bus during i/o operations restricts
running simultaneously. Multiple memory modules can the speed of these lines, yet memory operations on the
also incorporate odd/even interleaving ( all odd ad- same bus lines can operate at higher speeds because of
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the active pull-up that is provided by the tri state drivers.
Under direct memory access, any controller on the
Maxibus can request the processor to relinquish the
bus. When the request has been acknowledged, the controller has access to any memory module on the bus and
to other controllers, so that communication between devices is possible. A priority structure is included in direct memory access, permitting any number of controllers to compete for the bus.
Memory choices
The only logical companion for an mos processor is
an mos random-access memory—or is it? mos memories
are volatile and at present rather expensive. Volatility
(loss of stored data when power turns off) isn't aserious
problem in large-scale computers, because the operating system can be reloaded from a magnetic disk or
other bulk storage unit when power is restored. But OEM
users of low-cost minicomputers usually don't have this
bulk storage available and need abattery backup at additional cost. In terms of cost, mos memory is competitive with ferrite-core memory only in small sizes or high
speeds.
Thus, because it is " logical," mos memory is available on the Naked Mini LS!. But because of these drawbacks, core memory is also available. The former comes
in modules of 1,024, 2,048 or 4,096 words and the latter
in either 4,096-word or 8,192 word capacities.
All five memory sizes and types are available on the
Naked Mini Lst's pc board. The storage medium (core
stack or mos circuits) is contained on a61
/2
by-71
/2
inch
pc board that plugs into aconnector on the main board
carrying the processor and related processor and
memory circuits. Additional modules of either core or
mos are available on separate boards.
Another piggy-back connector similar to the one
holding the memory is available for an option board
that carries teleprinter or CRT display controllers,
autoloader logic, or real-time clock, or any combination
of these. The real-time clock interrupts the processor at
intervals of 100 microseconds, 1or 10 milliseconds, or
twice the ac line frequency, as defined by ajumper on
the connector. It can also be driven by an external
source as an event counter.
The teleprinter controller operates over afull-duplex
line, including aremote motor on-off control, and it can
be equipped with the Electronic Industries Association
RS-232 standard voltage interface for use with a CRT
display.
The autoloader contains a program in a read-only
memory for loading auser's program from ateleprinter,
a paper-tape reader, a standard nine-track magnetic
tape or cassette, or amoving- head disk. It is acomplete
loading program, capable of working with any of the
five sources without modification, loading into any part
of the computer's memory as specified from the console,
with full error checking— as contrasted with the autoloaders used in most other computers, which first pull in
abare minimum bootstrap loader from the source and
then load the user's program into afixed location without error checking.
The Naked Mini LSI, complete on one card, might be
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used, say, in an intelligent terminal— perhaps even
within ateleprinter, an application that heretofore has
been only a gleam in the eyes of semiconductor
prophets. It also has many other applications that it can
perform without further expansion.
On the other hand, some applications will require
more than the 8,192-word maximum memory capacity
of the Naked Mini, or more input-output controllers.
Some users may want stand-alone capability, not possible with the Naked Mini. For these applications, the
Alpha Ls! is available.
In keeping with the basic design goals—low cost and
high performance—of the Naked Mini LS!, the Alpha
LSI consists of asteel chassis with an integral power supply and five horizontal double-card sockets interconnected via adouble-sided pc motherboard, plus system console. The Naked Mini fits Intd one of these
double sockets; the other four can handle additional
memory modules, input-output controllers, or other
equipment on single or double cards (up to four doubles
or eight singles). A wide variety of these options is available.
The Alpha's console
The Alpha LSI computer includes aconsole that stays
within cost goals consistent with the LSI processor, yet is
fully functional and reliable. For example, the switches
are flat membrane sandwiches designed as part of the
whole minicomputer project, not simply purchased off
the shelf. One contact of each switch is plated on the pc
card that holds the console logic and displays; an insulating sheet with holes punched at the switch position is
placed over these contacts; and agrounded conductive
sheet is laid over the insulation. Finally a thin legend
sheet is laid over the conductive sheet to label the various switches.
This switch array has no moving parts, is very reliable, and is easy to manufacture. Similar switches are
available on the market from various vendors, but none
of them could supply a custom configuration at asuitable price in line with the cost goals of the rest of the
project. Switch vendors priced switches on aper-contact
basis, whereas a per-squareinch price is more appropriate for the membrane approach.
For entering and displaying data, the console has 16
switches and 16 light-emitting diodes, each arranged in
four groups of four. The diodes show the contents of a
particular word, bit for bit, permitting the programer to
observe individual bits, but the switches enter data in
hexadecimal code ( base 16 instead of base 10), in accordance with most programers' preference.
Actuating any one switch enters the corresponding
combination of four bits into the four right-most positions of the word, shifting the entire word to the left
four places. The entry is into aregister associated with
the console; when 16 bits have been entered (four hexadecimal digits), the console register contents are transferred either to the computer memory or to internal registers. For this operation the console acts as an inputoutput device, interrupting the processor and triggering
aconsole service routine in the microprogram of one of
the C chips. Data is output to the console in the same
way.
El
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Engineer's notebook
Among the now familiar features of complementaryMOs ics are low power consumption, wide power-supply voltage range, temperature stability, and high noise
immunity. Another not so obvious advantage of the cmos circuit, particularly the basic c-mos inverter, is

its ability to function with very few external components. This is especially evident when the c-mos inverter is used as the prime active element in aclock generator. Here are some design ideas that demonstrate the
versatility of the c-mos circuit.

CVOS minimizes the size
of crystal oscillators

1
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The improved manufacturing technology and dropping
costs of crystals, coupled with the advantages of cornplementary-mos, are making the crystal-controlled oscillator abetter design choice than the less accurate and
less stable RC and LC oscillators.
Ultraminiature quartz crystals can now be produced
with photolithographic techniques, such as those used
for making integrated circuits. This means that these
crystals can be manufactured in volume by batch processes at very low cost. They are rugged devices that are
shaped like tuning forks, typically measuring 150 to 250
mils long, 25 to 40 mils wide, and 1mil thick. These
crystals are available with operating frequencies as low
as 10 kilohertz and are excellent for fabricating hybridcircuit constructions.
For only afew dollars, ac-mos crystal oscillator (a),
which can be powered from asupply voltage between 3
and 9volts, can be built. And with the proper component selection, this oscillator will draw as little as 10 microamperes from a 5-v supply. Another low- power os-
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Perfect circuit mates. Crystals that are manufactured like ICs make ideal companion components for the conventional C-MOS inverter. Resulting low- power crystal oscillator is both small and inexpensive. Supply voltage can be 3 to 9 volts, as in ( a), or 9 to 15 V, as in ( b).
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cillator design ( b) can also be built to run from ahigher
supply voltage, from 9to 15 Y.
In both circuits, astandard c-mos inverter package is
used to make up the oscillator and buffer amplifier sections. Supply voltage VDD must be sufficiently greater
than the sum of the threshold voltages of the n- and pchannel mosFErs to provide a bias current for the amplifier. This current allows the circuit to develop enough
gain to start and maintain oscillation. For either circuit,
the driving voltage for the crystal must not exceed 2
peak to peak. The tables list typical component values
for two ranges of operating frequencies.
In oscillator ( b), an n-channel MOSFET is used in the
oscillator stage as well as the first stage of the buffer amplifier. Complementary MOSFETs form the output stage
of the buffer amplifier. The crystal-drive voltage is limited to between 0.6 and 1.4 Y. Supply voltage VDD can
be 5to 15 yfor frequencies of 10-60 kHz, and 9to 15
for frequencies over 60 kHz. The graph is aplot of the
average current drawn by this oscillator for various supply voltages and operating frequencies.
The components in each of the oscillators perform the
same functions. Resistor R1 sets the gain of the amplifier in the oscillator stage, thereby determining the circuit's output voltage and the crystal-drive level. This re-

CVOS holds down parts count
for digital clocks
by Sukhendu Das
Bell-Northern Research, Ottawa, Canada

sistor also reduces the current drain of the over-all
circuit. Its value depends on operating frequency and
supply voltage.
Resistor R2 is abiasing resistor, and it must be large
enough to avoid affecting the phase of the circuit's feedback network. Resistor R3 limits the crystal-drive level,
while providing avoltage that is large enough to drive
the first stage of the buffer amplifier. This resistor also
supplies the appropriate phase shift when the crystal
"tank" circuit is operated slightly below anti-resonance.
Resistor R4, as well as resistor 12,5 for oscillator (b),
determines the output voltages of the first and second
stages of the buffer amplifier, in addition to limiting the
current in the buffer amplifier. It must be large enough
to allow the amplifier to saturate, yet small enough to
give the amplifier sufficient drive capability.
Capacitor C1 sets the level of the crystal-drive voltage; it also provides the appropriate phase shift in the
feedback network. Capacitor C2 governs the input voltage of the oscillator stage; its value is optimized by trading off frequency stability against gain. The decoupling
capacitor, C3, is selected, along with resistor RI,to give
an RC time constant that isolates the circuit from lowfrequency noise. In the n-channel design, capacitor C3
can even be eliminated.

Quartz-crystal clock generators are usually employed
only when high frequency stability is required, because
the crystal and other close-tolerance components necessary for the circuit are expensive. However, for most
digital systems, aclock generator having an over-all frequency accuracy of just 0.1% provides sufficient immunity against changes in supply voltage and temperature.
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A two-component crystal oscillator that is ideal for
digital systems can be made with an inexpensive crystal—one having a tolerance of 0.1%—and a standard
complementary-mos inverter package. The operating
frequency of this simple clock generator can range from
500 kilohertz to 10 megahertz over a supply-voltage
range of 5to 15 volts.
For a nominal supply voltage of 10 V. the oscillator
exhibits afrequency change of less than 0.02% for supply variations as high as ±-50%. For a ±10% change in
the supply, the frequency varies less than 0.0015%. The
temperature range is -50°C to + 70°C.
The oscillator can easily be constructed as a hybrid
circuit by mounting the crystal in the same package as
the c-mos inverter IC. An even better approach is to use
the crystal as the substrate for ac-mos inverter chip.
As shown in Fig. 1, the circuit consists of a crystal,
which determines the frequency of oscillation, and three
c-mos inverters. To prevent the formation of an unwanted stable dc state, any resistance between 100
kilohms and 40 megohms may be inserted in the feedback loop. Since each inverter has an inherent delay, its
phase shift is not quite 180°. This delay, together with
that of the crystal's phase-shifting characteristic, can be
exploited to realize astable oscillator that does not need
any external capacitor or resistor.
Figure 1shows how output frequency changes with

supply voltage. If an RCA 4007AE inverter lc is used,
the highest stability is obtained when the circuit is operated from anominal voltage of 10 v for frequencies between 600 kHz and 5MHz. The nominal voltage should
be increased to 13.5 v for frequencies from 5to 10 MHz.
If an RCA TA5987 inverter ic is used instead, the nominal supply voltage can be kept at 10 V.
Figure 2 illustrates how frequency varies when capacitors of equal value are introduced at each of the inverter outputs. This increases the total time delay
through each inverter and changes the phase angle for
which the crystal has to compensate. The capacitance
introduced in this way also acts as aload on each inverter output. ( Load capacitance due to worst-case stray
capacitance is actually less than 20 pF.)
This two-component oscillator can produce square
clock pulses well within an over-all frequency tolerance
of 0.05%. Pulse rise and fall times are within 35 nanoseconds, and average power dissipation is 10 milliwatts
when the frequency is 1MHz and the supply is 10 V.
The circuit will function properly as long as the appropriate crystal frequency is selected, along with CMOS inverters or gates that have the correct propagation
delay and sufficient drive capability. The crystal chosen
must be damped against overtone and spurious oscillations. If aprecise mark-space ratio is needed, the output
may be buffered through asimple trigger flip-flop.
D
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Generating pulses
with C-MOS flip-flops
by F.J. Marlowe and J.P. Hasili
RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N.J.

A complementary-mos D-type flip-flop and just asingle
external resistor and capacitor form a handy edge- triggered one-shot. What's more, two of these one-shots will
form a simple gated oscillator when they are crosscoupled and a NOR gate is inserted in the feedback
path.
The c-mos flip-flop uses little power and can operate
from a wide range of power-supply voltages ( 3 to 15
volts). In addition, because of its high mos input impedance, the flip-flop allows very large resistance and capacitance values to be used. For instance, a gated oscillator circuit containing 1-megohm resistors and 500picofarad capacitors will have an output period of 20
minutes.
In the one-shot circuit of ( a), a positive transition on
the clock input switches the Q output from low to high.
which in turn charges capacitor C through resistor R.
When capacitor voltage. Ve ,reaches the flip-flop threshold for direct reset, the Q output returns to the low
state independently of the clock level, and capacitor C
discharges through resistor R.
The circuit works well for awide range of resistance

and capacitance values, but if resistor R is less than 4
kilohms. the Q output amplitude and rise time may be
badly degraded by the flip-flop's output impedance,
which is about 400 ohms. As a refinement, a diode can
be placed across resistor R to speed up the recovery
time of the capacitor discharge ( the dashed line in the
plot of capacitor voltage Ve ). This speed up in recovery
time is important— if a positive clock transition occurs
before the capacitor is fully discharged, the next oneshot pulse interval will be shorter than it should be.
By cross-coupling two of these one-shots, a convenient two-phase oscillator with complementary outputs
can be made with only a single dual flip-flop package.
The oscillator's output duty cycle can be varied by using
different RC time constants for each one-shot.
Furthermore, placing a NOR gate in the feedback
path, as shown in ( b), permits the oscillator to be gated.
When the gate input goes low, the oscillator is started
with the same phase each time. When the gate input returns to its high state, the oscillator completes the cycle
and then stops. Additional gating can also be provided
through the data ( D) inputs or the direct set ( S) inputs.
Diodes DI and Do fully discharge capacitors C1 and C2
after each half cycle, so that the oscillator's first few
cycles will last no longer than its steady-state cycles.
Since the charging rate of the capacitors in these circuits depends on the voltage of the power supply, timing stability and accuracy are functions of power-supply
regulation.
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Engineer's newsletter
Glass- silicon diodes
have class

Linear circuits
can make use
of M OS

The noise DVMs
cannot suppress

Finding a filter's
center frequency

A vital new
connection
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Builders of tuning circuits might check out anew class of semiconductors made from glassy materials that Innotech Corp. of Norwalk, Conn.
is developing. It has already built variable-capacitance diodes with
heterojunctions in glass-silicon semiconductor. Unlike all-silicon-junction diodes, these devices can easily achieve capacitances in excess of
3,000 picofarads. Their tuning ranges are better than 15:1 at operating
frequencies as high as 100 megahertz, so that one diode could tune
through the whole a-m audio range.
' Besides responding to changes in voltage, such adiode can also be
made sensitive to light. When used with a light source, it forms a
photozener that is free of leakage current and exhibits an extremely
sharp switching characteristic.

Many of the new IC designs for chopper-stabilized op amps make use
of mos linear gain blocks instead of the more conventional bipolar amplifiers in portions of their circuits. That's an idea that could catch on
for more general linearcircuit design. The input structure of an mos
device needs almost no input bias current so that the gain comes practically for free. True, mos amplifiers offer small gains compared to
bipolar devices, and they are too noisy to cascade. Combining mos on
the input with bipolar on the output would be the perfect answer, but
that means making the two processes compatible on the same chip, an
exercise that's under intense investigation at many semiconductor laboratories today.

One advantage of integrating-type digital voltmeters, such as the dualslope units, is their ability to suppress power-line noise. But since perfect suppression is obtained only at one frequency and power- line frequencies are not completely stable, the question arises: how much
short-term fluctuation is on apower line, and what is its effect on the
normal- mode rejection? The answer, according to Hewlett-Packard's
Application Note 158, " Selecting the right DVM," is that short-term
fluctuations of up to ±0.15% can be expected from anominal 60-hertz
line in North America, causing anormal-mode rejection of 56 decibels.

To find the center frequency of alowQ filter, it's better to measure the
circuit's phase shift than its amplitude response. Phase angle changes
rapidly with frequency in the vicinity of resonance, but amplitude
changes may well prove unmeasurable for small frequency deviations.
For Q = 2, for example, a 5% change in frequency causes an amplitude change of less than 0.01 decibel, while the phase shift is almost 3°.

If you need amatched- impedance connector for equipment that operates at frequencies up to 6gigahertz and can't afford a BNC or SMB
type, you'll be interested in the ALC-5 series of subminiature coaxial
connectors from Amphenol's RF division in Danbury, Conn. A push on version is now available, and snap-on types will be announced soon.
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The boxes may seem quite
similar. The specifications cari
appear identical. But when it
comes to performance, as seen on
a screen, the picture suddenly
changes.* Because that's where
the Wavetek 2001 shows its class.
The width of its crystal- controlled
markers is adjustable for wide- or
narrow- band operation and the

amplitude is always the same. The
equal spacing between markers is
an indication of the RF output
linearity. The kind of output you
need for precise work. The kind of
output most people will gladly
pay $ 1,695 to get.
•Measurement conditions for both units were the
same: 10 MHz harmonic markers measured directly
at the RF output connector using an HP Model
423A detector.

1 MHz to 1.4 GHz freq. range
+10dBm to — 80 dBm calibrated output
200 KHz to 500 MHz sweep width
P.I.N. diode leveling
Plug-in markers accurate to . 005%

Anyone who thinks sweep generators loo
must not be an oscilloscope.
Wavetek 2001.

A major competitor.

\‘‘‘ w
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INDIANA INCORPORATED
P.O. Box 190, 66 North First Avenue
Beech Grove, Indiana 46107
Tel. ( 317) 783-3221 TWX 810-341-3226
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Chopperstabilized op amp fits in DIP
Two chips— one MOS and one bipolar— are built into single package;
device provides 130-dB gain, 25-V/ps slew rate; holds drift to 0.6 i
ii.V/°C
by Laurence Altman. Solid State Editor
Makers of integrated-circuit operational amplifiers have for years
been trying to build a device that
will give both low input characteristics ( for accuracy) and high electrical output values ( for good performance). That has led either to
chopper-stabilized units built in
bulky modules or to arrays of discrete devices that are expensive for
the user of the equipment to assemble.
But Texas Instruments Incorporated has now optimized input and
output parameters in asingle chopper-stabilized device that is housed
in a standard 14-pin dual in-line
package. The SN62/72088 consists
of two monolithic circuits mounted
in a single package—a bipolar chip
measuring 75 by 90 mils, and a
p-channel mos chip that is 73 by
108 mils. ( Harris Semiconductor is
in the final stages of developing a
single-chip chopper-stabilized op
amp [
Electronics. Oct. 9, 1972,
p. 35].
The performance of Ti's new 088
makes it one of the best generalpurpose lc op amps on the market
today. "With its high slew rate of 25
volts per microsecond and low input
current of 5nanoamperes, the 088 is
competitive in performance with the
best junction-FET-input IC units
available," says Mike Callahan, a
design specialist in Ti's linear devices group.
For high accuracy. Where the 088
pulls away from the JFET devices is
in its extremely low input offset
voltage. This value-0.075 millivolt—makes the new device at least
two orders of magnitude better than
the JFET units for such applicalions
as analog- to- digital converters.
sample- and-hold circuits, transducer
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amplifiers, bridge amplifiers, and
wherever else high accuracy is required.
A comparison of the 088 device
with other types of op amp that are
popular is shown below. For general-purpose applications, the relevant parameters of slew rate, input
current, and input offset voltage
comprise a figure of merit, defined
as slew rate divided by input current
times offset voltage. Using this formula, the 088 achieves a figure of
merit of 66.7, almost 50 times higher
than its closest competitor on the
market.
Complex circuit. Because of the
chopper-stabilized feature of the
088, its circuit is more complex than
is normally encountered in op amps,
but the offset voltage drift is avery
low 0.6 itv/°C.
Of its two chips, one contains all
of the circuit's bipolar devices: the
JFET input stages, and two amplifiers. One of the amplifiers has three
gain stages, the first of which has
very low gain so as to reflect aminimum Miller-effect capacitance to
the input, and the second and third

of which have high gain so that the
over-all gain is about 100 dB at dc.
The second amplifier, which has one
high-gain stage, is used as a lowpass integrator as well as to control
a differential current source that
knows the offset voltage of the first
amplifier. Thus, the second amplifier is responsible for the 088's impressive offset voltage characteristics.
Five analog switches. The second
chip contains the mos logic and
linear amplifiers. Included are a
clock generator,, flip-flop dividers,
decoding and analog-switch drivers,
and five analog switches for the
chopper, demodulation, and
sample-and- hold circuits.
The SN62088 is specified for operation from —25° to 85° C, and the
second version, the 72088, for 0 to
70° C. Delivery time for evaluation
quantities is eight weeks. Prices in
quantities of 25 to 99 are $ 120.75
each for the SN62 type, and
$69.80 for the 72088.
Texas Instruments Incorporated, Inquiry Answering Service, P.O. Box 5012, M/S 308,
Dallas, Texas [338]

COMPARISON OF OP AMPS
Device

Unity-gain
Input
Input offset
Figure
slew rate
current
voltage
of merit
(Wps, typical) ( nA, max) ( mV, max) ( nA x ns)

/41

0.5

500

5

0.0002

101A

0.5

75

2

0.00333

108A

0.1

0.5

0.1

725A

0.005

75

0.5

0.000133

770

2.5

15

4

0.04166

500

5

0.012

531

30

2

740

6

0.2

20

8007

6

0.2

20

118

70

088

25

250
5

4
0.075

1.5
1.5
0.07
66.67

All specifications at 25°C.
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Packaging & production

Scanner spots
failure modes
Infrared thermal imaging
system has high resolution
for screening pc boards

functions. Display modes include
normal (unprocessed analog signal),
contours ( bright constant-temperature lines), and line scan, which displays temperature vs position. The
thermal image can be video-recorded and played back over the
system, since— like the standard Tv
recorder—the unit has a 60-cycle
scan rate. Price of the 810 is $24,800,
and delivery time is 60 days.
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Apollo Lasers Inc., 6357 Arizona Circle, Los
Angeles, Calif. 90045 [ 394]

Kelvin blade probes
hybrid circuits

Dynarad Inc., 1416-20 Providence Highway,
Norwood, Mass. 02062 [391]

With a thermal resolution of
0.05xC, an infrared imaging system
developed by Dynarad Inc., Norwood, Mass., is said to provide exceptional precision for searching-out
"hot spots" and failure modes in a
variety of applications including the
screening of circuit boards.
The system, called the model 810,
includes adigital readout and variable fields of view and display
modes.
Eugene L. Zuch, marketing engineer at Dynarad, says the thermal
resolution is due to a combination
of state-of-the-art electronics and
use of amercury-cadmium- telluride
photodetector that is cooled to liquid-nitrogen temperature to give the
proper spectral response and sensitivity. To assure stable operation
and correct, linearized output, the
signal is referenced to ablack- body
source once during each scan line.
Field of view is variable in 5'
steps from 10' by 10° to 25' by 25°,
controlled by a switch. "With the
810, you can be up close and still get
awide-angle view," says Zuch. The
camera head can rotate from 0° to
90°, and the focus is motorized.
For high thermal resolution, the
scan rate in the new model is 60
lines per second. Frame time is selectable from 1 to 16 seconds per
frame, resulting in thermal pictures
of 50 to 800 lines. Instantaneous
field of view is 1.7 milliradians.
The 810 can cover arange of - 50°
to 450°C, or 0° to 500°C, and the
difference-temperature
range
is
from 1° to 200 C. A calibrated gray
scale and a temperature- range indicator are to the left of the 3-by-3inch display.
The system has three basic display modes and five video display

are synchronized with the table
movement so that the scoring mechanism is independent of the work
table's speed. Price is $27,900.

Preformer processes
axial- lead components
With adjustable speeds of up to
1,500 components per hour, an
automatic preforming machine processes axial-lead components of any
size. The model ZZ3 unit offers an
adjustable chute and adjustable

A true Kelvin blade is designed to
probe thin- and thick-film and hybrid circuits. The photo shows a
probe card using two 3-mil-thick,
rm
o

6

II
e«

ïteqe--„e,
hardened, heat-treated, gold-plated
blades separated by 0.5 mil of dielectric. Kelvin blades are desirable
when testing low-resistance circuits,
100 ohms or less. Use of the probe
eliminates the need for two separate
probes and two separate alignment
operations, and it is useful in lasertrimming of resistors. Price is based
on number of probes and circuit
type.
Microdynamics, 9855 Dupree, S. El Monte,

dies, and forms and cuts the component into its final configuration,
making it ready for wave-soldering.
The machine is air-operated.
Manix Manufacturing, Box 65, 925 Pennsylvania Blvd., Feasterville, Pa. 19047 [ 395]

Laser scriber permits
speeds to 6 inches a second
Designed for line scribing of ceramic substrates, alaser scriber designated the 340 operates at speeds
from 4 to 6 inches per second. The
system uses apulsed CO 2 laser and
can cut or drill awide variety of dielectric materials. Scribing can be
up to 40 mils thick, and laser pulses

Calif. 91733 [397]

Machine places 500 chips
per hour on substrates
A production machine designed to
place microelectronic chips on substrates previously screened with
epoxies or gold pastes is called the
model CP222. Suitable for use with
Ls!, mos, diodes, transistors, LEDs,
chip capacitors or resistors, and for
multiple-chip placement in hybrids,
the machine mounts 400 to 500
chips per hour. Features include micrometer adjustments on X and Y
axes, magnetic stop and lock on the
slide table, adjustable die column,
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EAD'S
SURE THING MACHINES

STANDOFFS
AND

SPACERS

4
-

In rotating components, you can bet
on EAD for quallIty, performance, reliability. Aful line
of motors— gear induction, hysteresis,
reluctance, polarized
synchronous, torque
and servo. Stepping
motors. Tachometer
alternators. Fans and
blowers. From a heritage of military specs to
today's exacting applications in computers and peipherals, business machines,
recorders, photo typesetters,
and more. Don't leave it all to
chance— get our tip sheet, free!

Over 200 assorted sizes and styles cataloged
for you to choose from. Available in Aluminum,
Brass and Phenolic, tapped or thru-hole. Immediate delivery from stock. Free engineering
service for your special requirements.
NEW FREE CATALOG ON REQUEST
Manufacturers of Standardized Hardware for Electronics

KIE.VS -r-c)Ni

Eastern Air Devices, Inc.

ELECTRONICS CORP.

Dover. N H 03820 • ( 603) 742-3330 • TWX ( 51)31297-4454

Syn & Ind Motors • Gearmotors • Fans» Blowers

49 Bleecker Street • New York. N.Y. 10112
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Sealed Switch Module.
Completely sealed and/
or RFI shielded.

Miniature Add/Subtract
Pushbutton units retrofit most mini- thumbwheel switch panel
openings. Pat. tt 3,435,167.
gy_
Aar
*mew

Series SL ( Pat. Pending)
Linear Slide Switch. Up to 100 or
more positions. Mounts EITHER
left/right OR up/down. Single or
multiple position selectors.
Series TSM Mini Thumbwheel switch mounts on
/ " centers. Retrofits
2
1
most miniature thumbwheel switch panel
openings.

No Down-Time Rotary
Switch. 5-Second wafer replacement. Mfd. under
Tabet U.S. Patent 2,956,131
& others.

Series SP Rotary Switch. Economical,
flexible,
compact.
More options on one wafer
than previously available.

CDI earns its reputation every day for Consistently High Quality, Consistently Good Delivery. Request catalog.

CHICAGO DYNAMIC INDUSTRIES, INC.
PRECISION PRODUCTS DIVISION
1725 Diversey Blvd., Chicago, Illinois 60614
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Phone ( 312) 935-4600, TELEX 25-4689
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Here's a small, rew IC multiplier which will significantly reduce engineering time, production time and component costs.
Burr- Brown's new 4203 multiplier/divider is self-contained,
it requires no time-consuming trimming, no additional components. Prior to final packaging, the 4203 is actively laser
trimmed and guaranteed to its rated accuracy with no external
amplifiers, resistors or pots.

In addition to four- quadrant multiplication, the 4203 also performs division and square- rooting of analog signals. Its fast
slew rate and 1 MHz bandwidth are key factors in applications where delay and phase shift need to be minimized. A
zener-regulated reference is incorporated to reduce sensitivity
to supply voltage variations. The unit is also available with
MIL- Std- 883 screening.
Burr- Brown also has a variety of other IC and discrete multipliers which offer specific advantages for various applications
situations.
MODEL NO.
Type

4203K
IC

42011
IC

42028
Discrete

4200
Discrete

Total Error ( Max)
With Trim

—

1%

2%
—

—

Without Trim

1%

0.1%
0.2%

Slew Rate

25V/µsec

25V/µsec

25V/µsec

0.3V/µsec

Bandwidth

1 MHz

1MHz

1MHz

7 KHz

Package

TO- 100

TO- 100

module

module

Price, 1-24

$39.00

$22.50

$45.00

$129.00

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION, use this publication's reader
service card or call Burr- Brown.

BURR- BROWN

RESEARCH CORPORATION
International Airport Industrial Park • Tucson, Arizona 85706
TEL 602 294 1431. TWA 910 952•1111•0481.1 613RCORP

CHICAGO OFFICE ( 312) 832-6520
UNITED KINGDOM OFFICE: Watford WD1 8BY

PHONE 33080/30336

Burr-Brown multipliers
deliver what they promise!
/DA
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Low Cost
Power
For Modules and IC's

New products

L
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low-cost modular power

and adjustable pick-up arm. Price is
$1,700 plus $440 for optics and illuminator.

supplies offers outstanding

Laurier Associates Inc, 550 Newtown Rd.,

economy and flexibility. Dual

Littleton, Mass. 01460 [393]

Burr- Brown's new line of small,

supplies are available with
outputs from f.12Vdc to -±26Vdc
and current ratings of -±25mA
to ±- 200mA as well as 5Volt

Modular terminals are for

logic supplies rated from 250mA
to 1.0 amp and awide variety

control, command circuits

of DC- DC converters. A few of
the more popular models are
listed below.
-2L15VDC
DUAL
SUPPLIES

RATED
REGULATION PRICE
OUTPUT
No load to ( 1-9)
Current ( mm.) full load (max.)
-25mA
-±-50mA
±100mA
±-200mA

550
551
552
553

A line of modular terminals for
high-density wiring applications are
particularly aimed at uses in control

±0.
1%
$23.00
±0.05% $37.02
±0.05% $49.00
±-0.
05 %
$69.00

5VDC
LOGIC
SUPPLIES
560
561
562

Thermo Eectric, Saddle Brook, N.J. 07662
[398]

DIP sockets offer
easy insertion
A line of 14- and 16-pin dual in-line
sockets incorporates atapered entry
way for simplified automatic or
manual insertion. The wide, chamfered entry accommodates slightly
bent or misaligned component pins
and guides them to strong goldplated beryllium-copper contacts.
The sockets accommodate either
0.010- by- 0.020- inch
rectangular
leads or round leads up to 0.024 in.
in diameter. The sockets are 0.150
in. high. Price in lots of 1,000 is 34
cents each for the 14-pin version
and 37 cents for the I6-pin type.
Vector Bectronics Co.,

12460 Gladstone

Ave., Sylmar, Calif. 91342 [ 399]
250mA
500mA
100A

-±0.1% $ 39.00
±0.1% $47 00
-220.1% $ 67 00

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION use
this publication's reader service
card or contact Burr- Brown.

mal BB
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in power plants, engine test stands,
and so forth. The units may be
stacked.

EARCH

CORPORATION

and command circuits. The units are
rated at 300 volts and 27 amperes.
Each terminal can be snapped on
and off a prepunched rail individually, without disturbing its neighbors. Density is 50 units per foot
rail. The terminals require no connections, and all live parts are protected.
Hathaway Industries Inc, Box 45381, South-

Test points, jacks built
for high-density circuits
A line of test jacks and test points is
for use in high-density electronics
assemblies where test readings are
desirable or necessary at selected
circuit spots. Many of the miniature

east Sta., Tulsa, Oklahoma 74145 [ 396]
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Thermocouple connector
meets 1,000 Fambients
Applications with ambient temperatures to acontinuous level of 850°F
and an intermittent level of 1,000°F
are met by a thermocouple connector made of silicone reinforced with
glass fiber. The connector will not
crack when dropped, and its combination of impact strength and temperature resistance makes it suitable
for use in demanding applications

127 on reader service card
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points can be used with flexible circuitry, and they can also be used as
receptacles for jack-in connections
between components or chassis.
Sealectro Corp., Circuits Hardware Div

Ma-

maroneck, N.Y. 10543 [ 400]
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New products
Semiconductors

IC firm enters
module market
National's first is a
100- milliampere supply for
operational amplifiers
While integrated circuits have cut
deeply into such analog module
markets as FET-input amplifiers and
high-speed buffers, modular power
supplies contain transformers and
have remained the province of mod-

ule makers. But that too will change
soon when National Semiconductor
Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., goes into
the modules business, using its own
semiconductor products to undercut
the established price structure by
about 25%.
National's first module is a dualoutput, 100-milliampere power supply for operational amplifiers. According to Dean L. Coleman, National's hybrid lc marketing
manager, this module will likely be
followed by a 1-ampere bipolarlogic supply, an mos supply with a
300-mA output at 5volts and a 100mA output at - 12 V, and amos supply that converts + 5 V dc to - 12 V
at 100 mA.
Coleman has pegged the op-amp
supply's price at $ 35 in small quantities, and at $ 29.95 in lots of 100 to
999 units. Presently, 100-mA supplies sell for about $49.
The price cut is primarily due to
the use of monolithic voltage regulators, with output levels fixed by
circuitry on the chip rather than by
discrete components. Two of them—
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one with a 15-v output at a minimum of 100 mA dc, and the other a
-15-v, 100-mA type ( LM 320 and
LM 340)—comprise most of the opamp supply. They are assembled
with asmall ac transformer, adiode
rectifier, and filter capacitors on a
printed circuit that goes into astandard module package measuring 2.5
by 3.5 by 1.25 inches.
Ironically, when the fixed-output
regulators went into production last
winter, National tried first to get the
major module manufacturers to buy
them. "We argued they would cut
costs and improve reliability," Coleman recalled, "but the module companies said the ICs were not as
cheap as cordwood designs."
Cordwood refers to atype of assembly, made primarily with .axial-lead
components, that resembles a miniature stack of firelogs.
Like most recently developed
monolithic regulators, the National
devices have protective features not
usually found in assembled regulators. Chip elements monitor operating temperature and output voltage and current, preventing thermal
runaway and keeping the supply in
a safe operating area. The outputs
are also protected against system
shorts, like conventional regulators.
In other respects, National's opamp supply is aplug-in replacement
for Analog Devices' 902 supply and
nine similar modules manufactured
by other companies. It is called the
PSM6501.
Says Coleman, "We can make a
profit at $ 35 because we don't have
to mark up the diodes and regulators—we make them."
National Semiconductor Corp., 2900 Semiconductor Dr., Santa Clara, Calif. 95051

Tuning diodes are for
uhf, vhf applications
A series of five silicon voltage-variable-capacitance tuning diodes are
designated the TIV21, 22 and 23 for
uhf applications and the TIV24 and
25 for vhf applications. Total capacitance at 25 volts is 2.5 picrofarads for the 21, 2.8 pF for the 22 and
23. 7.5 pF for the 24, and 6.5 pF for

the 25. Reverse voltage and reverse
current for each device are 30 volts
and 100 nanoamperes, respectively.
Price ranges from $ 1.20 to $ 1.55 in
quantities of 100 to 999.
Texas Instruments Incorporated, Box 5012,
M/S 308, Dallas, Texas 75222 [ 351]

Power transistor delivers
60 watts of rf power
A broadband linear power transistor
delivers 60 watts of radio frequency
power from a 28-volt supply. The
model C2M60-28 can be operated
class A, AB. B, or C. The unit covers
the range of 225 to 400 megahertz
and can be used for military applications. Guaranteed to withstand
infinite VSWR at all phase angles
when operated at 400 MHz and 60
w, the unit offers single-chip construction in aceramic stripline package. Price is $ 103 in quantities of
100 to 499 and $ 125 for 1to 99.
Communications Transistor Corp., 301

In-

dustrial Way, San Carlos, Calif. 94070 [ 413]

Op-amp flip-chips eliminate
wire, beam- lead bonds
The MCCF series of linear flip-chip
operational amplifiers offers singlestep mechanical and electrical attachment but does not require use
of bonding equipment since the design does without wire bonds and
beam-lead bonders. The chips can
instead be simultaneously attached
by a reflow-solder operation. This
feature also eliminates the need to
subject an entire hybrid assembly to
possible damage by die- bonding
temperatures. Price for 100- to 900lots ranges from $ 1.25 to $4.
Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc., Box
20912, Phoenix, Ariz. 85036 [ 414]

Amplifier puts out
6watts at 14.4 volts
Designated TBA810S, an audio
power amplifier puts out 6watts at
14.4 volts into a 4-ohm load, at
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Does your plant
have an air
about it?
Economical, high- efficiency Master Electronic
Air Cleaners . . . the world's widest selection.
Each model features a Multi- Stage process that
removes smoke, odors, dust, and other particulate
matter to create a healthy, fresh atmosphere in
offices or assembly areas. Employees work
refreshed and precision, contaminate-free production is assured. And, in many cases, Master
Air Cleaners satisfy all OSHA requirements!

re-lampable
indicators are
4=1
Mitai
Marco-Oak
QT Series
incandescent,
neon, and
LED indicators

=11111

Contact your Master representative or write for
free full line brochure.

E

Long- life reliability
11] Simplified press- in panel mounting
E All popular lens colors and styles
Ill Distributor on- shelf availability now
'Actual size shown

MARCO-OAK
Subsidiary of OAK Industries Inc.
MAF
High Capacity

ME-90
Portable

ff1115TER
OffaWee, eetPeatieli-

P.O. Box 4011
207 S. Helena Street, Anaheim, Calif. 92803
Tel. ( 714) 535-6037 • TWX — 910-591-1185

Racine, Wisconsin 5.3403

In Canada, contact Martin Industrial Soles,
P.O. Box 576, 4445 Harvest Road, Burlington, Ontario.
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DO YOU THINK YOU CAN CONSTRUCT
THIS CIRCUIT IN 17 MINUTES*?

New products

+6V

!cum
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.LATCH

SN7490

"ti_me TEST

SN7475

SN7447
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voltage there is protection
against short circuit and accidental
overload. Typical applications of
the device, which operates with supply voltages from 4 to 20 V, are in
car radios with 3.2- or 4-ohm speakers; ship-to-shore radios; and any
other application where high power

which
LEO
DISPLAY

2
14

CLOCK

_L
*Circuit constructed by E&L Instruments Engineering
"Dept., using standard components and Elite-3, in 17
minutes, 8 seconds.

YOU CAN WITH THE

elite • 3

BREADBOARDING DESIGN SYSTEM
If time is valuable, the versatile ELITE-3 is a must for your lab. Test,
design, layout any component combination, ICs, discretes, etc., without
soldering! Eliminate expensive jumpers; use #22 gage solid wire. All
components are reusable. The ELITE-3 includes independent circuit
monitor logic lights, isolated toggles and pushbuttons, universal component acceptance, plus more . . . and costs only $350.
Interested? Write or phone today for complete literature on ELITE-3
and other inexpensive. quality E&L circuit design aids.

in

o

output, low operating voltage and
low idle current are required. The
TBA810S is supplied in a 12-lead
quad in-line plastic package with
external cooling tabs to fit printedcircuit boards. Price is $4.50 in
quantities of 1to 99.
SGS-Ates Semiconductor Corp., 435 New-

E&L INSTRUMENTS, INCORPORATED
61 First St., Derby, Conn. 06418
Telephone: 203/735-8774

tonville

Ave

Newtonville,

Mass.

02160

[415]
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Decoder- driver designed
for LED displays

Uninterruptible Power Systems
Totally Self- Contained
Compact package includes battery charger, batteries, inverter, automatic transfer
switch and all required control circuitry. Back-up time can be extended by external

Fairchild

batteries. Many optional features are available.

Part No

Back-Up
Time

3151-1
3152-1
2529-1

15 minutes
20 minutes
15 minutes

List
Price

Typical
Delivery

$1825
2450
3950

2weeks
2weeks
4weeks

•Internal sealed batteries
•Proven dependability
•High efficiency

and

Instrument

Components

Corp.,

Group,

464

Ellis St., Mountain View, Calif. 94040 [ 419]

Microminiature zeners
conserve pc- board space

SOLUTIONS
POWER

TO

PROBLEMS

ELECTRONICS

130

Camera

Semiconductor

•95 to 130 Vac input

Other models from 300 VA to 10,000 VA

3855 Ruffin Road, San Diego, CA 92123

A monolithic TTL medium-scale integrated circuit is specifically designed to decode and drive LED
seven- segment displays directly
without external components. The
device is designated the 9368 and is
for use with the company's FND-79
/4
1
inch displays and is also compatible with other common-cathode
LED digits. The unit includes ahighspeed 4-bit latch for storing input
data, a 1-of- 16 decoder, aseven-segment encoder, and output components that source 19 mA of current
at 1.6 V. Price in lots of 100 to 999 is
$2.90.

Phone ( 714) 279-0831

Circle 130 on reader service card

A 3watt microminiature zener is
designed to replace large studmounted or axial-lead devices with

TWX (910) 335-1526
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For 29e.
How Good
Can This New Reed Relay Be?
0,

10-01110,1

DAMN GOOD!
Our new lA Series offers Mil Q 9858A specs at the
lowest commercial prices: Hermetically sealed coil's
—Magnetically shielded for high density packing—
Switches 1amp or 250V (a 20 watts — Coil voltages
of 1, 3, 5, 6, 10, 12, & 24 volts— Contact resistance
less than 100 milliohms — Micro size .
275" OD x
.950" long.
How do we do it at that price? Our secret is patent
pending.

FREE SAMPLES
to letterhead or phone requests.

Electronic Applications Co.
2213 Edwards Ave.
So. El Monte, Calif. 91733
(213) 442-3212
Known for quality
Circle

Dialight
sees a
need:
(Need: An optoisolator that isolates, \
switches, and cuts noise too. )

See
Dialight.
leb,0
Actual size
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Dialight's optoisolators interface between logic circuits, replacing
relays and pulse transformers. They combine a light sensitive
semiconductor with a light-emitting diode and the result provides:
ground- loop isolation; common- mode noise rejection; fast microsecond switching speeds that are 1000 times faster than mechanical relays; wide operating temperature range with no moving
contacts to stick; long life; compatibility with DTL and TTL integrated circuits; vibration and shock resistance; a small IC size for
mounting on printed-circuit boards; frequency response from DC
to 100 kHz. To find out how you can apply these extraordinary
isolators to your electronic, control, or industrial processing applications send for your free Dialight optoisolator data sheets.

TWO

New

SCRs

from NATIONAL ELECTRONICS
featuring
• Patented Regenerative Gate
• High di/dt with low power gate drive
F-390 850 A RMS, 500-1300 V. DC motor
control and power supplies.
F-395 700 A RMS,100-600V. Fast switch—
ing, high frequency for inverter use.

@
Circle

NATIONAL ELECTRONICS
c varian

division

geneva, illinois 60134 ( 312) 232-4300

167 on reader service card

17/ALIGHT

Dialight Corporation, A North American Philips Company
60 Stewart Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11237 ( 212) 497-7600
Circle

131

on reader service card
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New products

FIRST YOU GET GOOD.
THEN YOU GET BIG.

a package smaller than most 1
4 -w
/
devices. The units measure 0.155 in.
long and 0.085 in. in diameter and
use atriple-passivated voidless construction. Reverse-current limits can
be specified as low as 25 nA at 70%
of zener voltage. Price of the zeners

ranges from 70 cents each to $ 1.40
in quantities of 100. Delivery is
from stock.
Microsemiconductor Corp., 2830 S. Fairview St., Santa Ana, Calif. 92704 [ 416]

Bus- line driver/receiver
is for party-line operations «

Three years ago, we weren't much of afactor in the printed circuit board business. About
the only thing we had going for us was quality. Some people said it was the best quality
in the business. And the word started getting around. Today, we're the largest proprietary
manufacturer of printed circuit boards in the United States. With five manageable plants.
And avolume in the tens of millions. But we never forget the way we got where we are today.
We still aim to produce the highest quality circuit boards on the market, .
hen, deliver them
to- specification and on time. We're still good And happily. we're still growing.
•
(Li !mi

le

ION

3475 Edward Avenue, Santa Clara, California 95052 • ( 408) 249-0464
ManufacturIng facIlltles located , n Santa Clara, Stockton and Santa Ana

Circle 132 on reader service card
Why mess around when you
can have the ELECTRONICS
BOXER clean up your
copies— keep them in top
condition.
And, it's easy and

inexpensive to keep the
ELECTRONICS BOXER in
your corner. Just complete
the coupon and mail. Your
order will be processed
immediately, postpaid.

son PI, Sunnyvale, Calif 94086 [ 418]

Monolithic multiplier-divider

A monolithic multiplier-divider provides a guaranteed maximum multiplying error of 1% and a ±
- 10-v
output swing without the need for
external trimming resistors or an
output operational amplifier. Designated the AD532, the device, whose

Please send me: D boxes @ $4.25 each;
D 3boxes @ $ 12.00; D 6 boxes @ $22.00
My check or money order is enclosed.
Name
Address

132

Advanced Micro Devices Inc., 901 Thomp-

needs no external trimming

ELECTRONICS BOXER
Jesse Jones Box Corporation
2250 E. Butler St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19137

1
2ity

A combination bus- line driver and
receiver is designed for high-speed
party- line operations. The Am26S12
and Am26S12A transceivers, built
with Schottky-clamped transistors,
offer driver current-sinking capability of 100 milliamperes at a maximum of 0.8 volt. The current sink
capability of the drivers, coupled
with high input impedance of the
receivers, allows as many as 200 devices to be connected to a 100-ohm
double-terminated bus line. Price
ranges from $ 1.95 to $6.40 in 100quantities, depending on temperature range and packaging.

State

Zip
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Q.1 Who just slashed RTV adhesive/sealant prices?
Q.2 Is there an easy way to improve TV reception?
Q.3 How can Icut prototype mold costs by 25%?
Q.4 What's a practical way to protect delicate parts from shock?

Al GE did. By as much
as 12%. Which means
you can now use one-part
RTN/ silicone engineering grade
adhesive/sealants without paying a
premium. So why compromise? Specify GE RTV-102 (white), 103 ( black),
108 (clear) or 109 ( metallic). And you'll meet industry,
government, UL and food-grade requirements. Circle Reader Service No. 91.

A3 Use GE RTV-700, the
strong, two-part silicone mold-making
compound that needs no postbake,
cures in 24 hours and has the high tear
strength and
elongation
o reproduce
precision
parts quickly and
accurately. Circle Reader
Service No. 92.

A2 Definitely. With GE Silicone
Rubber. It improves TV set per
formance because its electrical properties are far /
superior to
those of
other
elastomers.
And because it takes
less material to do the
job with silicone rubber, you save space
and weight. Fire resistance? GE Silicone
Rubber meets all the latest TV industry safety requirements. It's perfect for wire insulation, corona rings and
anode caps. Circle Reader Service No. 93.

A4 With GE RTV-619 Silicone
Gel. It cures at room temperature into a clear, resilient,
dielectric gel cushion
for circuitry and for protecting electronic assemblies. RTV-619 cures without
exotherm and can withstand
temperatures from — 65°C to
+150°C.
\`
Circle
Reader
Service
No. 94.

For all the details, write: Section AY6383
Silicone Products Dept., General Electric Co., Waterford, N.Y. 12188.

GENERAL

fG ELECTRIC

nswer.
Electronlcs/June 7,1973

"See Reader Service Numbers above"
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New products

Super Small, 12- Bit

deposited thin-film resistors are
laser-trimmed directly on the circuit
chip, multiplies in four quadrants
with a transfer function of XY/10;
divides in two quadrants with a
10Z/X transfer function; and
square- roots in one quadrant with a
transfer function of ± the square

D/A Converter
DAC371I-12
• ± 0.025% Linearity
•
•
•
•

Complete and Ready- to- Use
Binary or BCD Coding
All Hermetic Components
TTL/DTL Compatible

$35.

in singles

The current output DAC371I-12 — the smallest 12 bit D/A converter on the market — has
been especially designed for the size and priceconscious engineer. The unit is so small
(1.1" x 1.7" x 0.4") that it only takes up the size of two standard 16 pin IC sockets. And,
it's priced right too, selling for $35.00 in singles.
The DAC uses some significant new proprietary breakthroughs in component technology
to achieve this size and cost. Nonetheless, the unit is complete with precision resistor
ladder, switches, and a high accuracy internal reference, and just requires ±-15V power for
operation. Contact us for full details.

HYBRID SYSTEMS CORPORATION
111.

root of 10Z. Price for 1to 24 units
ranges from $26 to $60, depending
on multiplying error and temperature range.
Analog Devices Inc., Rte. 1, Industrial Park,
Box 280, Norwood, Mass. 02062 [ 417]

87 Second Avenue, Northwest Industrial Park, Burlington. Mass. 01803
Telephone: 617-272-1522

TWX: 710-332-7584

Write lor our new data com.ersion products catalog

SCR turns off

Circle 134 on reader service card

in 12 microseconds

IMOCI[0111
PUNCH.

A 25-ampere-rms inverter SCR,
called the model CS 4.9, features a
turn-off time of 12 microseconds,
permitting the use of small, inexpensive commutating components
in circuits for motor control and battery charge applications, for example. The device is available to
600 NI, and 220-v units are priced at
$3.49 in lots of 100.
Brown Boveri Corp., 1460 Livingston Ave.,
N. Brunswick, N.J. 08902 [ 420]

fr'‘

eve

Our 9640 Printing Punch is really a "knockout"; it's fast, versatile
and fully buffered too. Not only can the 9640 punch and/or print 96
column cards at 120-240 cpm, but it can also be equipped with
an optional 1000 cpm pre-punch read feature!
And the 9640 can be combined with any of our eight other 96
column punched card peripherals to provide full I/O flexibility
and growth for progressive OEM's. If you want to build systems
that'll K.O. your competition, contact Decision Data -- the world's
largest independent supplier of 96 column card equipment.
THE !HMO: Another NoperMachiste from Decision Data.

'
<> DECISION DATA'
100 WITMER ROAD. HORSHAM. PENNA
(215)874-3300 0 TELEX 83-1471

134
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Relays shown actual size.

Our R10 relay series offers designers
a whole family of AC and DC industrial relays that combine extraordinary versatility of application, the
reliability of telephone-type relays,
plus small size ( less than a cubic
inch). They are widely used in
copiers, computer peripherals, business machines, and precision instruments.
These relays have so many options that each model may literally
be designed by you to meet your particular needs. This single family of
relays, with many common mechanical dimensions and mounting techniques, cover the whole range of
switching loads from dry circuit to
10 amperes, 28 VDC, 120 VAC. There
are terminal styles for octal plug,

solder, or pc board mounting. And,
sockets mt, Idol design options even
more.
R10 relays can be ordered with
Fortin A. B, C and D contacts and
up to 8 Fon.n C. Recognized by
Underwriters Laboratories under file
42810. R10 relays have acontinuous
power dissipation of 2.2 watts maximum. Standard sensitivity is 125
miliwatts per pole ( more sensitive
units available on special order).
Electrical life ranges from 100,000 to
100 -niilion operations.
For complete information on R10
industrial relays, call your local
P&B Representative. Or, call or
write Potter & Brumfield Division
AME Incorporated, Princeton, Indiana 47670 Telephone 812 385 5251.

Solving switching problems is %what we're all about.

FREE PUZZLE*
Arrange the pieces so that no color
or shape is duplicated in any row,
column, or either diagonal. As an
engineer, you should solve this puzzle
in 27 minutes.
Like to try your hand at solving
the puzzle shown above? Ask your
P&B representative for one.
""'Bali- Buttons". (D Behavioral Sciences. Inc.

RIM
Potter & Brumfield
Circle 135 on reader sery ce card

You supply the transducers
and the computer...
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System 620 takes care of the rest
AWORD FRom

ouF&
AMPLI FIERPER.- CHANNEL

There's one of us for each
channel. We : solate transducer
signals right at the source. This
means lower noise, less
crosstalk, higher CMR,
high input impedance,
and continuous analog
outputs for each channel.
If one of us gets zapped
by atidal wave input,
the rest don't feel a
thing. You can set our
gain from 0.1 to 1,000
in the field with our
plug-in gain nodules.

OUR HIGH LEVEL
MUX CHIMES

IN

I'm FET & fast. I'm addressed sequentially or at random.
Then Izip data to our programmable
gain amplifier. It's your turn, amp.

OUR ADC GPEAKQ
HIS MIND
I'm responsible for the
50KHz throughput with 12 bit digital
output while my slower brother can
output 14 bits at 20KHz And my
sample & hold amplifier insures
accuracy with dynamic signals.

OUR CONTR.
OL 1-)&ic
DEMANDS EQUAL TIME
Using DTL/TTL logic. I'm the
one that makes it so easy to interface your computer with System 620.

IN UNISON
Ou ACTIVE
FILTER SPEAKs UP
Anyone in the know will
tell you that the place to filter is after
amplifying the signal. No wonder
I'm so active. Ilimit the signal
bandwidth, which reduces noise
and eliminates signal components
which produce aliasing errors. It's
easy to set my bandwidth from 1Hz
to 1KHz in the field with my little
plug-in module. System 620 puts the
cart ( that's me) after the horse,
where it belongs.
Circle 136 on reader service card

LE -rs -f-FEAR
FROM OUR
PROGRAMMABLE AMP
I'm fast too.
And my gain is also under computer
control. Ican increase the input
sensitivity of System 620 by 1, 2, 4,
10, 20 or 40. This allows our input
amplifiers to accommodate
maximum signal levels, while your
computer programs me for best
signal to noise ratio.

H!

Imagine, 64 amps & filters, a
MUX, a programmable amp, an ADC
& control logic in a7-inc`l rack cabinet for less than $ 150/channel. And
expandable to 256 or 2048 channels.
No wonder we're multiplying like
rabbits in installations everywhere.

EFF

INSTRUMENT ( 01PORNIION

1088 E. Hamilton Rd., Duarte, Calif. 91010
Tel. ( 213) 357-2281 TWX 910-585-1833

New products
where cable-laying can be difficult.
The model 729A laser module
(shown at left) has apeak output of
about 12 watts at 10 kilopulses per
second when used with a 9- mildiameter close-confinement laser.
Current drain is 300 microamperes
maximum quiescent at 12 volts dc,
One-way system includes
plus 15 microamperes per pulse per
second. The unit is compensated for
gallium- arsenide transmitter,
temperatures in the 0° to 150°F
avalanche photodetector
range. An internal wideband current probe is included. The model
A simple solution to relatively short- 7298 drive-charging supply is separange, line-of-sight data communi- rate, and it measures 3 by 2.63 by
1.25 in.
cations problems is offered by two
The model 728A photodetector
small modules. One is agallium-arsenide laser and drive, and the other and preamplifier module contains a
10-mil-diameter silicon avalanche
an avalanche photodetector with
photodetector (larger detectors are
available). The 728A provides a
100-to- 1 improvement in signal-tonoise ratio over a pi
n detector in
systems with anarrow field-of-view
and large bandwidth, according to
the company. A 15- MHz bandwidth
is standard and provides reception
of 30-nanosecond pulses. Signal-toamplifier. Together, they provide a noise ratio is 1with a0.58-nanowatt
one-way data link with a range up optical signal. Bandwidths to 50
to 20 miles. The transmitter handles MHz are optional, though with lower
10,000 pulses per second, while the sensitivity. The model 728B power
receiver has a wider, 15- megahertz supply is external, and measures
bandwidth and can be used at 2.95 by 1.4 by 1.2 in. It requires 7
higher data rates with cooled diode milliamperes at 12 volts.
All units are fully shielded for
lasers or other sources.
Price for each is about $ 300, a low noise.
fifth that of other modules on the
Price is $350 for the complete
market, says Duncan Campbell, transmitter, $295 for the receiver.
president of American Laser Sys- American Laser Systems Inc., 106 James
Fowler Rd., Santa Barbara Airport, Goleta,
tems.
The modules are 1.125 inches in Calif. 93017 [ 361]
diameter and about 1.2 in. long.
They are designed to slide back and
forth for focusing in a tubular Modem card
mount. To simplify this operation,
both the laser and detector are sells for $ 50
mounted for maximum response in
the center axis perpendicular to the A modem card is designed to sell in
face of the module. Relatively the $50 range and is compatible
with Bell series 103F. The device is
simple external lenses are suitable.
Campbell says that range for the intended for use in multipoint
polled data nets, as well as in appliunits is naturally dependent on atmospheric conditions as well as op- cations such as credit-card, security,
tics. Rain and snow aren't much of a point-of-sale, and credit verification
problem, but fog and smog can limit systems. Features include answer-or
range. The equipment seems most originate-mode frequencies, carrier
attractive for distances of a few detection and request-to-send. The
miles—between plants or buildings unit operates on four-wire private
in large facilities, for example, lines and requires aminimum of fil-

Data handling

Laser provides

20- mile link

fit
d
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tering.
Novation Inc., 18664 Oxnard St., Tarzana.
Calif. 91356 [ 363]

Teleprinter operates to
30 characters asecond
The model 9030 teleprinter uses a
matrix impact printhead and offers
operating speeds of 10, 15 or 30
characters per second. Other features include a 132-column print capacity, full ASCII code; half- and
full-duplex local operation; odd,
even or no-parity error detection;

T=ree
and an Rs232C interface. Price is
from $2,895 for a single unit to
$1.955 for quantity orders.
Di An Controls Inc., 944 Dorchester Ave.,
Boston, Mass. 02125 [ 364]

Analog input system
converts data for computer
A low-level analog input system
with good noise immunity converts
analog signals to digital computer
hnput. For use with Varian's 620 and
V73 computer series, the model 620855 is a self-contained unit that includes an analog-to-digital conver-

137

Houdaille's versatile
new n/c systems
offer pluggable circuits,
countless options-and unbelievably
low cost!
2- or 3- axis systems. Options
include computer-assisted tape
preparation, sophisticated contouring capability. The low cost is
standard. So is Houdaille's nationwide factory service. Request
information, and learn how to
custom-automate economically
with Houdaille. Electronics
Division, Houdaille Industries Inc.
9023 Wehrle Drive/Clarence, N.Y.
14031 / 716-632-8412.
ELECTRONICS 111OUDAILLE

Circle
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New products
ter, low-level multiplexer, sampleand- hold amplifier, and programable timer. Applications are in a
wide range of data acquisition systems: industrial, research and development, and scientific. Price for a
16-channel system is $6,000.
Varian Data Machines, 2722 Michelson Dr.,
Irvine. Calif. 92664 [ 365]

Computer display terminal
provides forms capability
With a forms capability—the arrangement of displayed data to resemble the source document—the
model 4023 computer display terminal also offers on-screen editing,
and full upper- and lower-case
alphanumerics. Forms information
can be retrieved rapidly, updated,
edited, and entered. It can also be
ruled with an optical package that
draws solid horizontal and vertical
lines. The unit has a capacity of
1,920 characters.
Tektronix Inc.

Box 500,

Beaverton

Ore

97005 [ 366]

It isn't just what it does.
It's what it costs for what it does.
You might find this
hard to believe, but you
can now purchase a
pulse and data generator for $695.
$695.
For apulse and
data generator.
And not just any
pulse and data
generator. A self-sufficient unit, one that provides rep rates to
35 MHz and 16 bit words in either RZ or NU. You get requency
control, plus amplitude, offset and width variability, and alot more.
For R&D, for engineering development, for production QC or
digital system testing, where can you get more capability for
less cash than our DG7?

Parallel card reader
links directly to computer
Functional data entry cards are also
source documents for an optical
card reader designated the model
726 IA. The parallel reader is designed for use directly with a computer or smart terminal. It saves
data- preparation time and reduces
errors since the need to keypunch
already gathered data is eliminated.
Ordinary pencil marks are read directly, as well as prepunched and
preprinted data. Maximum feed

The Troubleshooters, from

Tau -Tron, Inc

•
685 Lawrence Street Lowell, Massacilusetts Ci 852

138
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New products
rate is 300 cards per minute. Price is
S2.575; rental and lease terms are
available.
Hewlett-Packard Co., 1501

Page Mill Rd.,

Palo Alto, Calif. 94304 [ 367]

You gain fundamental
design advantages
with General Electric
infrared SSL's (LED's).
3 I ¡3

PDP-11 peripherals perform
Fourier transforms
Two P1)1'- II computer peripherals
for hardware Fourier transforms
and related operations are said to
enable PD P- 11 users to perform such
computation ten times as fast as
with asoftware version. For a 1,024point fast Fourier transform, the
model F2 does the processing in 146
ms. and the model F4 in 100 ms.
The processors interface directly to

For example, General
Electric guarantees* every
SSL-55B and SSL-55C
infrared lamp for:
Precision beam alignment, to within 3 degrees of
the mechanical axis of the
lamp.
Power output of each lamp ri
will be within the less than 2 to 1
range, as published; the SSL-55B

output ranges from 3.5 mW
minimum to 6.0 mW maximum; the SSL-55C from
4.8 mW minimum to 7.5
mW maximum.
Both types are available for
immediate delivery, as are
most other General Eectric
infrared SSL's. For prices and
complete SSL infrared data write
or call today.

Green Glow Lamp for flexibility
Actual
Size

c.

the computer's Unibus. and both
are microprogramed. using the computer's core memory. Price of the F2
is S5.750; the F4, $6,450.

This GE broad spectrum bright green
glow lamp gives you greater design
flexibility than ever before. It also
emits blue, with suitable color filter.
Called the G2B, it is directly interchangeable electrically and physically with GE's high- brightness C2A
red/orange/yellow glow lamp. You
can use the G2B alone for 120 volt

Time/Data Co., 1050 East Meadow Circle,

green indicator service. Or together

Palo Alto, Calif. 94303 [ 368]

Display technique presents
data in 4 dimensions
A display technique, developed to
present organized digital data in a
combined digital- analog form for
rapid visual inspection, extracts the
macro- information content of lame
fields of interrelated numerical data.
Known as Direct Digital Graphics.
the technique employs agroup of 16
optically weighted numerical characters called the Opti-Font. A
fourth dimension of information
display is provided by a range of
four levels of printing intensity—

Electronics/June 7, 1973

with the C2A to emphasize multiple
functions with colors. For example:
for safe/unsafe functions, for dual
state indications and to show multiple operations in up to 5 colors.
They should be operated in series
with an appropriate current limiting
resistor. Both the G2B and C2A save
money because of low cost, small
size and rugged construction.

Now Wedge Base Lamps in two sizes.
If space for indicator lights
is your problem, the GE T-1% (_
size all - glass wedge - base
lamp is your solution. It
measures only . 240" max.
diam. The wedge- base construction
virtually ends corrosion problems;
it won't freeze in the socket. Like

its big brother— the T-3 1
/
4
wedge base lamp with a
.405" max. diam., the filament is always positioned in
the same relation to the oase.
And it makes possible simplified
socket design.

For free technical information on any or all of these lamps, just write:
General Electric Company, Miniature Lamp Products Department,
#4454- NI, Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio 44112.
*Lamps not meeting published specifications will be replaced or money refunded.

ELECTRIC
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DIP REED RELAYS
Available in all standard configurations
From distributor stock
Elec-Trol's totally encapsulated DIP REED RELAYS can be
driven directly by TTL logic. Available in 1and 2Pole
Form A, 1Form B, 1Form Cwith 5through 24 VDC
standard coil voltages. Contact ratings up to 10 watts.
Available in . 225" and . 275" heights. Clamping
diode and electrostatic shielding optional.
Phone, wire or write.

ELEC-TROL INC
26477 N. Golden Valley Road
Saugus, California 91350
(213) 788-7292
MX 910-336-1556

New products
from light grey to full black.
Digicom

Inc.,

Paramount

Bldg.,

North

Chelmsford, Mass. 01863 [ 396]

Line printer can run
at 200 lines per minute
The series 2000 line printer consists
of two models: the model 2100,
which prints at 125 lines per minute; and the model 2200, which
prints at 200 lines per minute. Both
offer 132 columns, 64 ASCII characters, and acrosspoint printing technique. The model 2100 has a sixlines- per-inch spacing and a 7-by- 8
dot matrix, while the 2200 has aselectable line spacing of six or eight
lines per inch and a 5- by- 7 dot
matrix.
Tally Corp., 8301 S 180th St

Kent, Wash.

98031 [ 370]

Graphics display system
Circle

170

on reader service card

NEW! LIG • UCH.
7MORE KEYS.

shows 3,000 characters
An interactive graphics display system consisting of a full line of peripherals can display more than
3,000 characters refreshed at 40
frames per second on a17- inch CRT.
Other specifications include 2,000
inches of vector at 40 frames per
second with 1,024- by- I,024 resolution, amemory cycle and an instruction execution of less than 1microsecond, display subrouting
hardware up to eight levels, and optional floating point computation.
Also offered as options with the
PDS-4 is two-dimensional rotation
hardware including zooming and

It's the High Density " Super Mini"

Introducing a new generation of calculator keyboard switch assemblies.
They have 25 keys and fit where 18 used to. So now you can add more functions ( memory/square root/logarithms/etc.) with the new more powerful chip
sets in your same housing.
Features are • Reduced key size ( 1
/
2inch centers) • Redundant bifurcated
scissor spring contacts • Light 2-ounce touch like quality big machines •
0.100" stroke ( including 0.050" overtravel) • Superior life ( over 10 million
cycles) • bounce 1 millisecond or less • Contact resistance less than 1 ohm
• 2- shot keys in all colors • Available less housing • Competitively priced with
conventional 18 key assemblies.
To see how one fits, write or call for data. Or, send us your bare case
and we'll send you a sample. You'll get 7 more keys with the " right" touch.

Controls Research Corporation
2100 S. Fairview, Santa Ana, Calif. 92704
Phone: (714) 557-7161 • TWX-910-595-1106

1.10
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It's our new RT-02.
Whereas our RT-01 has
been abig hit because people
know they can count on it.
It's numeric.
Our new RT-02 is
alphanumeric.
32 alphanumeric characters
on asingle-line gas-discharge
type readout panel to be exact.
It has its own self-contained
power supply and weighs so

little, it's really portable.
It's ASCII compatible so
you can interface it, input and
output, to any computer that's
got aTeletype port.
And it doesn't cost much
more, really, than our RT-01
that's sold so well.
And it's simple as saying
your A,B,C's to use.
We're the Logic Products
Group, Digital Equipment

Corporation, Maynard, Massachusetts 01754/(617) 897-5111
in the U.S.
81 route de l'Aire, 1211
Geneva 26/(022) 42 79 50 in
Europe.
And we'll be happy to show
it to you, no matter how remote
you are.

d

Introducing aremote data
entry terminal that you can read as
easy as A,B,C. Anywhere you
want to read it.

New products
windowing.

Price

is

less

than

$14,000.
lmlac Corp.,

150 A St., Needham, Mass.

02194 [ 371]

50- MHz half-tone storage
CRT aimed at OEM market
A variable-persistence storage CRT,
the L14-110GH/55, is built for use
in scopes and other monitoring de-

vices

with

bandwidths

up

to

50

MHz. It permits displays of 72 by 90
mm and has an internal graticule of
8by 10 divisions (9 mm/div.). OEM
price, in 100-lots, is $700.

OTHER RESISTORS DO ASLOW BURN
UNDER SPRAGUE'S TORCH TEST!
CERON CERAMIC-INSULATED
FLAME- PROOF WIREWOUND RESISTORS are anew development to meet
the need for a truly non-flammable

conventional silicone- coated resistor.
The special coating is completely
resistant to standard industrial cleaning solvents. Totally inorganic, it is

resistor in electronic equipment. Unlike some other so-called " flameproof" resistors, which open- circuit
before burning when subjected to high
overloads, new and exclusive Sprague

also immune to attack by fungus. It
provides excellent protection against
thermal shock, humidity, and vibration. Dielectric strength, measured in
a " V" block, is 500 volts a- c.
Series 380E (standard) and Series
400E ( non- inductive) Ceron® Resis-

Cerone Resistors are absolutely inert
in the presence of heat or flame. They
will not ignite under any degree of
overload. Actually, they will not burn
even when placed directly into the
open flame of an oxyacetylene torch!
This is clearly indicated in the photo,
which dramatizes the protective
qualities of the flame- proof Ceron®
coating as compared with that of a

tors meet moisture requirements of
Specification MIL- R-26. Resistance
values range from 1to 60,000 ohms,
in wattage ratings from 1to 10 watts.
Resistance tolerances as close as
-± 1% are available. Sizes range from
1
/
8 "D. x 3
/
8"L. for the 1-watt resistor
to 5
/
16" D. x 1
4 "L. for the 10- watt unit.
/
3
43. 2118

For complete
Engineering
Literature

technical

Bulletin

Service,

data,

7250

Sprague

to:

write

for

Technical

Electric

Co.,

509 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 01247.

SPRAGUE
THE MARK

THE BROAD- LINE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS
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OF RELIABILITY

Amperex Electronic Corp., Slatersville, R.I.
02876 [ 339]

Tape recorder/reproducer
includes electronic editing
A tape recorder for broadcast applications allows the operator to move
the tape across the recording heads
so precisely that he may "split" musical notes and phrases. With this
"electronic editing," either reel may
be moved manually, in minute increments, without a creeping effect.
Price is $ 1,695.
Tape-Athon Corp., 502 S. Isis, Inglewood,
Calif. 90301 [340]

Tdi
C- 7

teg

Celt«)
Call CELCO on your present display
problem. A CELCO yoke will solve it.

CONSTANTINE
MAHWAH,
UPLAND.

N.

ENGINEERING

J. 07430

CAL.

91716

TEL.

LABORATORIES

201.327-1123

TEL.

714-1P112-02111

COMPANY

77/11:

710.11111••101111

TVIX

910.511,3401

tact
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Here's everything
you'd expect from ahigh-priced
portable multimeter.
Except ahigh price.
Compare our major features: Both high and
low power ohms ranges; a . 1V low voltage
scale ( AC & DC); aDC current range of lb/ A
full-scale; fuse protection; input impedance
of 15
on DC; 1% precision resistors; a
41/2 inch, 50p A mirrored scale meter;
frequency response flat to 150 KHz and 59
ranges; battery operated.
You'd expect to pay alot more for a
portable multi- meter
like the B & K 277.
Check the specs. Call
I
your B & K distributor
or write Dynascan
Corporation.

NI o

$9995
•
Cif

Circle 171

This is not
the end
of the line
FOR GRAYHILL
TERMINATION HARDWARE.
We currently make over one
hundred different items of termination
hardware. And we're constantly
adding to the line so there's no end to it.
But that's not the termination
of our hardware story either. What we really
make are quality features our customers
couldn't find in existing hardware products. Like
firm positive contacts the first time and every
time aconnection is made with apush post.
Or rapid test clip connections without having
to open and close jaws manually. Plus caps
that resist melting at soldering ;
temperatures, exceptional dielectric strength
and better insulation.
Want to learn more about our hardware and miniature
switch lines? Write today for our newest Engineering Catalog.
Grayhill, Inc., 523 Hillgrove Avenue, La Grange, Illinois 60525
(312) 354-1040.

Very good equipment at avery good price..
Product of Dynascan Corporation
1801 West Belle Plaine Avenue, Chicago. Illinois 60613

on reader service card

Circle 172 on readerservice card

WHEN WE SAID VALOX FLAMES OUT
IN ZERO 'SECONDS,
A FEW PEOPLE MADE THE CONNECTION.
Introduced only recently, VALOX
thermoplastic polyester is already
turning up in electrical connectors
for everything from appliances and
cars to oil drilling and tv sets.
Why? Because in tough UL flammability tests, VALOX resin flames
out in zero seconds flat. So it surpasses UL SE- 0 and Group Iselfextinguishing standards.
What's more, unlike nylon,
VALOX resin offers better dimensional stability, much lower water
Cit Lie

141 on leadei

50I

vice uird

absorption and better high- temperature electrical properties.
Unlike phenolic, it has better
electricals and overall toughness.
And unlike DAP, it provides
greater impact resistance and
higher dielectric strength at lower
finished- part cost.
VALOX resin has the rigidity and
dimensional stability to prevent
warpage, changing tolerances and
loss of critical contacts. Plus heat
resistance to over 400 F, built-in

lubricity and unsurpassed chemical resistance.And it usually molds
easier and injection cycles faster
than any other engineering plastic.
For full detailson VALOX thermoplastic polyester, The Connector
Material, write Section 176, Plastics
Dept., General Electric Co., One
PlasticsAve.,Pittsfield,Mass.01201
World Leader in Engineering Plastics
LEXAN"' • NORYL 0 • GENAL • PHENOLICS • VALOX"'
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New products

Components

3-A relay has
low profile
Flat motor assembly is akey
to package only 0.35 inch
high for circuit board jobs
After four years of second-sourcing
standard general-purpose relays,
C. P. Clare and Co. unveiled at the
National Computer Conference the
first of aline of general-purpose relays of its own design.

Redesign. Low-profile relay ( right) performs
same function as earlier, bulkier unit.

The " me- too" strategy was
planned in 1968. "We felt if we were
to get into the general-purpose market long range," says Charles J.
Montante, product marketing manager for the Chicago-based, General
Instrument Corp. subsidiary, "it
would be valuable to have relays in
the market to get experience and to
establish our credentials."
Its new series 311 relay is a lowprofile version of Clare's first general-purpose relay, the GPI, and is
capable of switching up to 3 amperes at 120 volts ac or 28 y dc. To
achieve contact forces capable of
switching that load, nominally 9
grams on the 311, Clare engineers
developed a flat motor assembly
that delivers the total force for the
four Form C contacts.
The relay package stands only
0.35 inch high so that it can be used
on printed-circuit boards spaced on
half-inch centers, and it also reflects
Clare development work. "Others

Electronics/June 7, 1973

have made relays for pc boards, but
the base is molded first and then the
pins are pressed in," Montante comments, "yielding a very good capillary path that will wick the solder
up into the relay." However, to prevent the relay or its contacts from
being contaminated during wavesoldering and subsequent partialimmersion cleaning operations,
Clare loads the terminal pins into a
mold, then molds afive-sided box of
diallylphthalate around the pins,
and builds the relay in the box.
The series 311 relay, designed to
meet UL Bulletin 508 requirements,
is available off the shelf in seven
models with coil voltages from 6to
110 y dc. Contact resistance is 100
milliohms maximum initially, insulation resistance is 50,000 megohms
minimum, and life expectancy exceeds 100,000 operations at rated
load. Operating time is 15 milliseconds maximum including bounce.
List prices are comparable to the
GPI: between $4and $ 5.
Clare also introduced two new
solid-state relays at the conference.
The 202 series is a zero-cross, 10-A
power-switching relay capable of
handling down to a0.35 power factor. It will switch a 1
/
4horsepower
motor with a 100-A peak, one-cycle
surge rating, and is also suitable for
high in-rush loads such as heating
elements and incandescent lamps.
The second relay, the 203 series, has
similar capabilities and will also
track down to a 0.35 power factor,
but is rated at 1
/ ampere, 120 V ac.
4
Both are urum-compatible, and
will list at less than $ 20.
C. P. Clare and Co., 3101 W

Pratt Ave,

Chicago, III. 60645 [341]

Switch stays closed until

pectancy of 10 6 closings at maximum load. Evaluation samples are
available on telephone or letterhead
inquiries.
Hamlin Inc., Lake Mills, Ws [ 343]

Lamp can be driven by
TTL buffer gates
An incandescent subminiature lamp
offers acurrent of 40 mA at 5y and
can be directly driven by many
types of rri. buffer gates. The H 540

lamp has an average life of 25,000
hours and abrilliance of 0.03 meansquare candlepower. The unit has a
T 1
/ submidget flange base and is
4
3
available in all socket-base styles.
Applications include the OEM telecommunications market. Price in
1,000- lots is 0.252 cent each.
Industrial Electronic Engineers Inc.,

7720

Lemona Ave., Van Nuys, Calif. 91405 [ 346]

opened by magnetic field
A Form B reed switch is part of
Hamlin's DRVT series. Called
DRVT-15 B. the unit is designed to
remain closed until opened by a
magnetic field. Capacities are up to
30 kv. Other specifications include a
voltage breakdown of 15,000 y dc
minimum, a switching voltage of
12,500 vdc maximum, and alife ex-

Switch's supply voltage
ranges from 6to 16 volts
The model SSS solid-state switch
line offers a flexible supply voltage
range extending from 6 to 16 y dc.
The miniature, magnetically operated Hall-effect devices incorporate
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New products

NEW
SHORTER
CASE!
SCHAUER
ZdETT
ÉIIS
.160 MAX.

/

an integrated voltage regulator that
permits switches to accept voltages
from unregulated power supplies
over a range of -40° to + 125°C.

Rise and fall times are both 1.0 microsecond and rate of operation is
100 kHz. Price is $4.25.
Micro Switch Division, Honeywell Inc., 11 \N

All welded
and brazed assembly

**
--„,..

Spring St., Freeport, III. 61032 [345]

No fragile
nail heads
High pressure
.a20 molded case

Circuit- board relays
are only 0.4 inch

.028 DIA.

A line of printed-circuit- board relays with a height of 0.4 inch permits rack-mounting of boards on 0.5
inch centers. The units feature two-,

GOLD PLATED
NICKEL CLAD
COPPER LEADS

U.S.A. Made

CASE LENGTH
0.320" MAX. —
(Was 0.437°)

SAME LOW PRICES FOR
1% TOLERANCE ZENERS
ANY VOLTAGE
FROM 2.0 TO 18.0
Quantity

four- and six-pole, double-throw bifurcated configurations and are
rated at I ampere. The bases are
sealed to prevent flux or solder from
entering the unit, and this permits
automated soldering techniques to
be used. Price is below $3 in 500quantity.

Price Each
$1.07

1-99
100-499

97

500-999

.91

1000-4999

.86

5000 up

.82

MIND
YOUR
OWN
BUSINESS

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
Send for rating data and
20%. 10%. 5% and 2%
tolerance prices.

Siemens Corp., 186 Wood Ave. South, Iselin, N.J. 08830 [ 348]

Transformers trigger

Semiconductor Division

SCHAUER

SCRs and triacs

MANUFACTURING CORP.

Designed for SCR and triac triggering applications, the 7330 series
transformers perform four primary

4514 Alpine Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 45242
Telephone 513/791-3030

In Rochester, NY.
You can come to Rochester to
mind your own business. There
are inany small businesses that
are on their way up in this fertile, dynamic 9- county area
of Western New York. Why
shouldn't yours be one of them?
We can show you how to grow
just like many other small businesses who have found ahome
in our area. Would you like to
know who they are and how
they are growing... and how to
find just the plant space or site
where your company can make
it big? Could you use facts
about labor and educational,
recreational and transportation
facilities? If so, call collect or
write to Bob Hall, Director of
Area Development, Roc4ster
Gas & Electric, 89 East Ave.,
Rochester, New York 14649
(Telephone: 716-546-2700).
Nobody knows more about this
area than we do. We make it
our business, and we'd like to
make it yours too.
Rochester Tends to Business.

ROE

ROCHESTER OAS AND ELECTRIC
eas Ana
reocur sup
'
4649 • 546 MO
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The Elegant
Capacitors

High Voltage
Silicon
Rectifiers for
Large Screen
Color TV

New products
functions. At a specified voltage
level, they supply the current required to activate an SCR. In addi-

TYPICAL OPERATING CIRCUIT

2500

pF I

ry

FLYBACK
AMER

These silicon rectifiers are designed
to replace the high voltage rectifier
tubes in either hybrid or solid state
large screen color TV.

don to providing .solation between
circuits and 180° phase reversal in
full- wave circuits, their leakage inductance capability minimizes potentially damaging switching spikes.
Cost is $2 each in prototype quantities.

The configuration shown, series H-431
8. H-484, is designed for maximum
performance. It features: a corona
ring, PRV rating of 45 kV, high humidity resistance, 250 and 300 nsec. t„,
and 85°C, T., operating temperature.
A variety of mounting hardware and
connections for the anode and cathode ends are available.
Other high voltage silicon rectifiers
from Vero include versatile, low cost
axial-lead or end- cap packages in
15 kV to 30 kV ratings for monochrome or small screen color TV.

The Potter Co., a Division of Pemcor Inc.,
10441 Roselle Ave., San Diego, Calif. 92121
[347]

Quartz crystals require
100 nW of drive power

For elegant applications. Zero temperature coefficient ± 10 ppm/ C (- 55 C to
85 C) with . 01% accuracy— now 25%
smaller in size.
Precise specs from precise craftsmanship. That's what you'll find in all
capacitors by EAl. Polystyrene. " Mylar."
Polycarbonate. Polysulfone. Polypropylene. Plain and metallized films. Hermetically
sealed. RC networks,
also. Matching tolerances
from 5% to 0.005%.
Plus. a growing list of other elegantly
crafted etceteras— and fast, fast delivery.

Ell

Electronic Associates. Inc.
185 Monmouth Parkway
West Long Branch, New Jersey 07764
Tel. ( 201) 229-1100
Ci'cle

174 on readerservice card

An ultraminiature quartz crystal
rated at 32.678 hertz is designed to
provide a high Q factor and high
resistance to shock. Used in micropower circuits, the crystal requires
typically about 100 nanowatts of
drive power. The units measure 15
mm long by 5 mm wide by 3 mm
Price is $9.75 in 100- lots.
Frequency and Time Systems Inc., 182 Conant St., Danvers, Mass. 01923 [ 349]

Write for your tree copy of our
Applications Bulletin VSP 108,
"Selecting the proper rectifier
for TV high voltage circuits."

VARO

vAlao SEMICONDUCTOR, INC.
P.O. BOX 676, 1000 N. SHILOH, GARLAND, TEX, 75040
214/272-4551, TWX 910-860-5178
Varo Sales Representatives
AL Buchanan & Abrams Assoc. 305-423-8995 • AZ W. W.
Posey Co. 505-294-8400 •AR Whiteside Sales 214-231-9771
•CA (NO) W. W. Posey Co. 415-948-7771 • CA (SO) Corcoran Assoc. 213-823-2425 • CO J. F. Hurlbut Co. 303279-7138 • CT Comp Rep Assoc., Inc. 203-239-9762 •
DE Tom Davis Marketers 302-998-0123 • FL Buchanan &
Abrams Assoc. 305-423-8995 • GA Buchanan & Abrams
Assoc. 305-423-8995 • IL (NO) Olson Sales Co. 312627-3802 • IL (
SO) Coombs Assoc. 314-567-3657 • IN
Technical Reps, Inc. 317-546-4967 • KS Coombs Assoc.
314-567-3657 • KY Technical Reps, Inc. 317-546-4967 •
LA Whiteside Sales Co. 214-231-9771 • ME Comp Rep
Assoc., Inc_ 617-444-2484 • MD Tom Davis Marketers
703-591-7390 • MA Comp Rep Assoc., Inc. 617-444-2484
• MI Davis-Martensen Co. 313-474-8300 • MN Loren F.
Green Assoc. 612-781-1611 • MS Buchanan & Abrams
305-423-8995 • MO Coombs Assoc. 314-567-3657 • NJ
(NO) Cooper- Simon & Co. 516-487-1142 • NJ (
SO) Tom
Davis Marketers 302-998-0123 • NM W. W. Posey Co.
505-294-8400 • NY (METRO) Cooper- Simon & Co. 516487-1142 • NY (
UPST) Bob Dean, Inc. 607-272-2187 •
NC Buchanan & Abrams Assoc. 305-423-8995 • OH (NO)
J. C. Hofstetter Co. 216-241-4880 & 216-725-4477 • OH
(SO) J. C. Hofstetter Co. 513-298-0662 • OK Whiteside
Sales Co. 214-231-9771 • OR C. K. Shanks & Assoc. 503292-5656 • PA (
E) Tom Davis Marketers 302-998-0123 •
PA (
vo J. C. Hofstetter Co. 412-561-5454 • RI Comp Rep
•Assoc., Inc. 617-444-2484 • SC Buchanan & Abrams Assc.
305-423-8995 • TX Whiteside Sales Co. 214-231-9771 &
713-498-2551.• VA Tom Davis Marketers 703-591-7390 •
WA C. K. Shanks & Assoc. 503-292-5656 • WI Olson Sales
Co. 312-627-3802 • CANADA • ONT Centronics, Ltd. 416661-2494 • QUE Centronics, Inc. 514-733-0749
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No

104

:CHARTS SHOW PROPERTIES
OF DIELECTRIC MATERIALS

Two charts in full color show dielectric and
other properties cf hundreds of materials used
by electrical/electronic engineers . . . arranged
by dielectric constant and dissipation
Send for free copies.

factor.

Circle 216 on reader service card

A line of fluxes and alloys for soldering aluminum includes a low-temperature soldering alloy with ahigh
tin content and a melting point of
415°F. It is supplied with alow-temperature aluminum soldering flux.
Melting range of the second alloy is
from 717° to 730°F. It prevents
electrolytic mismatch and is supplied with a high- temperature
aluminum flux of the reaction type,
with active ingredients dispersed in
anhydrous alcohol. A kit of the four
items is available for $ 10.

NEW TECHNICAL DATA ON
EPDXY CASTING RESINS

Casting Resins are described anc

properties tabulated in this new folder/wall
high-performance resins plus notes on curing
agents, cure procedures and use. Valuable
reference.

Circle 217 on reader service card
NO. 4

ECCOAMP
ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTIVE
ADHESIVES & COATINGS

19301 [ 476]

A range of aerosols includes switch
and contact cleaners, an antistatic
spray, a magnetic- tape- head
cleaner, and insulating varnishes.
Also included is Electrical 88, which
deposits a hydrophobic film, displacing and repelling moisture. The
film will not emulsify, harden, or
flake and is nonstaining. It is effective from - 50° to + 400°F.
PBRA Ltd., 33 Holmethtorpe Ave., Redhill,

Surrey, England [ 477]

A family of preplate products for
metalizing printed-circuit boards is
designated the oxytron preplate system. The products include substrate
preparation, activator, accelerator,
and electroless copper. They were
developed to be compatible with the
company's processes including solders, nickels, coppers and precious
metals, and to avoid problems that
can occur in sensitizing pc boards
after drilling.
The SelRex Co., 75 River Rd., Nutley, N.J.
07110 [ 478]

GARDENA, CALIF.

A ceramic adhesive, for use at temperatures above 600 °F and suitable
to 2,500°F, can attach high-temperature thermocouple leads to metals. Called Ceramcoat 512, the material is available as a premixed
paste, which is brush-coated over
both the leads and the metal surface
and dries in air. It offers adielectric
strength of 40 v per mil at 400°F.
Price is $34 for a quart container
and $ 122 for agallon.

NORTHBROOK, ILL.

Aremco Products Inc., Box 145, Briarcliff

Soles Off ic••

Manor, N.Y. 10510 [479]

Bream
electrIcat‘N
conduct"
adhetres &
Coatings

New four page folder describes materials
from 0.0001 to 100 ohm-cm. Adhesive pastes
to replace hot solder, thin liquids, silver lacquer in aerosol spray,
lossy coatings, etc.

Circle 148 on reader service card

Emerson & Cuming, Inc.
CANTON, MASS.

Principal

01/00.

Force Chemicals Division, American Solder

chart. Includes all significent properties of 24

in

11.10.1.• /X.«

& Flux Co. Inc., 63 Industrial Blvd., Paoli, Pa.

No. 107

STvCAST

New products/materials

Ciliror

NEW
INSULATOR
CATALOG
Now you can order Irons asingle
source ... a complete

line of

Film, Beryllium oxide ( Be0) and
Hard anodized aluminum insulators for semiconductors. Thermalloy also supplies custom
insulators to meet specific
design problems in a variety of
materials and price ranges.

Write for

FREE
Catalog

Therm a IICoy
P. 0. Box 34829
2021 W. Valley View
Dallas, Texas 75234
Phone: 214/243-4321
TWX: 910 / 860-5542

EMERSON & GUYING EUROPE N.Y., Otirel, Belgium
148
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POSITION VACANT

at

EMPLOYMENT

FUVI OPPORTUNITIES

Lead Technician: Immediate opening as
Shop Foreman/Lead Technician in Michigan's largest avionics facility. Benefits
& working conditions best in industry.
Top salary, plus percentage of net profit.
Experienced & current aircraft electronic
technicians send full resume to: Northern
Air Service, Dept. P, Kent County Airport, Grand Rapids, Mich. 49501.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

8E
B
A
U
R
SIG
NElis
s
i
"
1
O°PPOR
liT TUNITIES
SECT ION

IF

USED OR SURPLUS EQUIPMENT

1/ .IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY -e%\

Minis & Peripherals

0°'

DEC— HIS
SEL — HP — NOVA

Electronics
Engineers.

Interesting Opportunities
The Boeing Aerospace Company
is seeking qualified specialists
in the fields of electronic analysis and communications design,
analysis or test of systems and
hardware.
Experience in one or more of the
following required:

Electronic Analysis
Analysis of Electronics Systems
inclusive of development Systems
Criteria, Mathematics Modeling
and Fast Time and Real Time
simulation.
Three or more years experience
is required in Electronic Analysis activities such as Communications, Equipment Analysis,
Systems Modeling and Requirement analysis. Educational
requirement: B.S., M.S. or Ph.D.
in Electrical Engineering.

Communications
Radio for both narrow
band transmissions.

and wide

Intercoms and multiple subscriber switching subsystems.

Card, Printer, Tape, Disk

TELETYPES
33, 35, 37
For Sale/Rent

617/261-1100
‘1
\

Definition and evaluation of
communications, performance,
interface, integration, modulation
techniques, modem, multiplexes,
encryption, teletype or high
quality audio distribution
subsystems.
Educational preference is for a
B.S., M.S. or Ph.D., in Electrical
Engineering with Communications
option, plus two or more years
of recent experience. A limited
amount of travel to various vendor
locations is possible.

Send For FREE Price LIA1
USED COMPUTER CORP.

.,AMERICAN

15 SCou,

Bobton MA 02105

CIRCLE 951 ON READER SERVICE CARI

FREE ALARM CATA
Full lime of pr ofessiondi borgia,
and fire alarm systems and sup-

plies. 80 pages, 400 items. Of
the shelf delivery, quantity
prices.
ininnitaiii nest

'‘+f • 1215 n. 1611i

alarm
phoenix, ai.

851 16

CIRCLE 952 ON READER SERVICE CARD

You'll enjoy the Pacific Northwest. Living is relaxed. Outdoor
sports are plentiful. It's a great
family country!

RADAR

SYSTEMS

TRACKING

e

M50- IA

AND

AIRBORNE

SYSTEMS

NIKE

AJAX

MPS- I9

MPS- 9

SCR

N1-33

IPS-38

FAA- ASR- 2 AIRBORNE SYSTEMS

APS 20

APS-27

IBM 650

Send your résumé to The Boeing
Company, Box 3707 - EBZ, Seattle
WA 98124. An equal opportunity
employer.

GROUND

ANTENNA

CULES

IBM

APS-45

DPN-I9

AUTOMATIC
NIKE
384

APN•84

DIGITAL

HER-

TP5-10
APH-102

COMPUTERS

704
LARGEST INVENTORY OF RADAR AND
MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT IN THE WORLD

RADIO RESEARCH INSTRUMENT CO.
3 QUINCY ST . NORWALK, COMM 06850

12031 853-2600

I

EraISPIE7A4G

CIRCL Fwa ON PEADE RSEPVILf CARO

Getting people together.

KEEP UP WITH THE RUSSIANS

L
:.

HELP!

n Physics. Metallurgy , Chemistry. Engineering. Mathematics. Mechanics. Biology, and in other areas of science.
FREE CATALOGUE lists '293 important books, now availa.
ble in English translation

SHPRENTZ CO.,
Box 83-Z, Irvington NY 10533
CIRCLE 954 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Q. How do Ireply to abox number ad?
A. Address an envelope with the box number indicated in
the ad, c/o Electronics, Class. Adv. Dept. P.O. Box 900,
NY, NY 10020

HARD- TO- FIND PRECISION TOOLS
Lists more than 1700 items— pliers,
tweezers, wire strippers, vacuum systems,
relay tools, optical equipment, tool kits
and cases. Also includes lour pages of
useful " Tool Tips" to aid in tool selection.
E isT SEN 'rOiDL.

Q. Whom do Icontact or call to renew my classified ad or
make corrections?
A. Write Electronics, Class. Adv. Dept., P.O. Box 900,
NY, NY 10020 or call: ( 212) 997-6585 or 6586. Give
full company name, size of ad, & date or dates it is
scheduled to appear.

Electronics/June 7, 1973

4117 N. 4411, Street,

Phoen,8

Ariz

85018

CIRCLE 956 ON READER SERVICE CARD

RESUME KIT

Free Engineer's Resume Kit for Electrical
Mechanical and
Industrial Engineers.
Scientific Placement, Inc., Employment
Service 5051 Westheimer, Houston, TX
77027.
149

NEED
PTC's

New literature
Bobbin winder. A two-page technical bulletin from George Stevens
Mfg. Co. Inc., 6001 N. Keystone
Ave., Chicago, Ill., contains information on the model 615-PM bobbin winder that has applications in
solenoids, resistors, and repeater
coils. Circle 421 on reader service
card.
Packaging system. Modpak, 31A
Green St., Waltham, Mass. 02154.
An electronics packaging system is
described in a 16- page catalog,
which includes ordering information. [422]
Micrologic cards. A designer's
handbook and applications manual
includes information on DTL and
rn. micrologic cards and is available from Control Logic Inc., 9Tech
Circle, Natick, Mass. 01760 [423]
Cylindrical connectors. Stanford
Applied Engineering Inc., 2165 S.
Grand Ave., Santa Ana, Calif.
92705. A 40- page brochure describes the MIL-c- 5015F cylindrical
connector and includes examples of
military-connector alternative designations, ordering information,
mounting dimensions, finish and
material variations, standards and
thermocouple contacts, insert configurations, and specifications. [424]

VECO's solid state, silicon, positive temperature coefficient thermistors have all the
features needed for control, protection or
compensation problems.
• Equivalent to T. 1 Sensitor*.
• IMMEDIATE delivery from stock.
• + 0.7%/°C resistance within a 60°C to
+150°C range.
• linear derating to 0at 150°C.
• standard 10% resistance values from
11:1;,1 to 10K,ÇL
• available in four sizes & bodies.
• plus built-in reliability and high performance standards.
*Sensisto , is Reg. TM of Texas Instruments,
Inc.
SPECIFICATIONS & APPLICATION
INFORMATION FROM.

VICTORY
ENGINEERING
CORPORATION
VICTORY ROAD, SPRINGFIELD,
NEW JERSEY 07081
(201) 379-5900 • TWX 710-963-4430

150

Circle

Fiber optics. American Optical
Corp., Fiber Optics Division, Southbridge, Mass. 01550. A fiber optics
catalog covers the company's standard line of products as well as custom-design capabilities. Featured in
the new catalog are flexible Fiberscopes that are used to view inaccessible areas, light guides, image conduit, clad rod, faceplates, and
components. [425]
Switches. Cherry Electrical Products
Corp., Box 718, Waukegan, Ill.
60085, has published aswitch catalog that provides information on selecting the appropriate switch for
any application. Also included are
specifications, drawings, and operating characteristics. [426]

Help
college
help
you.

Businesses like yours
gave over $340,000,000 to higher
education last year.
It was good business to do
so. Half of all college graduates
who seek work go into business.
The more graduates there are,
and the better educated they are,
the more college serves the
business community.
Your money was vital to
colleges. It relieved financial
pressures, made planning more
flexible, and contributed to the
kind of basic and applied research
that puts new knowledge and
technology at the service of
industry.
So that colleges can continue to help you, give to the
college of your choice now. For
information on ways to do it,
please write on your letterhead
to Council for Financial Aid to
Education, Inc., 6East 45th
Street, New York, N.Y. 10017.
Ask for the free booklet, "How
Corporations Can Aid Colleges
and Universities':

Cr Council for Financial Aid to Education, Inc.
de."‘

Advertising contributed for the public good. *0°

Panel meter. Panel meters with plastic-dial light-diffusing illumination

150 on reader service card
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Digital Multimeter

NEW
IDEA!

New literature
are among several discussed in a36page catalog issued by Modutec
Inc., 18 Marshall St., Norwalk,
Conn. 06854 [427]

YOUR personal Digital Multimeter
is here!
The functions you need
most — at the right price — with
no sacrifice in quality. Full factory
warranty.

$145

*Autopolarity
* 100% Overrange
* LSI & C/MOS Circuitry
* Large 0.55" Digits

SPECIFICATIONS FOR MODEL 3000
DC VOLTS
IAC VOLTS
1OHMS
RESOLUTION
ACCURACY
DC & OHMS
AC
POWER
Payment

with

1, 10, 100, 1000
1, 10, 100, 1000
1K, 10K, 100K, 1M, 10M
0.1% All Ranges
0.5% ± 1 Digit
1.0% ± 1 Digit
105-125 VAC 60 Ha 3W

personal

check,

money

order,

BankAmericard, and Master Charge card acceptable.

Include all raised information on charge

cards. Net 30 days to well rated firms. No COD
orders.

Add $3 for

EXPORT

model

postage

available.

and

insurance.

Write for dead,

LINEAR DIGITAL SYSTEMS corp.
PO. BOX 954

GLENWOOD SPRINGS, COLORADO IL1601
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NOW!
APPLY KODAK
PHOTO RESISTS

this new AEROSOL way
QUICK

Parametric amplifiers. A four-page
brochure from Aertech Industries,
825 Stewart Dr., Sunnyvale, Calif.
94086, describes the company's line
of parametric amplifiers. [428]
Capabilities brochure. Masterlite Industries, Master- Flex Products Division, 2841 Lomita Blvd., Torrance,
Calif., has issued a four-page brochure describing the capabilities of
the company and of the line of flexible jumpers used for distributing
groups of signals between circuit
boards. [429]

TIP-DIP
WIRE-WRAP 4'
I.C. PANELS
Pat. Pending

Photosensitive devices. Hamamatsu
Corp., 120 Wood Ave., Middlesex,
N.J. 08846. A catalog of photosensitive products lists specifications on
devices such as photomultipliers,
phototubes, light sources, and infrared vidicons. [430]

Std. DIP Mounting

TIP- DIP Mounting

Data communications. Syntech
Corp., 11810 Parklawn Dr., Rockville, Md. 20852, has published a
data-communications shortform
catalog. Products described include
high-speed spectrum shift modems,
time-division multiplexers and error-rate test sets. [431]

TIP- DIP
Mounting

TIP- DIP
Adaptor

CONVENIENT
ECONOMICAL

Three types to suit all
your etching needs
now available at local
industrial photo dealers
TYPE-P containing Kodak KPR*
—for copper, copper- clad
laminates, other metals. 16.oz.
$5.95
TYPE- M containing Kodak
KMER*—for aluminum, stainless steel, titanium, other
metals. 16 oz. $5.95
TYPE-T containing Kodak
KTFR* — for high resolution
etching of thin films. 16 oz.
$6.95
*(PR, KMER, KTFR are products of Eastman Kodak Co.

INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL
SPECIALTIES CORPORATION
75 Hillside Rd., Fairfield, Conn. 06430
Please rush me more information on Spray Resist

products and, also, name of nearest dealer:
NAME
COMPANY
CITY

STATE
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Broadband amplifiers. A battery-operated instrumentation preamplifier
is described in data bulletin FMACC-3, available from Singer Instrumentation, 3211 S. La Cienaga
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90016
[432]

Standard DIP
Mounting

TYPICAL
60 POSITION
PATTERN

Add more IC's ( up to twice as
many) on Wire-Wrap panels
that fit your present racks! The
TIP- DIP concept: reformed
DIP leads -F Adaptor = more
DIP's per inch and shorter
wire lengths for faster switching. Standard or Custom
Panels. Press available for
bending leads.

Test accessories. Pomona Electronics Co. Inc., 1500 East Ninth St., Pomona, Calif. 91766. A general catalog contains a listing of more than
500 products in the company's line
of test accessories. These include
test cables, test-socket adaptors, and
patch cords. [433]

ELECTRONIC MOLDING CORP.
96 Mill St., Woonsocket, R. I. 02895
(401) 769-3800

Pattern generator. A four-page data
sheet from Gyrex Corp., 400 East
Gutierrez St., Santa Barbara, Calif.
93101, describes the model 1001-4
pattern generator. [434]
Visit our booth at the NEPCON EAST Show.
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15TH. JAPAN KCMG MEASURING
INSTRUMENT - AUTOMATION DORM
to Open!!

iur
FOR LAB AND
COMMUNICATION
SYSTEMS
Foreign

buyers visiting the 15th Japan

Measuring Instrument- Automation

Electric

Exhibition

will

be welcome by the sponsors and exhibitors.

OUTLINE OF THE EXHIBITION
1.Title: 15th Japan Electric Measuring InstrumentAutomation Exhibition.
2. Sponsored by: Japan Electric Measuring Instrument
Manufacturers' Association.
3.0saka Term: 26 ( Friday) — 30 ( Tuesday) Oct.
1973 ( for 5days)
4.0saka Place: Osaka

Municipal

Exhibition

Hall

5.Tokyo Term: 20 ( Tuesday)- 24 ( Saturday) Nov.
1973 ( for 5days)
6.Tokyo Place: Tokyo International Trade Center,
Harumi, Tokyo.
7.Exhibits:

Electric

Measuring

Instruments

and

Automation systems.

The ZVI Model 260 Video Compressor
samples conventional "real tune" television signals to achieve a large reduction in bandwidth. The compressor
also digitizes the iignals for computer
input and image analysis. A special
260 feature incorporates a "real time"
video output which allows users to
monitor the 5amp ing process.
TYPICAL APPLICA — IONS INCLUDE:
•

Computer data input, linear or
semi-randern scann ng

• Communications:
transmission of TV
images over voica çrade circuits for
conference or data distribution purposes

8.Exhibitors: Approximately

80

Leading Japanese

Manufactures of Electric Measuring Instruments.

• Environmental monitoring:

transmission

of TV signals for remote observation and.
corn Juter aoalysis
15th

Japan

Electric

Measuring

Instrument-

Automation Exhibition which will be held 20-24
Nov, 1973, Tokyo,Osaka.
Please cut off this invitation and liring it
to the Exhibition or send it to the following

• Data recording utilization of conventional audq.) cassette or reel-to-reel tape
recorders for mage storage
• Biomedica

mage analysis

address, by 30th Nov, and for exhibitors list.

• Industrial control

NAME:

• Computer image enhancement

FIRM:
ADDRESS:

Viceo ins ,ruments tor dita acquisition, processing, transmits on, in( display.

JAPAN ELECTRIC MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIA110fr
Kensoku Kioken Bag.20,Shba-Kotohea-cho. Mineto-ko
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Tokyo.
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•

Colorado Video, Inc. 1h"
Box 928

Boulder, Colorado

80302 ( 303) 444-3972
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153

TRIACs 81 SCR's

NEW
ELECTRICALLY
ISOLATED
1/finless-fit series

FILM
RESISTOR

Advertising Sales Staff
Pierre J. Braudé [
212] 997-3485
Advertising Sales Manager
Atlanta, Ga. 30309: Joseph Lane
100 Colony Square, II 75 Peachtree St., N.E.
[404] 892-2868
Boston, Mass. 02118: James R. Pierce
607 Boylston St. [ 617] 262-1160
Chicago, III. 80611:
645 North Michigan Avenue
Robert W. Bartlett ( 312)751-3739
Paul L. Reiss (312) 751-3738
Cleveland, Ohio 44113: William J. Boyle
[716] 586-5040
Dallas, Texas 75201: Charles G. Hubbard
2001 Bryant Tower, Suite 1070
[214] 742-1747
Denver, Colo. 80202: Harry B. Doyle, Jr.
Tower Bldg., 1700 Broadway
[303] 266-3863
Detroit, Michigan 48202:
1400 Fisher Bldg.
[313] 873-7410

Roben W.

Bartlett

Houston, Texas 77002: Charles G. Hubbard
2270 Humble Bldg. [ 713] CA 4-8381
Los Angeles, Calif. 90010: Robert J. Rielly
Bradley K. Jones, 3200 Wilshire Blvd., South Tower
[213]487-1160
New York, N.Y. 10020
1221 Avenue of the Americas
Warren H. Gardner [ 212] 997-3617
Michael J. Stoller [212] 997-3616
Philadelphia, Pa. 19102: Warren H. Gardner
Three Parkway,
[212] 997-3617
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222: Warren H. Gardner
4Gateway Center, [ 212] 997-3617
Rochester, N.Y. 14534: William J. Boyle
9Greylock Ridge, Pittsford, N.Y.
[716] 586-5040
San Francisco, Calif. 94111: Don Farris
Robert J. Rielly, 425 Battery Street,
[415] 362-4600
Paris: Alain Offergeld
17 Rue-Georges I8izet, 75 Paris 16, France
Tel: 720-73-01
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Milan: Robert Saidel
1via Baracchini Phone 86-90-656

Write for complete information.

•

Brussels: Alain Offergeld
23 Chaussee de Wavre
Brussels 1040, Belgium
Tel: 13-65-03
Stockholm: Brian Bowes
Office 17, Kontor-Center AB, Hagagarten 29,
113 47 Stockholm. Tel: 24 72 00
Frankfurt/Main: Fritz Krusebecker
Luebigstrasse 27c
Phone 72 01 81
Tokyo: Tatsumi Katagiri, McGraw-Hill
Publications Overseas Corporation,
Kasumigaseki Building 2-5, 3-chome,
Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo, Japan
[581] 9811
Osaka: Ryji Kobayashi, McGraw-Hill
Publications Overseas Corporation, Kondo
Bldg., 163, Umegae-cho Kita-ku [362] 8771
Australasia: Warren E. Ball, IPO Box 5106,
Tokyo, Japan

HUTSON INDUSTRIES
BOX 34235 • 2019 W. VALLEY VIEW, DALLAS,
TU. 75234 (214) 241-3511 TWX 910-860-5537

Distributed by:
in Canada: WEBER-SEMAD ELECTRONICS, Downsview, Ont. 416.635 9880

Vice- President, European Operations:
30 Rue Pierre Semard, Yerres,
Paris 925.8258 • TELEX 21-311

91

France

Tel:

Distributed in Europe by:
Belgium: C. N. ROOD S.A. Brussels 02-352135
II Denmark: E. V. JOHANSSEN A/S, Copenhagen
(01)• 295622 • Norway: INTELCO, Box 1511,
47 2 207451, Sentrum, Oslo U Spain: BELPORT,
Madrid 234.62.62 • Sweden: ELEKTROFLEX, Sun•
dyberg 08-28-9290 • Switzerland: D. LEITGEB,
Dubendorf 051 85 9666 U UK, CLAUDE LYONS,
LTD, Hoddeston, Hertfordshire (09924) 67161

Circle
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225-3, 7cho, Nakamachi, Ohtori, Sakai City,
Japan 593 Phone: 0722 ( 62) 8281

United Kingdom: Keith Mantle
Tel 01-493-1451, 34 Dover Street, London WI

8A to 35A ri
L-tutt.ASO
50V- 600V ( VDRom )

Three new additions to Hutson's 1/
2"
press-fit series: isolated press-fit
package; isolated press-fit and stud
mount with Be0 insulators for greatly
improved thermal characteristics.
All 1/
2 " press- fit devices feature
patented Di- Mesa construction of
void-free glass-passivated center
gate chips.

154

FIXED COMPOSITION RESISTORS
TRIMMER RESISTORS
SPARK PLUG SUPPRESSORS
GENERATOR CONDENSERS

Geneva: Alain Offergeld
1rue du Temple, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel: 32-35-63

TRIACS: 6A to 40A ri
L-t(RmSd
50V- 600V ( VDRom )
SCR'S:

OTHER PRODUCTS:

Business Department
Stephen R. Weiss, Manager
[212] 997-2044
Thomas M. Egan,
Production Manager [212] 997-3140
Carol Gallagher
Assistant Production Manager [212] 997-2045
Dorothy Carter, Contracts and Billings
[212] 997-2908
Frances Valions, Reader Service Manager
[212] 997-6057

Electronics Buyers' Guide

S.S. HOPE,

Doctor ... teacher ... friend to
millions on four continents—
this floating hospital is a
symbol of America's concern
for the world's disadvantaged.

George F. Werner, Associate Publisher
[212] 997-3139

Keep HOPE sailing.

Regina Hera, Directory Manager
[212] 997-2544
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M.D.-

Dept A, Washington, D.C. 20007
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You
can't
beat the system.
It saved this school
the cost of 24 tons
of alr conditioning
equipment.

The Academy of Mount Saint Scholastica, Atchison, Kansas.
Designed and built by F. wf. i
.
t
r
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n
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Because its Stran
The other way to build

Conventional construction plans
called for 78 tons of air conditioning
equipment in this private school, but
when the local Stran Builder suggested using Stranwall 70, a cornpletely Insulated wall unit, only 54ton equipment was required. That
meant savings on original equipment
and monthly utility costs. And Stranwall 70 is a beautifully designed wall
system that's flexible enough to
adapt to any floor plan. Write us for
a brochure that tells the whole story.
Stran-Steel Corporation. P. 0. Box
14205, Houston, Texas 77021.

Name

Title
School
Address

city

State

l're interested in a building

ft. x

Zip
ft. for use as

Stran-Steel Corporation
Building Systems Subsidiary of
National Steel Corporation
CIRCLE 701 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Petroleum and You
(A History of the Former)
Chapter Two: The Early Years
Civilizations began to flourish, and
petroleum, at first little more than abit
player venturing timidly out from the
wings, began to develop into the
accomplished performer which would
one day, amid well-deserved plaudits,
take its rightful place at center stage
nightly plus matinees on Wednesdays
and Saturdays. For example, asphalt,
apetroleum residue, was used around
600 B.C. by King Nebuchadnezzar
in constructing the Hanging Gardens
of Babylon, considered one of the
seven wonders of the world until he
fell behind in his watering.

Meanwhile the ancient Chinese while
drilling for salt inadvertently struck
oil. Early documents indicate it tasted
terrible on eggs but was found to
work well as afuel. Although this
appeared at the outset to be asignificant advance, it led them to the
erroneous conclusion that anything
which tasted terrible on eggs would
make agood fuel. Several years were
wasted pursuing this false line of
reasoning—time that might have been
better spent in coming up with the
eraser, the black and white cow, and
other important inventions.

As for the western hemisphere, there
is evidence that the American Indians
were acquainted with petroleum
hundreds of years before the arrival of
the white man. They were, in fact,
among the first to recognize the
medicinal value of petroleum, and
were it not for their research and dedication the petroleum bandage would
today be only ahalf- realized dream.
•
•
•
•
•

•

In like manner, the Assyrians used
asphalt in the building of their cities
and received many nice compliments.
One of the most treasured of these
was the remark of Darius the First,
King of Persia, which has been translated from ancient scrolls of the
period as, " Ireally like your use of
asphalt in the building of this city."

•

•
•

•
et.

He reportedly said this of Nineveh
just before demolishing it.

The petroleum bandage as it might have
been— a half- realized dream, and also
The black and white cow,

coming unstuck at one end.

unknown in China to this day.
This is the second chapter in aseven- part
series presented as asalute to the industry.
In addition we would like you to know that
we offer afull line of lube oils, greases,
cutting oils, fuels, motor oils, white oils.
LP-Gas, and specialty products, with a
complete network of service facilities.

•••••••■••mmi
City of Nineveh after visit
by Darius the First.

For further information and for abooklet of
all seven chapters of the Petroleum and
You series write to Mr. Frank Laudonio,
Atlantic Richfield Company, P.O. Box
71169, Los Angeles 90071. ( You might also
indicate any product interest and your
business.)
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planning is of prime concern to businessmen and professionals.

Job strategy ' 73: Reaching for the brass ring
The junior executive with anxious morning face and over-packed attache case,
wending his wearisome way to the office
each day, may be suffering from an
overdose of poor career planning. The
highly able man of 40 or more who, despite ambition and drive, is stuck fast in
middle management, is even more likely
the victim of a poorly mapped business
career.
That's the consensus among the professionals who regularly observe the
range of business echelons, from the
very recent MBAs to top brass.
Why otherwise able men let such
short-sightedness hobble them, the pros
are not sure, especially since, as they
see it, a minimum of panning is all it
takes to start a corporate career rising.
Call it strategy, or advancement technique, or simply smart self-guidance. By
any name, its use at critical stages, say
the old hands, can set the direction in
which a man will travel— and probably
determine how far he will go.
The professionals in career planning,
as well as a number of corporate VIPs

who've made the climb, suggest that far company that can be fruitful at almost
too many executives simply let their ca- any intermediate stage.
reers happen, or they pursue aimless .
The struggle ( if it need be a strugg.e)
paths within a company, or—at the op- starts early, and students of the game
who've studied closely the gyrations of
new MBAs and other college grads point
CAREERS AND COMPENSATION to a prime mistake made by the " jurlor
management" candidate. By age 25, by
and large, he should have some longposite end of the spectrum— outdo them- range goals nailed down, or at least
selves in trying to muscle their way up should be on the way to arriving at them.
the ladder. Precisely what planning are Too often, though, the tyro simply makes
the experts talking about?
his entrance and says, " Here I am.—
"Sometimes it's a case of first know- where do Igo?" He fails to pick out any
ing what not to do," says George Foote, meaningful goal, long- or short-range,
senior consultant with McKinsey & Co. except to earn as much as possible.
"In trying to locate the ' hot buttons' in
"It's true that a younger man must
an organization and push them, you ob- keep loose and quite flexible at this
serve, you reason, and make some posi- stage— he has to find himself," says
tive moves. But you don't scheme. For a John Stevenson, vice president at Arthur
junior man, or anybody, the difference D. Little, Inc., the Cambridge consulbetween the two really comes down to tants. " But he has to find his career, too,
mature judgment."
and decide in the first place if he really
Other answers given by the pros are wants to be abusinessman."
firmer. There are critical moves to make
Understandably, this decision is
at age 30, others to try at 40 or 50; and viewed as pivotal. " It is the prerequisite
there is the smart " lateral shift" in a for a corporate career," notes Steven-

©Copyright 1973 McGrawHill, Inc.
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"The tyro must decide
in the first place
if he really wants
to be a businessman."
son, and is more pertinent today than
ever before." If the basic decision to aim
at mananArnant comes hard, the vouna

Thorson of 850-student North Central
College in Illinois says, " We're no longer
in the same old education business.
Hard work may be enough to give dropouts amotivation to return to college."
But this is cold comfort to a parent
faced with an obviously distressed
youngster. " The first thing to do," says
Dr. Nicoli, " is to sit down and spend time
finding exactly what is the reason for the
unhappiness." Experts say astonishingly
few parents take this fundamental step.

"A degree doesn't mean
what it used to, and
dropping out no longer
bears the same stigma."
Dr. Nicoll continues: " Is he functioning
academically? Often students are not,
partly because of new environment,
partly because of inner conflicts. He
can't work until conflicts are resolved."
Dr. Jan Duker, Columbia Teachers
College sociologist, talks of youngsters
with overblown expectations. " High
school honor students suffer a shock
when they arrive at a college where everyone is on the honor roll." The ego
gets deflated along with the straight-A
record.
Clinical psychologist John Rau of
Long Island Jewish- Hillside Medical
Center observes, " College is a very
stressful experience for many people
who have difficulty in dealing with today's lack of structure. They become
disillusioned. Some find it boring, meaningless." Co-ed dormitories, drugs, increasingly detached faculties, all contribute to the pressures.
A parent talking to adisenchanted student should urge him to confide in a
dean or other academic counselor. He
may be in the wrong program. He may
find his bearings by getting involved in
more " outside" activities. If uneasiness
springs from the unstructured social life
of co-ed dormitories, most administrations will arrange a switch to other
quarters. Says one advisor, " We find
that students with personal problems are
the first to sign up, hoping co-ed living
will help them overcome their problems.
It can be ahard problem to administer."
Disenchantment may wear itself out—
as the malaise common among disenchanted freshmen often does. But if it
doesn't, and if advisors, friends, and
even tours of other academic programs
and campuses fail to raise spirits, and a
student still wants to withdraw—what
then? Dr. Thomas A. Leemon, professor
of higher education at Columbia Teachers College, has this advice: " First, it is a
very important responsibility of parents
to see that such youngsters are advised
of what is available elsewhere and the
opportunity for growth through study.
Beyond this, the student must under-

agree that for key middle managers and
top brass, back-to-study will gain momentum throughout the 1970s.
The biggest blunder, they say, is to
stay complacent on this score, relying
on seniority, illusive " status," and the
oft— cherished ability to " handle
people."
But balance, as in all elements of ca-

stand his own course of action. For example, he ought to finance himself. What
he does ought to be his responsibility."
A New Jersey executive and local
school board member and his editor
wife, faced the dropout dilemma three
times. First their eldest daughter asked
to quit school, but they successfully persuaded her to stay ( later wondering if
the pressure had been wise). Next her
sister wanted to withdraw from college,
and this time they concurred. After a
year on her own, the second girl entered
a " more meaningful" course in nursing.
Then the couple's son quit as an international education major in college. After a breather, he enrolled in pre- law
elsewhere, deciding he could " do more
for social change as aprofessional."
The mother comments: " You can only
ask adrop-out, ' How are you going to do
it? Where are you going to go?' Unless
there's some overpowering reason,
there is no point in bribes or threats."
Once astudent does drop out, experts
urge bankrolling him only for well
thought-out alternative education. This
could range from supervised travel with
an educational tie-in to taking alow-paying job in a laboratory or doing sociallyoriented work, for example, in Appalachia. " It may not sound tony at the
country club," says a Midwest college
dean, " but driving a cab or working as
an auto mechanic may serve as an antidote to disillusionment."

Jim Wiltsee

Harvard's Dr. Nicoli notes, " Most of
the dropouts have been taken care of
most of their lives, and feel worthless,
feel their studies are of no value. After
they do physical work, and learn they
can care for themselves, they often find
a sense of their own dignity, and may
want to return to college."
Columbia sociologist Dr. Duker observes: " Parents shouldn't let them-

The college misfit:
What's the best
selves be exploited and blackmailed into
a pattern of prolonged dependence.
We've already kept our children more
dependent longer than any society in the
history of the planet."

"Parents shouldn't let
themselves be exploited
. . . into a pattern of
prolonged dependence."

The prolonging of youth certainly is a
factor in the drop-out generation. Jerome Bruner, professor of psychology at
Oxford University, speaks of the " aimlessness" of youth forced to delay vocational or job decisions until comparatively late in life. " At the very moment
the young man or woman is seeking authenticity, the only legitimate role that is
open to him is that of student," Bruner
observes. The legion of former students
rejecting this role are written in the communes, in micro-buses outfitted with calico curtains, and in countless handicraft
shops across the country.
Says Dr. Nicoli, " The non-structured
society of today gives rise to much of
youth's emotional turmoil and to cultural
shock, even in their own country. They
don't know what's expected of them.
And changes in the home are a tremendous factor. Parents often are not
available physically and emotionally, so
peers have much more influence than 10
or 20 years ago—or even five years
ago."
And a degree carries a different value
than it did in, say, 1955. Students see
friends with diploma in hand not finding
work in such fields as history, social science and English. They have seen the
speed with which jobs can fill up in a
field.
Youth's sifting of values today and talk
of " relevance" may seem incomprehensible to a parent who has worked for 20
years determined to give his child the
college degree which was so important
to his own success. But one observer
whose name is synonymous with the
American economy views the questioning more positively. John D. Rockefeller
III writes in The Second American Revolution: "Experiencing the fruits of affluence at a young age can tend to remove affluence as an overriding goal.
Many young people find it easy to reduce their personal needs, to make do
on very little, and they perceive that affluence by itself can be empty. . . . Believing that the provision of basic material necessities is not aserious problem,
they are more concerned about the
world of ideas and of the spirit."
A parent really ought to know that by
now—and apply it in dealing with a son
or daughter whose horizons are
clouded.
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Job strategy '73: Reaching for the brass ring
The junior executive with anxious morning face and over- packed attache case,
wending his wearisome way to the office
each day, may be suffering from an
overdose of poor career planning. The
highly able man of 40 or more who, despite ambition and drive, is stuck fast in
middle management, is even more likely
the victim of a poorly mapped business
career.
That's the consensus among the professionals who regularly observe the
range of business echelons, from the
very recent MBAs to top brass.
Why otherwise able men let such
short-sightedness hobble them, the pros
are not sure, especially since, as they
see it, a minimum of planning is all it
takes to start a corporate career rising.
Call it strategy, or advancement technique, or simply smart self-guidance. By
any name, its use at critical stages, say
the old hands, can set the direction in
which a man will travel—and probably
determine how far he will go.
The professionals in career planning,
as well as a number of corporate VIPs
©Copyright 1973 McGraw-Hill, Inc.

who've made the climb, suggest that far company that can be fruitful at almost
too many executives simply let their ca- any intermediate stage.
reers happen, or they pursue aimless .
The struggle ( if it need be a struggle)
paths within a company, or— at the op- starts early, and students of the game
who've studied closely the gyrations of
new MBAs and other college grads point
CAREERS AND COMPENSATION to a prime mistake made by the " junior
management" candidate. By age 25, by
and large, he should have some longposite end of the spectrum—outdo them- range goals nailed down, or at least
selves in trying to muscle their way up should be on the way to arriving at them.
the ladder. Precisely what planning are Too often, though, the tyro simply makes
the experts talking about?
his entrance and says, " Here Iam—
"Sometimes it's a case of first know- where do Igo?" He fails to pick out any
ing what not to do," says George Foote, meaningful goal, long- or short-range,
senior consultant with McKinsey & Co. except to earn as much as possible.
"In trying to locate the ' hot buttons' in
"It's true that a younger man must
an organization and push them, you ob- keep loose and quite flexible at this
serve, you reason, and make some posi- stage— he has to find himself," says
tive moves. But you don't scheme. For a John Stevenson, vice president at Arthur
junior man, or anybody, the difference D. Little, Inc., the Cambridge consulbetween the two really comes down to tants. " But he has to find his career, too,
mature judgment."
and decide in the first place if he really
Other answers given by the pros are wants to be abusinessman."
firmer. There are critical moves to make
Understandably, this decision is
at age 30, others to try at 40 or 50; and viewed as pivotal. " It is the prerequisite
there is the smart " lateral shift" in a for a corporate career," notes Steven-

agree that for key middle managers arid
top brass, back-to-study will gain momentum throughout the 1970s.
The biggest blunder, they say, is to
stay complacent on this score, relying
on seniority, illusive " status," and the
oft— cherished ability to " handle
son, and is more pertinent today than
people."
ever before." If the basic decision to aim
But balance, as in all elements of caat management comes hard, the young
reer planning, is needed. The quest for
man is wise to do some practical testing.
education can be naive for the businessOne way is simply to turn away entirely
man who goes overboard and becomes
from business for a year or two. Then, if
a " professional student." Too much
corporate life still holds a strong enough
seminar psychology, caution the exattraction, he can return, this time perperts, has been the undoing of many an
haps with a greater energy and desire to
otherwise sensible executive.
forge ahead.
The manager who is just a step or so
Another way— more consistent with
beneath top management obviously
the common need to earn a living— is to
must follow a demanding strategy if he's
work in a small company for a year or
to be in line for the ranking position
two. The purpose is to try as varied a
above him. The danger is that he will
range of duties and responsibilities as
push too hard, and antagonize, or conthe boss will allow.
versely, ignore the right moves out of an
Once an executive prospect has made
unconscious fear that he may not really
his career decision, another point is
fit the top job.
given weight these days: He should think
What are obvious moves for the man
in terms of broad business experience,
steering a steady upward course? Some
not merely job continuity. Now, in the
lesser items suggest themselves. For inearly 1970s, the bigger, well- managed
stance, getting to know the board memcompanies aren't nearly so leery of ajob
bers well, and making no secret whatchanger as they were even 10 years
soever of one's quest for the top
ago. Almost the opposite prevails. Many
position. But the prime move is this: getcompanies are, ir fact, seeking smart,
ting to know the flavor and spirit and
qualified younger men who have made
technique of the whole business, not just
some wise company- to- company
one part of it.
moves. Often they are looked on as the
This is where the prudent lateral move
best prospects for key jobs, assuming
in a large business comes in. It can be
their company- changing has been
most fruitful, the pros agree, to accept or
thoughtful and not capricious.
even seek a horizontal shift ( maybe for
"This is important for a young man to
little or no more money) that involves enunderstand today," says Chicago contirely new and different job responsisultant John Struggles, whose executive
bilities; for potential top brass, varied exsearch efforts on behalf of major corpoperience is what shines.
rations keep him in close touch with curBut wise hands sound a clear caution.
rent attitudes.
Says George Foote: " An upward move
Another caveat for a younger execu- at the ranking executive level is not a
tive is to avoid, if he can, the company game— it's a thoughtful strategy, based
that is overly paternalistic— or, at least,
on true human motivations."
to be well aware of any excessive,
If it's phony, it probably won't work.
smothering paternalism.
Further, he should think twice about
getting himself on a big company's fasttransfer list that will have him periodically moving around the country to do
the same work, even if the pay gets a
little greener with each move. " The
transfer list," says Struggles, " can bury
a younger man, instead of being a roadway to high promotion."
What the young executive should do,
say the pros, is study the career moves
of the company's top men— and follow
their leads. " If ayounger guy in business
isn't really aware of this," says
McKinsey's George Foote, " he hasn't a
good handle on what's going on."
Stepping up a notch, the middle manager in his 30s or 40s would be smart to
keep in mind another trend of the day:
going back to college. The reasoning is,
of course, that by this age, one's formal
education may have grown stale by corporate standards. Generally, the pros

"The tyro must decide
in the first place
if he really wants
to be a businessman."

personal

The college misfit:
What's the best
course for parents?
The college malcontent and dropout are
so prevalent as to be almost as much in
evidence as the smiling June graduate.
Examples can be culled from somebody's family experience on nearly every
block in suburbia, and rare is the patio
party that features no tale of the young
guy or gal who can't make a go of it on
campus.
In affluent Westchester County outside New York, an Ivy League dropout is
defiantly selling shoes in a small retail
shop in Yonkers. His banking-executive
father bitterly complains to friends,
"Paul is off the track— ruining his life."
From a Thailand monastery, a former
Columbia University anthropology major

EDUCATION
writes to his professors that he has finally found " relevance." Two of the
three children of the mayor of an upperclass bedroom town near Cleveland in
the solid Midwest have suddenly
dropped out—and the third wants to.
Disillusionment on campus today permeates major universities and even disrupts the calm of once-tranquil small colleges coast to coast.
One man who has probed the rejection by youth of parental values, tracking
the progress of 1,500 Harvard students
for 10 years after they withdrew, is Dr.
Armand Nicoli, a Harvard Medical
School psychiatrist who specializes in
social relations. He found that 90% of
the drop-outs eventually returned to
school. But many dropped out again,
and only half of the returnees ever
earned adegree.
A new pattern is emerging on
campuses. Increasingly students are
taking ayear or more away from campus
life, reassessing their goals, and returning to college. Certainly withdrawal is
losing much of the stigma it once carried, as changes of the 1960s and 1970s
have transmogrified the campus into a
baffling, alien land to pre- 1955 alumni.
Even when they plug on to a degree,
disenchanted students can become
what one psychologist calls " technical
drop- outs," aimlessly going through the
motions of education.
But some experts assert that dropping
out can be a potentially healthy move, if
parents are supportive. Dean Ruth E.

NewYork to Dallas
in minutes.
By way of Xerox.
To Xerox, making great copies in just minutes is certainly no great challenge.
We proved we could do it, and do it better.
But proving we could get acopy from, say, New York to Dallas in amatter of
minutes was another story entirely.
But we solved it.
We unveiled the Xerox Telecopier transceiver.
Merely by dialing the phone in one place, and answering it in another, we could

actually transmit copies of documents.
The Xerox Telecopier.
Takes apiece of paper anywhere in the country, and in amatter of minutes
makes acopy of it appear somewhere else.
It's the next best thing to mental telepathy.
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Thorson of 850-student North Central
College in Illinois says, " We're no longer
in the same old education business.
Hard work may be enough to give dropouts amotivation to return to college."
But this is cold comfort to a parent
faced with an obviously distressed
youngster. " The first thing to do," says
Dr. Nicoli, " is to sit down and spend time
finding exactly what is the reason for the
unhappiness." Experts say astonishingly
few parents take this fundamental step.

stand his own course of action. For example, he ought to finance himself. What
he does ought to be his responsibility."
A New Jersey executive and local
school board member and his editor
wife, faced the dropout dilemma three
times. First their eldest daughter asked
to quit school, but they successfully persuaded her to stay ( later wondering if
the pressure had been wise). Next her
sister wanted to withdraw from college,
and this time they concurred. After a
year on her own, the second girl entered
a " more meaningful" course in nursing.
"A degree doesn't mean
Then the couple's son quit as an interwhat it used to, and
national education major in college. After a breather, he enrolled in pre-law
dropping out no longer
elsewhere, deciding he could " do more
bears the same stigma."
for social change as aprofessional."
The mother comments: " You can only
Dr. Nicoli continues: " Is he functioning ask adrop-out, ' How are you going to do
academically? Often students are not, it? Where are you going to go?' Unless
partly because of new environment, there's some overpowering reason,
partly because of inner conflicts. He there is no point in bribes or threats."
Once astudent does drop out, experts
can't work until conflicts are resolved."
Dr. Jan Duker, Columbia Teachers urge bankrolling him only for well
College sociologist, talks of youngsters thought-out alternative education. This
with overblown expectations. " High could range from supervised travel with
school honor students suffer a shock an educational tie-in to taking alow-paywhen they arrive at a college where ev- ing job in a laboratory or doing sociallyeryone is on the honor roll." The ego oriented work, for example, in Appagets deflated along with the straight-A lachia. " It may not sound tony at the
country club," says a Midwest college
record.
dean, " but driving a cab or working as
Clinical psychologist John Rau of
an auto mechanic may serve as an antiLong Island Jewish- Hillside Medical
dote to disillusionment."
Center observes, " College is a very
stressful experience for many people
who have difficulty in dealing with today's lack of structure. They become
disillusioned. Some find it boring, meaningless." Co-ed dormitories, drugs, increasingly detached faculties, all contribute to the pressures.
A parent talking to adisenchanted student should urge him to confide in a
dean or other academic counselor. He
may be in the wrong program. He may
find his bearings by getting involved in
more " outside" activities. If uneasiness
springs from the unstructured social life
of co-ed dormitories, most administrations will arrange a switch to other
quarters. Says one advisor, " We find
that students with personal problems are
the first to sign up, hoping co-ed living
will help them overcome their problems.
It can be ahard problem to administer."
Disenchantment may wear itself out—
as the malaise common among disenchanted freshmen often does. But if it
doesn't, and if advisors, friends, and
even tours of other academic programs
and campuses fail to raise spirits, and a
Harvard's Dr. Nicoli notes, " Most of
student still wants to withdraw—what the dropouts have been taken care of
then? Dr. Thomas A. Leemon, professor most of their lives, and feel worthless,
of higher education at Columbia Teach- feel their studies are of no value. After
ers College, has this advice: " First, it is a they do physical work, and learn they
very important responsibility of parents can care for themselves, they often find
to see that such youngsters are advised a sense of their own dignity, and may
of what is available elsewhere and the want to return to college."
opportunity for growth through study.
Columbia sociologist Dr. Duker obBeyond this, the student must under- serves: " Parents shouldn't let them-

selves be exploited and blackmailed into
a pattern of prolonged dependence.
We've already kept our children more
dependent longer than any society in the
history of the planet."

"Parents shouldn't let
themselves be exploited
. . . into a pattern of
prolonged dependence."

The prolonging of youth certainly is a
factor in the drop-out generation. Jerome Bruner, professor of psychology at
Oxford University, speaks of the " aimlessness" of youth forced to delay vocational or job decisions until comparatively late in life. " At the very moment
the young man or woman is seeking authenticity, the only legitimate role that is
open to him is that of student," Bruner
observes. The legion of former students
rejecting this role are written in the communes, in micro-buses outfitted with calico curtains, and in countless handicraft
shops across the country.
Says Dr. Nicoll, " The non-structured
society of today gives rise to much of
youth's emotional turmoil and to cultural
shock, even in their own country. They
don't know what's expected of them.
And changes in the home are a tremendous factor. Parents often are not
available physically and emotionally, so
peers have much more influence than 10
or 20 years ago—or even five years
ago."
And adegree carries adifferent value
than it did in, say, 1955. Students see
friends with diploma in hand not finding
work in such fields as history, social science and English. They have seen the
speed with which jobs can fill up in a
field.
Youth's sifting of values today and talk
of " relevance" may seem incomprehensible to a parent who has worked for 20
years determined to give his child the
college degree which was so important
to his own success. But one observer
whose name is synonymous with the
American economy views the questioning more positively. John D. Rockefeller
Ill writes in The Second American Revolution: "Experiencing the fruits of affluence at a young age can tend to remove affluence as an overriding goal.
Many young people find it easy to reduce their personal needs, to make do
on very little, and they perceive that affluence by itself can be empty. . . . Believing that the provision of basic material necessities is not aserious problem,
they are more concerned about the
world of ideas and of the spirit."
A parent really ought to know that by
now—and apply it in dealing with a son
or daughter whose horizons are
clouded.
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Makin' friends Winnebago style.
When its time for a little refreshment,
aWinnebago motor home can be there waiting.
With a spacious lounge, a well-stocked galley
and plenty of cool comfort— the kind that makes
good company reluctant to leave.
Head for the beach this summer in America's
favori.te welcome wagon: A Winnebago motor home.
Start making friends Winnebago style.
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The only industrial lamps
that work a3500-hour shift
to cut your lighting costs.
Westinghouse Industrial Service and Industrial Rough
Service Lamps won't quit on you long after other
incandescents have failed. These exclusive 3500- hour
lamps put in extra hours of overtime.., over 400% more
hours... because they last more than four times as
many hours as most ordinary lamps.
So, now you won't have to change them so often...and
they can actually save nearly 80% in lighting maintenance costs where they replace ordinary incandescent
lamps.
Ask your Westinghouse lamp man for acomplete
résumé of these rugged, hard-working industrial lamps
or write to: Westinghouse Incandescent Lamp Division,
Bloomfield, New Jersey 07003.
You can be sure if it's Westinghouse.
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you're better off in every way. Call your Lyon Dealer today.
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Aurora, Ill. 60507. Plants in Aurora, Ill., York, Pa., Los Angeles.
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Other sprinklers
protect you
against fire.
Orinneffs Aquamatic
protects you against
fire and water.
Any sprinkler can control or put out a
fire.
But Grinnell's new Aquamatic On-Off
sprinkler does more. It shuts itself off
when the fire's out. It puts the water only
where it's needed—on the fire, and not
outside the fire area. So it keeps water
discharge to aminimum.
Aquamatic is ideal for places where you
have high value inventories, materials extremely sensitive to water, flash fire exposures, or expensive equipment and machinery. Because of its efficient use of
water, it helps eliminate excessive down

time after a fire, and puts you back in
business faster.
Aquamatic is maintenance free— it
doesn't require replacement or adjustment
after a fire. It automatically resets itself
and is ready to go as often as needed.
And Aquamatic is interchangeable with
other sprinklers. It can be installed in
existing systems or designed into new
construction.
Want to know more? Let us demonstrate
Aquamatic in your office, or send for our
new brochure. Just fill out and mail the
coupon below.
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Grinnell Fire Protection Systems Company, Inc.
10 Dorrance Street
Providence, Rhode Island 02903

D Yes,
ri

Iwould like to see ademonstration of the new Aquamatic On-Off Sprinkler.
Have aGrinnell Sales Representative contact me.

Send crnnr Annarnatir hrnr•hnre• Inn nhlicratinn)

persona

1
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Venturing afield
with Fielding,
Fodor and friends
Snobbishly seasoned European travelers
used to say that travel guidebooks were
agreat help—they singled out hotels and
restaurants for the " tourists." so that the
elite few knew what places to avoid until
the season ended. The guidebooks may
no longer be so reliable. There are so
many, aimed at so many audiences, that
there's hardly a watering hole from
Shannon to Ankara that doesn't rate
mention in somebody's handbook.
This year, as the new editions spread
beyond the seas in a million and more

TRAVEL COMMENTARY

Photolabel Tape Printing System
• striking, professional looking labels
• any beautiful typeface you want
• reproduces corporate logotypes
• also ideal for displays, headlining, overhead projection
Think of the ways you can use this exclusive new Kalograph system.
Make instant, self-adhesive labels as beautiful and flush as decals.
So thin they look like part of the surface you apply them to; and
won't curl off. Simply dial a letter, press lever. Kalograph system
prints instantly with a flash of light on special photo-sensitive tape.
No developing necessary. Colored or clear tapes in assorted widths.

tri =
identification
people

#...% Labels suitable for prestige applications; yet simple and
low cost. For details write " Kalograph", W. H. Brady Co.,
727 W. Glendale Ave.,
Milwaukee, WI 53201. Or
use the coupon below.

Y

W H BRADY CO • EST 1914
BUSINESS SYSTEMS PRODUCTS
For details and name of dealer send coupon to " Kalograph -,
W. H. Brady Co.,
727 W. Glendale Ave., Milwaukee, WI 53201.
Name

Tltle

Company

Phone

Address

L

State
City
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carry- on bags, the snobs will have to
take their chances with everyone else.
At the risk of over-simplifying, here's a
sampling of the 1973 crop:
First, all the guides this year—includ
ing Fielding's Travel Guide to Europe
1973 (
Fielding Publications, with William
Morrow & Co., $8.95), the favorite of a
generation of U. S. tourists— were
caught in awkward disarray by dollar de
valuation and fluctuating currencies
Quoted rates and prices, therefore. are
hardly more than ballpark figures this
year in anybody's guide. More frank
about it than most, Temple Fielding needled in a " Top Urgent!!!" warning to
readers, pleading, " So don't shackle us
to the doghouse if that Spanish mantilla
is $8.57 or $8.69 instead of $8 25 by the
time you drop anchor.'
Even in this era of the 747, Fielding's
people still " drop anchor." Indeed, the
Fielding Guides evoke the indulgent
mood of shipboard yesteryears. The
Clubby, insidey prose is solely concerned with creature comforts. The high
priest of hospitality, Fielding focuses on
the hotels, inns, restaurants and bistros
of some 30 countries and regions. For
historical or cultural points of interest
readers must look elsewhere. Politics.
particularly angry, party- pooping politics, is also anathema. On Greece, Fielding takes the view that its controversial
regime is none of the Guide's business.
Single-minded devotion to bed-and board makes Fielding's Guide comprehensive, but some familiarity with Fielding's taste is necessary; nearly all the
judgments are his own. Quickest way to
master Fielding is to pick a place with
which you're familiar, and compare what
he says with what you know. Judging the
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Other sprinklers
protect you
against fire.
Orinneffs Aquainatie
protects you against
fire and water.
Any sprinkler can control or put out a
fire.
But Grinnell's new Aquamatic On-Off
sprinkler does more. It shuts itself off
when the fire's out. It puts the water only
where it's needed—on the fire, and not
outside the fire area. So it keeps water
discharge to aminimum.
Aquamatic is ideal for places where you
have high value inventories, materials extremely sensitive to water, flash fire exposures, or expensive equipment and machinery. Because of its efficient use of
water, it helps eliminate excessive down

time after a fire, and puts you back in
business faster.
Aquamatic is maintenance free— it
doesn't require replacement or adjustment
after a fire. It automatically resets itself
and is ready to go as often as needed.
And Aquamatic is interchangeable with
other sprinklers. It can be installed in
existing systems or designed into new
construction.
Want to know more? Let us demonstrate
Aquamatic in your office, or send for our
new brochure. Just fill out and mail the
coupon below.

pum-mmummommumalmmi-------1
Grinnell Fire Protection Systems Company, Inc.
10 Dorrance Street
Providence, Rhode Island 02903

III Yes, Iwould like to see ademonstration of the new Aquamatic On-Off Sprinkler.
Have aGrinnell Sales Representative contact me.
[11 Send your Aquamatic brochure (no obligation).
Name

Title

Company_
Street_
City

State

7. ir

Telephone
European Headquarters:
Kopperschmidt Sprinkler G.m.b.H.,
D-2358, Kaltenkirchen, Germany.

‘‘.5,.4: GRINNELL
GRINNELL FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS COMPANY. INC

limummumzumummumaimmummummiwirma
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YOU'RE ALWAYS BETTER OFF
WITH THE NUMBER ISELECTION
We can do a better job of matching your needs, because we
have a broader range of products to choose from. We stock over
1600 items for business, industry, institutions and offices. So you can
depend on us to have your first choice. And we're your single
source for both steel furniture and equipment, which should cut
your paperwork and ordering time in half.
But there's a lot more to be said for staying with the leading
name. You're in Lyon Country wherever you are. We operate four
strategically located plants and make sure we have adealer in
your area. And we're service oriented. Including more manpower
in the field, to make sure you have plenty of expert help to lean
on. Plus proven Lyon quality . The easiest ordering system. The best
packaging. And truly fast service. Most orders are rolling in 24
to 72 hours.
As you can see, when you start with the Number 1selection,
you're better off in every way. Call your Lyon Dealer today.
Lyon Metal Products, Inc. General Offices: 675 Monroe Ave.,
Aurora, III. 60507. Plants in Aurora, Ill., York, Pa., Los Angeles.
Dealers and Branches in All Principal Cities.

IN LYON COUNTRY

Yo

METAL
PRODUCTS

For Business. Industry and Institutions

LYON METAL PRODUCTS. INC.
675 Monroe Avenue, Aurora, Illinois 60 507 I
Please send me a copy of Catalog No.100 I
I Name
Firm

Address
State

Zip

Look for us in the Yellow Pages under I
LYON "STEEL SHELVING." "LOCKERS" or "SHOP EQUIPMENLi

•If
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Venturing afield
with Fielding,
Fodor and friends
Snobbishly seasoned European travelers
used to say that travel guidebooks were
agreat help—they singled out hotels and
restaurants for the " tourists," so that the
elite few knew what places to avoid until
the season ended. The guidebooks may
no longer be so reliable. There are so
many, aimed at so many audiences, that
there's hardly a watering hole from
Shannon to Ankara that doesn't rate
mention in somebody's handbook.
This year, as the new editions spread
beyond the seas in a million and more
TRAVEL COMMENTARY

Photolabel Tape Printing System
• striking, professional looking labels
• any beautiful typeface you want
• reproduces corporate logotypes
• also ideal for displays, headlining, overhead projection
Think of the ways you can use this exclusive new Kalograph system.
Make instant, self-adhesive labels as beautiful and flush as decals.
So thin they look like part of the surface you apply them to; and
won't curl off. Simply dial a letter, press lever. Ka'ograph system
prints instantly with a flash of light on special photo- sensitive tape.
No developing necessary. Colored or clear tapes in assorted widths.
Am
.
k Labels suitable for prestige applications; yet simple and
C
low cost. For details write " Kalograph", VV. H. Brady Co.,
727 W. Glendale Ave.,
Milwaukee, WI 53201. Or
use the coupon below.

th

identification
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W. H. BRADY CO. • EST. 1914
BUSINESS SYSTEMS PRODUCTS
For details and name of dealer send coupon to " Kalograph , W. H. Brady Co.,
727 W. Glendale Ave., Milwaukee, WI 53201.
Name

Title

Company

Phone

Address

L City

_Zip__
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carry- on bags, the snobs will have to
take their chances with everyone else.
At the risk of over- simplifying, here's a
sampling of the 1973 crop:
First, all the guides this year— including Fielding's Travel Guide to Europe
1973 (Fielding Publications, with William
Morrow & Co., $8.95), the favorite of a
generation of U. S. tourists— were
caught in awkward disarray by dollar devaluation and fluctuating currencies.
Quoted rates and prices, therefore, are
hardly more than ballpark figures this
year in anybody's guide. More frank
about it than most, Temple Fielding needled in a " Top Urgent!!!" warning to
readers, pleading, " So don't shackle us
to the doghouse if that Spanish mantilla
is $8.57 or $8.69 instead of $8 25 by the
time you drop anchor. Even in this era of the 747. Fielding's
people still " drop anchor." Indeed. the
Fielding Guides evoke the indulgent
mood of shipboard yesteryears. The
clubby, insidey prose is solely concerned with creature comforts. The high
priest of hospitality, Fielding focuses on
the hotels, inns, restaurants and bistros
of some 30 countries and regions. For
historical or cultural points of interest,
readers must look elsewhere. Politics,
particularly angry, party- pooping politics, is also anathema. On Greece, Fielding takes the view that its controversial
regime is none of the Guide's business.
Single-minded devotion to bed-andboard makes Fielding's Guide comprehensive, but some familiarity with Fielding's taste is necessary; nearly all the
judgments are his own. Quickest way to
master Fielding is to pick a place with
which you're familiar, and compare what
he says with what you know. Judging the

You know she can't get your plane tickets,
26 copies of the last P&L statement, and
130 sets of year-to-date sales figures by 9:30.
You need Itek.

ltek's new Automatic Duplicating System can't

run duplicates at the rate of 120 a minute, in quan-

get your airline tickets for you, but it can solve
those other problems.
Solutions are a way of life at Itek, whether
it's anew line of safety eyewear, an
electrooptical system for underwater surveying . . . or the A.D.S.
The Automatic Duplicating
System was designed to fill in
the gap between conventional
office copiers and professional
printing equipment. It lets you

tities up to 1000, automatically, at a cost per copy
in the mills.
It gives you what you need . . . right away,
without tying up your people and without abusing
your copier ( and your pocketbook).
Write today for a copy of our A.D.S. brochure
and information on sale, rental and leasing arrange-

The Itek A D S
You need it

ments.
Itek Business Products a division r
of Itek Corporation, 1001 Jefferson [.
Road, Rochester, New York 14603

Itek
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What will
you be doing
in 1976?

The new
super thin line
precision pencil
with exclusive
"floating lead
protector"!

9of 10 franchised businesses succeed,
while 9of 10 non-franchised
businesses fail. GBS doesn't promise
instant riches, but we do offer you the
opportunity to own aprestige
business with excellent income
potential: and we have people who
are applying for additional franchises
to provide small business with vital
financial management and counseling
services. $ 5,250 to $ 10,500
investment. Writing for our free
brochure could be the first chapter in
yourown GBS success story. Act today!
......

New from Sheaffer — pencils fr,
that use leads of just . 3mm
or . 5mm for ultra precise
writing or drawing without
lead repointing. Yet these
super thin leads don't break
even under heavy writing
pressure. Exclusive Floating
Lead Protector absorbs all
side- to-side pressure. First
.5mm pencil engineered to
accommodate colored leads.
Metal or plastic models,
$2.98 to $5.98.

••
GENERAL BUSINESS SERVICES, Inc.
7401 Wisconsin Ave.. Dept. BW 06
Washington, D.C. 20014
Please send me your free brochure.

Ï
he reason you
dont see our lead
is the reason our
lead wont break

Name

SHEAFFER„,

Address.

State

City_

Zip

„Itra -FINELI\E"
.3mm pencil

Phone
Member & Endorser
Intl Franchise Assn. Code of Ethics

SHEAFFER, WORLD•WIDE, A
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RCA two-way radio
talks your language.
INII
If you're in abusiness where people and equipment are on the
move, our mobile radio talks your language. It can boost efficiency,
create new profit opportunities. RCA has two-way systems that
can be adapted to just about any need. And an RCA Communications Consultant is ready to help you plan asystem that's exactly
right for you, using cost-saving standard equipment. Just mail
the coupon for full details.
RCA Mobile Communications Systems,
Dept. PB33, Meadow Lands, Pa. 15347.
Please send me your free brochure on RCA Mobile Radio.
Name! Position
Organization
Address
City

State

Zip _

Telephone_

Communications
Roll Mobile

Systems

11•11
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rest of the book is easy.
Another full-scale guide is Fodor's Europe 1973 (
David McKay Co., $9.95).
Eugene Fodor's books are neatly arranged, fact- packed. and occasionally
dull— as, some travelers will insist, guidebooks ought to be. Fodor's Europe is a
tightly edited compilation of reports from
a corps of native correspondents. There
are more countries (35) but fewer places
listed, since, judging from the bland
commentary. Fodor doesn't list those he
might have to condemn. Also, he devotes some space to a historical sketch
of each country, sights to see, street
maps, and other non- housekeeping matters Fielding ignores.
One wonders whether a 1,168- page
volume ( Fodor) or a 1,403- pager ( Fielding) is an ideal traveling companion.
Fielding stabs at the problem by publishing his Guide in a " Fieldingflex" binding,
which can be sliced up the spine, so that
only those parts pertinent to one's trip
need by hauled along.
The airlines, particularly Pan American, offer some of the most portable
guides. Pan Am's so-called Insider's
series and what might be called its Real
series are prime examples. Pan Am's
The Real Europe and the Mediterranean
(Bantam, $ 2.95), The Real Restaurant
Guide to Europe, and The Real Economy
Guide to Europe (both $ 1.95) are pocketbooks. For the money, they are panoramic in view, if occasionally skimpy on
detail. Real Europe, for instance, cites
only seven restaurants in London. The
Real Restaurant Guide does better, but
still cites only 26.
Pan Am's Insider's series— there's one
for New York, London, Paris, Amsterdam and Rome ( Random House, $4.95
each)—strives for convenience by being
published as a series of pocket-sized
folding cards. Each card lists a category
of restaurant, activity, entertainment or
the like. The reverse side is astreet map,
keyed for finding the places listed. Chief
problem is the advance planning it requires to use the cards efficiently, without carting the whole packet around.
None of the new breed tops the familiar city- by- city Michelin Guides (
U. S.
distributor: French & European Publications, Inc., 610 Fifth Ave.. New York,
N. Y. 10020, English editions, $3.50) for
portability and authority. Still, the titles
proliferate. There are walking guides,
shopping guides, and even fleamarket
guides—Street Markets by Carol L. Cohen ( Grosset & Dunlap, $ 2.95), for instance—for deserving audiences.
But, then, there are also guides to
travel on mini- budgets that only the
knapsack set would believe, and some
sexily titled guides to the fleshpots that
only the socially obtuse might need. The
message: Besides Fielding, Fodor and
friends, strangers have crept into the
travel bookshelf who bear more watching than reading.

AMERICAN
BUSINESS HAS
OUTGROWN
THE TELEPHONE.
Now you can replace your present business telephones with
atotal phone system— the Executone 1000. For all its increased capabilities,
this new solid-state system will actually cost you less.

Business phones have hardly changed since
the advent of dialing 30 years ago. But
your telephone requirements have changed.
And this is exactly why we've taken afresh
look at the phone needs of business, and
then designed anew kind of phone system to
answer these needs. The Executone 1000
total phone system.
The new Executone 1000 gives you
the attractive cost savings of owning your
own phones, of course. But just as important, it gives you new efficiencies in daily
operas ions.
Some Total Phone System Benefits.
1. While talking on the phone, you
may need information from some other
person in your company. You dial that person
without hanging up or putting your caller
on "hold"— and he joins you and the caller
in athree-way conversation. ( You can have
the same kind of conference whether the
other people are in your office, across town
or in different cities.)
2. If you're going to someone else's
office, you can forward your calls by
dialing the number of the office you'll be in.
3_ If you call someone and get abusy
signal, you touch abutton and the system
will notify the person that someone has
called. You can then hang up and the system
will call you when that person is free.
4. If someone is trying to reach you
while you're talking on the phone, atone
signal will tell you acall is waiting. ( It will
also tell you whether the call is from outside or inside the company.)
5. You can transfer acall to someone
else without the help of the operator, by

simply dialing that person's number.
6. Every Executone 1000 phone is
capable of answering every other phone.
Which uncomplicates your switchboard
and allows one secretary to cover another
without expensive button systems.
7. If the person you call is not at his
desk, you can use your Executone phone to
locate him automatically, within seconds.
8. Any Executone 1000 location can
have hands-free operation permitting you to
carry on phone conversations from
anywhere in an office or conference room.
Does its Own Trouble-Shooting.
The Executone 1000 is arugged, allelectronic, solid-state system. Each phone
instrument works off an individual printedcircuit board that can be replaced easily if
ever necessary. And built-in trouble-testing
circuits scan the system 25,000 times a
second.
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35 Years of Service.
Executone is the leading supplier of
communications systems to the nation's
hospitals, where fast, reliable communications
can be amatter of life and death.
Our network of local service organizations
has also been installing and servicing
business communications systems for 35
years. So if you have questions about the
dependability or continuity of service when
you own your own phone system,
Executone stands ready to give some
convincing answers.
We'd like to show you there is more to
owning your own phone system than cost
savings. We'd like to show you the rewards
of doing business more easily and efficiently
by replacing your present phone system with
our total phone system. We'd like to show
you the new Executone 1000.
For full information, mail coupon below.

nee OM

The Total Phone Symem tut American Business
rExecutone, Inc., Dept. H.9-

29.10 Thomson Ave., Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
EJ Please send information on the new Executone 1000.
111 Have your representative phone for an appointment.
Name
Company
Address
City
Zip

State
Phone

IMAGINE
WORKING
60 MILES
FROM HOME

THE I
NTERSTATES
BRING EVERYTHING
CLOSER

HEY, FRED!

Í
OH YEAH?

iGOT PROMOTED
-- ALREADY I
i/e

41

THE

BOSS TOLD
YOU TO ,WORK LIKE

Al- MEN

C) 1973 Hanna- Barbera Productions, Inc.

Now, no place is too far from your place.
Interstate Highways bring everything closer.

And, Interstates
help save lives.

Including job opportunities.

We're for that.

Interstate Highways make employment
centers more accessible to smaller
communities.
Truck service helps revitalize aging
communities.

AMERICA% TIROCIMIC INDUSTRY

Eaton Corporation, Axle Division,
Cleveland OH 44110, manufacturers of
heavy-duty Eaton" truck axles;Transmission
Division, Kalamazoo MI 49001, manufacturers of Fuller" RoadrangeCtransmissions.

Aerr. RI Truck
mL um Components

Do you face
amake or buy

BUY LAMBDA'S LZ SERIES
THE ONLY FIELD REPAIRABLE
P- C MOUNTABLE POWER SUPPLY.

c
p
l
Oc
vsrruPnplies?

Available in 3package sizes,
in 26 single output and 19 dual output mode
from $35, up to 28 volts, up to1400 mA.

S

COMPETITOR COMPARISON CHART

LambdaPak
121

NB

Competitors'
Aodel

Cornpetitors'
Model

LambdaPak

NO

single and dual
(tracking) outputs

Short-circuit proof

NO

Designed for
series operation

NO

Vacuum- impregnated
transformer

NO

NO

Three different power
packages

Stocked and distributed
from Los Angeles, Montreal,
Chicago and New York

NO

Fully repairable

NO

Wide input voltage
range — 105-132 Vac

NO

Continuously
adjustable voltage

NO

NO

Multivoltage rated

NO

Foldback current
limiting

LZ SERIES SINGLE OUTPUIT MODELS

MODEL

VOLTAGE
VDC

CURRENT
mA

PRICE

LZS-10

5

451

$35

LZS-11

12

195

35

LIS20

15

30C

55

900

65

400

65

1400

95

LZS-30

5

LZS-33

15

NEW LZS-34

5

Cornpetitors'
Model

.33

LZ SERIES
AVAILABLE IN 3 NEW MODELS
LZD-12
s*- 15V 50mA

$35

LZD-3 5
- 1 5V, 300mA
±

LZS-34
5V,1400mA

LZ SERIES DUAL TRACKING OUTPUT MODELS

MODEL

VOLTAGE
VDC

CURRENT
mA.

PRICE

50

$33

300

55

40

LZD-21

'15V
5

LZD-22

'15

90

LZD-23

'15

150

53

500

65

NEW LZD-12

5

LZD-31
LZD-32

'15

220

65

NEW LZD-35

±-15

300

95

For additional voltages, send for

Lambda's 1973 cat-

alog supplement L-3.

1- DAY DELIVERY
60- DAY GUARANTEE

$95

$95

Regulation 0.15%— line or load;
models LZS-10, LZS-30, LZS-34, LZD-21 and
LZD-31 have load regulation of 0.15% -I5mV; model LZD-12 has line or load regulation of 0.25%.
Ripple and noise 1.5mV RMS.
Temp. Coefficient 0.03%/°C
Tracking accuracy 2% absolute voltage difference ( dual output models only)
0.2% change for all conditions of line, load
and temperature
AC input 105 to 132 Vac, 57-63 Hz

WHETHER
YOU MAKE
OR BUY...
A LAMBDA

MELVILLE, NEW YORK 11746 515 Broad Hollow Road Tel. 516-694-4200
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. 60005
2420 East Oakton St., Unit Q Tel.
312 593-2550
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 91605
7316 Varna Ave.
Tel. 213-875-2744
MONTREAL, QUEBEC
100C Hymus Blvd., Pointe
Claire, Quebec 730
Tel. 514-697-6520
PORTSMOUTH, HANTS, ENG.
Marshlands Road, Farlington Tel. Cosham 73221 VERSAILLES, FRANCE
64a 70 rue des Chantiers 78004 Tel. 950-2224

Circle 901 on reader service card

Photo -Darlinens
Clairex makes exactly what you need
When you need high sensitivity at extremel
low illumination levels, use ClairexfhotoDarlingtons. As a matter of fact, Clairex
can offer you the right solution to any of
your "light" problems because Clairex specializes in all optoelectronic components—

Photo-Darlingtons ... Photo-Transistors ...
Photo-Cond uctors
OptoIsolators ...
We make them all!
Call ( 914) 664-6602 or write Clairex
560 South Third Avenue, Mount Vernon,
New York, 10550.

CLAIREX ELECTRONICS
A DIVISION OF CLAIREX CORPORATION

der

Circle . 902 on reader service card
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